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A. ,_1NTRODUCTION AND DESCRIPTION

. The intent of this guide is to assist teacher's in the develohment 9f viable
educational programs to meetothe needs of students who are eaucable meneally

han4capped. The role of the teacher.is seen as multi-dimensional in terms
of providing assesstent and suitable programs: The teacher is viewed as a

facilitating agent whose influence Must extend far beyond the classroom and
the stildents, to the school.in general; the school system, the student's
home and particularly to,the community which/the,school serves. Each of

these hsas a significant role to play in assessment and pxogram planning and
therefore, in the delivery bf services.

Schools characteristically accommodate tt;e majority of school-age,cdlaren
A

preparing them for adult'life and future employment. Special provision
must be made to meet the, varying needs,of the children served. ,

4

Just as there are countless individual characteristics in regular. students,
such differences are equally apparent among students,who are mentally handi-

capped; Present educatlonal opinion suggests that the 'special' student
should be provided with an education experience *Dar, as far as possible,
to that of the 'regular' Student. Schools, however, must not limit themr

selves to provision 4 an academic program only; instead, a commitment must'
be made to provide a uch broader program which will lead ultimately to the
fulfillment_ of the brodr educational goal. Thedevelopment of a student

, who is mentally hand' apped must be reviewed individually inikerms of intill-
lectual potential, ho.e and school experiences, social and psychological
,factors.

B. IDENTIFICATION AND SELECTION

ULlle concerned herd with the identifica.ni o udents who are educable

mentally handicapped, it mil.st be pointed out tha such a.diagnosis i tenta-

tive and t.leful only when it assists in programming. The most important
thing to be determined.is the student's functioning level which is essential

0;to the development 'of a suitable program. .(See Special. Education Handbook
for further information.)

It is strongly recommended that a placement committee be formed to consider
and recommend appropriate placement orthe student.,

.

C. GOALS

The aim and goals 6f this curriculum guide remain consistent with tho4
approved in the Legislature (May 1978). These are printed in the Program

of Studies as are the general objectives for special education.

D. DELIVERY SYSTEMS'

Becaus'e of the diverse nature of school settings(in which cl4ses for students
with mental handicaps are lecated, is impossiBto-and inadvisable to suggest

one particular setting over another. It is ecommended, however, that

f wherever possible, students witA mental han icdps be,integrated into a regular



07 clpSroom setting. It is imperative that this policy be enacted only afterr.
a 6areful assessment of the student's needs and of the regular classroom
setting.

E. NORMALIZATIOR
`V.

c..

A major 'goal of this curriculum guide is to prOvide students who are educable
mentally handicaPped with the necessary skills that will allow each person
to live and work as an individual. Thts goal has been determineeby the fact
that in ietent years there has been a signifitant change in the.social policy
relating to special groups of people. In brief, it is now felt'that =

in titutionalization should be avoided wherever possible and also that many,
sp cial iroups, and in particular people who are mentally handicapped,.should

.1i e and Woll in the normal community setting. This more hurianizing method
of dealing wfth speciae groups; has become known as the 'norimalization prin-

Basically, there are two factors that make it very difficult for a 'person who..
has a mental handicap to live a normal,life in a community.

am *Lack of Opportunity'to Learn. Because a person is'handicapped, he is
generally not given the same opportunities as a non-handicapped person to
acquire the liv'ing....and working skills that will be necessary td function
in a community: Consequently, many individuals are forced into either a
highly dependent life'.or may be institutionalized.

Although a student!s educational needs will often dictate a more iktense and
specialized learning experience, it shoul4 be noted that an increase inpro-
gram intensity has a most undesirable cdnsequence; namely, it reduces -

students' opportunities to learn about a normal life environment. This
situation makes it more difficult to normalize the life of the student with
a mental handicap.

2: Handicapped People are Viewed as Deviant. Because of the way society
has treated handicapped people in the past, the community views people wlth
special needs as different or deviant. This perception of the handicapped ,

leads to attitudes that make it very difficult for a person with a handicap
'to lead a normal life. These attitudes in the.jcommunity serve to reduce op-
portunities available to the person and also serve to maintain different be:-
havior patterns through eaaipectation or self-fulfilling prophecy. As program

1

intensity increases, there is a corresponding increase in the deviancy expec-
tation of the,atUdent.

Thus, another unfavorable consequence-results from increasing the intensity
and specialization of the educational program offered to students; namely,
the deviancy expectation of the student increases rapidly. It is qvious,
that if the,lives of students with a mental handicap are to be normalized,
the phenomenon of deviancy expectation should be controlled.

. .

Therefore, if schools are to educate all students so that they may lead a
normal life, th educational experience must provide opportunities for
acquiring livin and working skills and also must atlempt to break,down the

3



attitudes of deviancy that surround students with a Itandicap. Utilization
,of the normalization principle in educational plaining facilitates the at-
tainment of these goals.

As the major portion of this curriculum guide attends tt methods of develop-
ing opportunities for acquiring living and working skills, this section deals
primarily faith the 11)16 of educational practices that reduce attitudes of
deviancy. For a mor complete description of tke procedures suggested here,
refer to W. Wolfensberger,,Normalization (1972).

Attitudes of deviancy or 'differentism',can be either increased or reduced
depending on how the teacher deals with the student 'in the classroom. Areas
which should be considered in this respect are:

1 Chronologicl age appropriSteness. When people\with a handicap are treat-
ed as though they are younger than they really are, attention is drawn to
their disability. Conversely, when activities and behavior are age-appro-
priate, the position of the person'-with the handicap is-enhanced. Examples
where consi&rations of age-appropriateness aretimportant are:

?

a. Environment of-the classroom. The furnishings and decor of the
classroom should be age-approprietey For example, health posters
with comic 4kok characters are demeaning to teenagers.

, b. Possessions. The teacher shoul4-encourage age-appropriakOpos-
,

sessions; foeexample eenagers 'should not carry 'DonalJ Duck'
lunch boxes, but sh ld possess wallets, watches, jewellery, etc.

c. Labels and forms caddress. Teachers of students wiio are educable
mentally handicapped shouldjspeak to their students in the same
manner 'as teachers of non-handicapped students. Pet phrases,
such as 'my babies', although well intended, generally maintain
cli.Incy.expectations.

)

d. Activities, routines, rhythms.0SPecid(classrooms,should maintain
activity schedules cdentical to regular classrooms. Different
recess times, school leaving times, etc. all draw attention to the
student with a handicap.

e. Autonomyand rights. Frequently; 'students with a handicap are
given less.auConomy and fewer rights.than regular students.- Care
should be taken to guarantee age-aWropriate autonomy and rights
io ail people.

f. Sex behavior. Because of gast views of people with a handicap,-
adults are often over-protective and paternalistic in regards to
sexual behavior. The teacher must provide.the opportunity to
students for the learning of age-appropriate sexual behavior.

2. Culture-appropriaGeness, In the same way that people with'a handicap are
frequently treated in an age-inappropriate fashion, they are also often dealt
with in a culturally-inappropriate manner. For-example:

4
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a) Labels and forms of address,. Labels like.'crazies', 'dumbies',
'retardates' should not be used. These tifrms have major effects
in creating and maintaining attitudes of deviancy. It should be
noted that even ttie use.of terms such as E.M.H. can serve to
focus on the disabili.ty, rather than Ihe person. When used in
this way, deviancy is maintained. t

b) Personal appearance. Frequently, people mith a handicap are ,

dressed in a culturally-inappropriate fastiion. Teachers should
stress to parents and students the Amportance of contemporary '

standards of fads and fashions.

In conclusion, it should be stressed that the teacher should attempt to main-
tain as normal a situation as possible. In addition to the'above suggestions,\
the following types of questions have been found useful in determining die
success of normalizing the educational experiences of students with handicaps.
Teachers should ask themselves questions like the following:

- How is this classroom different from the average 'classroom for
children of %this age? (If it is,a self-cptained special class.)
Would I want my chifd to,be in this program? Why or'why not?
14hat is there about this person's appearance that makes him look
different?

- Would I want my child to look like this? Why or why not?
How do I talk about the Student I teach to other people?

- Would I want a person to refer to me or my child in this manner?
Why or why., not?

1 The answer to these and similar questions will reveal how well the teacher is
managing to implenie'nt the concepts of the 'normalization princriple1 into the
teaching situation.

It follows that all students with handicaps should be.integrated as much as
'possible into the,regular educational process. It is understood that many
barriers, both real and perceived, exist in our education practices, making
total integration of all students into the regular-edu ational stream diffi-
cult. However, cont4ruing attempts should be made in' he pursuit of inte-
grating students with special needs into the regular school systems. Hope- I

fully, such innovations as open, activity-centered,classrooms, and objective
based teaching will lend the flexibility to our schools that will allow for
grad/ter integratingexperiences.

F. COMMUNITY FOCUS

The long-range aim of special education, as in general education, is to
develop the abilities of the individual in order that he fulfill his per-
sonak aspirations, while making a contribution to society (poals of Educa-
tion, 1977). "Yet, students with special needs may find themselves in pro-
grams segregated, at jeast to some.degree,,, from the mainstr4tm qf education,
thus Making it difficult to achieve these long-term goals. There is a tendency
for special classes to become

1

self-contained and isqlated, and-increasingly

L.
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remote from the communitylito whith their studentI are to gradua_e. If

isolation froth the community is to be avoided, ana indeed if the doatrine
oI normalization-is to be taken seriously, a concentrated effort must be
made to give special education classes a community focus.

'Community focus' can be interpreed in several waYs. It can refer simply
to the importance of always relating what is studied in the cl, srioom to
what goes, on in the xeal world;:clAssroom activities then, have a community
focus. Students with mental handicaps may have difficulty transferring-
concepts and relationships frqm one situation to another. Talking about,
banking ot punctuality or public service agencies, for exaMple, may not be
easily related to the student's min commUnity. A furthericoncrete step,
that of actually identifying these concepts in,the community, is necessary
for students with mental handicaps. They need assistance in applying abstract
ideas to concrete, real-life situati8ns.

Vi
'Community focus' can also refer to the use of community resources to extend
the programs of the classroom. Particularly in small school districts, but
also to some extent,in even the largest, it is difficult for the school tO
provide a sufficient variety of pre-vocational experiences for students with

, mental handicaps. Community resources can be employed to provide an invalu-
able supplement to the school's own facilities. Work study placements, (as
discussed in the Special Education Handbook) serve as an excellent illustra-
tion of the use of community resources to extend the programs of the special
education classroom and to serve as-a concrete link between the classroom .

and the community. It would be a mistake, however, to think that community
involvement of this'sort can wait until the student's first work study place-
ment. There Reeds to be a well planned seqdence of community contacts, from
the relatively infrequent field trips of young children to various important
places in the community, through a variety of tield experiences, to actual
work study placements.

$
. In the current move toward 'normalization' it s frequently argued that the

' same generic services which serve the 'normal' population should also serve
the needs of the handicapped. This is still anotherlaspect of 'community
focus'. Thus, counselling services provided by Alberta Mental Health Ser-
vices, job-placement services provided by Canada Manpower, public health
services provided by health units, and othet generic social services in the
community at large should be used to Meet the needs pf the mentally handi-
capped. It is essential, however, th4t the agencieq used be made' aware of
the unique needs and problems of the 'mentally handiqapped. It is unwise to
develop parallel services specifically for the handicapped. A school system,
then, should avoid developihg its own self-containedi counselling, vocational
training, job-placement and other services for its special education students.

If generic !services are to be used effectively, there must be a high degree
" of cooperation between the school and the various cOmmunity service agencies.

The agencies must be aware of the school program, and must be involved in a
cooperative effort,to provide a continuity of support services to the mental-
ly handicapped in the community.

6
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If community involvement is to become a repity, there are a number of
concrete steps that must be taken. The special education teacher must
know the community and its resources. Thete should be a glen to increase
involvement in the community as students'get older. This.involvement can
take place in every part,of the curriculum; but seems particularly appro-
priate in,the living-vocational skills sectIons. As these Sections assume
increasing emphasis for older students, SQ should community involvement.
Community agencies should also play a part-in the special educational
advisory council. With planning and determination, the special education
class can move from being an isolated, selfcontained island t6ward being
an_integral part of-the community.

G. PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT

With# the past decade, the perceived relationship between home and school
has undergone &major transformation. Many professionals now view parent
involvement as contributing towards the solution of educational problems.
A child's'values and their behavioral expressions are learned primarily in
the home and,can be modified only slightlY in the school.,:, Parent involve-
ment is regarded as a necessary feature of special education programming
itself. Cooperation and understanding between the home and the school is
essential if the child is to realize his maximum growth and development:
When parents and eduCators possess a mutual appreciation of the role each
has to play in the education of the.child, Opportunities for development
are increased.

Current research supports parent involvement in many aspects of the,regular
0
instruCtional procesa'. It indicates that when parents of school childien
are inliolved in the process of education, their children are likely to
achieve better. This may be due to the lessening of distance betweeh the
aims of the school and the home. It is becoming apparent that id order to
secore parental support and cooperation, edueators may need to alter thiir
perceptions of parents and of themselves as professionals.

4
It is strongly recommended that a Parent Advisory Committee be formed in
each district. This,Committee could provide a means of surveying community
needs and making'them known Co the school authorities,. The function of the
advisory committee should also'involve some responsibility for plahning,
implementing and evaluating programs.

Within the local,juriAdiction, parents are an excellent source of s port
to teachers in actiidties varying from teacher-suparvised individuali d

tutorial duties to managing small group activities wieLn the school.
Parents also serve as an excellent scliric of knowledge in specific skill
areas.

.The school in turn should be a source of support,to parents. Study ses-
.

sions and workshops dealing wiEh topics such as child management techniques,
curricultm, or attitudes toward exceptional children, offer a meant of pro-
viding his support.

a
ts
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H. DEVEWMENTAL FOCUS

Many educational theorj.sts agree that human learning follows an orderly
.pattern of development which is- continuous, sequential and hierarchical.
This guide Is intended to provide.such a continum at whateer point

Al!matched his functioning level, moving from that point systemat' lly

through the sequential skills in each instructional area. This rocess

will continue until his potential is realized or until he graduates to
another program for further training. ..

1.

I. THE INTEGRATIVE CURRICULUM

.

The curriculum guides are designed to integrate computation, communication,
other academic areas, and living-vocational skills. The preferred method
of integration utilizes practical applications of skills to Make academic
sli.ills more meaningful for.students who are handicapped.

..,

There are two possible methods of integrating content areas with the
developmental sequence. One method would be to develop academic units and

, build in the skills from tITe living vocational units; the second method

builds in the academic skills as needed, thus faciliç,ating transfer of
learning in a more efficient way. Academic proficie cy is useful only
within the context of the living vocational skilis situation.' .

For example, the cooking of a simple ;Ile:al could serve as the sprilegboard
for many learning experienCes, both academic and living vocational. A

e unit might be developed where the students are to prepare their own Iu.pch
. op a particular day. Sote living skills involved are the eating of a meal

together as they would at home, with friends, or at a restaurant. The
planning of a meal, setting the table and cleaning Up aftefwards are common
household4tasks with which both boys and girls should be familiar. Some

principles ofsgood nutrition can be developed in the'planning of'the meal.
Computational skills would be,,involved in purchasing the food, measuring .0

ingredients, and perhaps btrylit in a simulated restaurant activity. ReAd-

, ing skills would be practised in following recipes or directions on canned
4goods or other partially prepared food, or reading restaurant menus (which
they have made).' Working together as .a.group in preparing andserving the
meal as well as Organizing the activity are good'practice for vocational

.,

preparation: Assimulated 'family' might offet more opportunity for the
learning of,social behaviors. The number of concepts and skillgsthat cbuld
be developed are limited only by the imagination of the teacher.

With this appfoach, skills are not compartmentalized but become an integral .

part of the acIiity, as.they will when the student leaves Schoql and applies'
the skills he has learned.' .

.

,
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J. PRESCRIPTIVE TEACHING

''Prescriptive teaching is a tert borrowed by educatibn from the field of
medicine. A prescription is,a written,direction for the preparation and use
of a medicine or temedy. A prescription ig based on diagnosis of strengths
.and weaknesses and a.remedy is preseribed to correct the weaknesses.

Thus,'in prescriptive teaching, a teacher inGorporates testing with teaching
to provide.individualized instruction% Teaching begins at the student's
current level of achievement in relation to particular instructiOnal object-
ives. All of the skills that are necessary and sufficient to.acHieve,this.
objective are taught. Instructiop is Sequenced so that pre-equisite skillg
are taught first. Teaching accommodates the rate and learning s'tyle of in-
dividual students.'

19
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GENERAL-GUIDELINES TO INSTRUCTION

GOAL PLANNING

CURRICULUN INTEGRATION

DEVELOPMENTAL LEARNINGN

READINESS

TASK ANALYSIS'

PROGRAMMING FOR SUCCESS

Be realistic in planning goals. Do not
develop objectives at so high a level that
you and the'student become frustrated. Re-
view yoUr objectives and if theS, are too
high or low, modify them.

P

: kTery attempt should be made to intjgrate
,skills and objectives from several content
areas hy using a thematic approach.

'plan your, learning experiences so that they .

are developmental. Always keep*in mind the
hierarchy of skills.

a Make sure the student is capable of achieving
a task and has the necessary prerequisite
skills before you include it in his program.

Use the tsk analysis-approach to determine
components of tasks. For example, teaching
thy brushing of teeth may have to be broken
itrto holding a tube of toothpaste, unscrew-
ing the cap, placing the toothpaste on the
brush, etc. While teaching the individual
steps, do not lose-sight of the total task.

Set up your instructio- nal program in small
steps so...that the student is likely tgbe
succes flt. Use successful experie ce to
en rage the student to attethpt m6re ad-
vdnced steps. End each activity,with student
sutcess.

KNOWING THE TASK , Practise a task unfamiliar to you first ber
fore attempting to,teach the student. For
examplej learn how to make a print or sew
a button on before. teaching these skills.

UNDERSTANDING,OBJECTIVES Let the student know the specific objective
on which you' are working ancLwhy it is neces-
sary. Tell him, "You must know how to regulate
the water in the sink so that you can wash your
hands and face without burning yourself. To-
gether we'll.work on it.. First you ..."

. ;
BEHAVIOR MODEL At all times Serve as a model of ber1vior in

the way you:loolc, act, talk, walk, eat, etc.
Discuss models of behavior_frequently,

111
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\s.
FUNCTIONAL ApPLICATION Teach adll at the time of its functional
OF SKILLS use. For example, show the student how to

wash his hands after hetipas gone to the
. toilet: Also, schedule practice sessions'at
times of functional application. When the
stUdent has developed skills in the use *of
eating utensils, plan parties,.invite guests
for dinner, afrd.pradtige during .snack and
cafeteria times. Scheple practice sessions-
often.

SkILL DEMONSTRATION Demonstrate the skill you are attempting to
faCilitate. Explain What you are .doing as
)iau are'doing it.

LEARNING RESOURCES!' Provide a variety.of learnj:ng resdurces, e.g.
:audio-visutl, print and graphics,:illuatrationa4

PANTOMIMED IN.STRUCTION Use pantoinime to demonstrate a skill. For
example, in.pantomime,.show the student how to
thread a needle and sew on a button. This
approach helps,to isolate the required move-
ments; it also is an enjoyable activity.

,e
,

'ACTIVITY GUIDE ./Physically guide the student through an activ-

-----\\
ity whenever he is unable to do the activity by
himself. 'Utile-student is unable to cut with

(' stissora.use a pair of training scissors and
guide him through.the activity. In,writ,ing

activities, hold the student's hand ands-the
pencil and move his hand in the desired pat-
tern, fading assistance. Whenever you physi-
cally guidp a student through an action or a
series of actions, encourage him to remember
how hia body feels When he troves in a specific
way. t

PRACTICE Practise a task often. EVen áf.ter you are con-
vinced that the student has mastered a partic-
ular practise and reinIorce period4ally.
Schedule practice sessions which are novel_and
interesting.- .

DTSCUSSION Many opportunities should be provided to allow
students to practise oral communication.

VARIETY Vary activities whenever possible; take ad-
. vantage of the motivating effects of surprise,
suspense,.ana novelty.

ROLE PLAY Use rble playing, puppet play, And creative
dramatics to dtimulate real experiences an& to
practise skills.

1:2
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ACTIVITY ALTERNATION 'Alternate vitt actiVfties,with actiVities in-
volving gross motor actions. This,alternating
of activities acts as a motivating'factor and
as an aid to classrooth management.

FLEXIBILITY Demonstrate flexibility in carrying out lesson

STINT PARTICIPATIbN

INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

GENERALIZATION

RECORD KEEPING

RELEVANCY

plans. If an unexpected situation that requires
immeOiate attention on'your .partoccurs, change'
yonr schedule. Seize the moment to teach be-

%
cause you may not get a good opportunity tfor a .

long time. Do not wait to create an artificial
situation, but react when the real situation
occurs.

Encourage active participation by all students
'throughout each class period.

Individualize instruction, because there is
such wide diversity in EMH classrooms that
personalizing instruction is essential. Re-
member that individual programs can be imple-
mented and.can be successful within a group
setting.

Eliminate some of the problets involved with
transferring learning from one area to another
by using relevant materials for teaching specif-
ic skills. For eXample, working with sensory
thbtor materials have students-use various sizeg
of real nuts and bolts for sorting exercises,'
instead of colored bloCks.

Accurate and up-to-date progress records should
be kept for each individual on all program
aspects:

Use current materials, toys, games, teqevision
shows, records, etc. to motivate the student.
D'ancing to a current.favorite top tune usually
will be more stimulating than dancing to "The
Nutcracker Suite". Activities should be select-
ed with reference to student's needs.and long
term-goals Of the program.

. ..,,

, GEOGRAPHIC AREA
.
Take into consideration the geographic area in
which the student lives and its impact on the

.
program. Lessons designed to facilitate travel
skills in the use of the rapid transit only

,
.1 make sense when ;his mode of travel is part of

the student's environment.

INTBRESTS Relate instruction eb student's interests
wherever.possible.

13
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PAST'EXPERIENCE

k CC

DIVERSITY

Inquire about tht experience the sftdent has
had whenever possible. Talk to.his parentsf
guardians, or past teachers. References to
these experiences often will provide the need-
ed motivation for lessons.

Discover! and use materials and activities from
other disciplines. Music, art, dance, and
physidal education activities.can serve to
stimulate different students. Incorporate
these activities whenever possible. If your
educational and experimental background is
limited, use available resource personnel.

SAFETY HAZARDS Be acmre of potential/ safety hazards in all
activities.
*

COMMUNITY RESOURCES - /( Become familiar with community resources and

1

- use them as learning statiohs. Make the en-
tire community ybur classroom or learning
area. The, neighborhood.supermarket is the
best place to facilitate learning the.purchase
of foods; The office building and the depart-

-. ment store offer opportunities in learning to
use elevators, revolving doors, automatic
doors and washrooms.

. '

RESOURCE PEOPLE
,

LEARNIN,chAREA

Seek.the help of reeource people who can en-
rich the educational program: For example,
store managers, bus drt.Krs, firemen, police-.
men; and road repaifmen
interestlng demonstrations and lectures but
also may allow you the use of their facilities
so the 'Student can have first hand experiences.

Make your learning area as attractive and
pleasant as possible. Beware, however, of the
dangers of overstimulation. Make your room
interesting with plants, animals, books, toys
and games that are motivating. Change the en-
mironment frequently.

WORK DISPLAYS Display the students' work on bulletin boards,
in display cases, and at,school exhibits. The

ride_are._x elatox.cin g _ _ _

PROGRESS CHARTS Construct charts that graphically demonstrate
student progresl, and accomplishments.

MAINTAINING DISCIPLINE Make sure that the students know the rules and
the consequences of breaking them.

14
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COMMUNfCATION

DIRECTIONS

ROUTINES IN LEARNING

Use your voice and gestures as a means of
communicating yout feelings and wants to'
the students. Show honest etotion. Be aware
that monotonous voice patterns turn a student
oTk.

Be explicit in your,directions and commands.
Be surethe student knows exactly whae be- .

haviors are expected. Classroom organization,
behavioral management, and success of student
performance are, io a large degree, dependent
on the instructor's explicitness.

-
When de4ling with an activity that has several
steps, Atablish a routine 'for the.student to
follow, "First you dd this, then this, etc ..."..
Practise the steps in sequence.

DAILY PLANNING Ha've enough activities and materials available

t . so that students are usefully employed through-
out the day, including after the time assigned -

, work is completed.
,

SELF DIRECTION Students should assume,. increasing responsibility
for behavior and tOr selection of activities.

IMMEDIATE FEEDBACK Provide the student with immediate feedback of
resulls. ivirk written work immediately if pos-

.

sible and review when necessary. Do not allow
studentsito practise incorrect prdeequreS'or
response's.

1

&RitECTIM: If a.student is'behaving or performing inappro- ,

priately or incorrect*, correct him in a
positive manner. Say, Tfhls is the way to
play the game". Simultaneously demonstrate the
desired behavior.

'ENTHUSIASM Show enthusiasm when a student progresses por
'attempts to comply with your requests. Remem-
ber thae'what may seem to you like very little
progress may be,a giant g'tep for the student:

OVERFQTECTION Do not overprotect the student. Allow.him to
participate in a variety of situations and
activities:

POSITIVE THINKING .Think positively. If you believe that the
student will succeed, you will seardh for new'
and creative wap to faciliChte his progress.

3:5
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PEER INTEREST '

PEER TUTORING

PEER REINFORCEMENT

-RESPONSIBILITY

INTEGRATION

APPEARANCE

COOPERATION

4. \

OONSISTENCY AND STRUCTURE

1.

Encourage the student's interest in the wel-
fare of his peert. Make him aware of a peer's
illness and the need to send a get well.card.
Match students with different skills so that
they can assist each .other.

AA,

Organize your lessons in such a way as to take
aaVantage of the benefits of peer tutoring and
buddy systems. The student may learn a skil
more readily when,it is demOnstrated by a p

Show the student's'peers how tO behave in rein-
forcing ways. Encourage them to reward the
student's desiratile behav.iors.

4

Assign'the,stuaent a.-classroOM responsibility
no matter how severe his handicap and no mat-
teT how small the task.,, Program 'and teach -

responsibility froM..bhe.beginning. Students
should be responsible for looking after their
own materials and possesSions.

0 .-

Involve the stbudent wherever Pogsible in activ-
ities with peers in other classes. The hanai-
capped student can usually participate- in some
way with regular class student, e.g. art, music.

PrIgram at all times to help the student look-
.

and act as normal as pOssible. Ithe student
looks and behaves in devianeWays; he will be
stigmatized.

Seek the cooperation of:other tachers, parents,
professiona nd para-prokessional*. Bus

drivers, chool cuseodians, and community help-
ers ca assist immeasurably in normalizing the
lives of your studerixs.

Enhance the learning environment by ,basing your
classroom expectations an consistency and
strficture. Fax example, provide explicit rules
of behavior as well as.consistent consequences.

.11
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INTRODUCTION

The Li/ing/Vocational Skills section is intended to aevelbp ski,11Siand
attitudes which will enable the educable mentallHlandicapped spid'ont
to function as optimally at'possible in his own home, within the school,
and in the community. It is student Vft-her than content centered., Ten
topics of.instr4ction to faq,ilitate the learning of practical.skills are
included: Understanding Self and Getting Along with Others, Travel,
Health., Safety, World of Work, Home Management, Money Management, Motor
Development and Physical Activities, Lpisure/Recreation skills, and'

.

Citi,fenship and Individual Responsibility. For each topic of instruction
there are student objectives which are developmentally sequenced in fpur
levels. Individual variables must be considered when implementing the
guide, e.g. the present ability level, learning styles,, traditional/
single parent fakilies, rdral/urban settings.

Strategiea are suggested for implementing the objectives; however, tbese

.45

are not all inclusilie. They provide a sample activity'which may be deed
to teach a certain objective and should be adapted or changed to fit the
individual student and utilize lbcal resources. Skills should be ta ht.

in their natural,setting as much as possible; one way of doing,this s by
using. the integrated approach to curricufum (see the ,Introduction and
Philosophy' ana General Teaching Strategies).

. **
Materials are listed to aid the teacher in implementing the strategies.
Although a particular material may be recommended for a number of strategies,
it is listet only once in each'subsection. It is recommended that mantel-01.s
used be relevant and practical for the student so ,that transfer and generaf=

° izetion of skills are optiTal" e.g. use the student's clothing to teach
color rather than,using colored cubes.

The appendix section contains an overview of all objectives with a ge
reference to the guide, a Student profile/checklist to facilitate ass ss-
ment/placement of the student, and a list of resource,materials.

r,
. -

r

r.
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UNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS
Level 1

A. Knowledge of Self

OBjECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

1.\ Personal Character-
istics/ Self Identifi-
cation

The student:

States/writes full name,
age, full address, tele-
phone number.

States name of school,
names of family members.

Identifies:
self in photogr,aph
others by sight or in
phocograph

-boys and girls by names
-property by appropriate
labels.

Identifies:
. -some areas of strength

(tilings he can do well)

-some areas of interest.

or'

Develop.word lists of names
of family membAs for
reading and spelling.

Construct simple camera.
Take student, cldss-picture.

Make a collage of things
student is interested in:
Establish attainable goals
for each student. Mak.e

tasks mftningful and within
the range of.his attention

span.

Have student complete open
ended sentenets:

It
"The thillg I do best is ...

"One thing I can't do very
well is ...." -

"If I were smaller, I would
be able to ..."

28

aroject Me Lets
Look For.

Bi"g Box - Body and

Self Awareness..

I

*

Understanding Your'
.Feelings and Emotions.



UNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS
Level 1
A. Knowledge of Self

.

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

2. Physical fell

The student:

Ie.entifieS the fiVe.senses

(ffsion, hearing, ti&te,
touch, smell) and indicates
body part involved.

Recognizes sex differences
between male and female.

Practises sex-appropriate
behavior:
-knows sex
- distinguishes sex by

names and appearance
- is independent and appro-
priate in toileting

'-maintains and respects
privacy

-does:not stimulate self
"in public.

Begins to develop body
image; identifies body ,
parts and use.

Measures height and weight.

Bring a variety of things
into the classroom. Blind-
fold student and have him
guess what they are by the,
sound they make, way they
smell, etc.

Listening Games.

Make. posters entitled 'Boys', Social Learning
'Girls'. Curriculum Kits.

Have student cat gorize male
and female anim s where
secondary char cteristics
'are obvious; flake chart of
pictures..

4.

Trace outline of student on Body Imagery: Body

large sheets of paper and Awareness Activities.
have him label major body
parts.

Construct a graph of class
members' weights and
heights. Trace outlines of
student's,body on brown
paper. Have studen't cut add
color appropriately.

2
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UNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS
Level 1
A. Knowledge of Self

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES
47"

MATERIALS

3. Emotional Self

The student:

Identifies spetific
emotions-in self.anct.
others (happy, sad,v
angry, fearful, left opt)
from faciaexpreSion,
posture, verbalizations.

Identifies emotions Prom
a variety of stimuli,
e.g. pictures, stories,

ss_

pantomime.

Recognizes that people
can make each other happy
or sad by things they say
or dolt

Use directed discussion,..
e.g. "I'm sure glad I ..."

"Sometimes I'm afraid of .."
"I hate it when ..."

Have students.make faces
depicting emotions and take
turns guessing. Ole feeling
b'eing xpressed.

H. e student observe own
emotions in a mirror.

Make collages depicting
happy, sad, angry, fearful,
'left out.

Use music, colors as focus
,." for discussion of feelings.

Use directed discussion:
"It's hard fot me to ..."
"I hate it when ..."
"I'm afraid 'to ..."

"I would not likt to live
without ..."
"I feel important when ..."

3
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Free To Be - Yousand Me.

I Know How You Feel.

Moods and Abtions -
teaching pictures.

What Does It Mean?

Interaction IV.
Magic Circle.'`
Social Learning
.Curriculum Kits.

DUSO Dl.

. Focus on Self,

Development,
Stage One:.
AwareneAs;

Stage Two:
Responding.
Primarily Me.
IMostly Me.
Got To Be Me.
Conflict Management.
Activities. for

Developing Positive
Self Awareness.



UNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS
Level 1
A. khowledge of Self

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

Thlotuderit:

Indicates when he is
feeling uncomfortable.

Practises simple
relaxation'techniques.

Expresses emotions

appTopriately with respect
to situation.

.Controls einotional

reaction to stressful
situations (criticism and
blame, friendly teasing).

Capitalize pn natural
situations, e.g.listening
to mu-sic, rest periods,'

change of activity.

1

ao,

4
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The Centering Book.
Second Centering Book.

Who's Afraid of The
iBig Bad Wolf?



UNDERSTANDING SELf AND GETTINGALONG WITH OTHERS
Level 1
B. Social Relationships

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

-

CLX:Needs atid Motivatio
-

The student:

Demonstrates knowledge of
the basic physical needs.

Identifies who provides
these basic needs for him.

Identifies situations in . Role play being lost, hurt,

Construct chart illustrating
basic needs of food, cloth-
ing, shelter and protection,
air, sleeip and exercises.

which people need help or etc.

protection (ill, hurt,
lost) in real or fantasy
situations.

..

5

--e

Social Learning
Curri'culum Kits.

Man In a World of
Change Series:

Man and His
Family,
Man and His
Communities,
Man and Hi
Cities.

Peop4 In a World of
.Change Series:

'Your Family
and School,
Your People

), and Places,
Your Communities
and Change.

DUSO Dl.
Focus on Self
Development,
Stage One: Awareness.

Conflict Management.



UNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS
Level l

B. Social Relationships

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES' MATERIALS,

The student:

Identifies sources of
help for specific problem
situations, e.g. cut
finger, lost mittens:

2. Factors Affecting
Relationships

The student:

Categorizes familizr and
unfamiliar people in terms
of age and tole.

Categorizes familiar peo-
ple in terms of familia-
rity, e.g. family, friend,
acquaintance, teacher.

Distinguishes girls from
'boys in a v iety of ways;
e.g. name, appearance,
pictures.

3. Handling Social
Interaction

'a. Expressive'
Communication Skills

The student:

Communicates in a number
of ways: gestures,
speaking, writing, facial
expressions.

Use telephone, school
personnel.

Have 'plass make collage of
people wha re young, old,
bus drivers, firemen, etc.

Have student practise:
- speaking clearly,

distinctly and in sentences
- show and tell

-relate simple experiences.

Play games involving oral
'language, e.g. "I Spy".

6
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Magic Circle.
Activities For
Developing Positive
Self Awareness.

Got To Be Me.
Conflict Management.

10,
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UNDERSTANDING SELZ AND GETTING ALONG WITH OThERS

Level 1

B. Social Relationships

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

7 Communicates with others
in a socially acceptable
way:

taking,turns
getting attention before

speaking
-showing courtesy when
another is speaking.

Obtains information from
others by a§king
appropriate questions.

Responds to the questions
of dthers: gives

information when asked.

Communicates basic feelings
to others, e%g happy, sad,

hurt.

Oa%

b. Receptive'
Communication Skills

The student:

Responds to both oral and

gestural communic.ktiop.

Follows simple oral

directions.

Demonstrates good
listening s,ills.

Identifies when another
parson is attending/

listening.

-Have students interview each
other in order to obtain
information: name, age,

'address, likes, dislikes, etc.

1

Have student identify voices .

of other class members, Have

student locate sounds.

Provide practice following
simple commands.

7

4

Magic qrcle.
Social Learning
Curriculum Kit.
DUSO Dl.
.Focus on Self
Development, *
Stage One: Awareness.

Activities for
Deved.oping Positive

Self, Awareness,A

Conflict Management.



UNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS
Level 1
B. Soaal Relationships

OBJECTIV4S

c. Problem Solving
and Decision Making

,The student:

...-

Makes personal decisions
in tht classroom.

Participates in decision-
making process.

Identifies a problem
situation and suggests
possible solution to 41e
problem.

Reeognizes possible
coAsequences of decisions.

-4

*

. TEACHING STRATEGIES

Provide situations, e.g.
free play activities, w,hich
require decision making.

Play "Voting on activity"
game.

Play game "I Wonder Why".
Give student the statement
"I Wonder Why" as an only
clue. For example: attempt

to write on chalkboard with
no chalk in hand; place
something in the room, such
as a picture, upside down.

Have student list problems in
school and discuss possible
solutions.

Have studtnt complete open-
ended statements, e.g. "One

-problem I wish the class
would talk about is ..."

Discuss possible consequences
of decisions relating to
problem situations.

biscuss what happens whtn
student decides to:

-help rake the leaves' -

-not eat breakfast
-pick up toys when finished
playing .

-borrow brother's bike
: without asking
-arrive late forlschool.

8

35 .

".

MATERIALS

Discover: Self
and Society.

-r7



UNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTIpG ALONG WrTri OTHERS
Level 1
B. Social Relationships

40

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Participatesin conflict
management strategies,
e.g. taking turns,
apologizing, soliciting
interventions,. sharing.

Demonstrates decreasing
use of inappropriate
conflict management
techniques: violence,
tattling, flight, etc.

4. Rules and Routines

The student:

When given a situation at
home or at school, states
the expected behavior:
sharing, consideration,
respect, cooperation, good
manners.

Follows simple rules in
the classroom and on play-
ground.

j

Have a class discussion
about alternate ways.of
handling situations, e.g.
"Johnny hit ...you, what can

you do?"

4

Write out rules for field
trips, parties, etc; Use
discussion, classroom meeting.

36

Activities for
Developing Positive-

- Self Awareness.
Conflict.Managament.

Social Learning
Curriculum Kits.
Man In a World
of Change Series:

Man and A
His Family,
Man and His

Communities,
Man and
His Cities.

DUSO Dl. '4
Focus on Self
Development,
Stage One: Awareness.



UNDERSTANDING SELF AND.GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS

Level 1
B. Social Relationships

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Identifies inappropriate
behavior in familiar
situations.

Identifies the conse-
quences of breaking simple
familiar rules at home
and school.

Identifies rules which
cannot be changed and
rourines which can be
'modified. A

Demonstrates understanding
that routines and rules
made by the group may be
m6dified, depending on
the situation, e.g. flirts

for games.

5. Social Roles

The student:

Identifies roles
associated with the
family.

States some character-
istics of these -roles,

e.g. mother, father,
sister.

v$,

!!`

Use films, filmstrips,
stories.

Play a game; have students
suggest "rule change;' and

agree on these. Evaluate

changes.

Have class collect and
discuss pictures of families
in various activities.

Have students bring and talk
alAit snapshots of other
memberS of their families.

s*.

10

37

Focus on Self,
Develapment:,

Awareness.
Activities For
Developing Positive
Self Awareness.
Conflict Management.

I.

Magic Circle.
Social Learning
Currkculumlits.
Man.In a World of
Change Series:

Man and His
Family,
Man and Hii
Communities,
Man and His Cities.



UNDERSTANDING SELF ANDGETTING ALONG WII* OTHERS
Level 1
B. SoCial Relationships

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATtGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Play 'house'. 'Have sildents
take turns as family memebers.
Match nam f fapily member'

with desc tiOn/picture of

t. home task.

L
Identifies leaders within
the classroom/playground.

Recognizes the authorit
and responsibilities
associated with the par ntal
role.

6. Values and S
Expectations

The student:

Identifies culeural dif-
ferences of peOple.'in the
classroom or.immediate com-
munity, e.g, costurfte, food,

laIlguage.
U,

Recognizes some,basic
values; e.g, IfOnesi*y,

kindness, c4anliness
pr

.1?

'Use open-ended questioning:
"Who are the leaders in our
class?"; "How do you know
they-"a.re?" "WhY are they

leade

Assigp. duties, leadership
roleS7:te*udents on a rdtat-
ing basiS": ,

-

ra atize inciOnts of family;
living' have students take
turns at being mother and
father.

Have students prepare or
bring different types of food.

Use f 1 filmStrips, books.

,r;

Peopie in a WOrld of
Change Seried:

Your Family and
SchoOl,
(:)u.r People and.

Places,

Itiur Communities
and Change.

Journeyb to Success.

Social Perceptual
Training Kit:

For Community
Living.



TRAVEL
Level I -

A. Ways .to Travel

i0BJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES

The student:

Identifies ways people
can travel: walk,
bicycle, school bus,'
private and plablic
transportation.

Identifies basic traffic
sign

Recognizes School patrols
and follows directions.

Travels independently in
neighborhood (walking).

P

Make charts, cut out
pictures of the variOud
modes of travel.

J

"- Make cardboard traffic signs
and role play action-for
various signals.

Have a class discussion about
the purpose of, school patrol.

See Safety, School

Set up short trips to
specific locations with the
class in tht,school and
immediate area.

12

39

MATERIALS

Survival Signs.

Road Signs of the
Times.



TRAVEL
Level 1

B. Travel Skills

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Recognizes and demon:. .

_J- strates undersanding of
the danger of accepting
rides from strangers.

Follows simple directions.

, Recognizes traffic signs
and symbols.

Recognizes landmarks in
school and neighborhood.

Recognizes simple maps.

Tells time to the hour.

Demonstrates appropriate
behavior in various forms
of travel.

States where to go for
help if lost.

A

Use news reports of hitch-
hiking.

Have student draw a simple
map of desk.

See Computation se tion.

13

40

e,

o



11EALTH

A.evel 1

A, Nutiltion \_

1.
s,

r-,

QBJECT,pES

/

A

TEACH-ING STF'ATEGIES JIATERIALS

. k
The student:

e
:0

1

Identifiesarig4. of

food'and sourtes from 0
which come.

-

"Ifig

Classifies foods according
to fruits and vegetables

Describes food in reIation!-
tO color, shapesmell arid
taste.

Identifies junkfood to
oid betWeen meals.

/

,Taks class to'a,neighhorhoo4
v,getab1e-4tore or super-
market to gaitier information
Orl:the kinds Of fruitland
wegetables that are

Set_ up bulletin board. Use
viqui1 aidsfiims, flannel,
boaid figures, flashcards;
cdJ outs.c

HaVé dlass match printed,,
words ofclabels`On cirds,
boxes. . -z7

,0

0
Playivg guessing game7-have
(si&lent match .E)od with

1

§Ources.
C

From a bag of food 4Ne
student-identify foods and
sources.

Have student make a'scrap-
book.

Bring visit to a dai:ry or -

clairy farm.

_Canada
(
Food Guide.
f

Department of
Agric,ulture Materials

,

<

Use fre hand drawings, Peabody Song Kit,
picture , etc. Level 1.

Play games, e.g. "Hopscotch";
put pictures of food on
floor.

Blindfold student and let him,.
identify,by taste, feel and
odor.

14

zjj :
.1



(-

. HEALTH -,
._

,L .Level 1!'

A. 'Nutrition
.

,
. -

,
,..

-4,
, -

WECTIVES

It '

. ,

The, st(idensE-:

pqIdentifies foods appro-
prepte to-eaCh meal.

TEACHING STTEGIES MATERIALS

kead stories, poems, sing
songs about food.

Have class make riddles,
original'poems and nonsense
rhymes; make models to il-
lustrate.

Make a iist'of foods and
have class,discussion.

Film:

Vital Vittles
Win the West.

Use dittoe worksheets', visual Milk Foundation
,aicTh, cut outs, flannel,-board Materials.
pictures. .

Make a scrapbook.

Playcard games like "girl
Rummy",uilig pictures of.
food.

Use stories about good
nutrition.

r

,-ZiSts' rules for good eat- Have class enumerate, discuss,
, dramatize.

'Practises cleanliness in.
food prgParation.

a

r,

Illustrate -through cartoons.

15

.42

Canada_Fo Guide.



HEALTH
Level 1
B, Ptrsonal Care

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES . MATERIALS

1. Knowledge of Body

The student:

Identifies the basi9-6Ody

parts.

Retognizes growth takes
place.

'Recognizes and discusses
differences between boys
,and girls.

2. Care of Body

The student:

With assistance, practises
body cleanliness

States reasons for taking
good care of body.

Practises physical fitness

program.

4

,Point,to the body parts and

have studentliidentify.

Use model, have student
body parts.

Play guessing game.

Show models.

Play "he", "she" games.

match - Peabody language
Development Kit,
Level 1.
Body Parts.- dice
game.

Activity Cards -
Body Imagery:

Botly Awareness

Activities.

Have class assist and write
descriptive seories:
"I am a girl",
"I am a boy".

,

Show films; have class
discussion.

S.

16

43

Self Care - sequential
cards.

.27



HEALTH
Level 1

B. Personal Care

GBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Demonstrates knowledge of
what to do in case of
minor illness.

3. Drugs and Alcohol

The student:

Takes prescribed medica- Display posteis.
tion only when administer--
ed by adults.

we'

Demonstrates some under-
standing of when to take
non-prescription drugs

4.

Set up bullet-ip board.

Teach student.to read warning
signs.

Bring sample of different
drug.botEles; discuss and
explain.

Use role play.

17

Department of
Public Health
Materials.

Squeegee Learns
About Drugs.

Handle With Care.



HEALTH
_eLevel 1

C. Community. Health Services

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Identifies some health
helpers and their function,

e.g. nurse, doctor.

4

18

z



SAFETt

Leverl
A. Home and School

4,

OBJECTIVES TEACKING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Identifies dangers
associated with various
areas and.items in the
home and school, such as:
sharp obje.cts

electrical outlets
appliances

-,tools, machinery

animals
poison

7physital4action
gym equipment

L_

Demonstrates knowledge of
, what to do in case of fire.

Set up bulletin board. Peabody Song Kit,
Level 1.

Make posters and slogans. Films: How to Have
an Accident at Work;
How to nave an Accident
in the Home;
I m No Fool Havjmg
Fun;

Use discussion, demonstration I'm No Fool with
drama. Electricity;

Have student bring favorite
toys to school and discuss
safe ways of using each.

Tour school building and
grounds with class; discuss
safe and unsafe places to
play.

Develop a large classroom
poster depicting various
hazards commonly found at
home/school.

Use visual aids and flash
cards, flannel board,
figures, films, slides;
filmstrips.

Use dittoed work teats.

:

Sing songs of safety.

Take class for a walk in the
area and explain safety rules.

Invite local policeman or
traftfc 'guard to- speak to

class.

I'm No Fool with Fire;

Playground Safety;
Safety in the Rome;
Safety After School;
One Little Indian.

Prevent: A Handbook'
of Classroom Ideas.

Safety in the Home.

Use discussion, demonstration, Donald's Fire'
drama, practice. Survival Plan.

19



SAFETY
Level 1
A. Home and School

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Seeks help from responsi-
blewadult if hurt or
frightened, e.g. Block
Parents.

With assistance, admfnis-
ters basic first-aid.

*

v

4

Role play going to the right
person in case of injury.

Show films.

20

4 7

Films:

Fire in Town,
Fool



ShETY
Level ,
B. Co unity'

OBJECtIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES' MATERIALS

The student:

Identifies dangers
associated with pedes-
trians, bicycles, car/bus
riders.

lkak

4

Nt3.

Set up a bulletin board
(check with local safety
officials for safety
materials).

Make cardboard traffic signs.

Teach student to read various
traffic signs.

Use Red Cross Bicycle Safety
course.

Stage a slogan and poster
contest. .

Have class compose original
poems' or nonsense rhymes.

Read poems and stories.

Sing safety songs.

Use visual aids: flashcards,
fannel boird, figures,
films, filmstrips, slides.

Discuss safe route to school,
etc.

Invite local policeman or
member of school Patrol to
speak to class.

A

Invite the student patrol to
visit the classroom, display
their uniform and explain.
their safety signals.

21

'I)
4 8

."

Whcl's Afraid of the
Big Bad Wolf?

(



SAFETY
Level 1
B. Community

OBJECTIVES

-

TEACHING-$TRATEGIES
o

MATERIALS

The student:

Demonstrates knowledge of
safety rules to be
fRllowed when walking or
riaing a bicycle.

Practises safety rules
when walking or riding
a bicycle. ,

Seeks help when injured.

,

Use discussion, demonstration,
and role play of desirable
and undesirable practices to
Oserve while waiting, board
ing,.or leaving a bus/car,
etc.

Make charts showing the do's*
and don't's of bus safety.

Simdlate a bus ride.

Use role play.

..,

22

te19

..

s

Films:

Bus Drivers'
Helpers,

I'm No Fool as
1

a Pedestrian,
Safety in
Transit.

4

Peabody Langle
Development Kit,

' ..,Level 1.

1

,

b

,

,t

,



SAFEfY
Level 1

C. Recreation

OBJECTIVES
%

TEACHING STRATEGIES. MATERIALS

se
The student:

Identifies dangars
associated with:
-playground
-parks
-gyms

-swimming pool
-skating rink
-tobogganing
-skiing

Demonstrates knowledge of
safety rules.

Seeks help when injured..

Set up bulletin board.

I'm No Fool in '
Use visual aids, flash'cards, Water.
flannel board figures, films,
filmstrips, slides showing
safety practices in
different recreational areas.

Ms,

Read poems and stories.

Use dittoed work sheets.

Use discussion,
demonstration, drama.

Make posters, slogans.

Invite safety officals from
the community to speak to
class.

Have class make original
poems, nonsense rhymes:

List wheeled vehicles and
discuss when they'can be
ridden safely.

Demonstrate courtesy.

Use role play.

'23

50



WORLD OF.WORK
Level 1
A. Specific and Allied Work'Skills

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

1. Use of Tools and
Equipment

The student:

Manipulates a Nariety of
construction materials
and tools, e.g. hammer,
scissors, eggbeater.

Follows simple rules of
organization and care of
tools and materials, e.g.
crayons in box, clean
brushes and return to
correct place.

With supervision, con-
structs simple projects.

2. Following Direction

The student:

,Follows simOle directions.
dir

3. Decision Making

The student:

Chooses between two or
more alternatives.

11!

Demonstrate correct use of
tools. Have student experi-
ment with tools.

Label storage areas.
Discuss and demonstrate
cleaning and storage of tools.
Post rules; appoint mbnitors.

Workjobs I and II. '

Workjobs for Parents.

I.P.A. Manual (1980).

Demonstrate steps to be j
followed. Assist studen
when he needs age'.

Play "Simon Says" or other Consumer Sequential
games using simple directions. Cards.

Use tape recorded instructidhs.

Provide a variety of materials
for a project; have student
choose one.

24
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WORLD OF WORK *

Level i
A. Sae,ci4c and Allied Work Skills

.OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

4. Independence

The student:

Demonstrates ability to
behave appropriately,in
familiar situations,
e.g. school,,plaYground.

H4dp a class discussiod
about appropriate'behaviors.

25

5 2

Magic Circle.

100, Ways to Enhance

SelfConcept in the
Classroom.



WORLD OF WORK
Level 1
B. Career Planning.and Exploration

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

1. titly Work

the student:

Recognizes that people
work because they need.
money.

Recognizes that finishing
a tasls, brings

satisfaction.

2. Job Awareness

The student:

Demonstrates awareness
that people do different
jobs in the home, school,
community.

3. Job Demands

The student:

Demonstrates good work
habits.

40.

Make-family unit poster,
clearly showing contribution
made by each member.

Display chart listing all the
-occupations of friends and
family known to the student.

Play game, "What am I? I

dress in waterproof garments
and carry a hose."

Hve student make poster:
My Dad (or Mom); label
occupation and draw picture.

Career Awareness.
Ladybird Books.
The I Want to Be
Free Book.
Community Helpers.
Career Cards.
Occupational
Alphabet.
Careers Loto Game.
Our Helpers.
Career Association cards.

Have a class discussion:
"What are good work habits?" Courtesy in the

Have students compare these Community.

with unsatisfactory work
habits.

26



WORLD OF WORK
Level 1
B. Career Planning and Exploration

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student%

DemonstratespQ0,,tive
attitude towards work.

Arrives on time for
school.

Complete behavior management'
.charts for each student to
show work completed, working
well with others, doing class-
room jobs, e.g. ,cleaning
chalkboard.

Make a list of good feelings
that result from a job well
done.

See'Understandin Self and
9etting'Along With Others.

Use class discussion: why

help others; our new school;
adjustments to be made in
getting along with others.

Construct poster of classroom
helpers, names/tasks. '

Compile list and display,
'Why people work".

Record time each s4udent
arrives at school;44.splay
graph.

Record daily routines in class
on large clock face poater.

Construct poster with time
words such as,early, late,
morning, afterhoon, time,
on time, etc. "'

..e

27

54

Oecupational
Alphabet.

Career Loto Game.

*.

Career Association
Cards.

Community Helpers.

A



WORLD OF WORK,
4 Level l

B. Career Planning and Exploration

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES
e

The stUdent:

Completes selected tasIss

at school and.home, and
assumes some responsi

\ bp.ity for this. .

#s

Reuvizes own mistakes
and corrects them.,

Role play "Preparation for
an interview". Instruct
student what 4o bring, how to
dress and viheYe to go. Have
the student repeat, instruc-
0.ons carefully. Do the
same applying for Social
Insurance,Card:': what, how,

where, when, etc.

Have student construct Model
(car, aii-plane) following
instruction

Play simulation games where
, rules are to be followed.

Use selected class "monitors".
Check that jobs are completed.

'Make "Jobs for the seek"
chart.

Compile list of consequences
, of being disorganized'with,

Work habits.

Do the same'Fox consequences
of'"Poor" worls output.

Encourage student tole
constructively,Cr'itical'of
his own completed tasksoor

PeriodicaEly check student's
work an-d get him tb suggest

ways'that woa-k orrwork habits
can lie improved.

tt

8

4
MATERIALS

Career Cards.
_)

Positive Attitude
Posters.
A Good Worker.

sit

(



/
WORLD OF WORK
Level 1
B. Career Planning,and Exploration

,

OBJECTIVES

L #

TEACHING' STRATEGIES

,

MATERIALS

.,

-

The student:

Demonstrates good lksten-
ing habits.

t--._
S.

,

Communicates- with 'peers:

s

J

N.

/

See Communication% Section.

Develop oral comprehension
skills. Read story suitable
for the level and ask basic
who; whY, wIten, where, type
questions.

*(

1

56

29

-

I
C

Stories About Workers.

(

_

-

,-

-

t,

,
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WORLD OF WORK
Level 1

C. Finding a Job

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

1. Awareness of Personal
Abilities'and Inte,rests

The student:

Ident.ifies jobs/careers
which may b'e of special
_interest to him.

Describes abilities and
limitations he has regard-
ing specific job.

2. Awareness of P cess

The student:

DemOnstrate4jability to
take and leave messages.

'Demonstrates ability to
use telephone.

Make a list of job titles
volunteered by class. Have

each student choose one job
of.special interest.,

From a collection of job ,

pictures have each student
select one or, two of specpl
interest; discuss reasons for
selecting,,etc.

Have stildent assist in con-
veying messages to school

-personnel.

Have student write g-name
beginning with A, B, C, etc.

ROle play use of telephone in
variOus ''probIem" si.tuations

where student contact's appro-
priate.service reciared,
e.g. Mon, friend, police.

Use old telephone directory;
review alphabetizing.

AO,

30

57

ce)

Sign-A-Mite.

Career Cards.



...

WORLD OF WORK
Level. 1 .

C. Finding a Job

,.

Ar

OBJECTIVES
0

TEACHING STRATEGIES
.

.MATERIALS

4

,

..

- The ::-,h1cnt:

go

Develops awdreness that
people must look for jobs.

L..'

-

,

s

\

Record these conversations and
review.

Have a class discussion: Why 'ladybird Books: Careers.

is work necessary., .
I Want to_Be Books.

Maka a job poster. .

Collect pictures and label
showing clearly the purpose
of each job, e.g. farmer -
grows apples, bus driver
brings us to school.

-- - I
Collect and display newspaper
ad section, yellow pages,
help wanted notices and Man-
power vacancy.cards.

31

58

,..

Our Helpers.

e

..

4



4
WORLD OF WORK
Level 1
D. Keeping a Job

OBJECTIVES TEACHINC' STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

With assistance, accepts
rules at home and school.

t

fr

32

59

All About Manners.

-a



WORLD OF WORK
Level 1
E, Worker's Rights

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

\The student:

Recognizes that people are
important.

Recognizes own self-worth
and dignity.

I.

4

Compilf a poste.K,of important Modern Workers for
.people in the cOmmunity; Career Awareness.
stress that all people are
important.

44,1



HOME MANAGEMENT
Level 1

A. Clothing

OnECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

1. Care

The student:

Dresses with minimal-
supervision or help.

" Locates cflithing storage
areas and uses them
appropriately.

Demonstrates ability to
use clothes brush,
hqnger, etc.

Have student dkess Training for Indepen-
independently. dence: Dress Skills.

Use picture chart; ask
student to point to
appropriate place, e.g.
"Point to the picture where
coats should be placed".

6

V
Seeks help when something Have a class discussion atiout Lessons in Living.

is lott. what one might do if clothing
is lost.

2. Selection

The student:

Identifies different tyiNes Have a class discussion on.
of stores, e.g. men's and what to 1,Tar'when it is

women's clothing stores, raining, snowing, hot, etc.

shoe store.

Recognizes styles of
clothing used for school,
church, gym, etc.

On clothing chart have student
match appropriate clothing
with appropriate occasions, 't-1

e.g. "Whqg would you place a
pair of runners on the chayt

' for what occasion".

34

Words to Wear,
LeGel 1-4.

A



- HOME MANAGEMENT
Level 1
A. Clothing

At

-
OBJECTIVES

-
TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

{

...

,

,

)

3. Construction

The student:

Identifies sewing tools,
e.g. needle, scisSors.

0

1 i

)

(

%.

Place tools in front of
student and ask him to

(select a particular tool.

Have student point out
specific tools from pictures
of tools.

..

4
35

6 2

it

. k

;

Clothing and Textiles
Educational Materials
Directory.

,

Sew It Yourself.

1

,

,
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HOME MANXGEMENT
Level 1
B. Food

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

0

1. ShoTping

The student:

Explains what grocery
stores are.

Lists foods and other
articles which can be
bought in grocery stores.

Buys one or two items when
sent to grocery store.

2. Preparation

0 The student:

Recognizes utensils.

Demonstrates ability to use
utensils.

Demonstrates ability to
clean food, e.g. fruit,
vegetables.

Demonstrates ability to
prepare simple snacks.

Have a class discussion about
what things you might buy in
grocery store.

- Make scrapbook of all things
found in grocery store.

Set up a store.
Bring visits to grocery store.
Display gr6cery lists with
prices.

,

Place utensils in front of
student and ask him to pick
out the utensil you ask for.

Have student practise manipu
lating and operating house
hold utensils.

Have a class discussion about
reasons for washing food
before eating.

Use role play. Have student
pretend to make a snack for
the other students.

Make up riddles about food.

36

6 3

Lessons in Living.

Dishes and Utensils.

Turn Kids on to
the Good Food.,

Rids in the'Kitchen.



HOME MANAGEMENT
Level 1

B. Food

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

3. Serving

The student:

Demonstrates ability to
prepare table for meal.

Behaves appropriately at
meal time at home, school
restaurant.

4.. Preserving

The student: 4

Explains reasons for food
protection.

,Explains flinction of
refrigerator.

Demonstrates abiI4ty to

use refrigerator properly,
e.g. meat in refrigerator,
ice cream in freezer.

Demonstrates unaerstanding
of concept of perishables.

'1
Assists in varioullMethods
of home preserving.

Demonstrate and have student
practise table setting with
actual utensils.

Have a class discussion on
table etiquette.

Dramatize through role play
and actually sitting down
and eating.

Have a class discussion
/about what kinds of foods
can be stored, the cause of
food spoilage, prevention
of spoilage.

Compile a picture-chart of
foods; have student place
picture of foods which
should be in refrigerator.

37
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HOME MANAGEMENT5
Level 1
B. Food

OBJECTIVES f TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS .

3. Production

- The student:

Participates in chores
related to fo6d pro.ductiod.

Identifies origin of
faminar foods, e.g.
dairy products.

38

65



HOME MANAGEMENT
Level 1
C. Maintaining the Home

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

1. Selection

The student:

' 4 Recognizes different kinds
of homes, e.g. apartments
trailers, houses, -

condominiums.

7. Furniture and
Furnishings

The student:

Show pictures of different
kinds of homes, different
types, sizes, designs.

Have student build different
kinds of homes with blocks,
cardboard.

Take class for a walk around
'neighborhood to identify
kinds of houses.

Take field trip to see houses
being constructed.

Recognizes what goes in a Have class consiruct doll
'house e.g. furniture, house and furniture.
curtains, rugs, lamps,

, sheets, tow s. Make scrapbook of houses,
furniture and appliances.

Classifies furni
according to function, e.g.
kitchen.

41.

4 39

66

Household Items. ,



HOME MANAGEMENT
Level 1 .

C. Maintaining the Home
,

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

40%

3. Cnre and Maintenance
,

The student:.

Demonstrates ability to 'Have a class discussion on
keep own room neat; what needs to be done to keep

a room neat.

With assistance, periorma
simpie household tasks.-

;

.,

..

',.

Happy Housekeepers.

6

t.:

,
:



HOME MANAGEMENT
LeVe1 1

If: Child Care

OBJECTIVES TEACHING 'STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Recognizes that young
children need care.

DeMonstrates ability to
heip mother care for
siblings.

Set up buddy system; have
students help one another in
various tasks.

Take a field trip to day,kare
centre.



MONEY MANAWMENT
Level'l .

A. EarnineMoney
,

OBJECT/IVES ,-TEACHING STRATEGIES
r

,MATERIALS

The student:

Lists sources of money,
e.g. parents, job, hob6y.

Demonstrates'knowledge
that people work for
money.

Names goods money will
buy.

.s

Uses money vocabulary.

NaSes dtherent codns.

--yrites simple money
, aindountS.: 11X, 25,

. 1 ,

Have a class discussion about Dollars and Sense.
pocket money, parents' wo-ek, The Story of-Money.
ete. 1,1QW Mone.y and Credit

4Ielp Us.

Consttut poster; collect-
pictures od workers and
mOunl.

\it

Consiruct posterS of things
frep or paid for.

Use activity board showing
thi,ngS free and paid for. ,

-

After walk divide stidts
into grOtips to' discuss things

seeri which are. free or paid

'for,

Use role play: Customer at 'As, Course in Coins.

wof.k (bank) uses otrds sugh .

as dollars, dime, etc.

, ,

Have student count change.

4

-
*

PWgame: "T is is a dime'
(true/false)"; TTPind the dime

dime, quarter", etc.

4,

r

-

' f
: "r

.077'
' -

'c-
- '

f" 77-
- " re--e/-

^ .
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MONEY MANAGEMENT
Level I
B. Spending Money

OBJECTLVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

1. Where to Buy

The student:

'Identifies places where
things can be bought.

a

2. How to:Buy

The student:

Take field trip to lOcal.store .Let's Co Shopping.
to see what the stues sell.

Have student cut out catalogUe
pictures.

Compile poster of things ute
can buy.

--Demonstrates,understanding Have a clas,s discussion about
that when goods and Iser- who.pays f6T school clothes,
vices are bought, they must bus,Theat,---roads, pencil.
;lope paid fori,
t-

Compile a list of,free and pai
services and goOds:

Buys ilems independently,

with corrects amount of
money.

t
Lists ways he spends his
money.

.43

7 0

.1

4

Your World of Money.

Money Matti.



MONEY MANAGEMENT

Le'vel I

B. Spending Money

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

3.- What to BuF

The-student:

Describes essential
elements in basic living
needs, e.g. food, shelter,
clothing.

4. When to Buy

The student:

Demonstr4es understanding
that prices for familiar
itets vary -from time to

time.

Explains how prices are
reduced at ti.nles.

"..

Have a
things parents buy, things
needed in the classrooe

Class,discussion about Let's Co Shopping.
:

Compile a poster with
pictures of da4y life needs.

Have a class discussion about
where candy bars are more
expensive, etc.

Collect sales catalogues.
Calculate cost difference
between l'ale and regUlar
price.

Visit one stbre over a period
of time and record price
changes1.0 basic grocery
list. 'lir

Visit auction sales or.garage
sales. Record what is sold
and price. Compare with
regular prices. 0

Visit a "close,out-sale",
calculate savings'if anyt

'44

71

("

S.



zi(ONEY MANAGEMENT
Level 1
d. Saving and Borrowing

OBJECTIA TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Saves own money far
special purchase, e.g.

. uses piggy bank.

Demonstrates understanding
that items or money bor-
'rowed must be .returned.

4P

-

Role play neighbor borrowing
tools, friend borrowing a
dfme.

Ha'Ve a class discusgion about
what would happen if these -
were not returned, circum-
stances requiring borrowing.

45

L.

a



MOTOR DEVELOPMENT AND PHYSICAL ACTIVIZIES
'Level 1
A. Fundamentals of Movement

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

jhe stuent:

Demonstrates 'a variety of
movement:

Locomotion:

Walking, gliding, running,
galloping, hoppng, skip-
ping, jumping, leaping,
crawling, axial bending,
falling, turning, pulling,

, shaking, stretching,

owhirling, swinging,
pushing, bouncing,rising
twisting, swaying, beating.

Others:

Use mat activities, e.g. leg
roll, bean bags, individual
tossing and'catching
a,ctivitiest

Use i6ance beam,or bench
activities.

Do creative rhythmic exercises
with balls, ball handling e

actiyities.

Have student try,someone
:=else'L; pattern. Teaching Your Wings

to Fly.

4

Move, Grow and Learn.
N

Special Education
Teaching Games.

Until The Whistle
)

Iglows. Vols. I & II.

Balancing, climbing, Use simple gapes and
kicking, pivoting,, activities.
reaching, stopping when in
moion, hanging by'arms
and legs, lifting, striking
object with implements,
tumbling, stooping,. .

dribbling pass object,
crouching, catch a moving
object.

Note:

This list is not meant to
be all-inclusive.
Activities suited to the
facilities mut be
selected%

4
e

*

I Can Kit.

Guidelines tg Basic
Learning Skills.



MOTOR'DEVELOPMENT AND PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES
Level 1

B. Games and Activities

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES.
4

MATERIALS

The stu:Jent:

Demonstrates rudimentary
acquisition of the

-following:
jumping activities
relays

gymnastics
bicycling
dodge ball

- hanging activities
- folk dancing
- swimmipg
- skating

modified baseball.

Note: This list is not
meant to be all-inclusive.

c

Provide opportunity for the
:student to participate in
various games and activities.

r

47

-74

Creative Games for
Learning.

Creative Play for
the Developing Child.

Special Education
Teaching Games.

AIL

7



MOTOR DEVELOVENT AND PHYSICAL ?ACTIVITIES

Level 1

C. Social Skills Relatgd to Games and Activities

-OBJECTIVES

The FtT.11?rit:

Demonstrates respect for
other's property.

Practises sociAlly
.acceptable behavior.

.

TEACHING TATETS

48

MATERIALS

DUSO Kit Dl.

Stage One; Awareness:,
Focus on Self Developteht,

MoveGrow-Learn.

4



LEISURE/RECREATION SKILLS
Leirel I

A. Art

'OBJECTIVES TEACHINCSTRATEGIES . MATERIALS

1. Cutting, Tearing,
, Fastening

The Ltudent:

Tears shapes from paper.

Cuts freely with blunt
scissors.

'Fastens freely cut shapes
onto p,aper.

2.. Constructing

The student:

Utilizes simple processes
of glueing, pasting, nail-
ing, hanging, sewing, or
sticking in creatintan
art object.

3. Drawing and Painting

A A

The student:

Draws with chalk on a
chalkboard.

Finger paints.

Paints directly with a
large brush on large'paper.

4

U-se brightly colored paper to
create interest.

Save student cut paper of var-
ious colors into free shapes;
cut along outlines of own
crayon pictures.

Use brightly colored paper.

'Have student make simple fold-
er, booklets, envelopes; make
aimple baskets out of paper or
small boxes; make simple
animal forms ipf construction

or other paper.

Have student use large brush
to paint boxes, create or
color design.

49

General Resources:

Easy Crafts for
The Classroom,

Creative Art Tasks
for Children,
Learding Through Art,

Idea--Developmental
Experiences Through
Art,

I.P.A. Manual,
Arts and Crafts for
Special Education,
Arts and Crafts for
Slow'Learners,
Creative Art for
Learning. .

4

a



c t
LEISURE/RECREATION sjuns
Level 1

A. Art'

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS(

4., Model_in

The student:

Demonstrates ability to
make simple forms in sand.

Provide sand'tables.

Creates texture in pliablei Ha0 student experiment with .4\6

materials by indenting, textures and shapes on clay.

Demonstrates-ability to
Eorm objects by manipula-
tion of composition clay
and/or plasticine.

- 5. Print Making

,
kx

The student: I

Demonstrates abflity to Have student use sticks, spools
create a printed design on etc. with tempera paints; print
paper. with'found objects; splatter

print from arrangements of his
own original cutting or tear-

_

.lings.

6. Weaving and Stitching

The student.:

Strings beads, buttons,
stlraws, and paper forms.

, 4 .

Enriches paper construction
with Rlaiting, knotting and
stringing for surface tex-
ture and'for function of
attaching parts. (

\

4

i

.0

,

V

/
50

,

,

1 ,

,

\

Department of EducatiOn
Elementary Art Curriculum
Guide.



LEISURE/RECREATION SKILLS
Level I
B. Music

OLJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES M4TERIALS

. -

Listening

The student:
. .

Distingui'sbes between
, sounds around-him, e.g.low

loud, sfow, .fast, soft,

up, down..

"!

produces and recognizes
fnmiaiar s6unds.

Recognizes phrases and
songs. music, composer, title and,

), story.

Tell the student- about the

Listens for enjoymene to
music, stories with back-
ground'musicp.

Builds a repertoire QS nur-i
sery rhymeg, folk tales, 1

and simple melodic,compos-
ition.,

Begins to reCognize anfi
identify the sounds of
rhythm band instruments'.

2. Singing

The studeA:

Discdvers the so,und,of his
own voice.

k

RècognizeS that there are
similarities in musical
notes.

Recognizv anci pings easy
note songs.

.

Use folk'songs, action songs,
number games, simple dramatic
songs.

'

Music for Special

Reaching the Special
Learner Through Music.

Tom Thumb Early
1,

Learning Library
(record).

Simple'Stunts for
Children (record).



r

LEISURE/RECREATION SKILLS
Level 1

B. Music

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Participates in singing
activities, group and
individual.

Demonstrates ability to
sing loudly and softly.

Demonstrates ability to
sing in tune.

3. Playing

The student:

A

Takes part in rhythmic
activities.

Demonstrates ability td
. use rhythmic instruments.

Demonstrates knowledge of
pmple tempo concepts in
his playing: fast, slow,

etc.

4. Rhythmic.

.The student:

Recognizes fundamental
rhythmic movements, e.s.,
walking, running, hopping,
swaying.

Demonstrates ability, to
perform or respond to
simple rhythms with head,
feet and body.

0

Have stUdent'practiSe
instrument playing.
Introduce one at a time,
easiest first.

Have.student listen, sing,
clap, play, etc.

52
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LEISURE*RECREATION SKILLS
'Level 1

B. Music

4 s

,.

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES, MATERIALS

The student:

Recognizes movement (tempo)
of music through rhybmic

A activities.
, .

,

f.-

,

t

.,

r

'

,

,

b

/

/

o

*

53
.

\

,

80

Dance Movement ,

Experience Cards.

,

)

,



LEISURE/RECREATION SKILLS
I:evel I

// C. Drama

0BJtC IVE'S

,t.

TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

^.,

The student:

Demonstrates relaxation,
concentration and trust in
individual activities.

Demonstrates personal ex-
pression.through using a
variety of body movements,
teacher directed.

Demonstrates ability to
respond throughAutilization
of the five senses.

Provide various activities for
students such as:

listening
- viewing ,

movement
pantomime
tasting, touching
story building
puppetry
role playing
picture sequencing
creative drama
multisensory activities.

Utilizes imagination to
respond to situations in a Note: This area should be use&
variety of ways. as an integral part,of other

.curriculum areas.
Demonstrates ability to
communicate verbally and
nonverbally.

Demonstrates ability to
alter voice and spelgh
patt'erns.

6emonstrates ability to
discuss character's actions

Demonstrates ability to
give.simple actions tO
characters.

Demonstrates knowledge .that
a story is ma up of re-
lated incidents

Demonstrates l'uloWledge that

there is a conflict between
. A,

opposing characters.

Demonstrgves knowledge that
an audience listens to view
and enj %presentation.

54-

Drama With Children.
Teaching With Creative
Dramatics.

Creative Dramatics

for All Children.

Creative Movement
,for Special Education.

Role Playing and
the Educable Mentally
Retarded.

Creative Play for
the Developing,
Child.



LEISURE/RECREATION SKILLS,
Level 1

D. Crafts and Hobbies

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Engages'in the following
activities according to
Anterests and abilities:

feltcraft'

platicine modelling
(simple pottery)
paper cutting

'-paper folding
-paper,weaving
burlap stitching
(designs)
puppets (paper bag)

tissue paper craft
care of house plants

-black and white picture
taking

-pet care.

Note,: This is* not

intended to be an all-
inclusive list.

\

Provide opportunities for
student to express own
creative ability.

4

55

82

It's, Me! Building
Self Concepts Through
Art.
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elTimsauckip iulvaDu4j.: RSPONSIBILITY

-

A. HOme and rahdly

404

_,OBjECTIVES.

j,

TEACHING, STRATEa IES . MATERIALS

o

( ' 'The stndent:
( ,

...Identifies own fatal*

MeMberS by name-
'.-

Identifies what,,constitutes

a 'fami,lv,

adentifies own family
Htembers by

4°,

I.

1-44Ktifies
imMeifate family,is, uoique.

Assimies responsibilit'y fOr-

,self appropriate:to age:,
tiressng self, snaek :
preparatiort, keepingromn,

Differentiates bitween,"
,personal, and'pubIlc

properey.
5(

Identifle ivileges'anar
o.

consequen es associate&
with family roles and-
routine's. %

0

Demonstrates'awaeness blat
fafilies:Aange becausd,- '-

of separatiOn and:additinn
throUgh:death, divorce:, '

Amarriage,,bir.th.
;

Identifies coMmunity
helpers: , neignbors,.blnclv
parentsfiremen,', police-

mem, nurSes,
IP

Have a class discussion
about familY compmsition.

Have student draw pictures of
family Members or generalized
family structure.

6

k

ri 1 ail e' a discussien'witp parents

to obtain their. involvetent

pr.ior, 'to.d.astructions. "

'

Rave a claSs diteussion of
work roles in Comvnity.

-

)

. J

Mom's New Job..

tamilY Value.;_
Where's 'Daddy? . The'

Story,of, a DivorCe,

'

The Letter Carrier.



!

CITIZENSHIP AND INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILfIT

Level 1.

B. SclioP1

),

OBJECTIVES,

kb

TEACHEIG STRATEGIES '"MATERIALS

The stddent:

Identifies classmates and
significant staff members
b9 name.

Identifies classmates and
significant gtaff members.

by role. .

Accepts responsibility.for
personal.property.:_.--

Differentiates between
personal,' private and

public property.
, 4 :

DemsnstrateS respect for'
the personal properEy
others within the class.

Iddntifies school rules.

Identifies Privileges and.
'consequences assbciated
witlk sclidol rules and
routines.'

?

0. Accepts,responsibility fpr
i.oWnbehavipr, and duties
-.,:appropriate to age.

'Responds to authority in

the school..

Have a class discussion4about
sghool trifles and routines.

Set up' classrOom meetings.

,

57

Thinking Box: Thinking
Skilis Development .

PrOgram.,

(
p

Schools Without-

r \

A

,



. N

CITIZENSHIP AND INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY

C. Commuriity and Country

St.

*Level 1 ,

,

OBJECTIyES TEAdHING.STRATEGIES 'MATERIALS

The student:.

States t4 name of his
community and town or
city.

-Identifies the Canadi'an

Flag.

Identifies common
-

, community helpers,,e.g.
scout leader, ministe%

_States, the role of commRn
community helpers.'

. -A.
,Identifies common
neighborhood facilities,
e:g'. playground.

States the purpose or
function of common
community facilities,.e.g.
,community centers.

Recognizes cultural
differenCes within own

. community.

Demonstrates,awareness of
communitykrules and
routine's, eg. cro6gw'alk:

idenWies some cultural
differences wi.thin own
neighborhdod.;

Have cldssdraw the Canadian
Flag; post students' wotk on
bulletin.

invite guests to yisit
clas'sroom..

Take field trips to,dairy,
police station, fire station.

Visit ommuniy facilities;
combine with travO.

'training.

4

Stress,similarities with .

student's ownqackground.

58

What is a,Community.

(kit).



CITIZENSHIP AND INDIVIDUAL RESpONSIBILITY

S-
Levek 1
131 ICurrent'Events

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MAyERIALS

The tudent:

States newsworthy events
witnessed or 1eard.

Recognizes that e s pc-
cur outside of'home'and

. school,

Recognizes that television,
press, and radio help dip-
seminate information. thim.

Use current newspaper to: dis--
cuss in class.

Have student:listen to a radio
or televisión newscast, and
recall and discusS.

Have student listen to a pre-
assigned newscast and question

If

V'

a.

,

A

59'

I.

A



cri4EilsHIP AND INDIVIDUAL AESPONSIBILIT'Y

Level 1
E. Environmental Education

CBJgCTIVES

' -

I Ecology

TEACHING STRATEGIES
4

..

MATERIALS

I

The student:

,Clasaj.fies living organ-
. .

isms.

Have student plant, and care

fOr a garden. Ask the family
to peke a special event of
using the produce groOn.by
the stuaent at a. meal.

Play the game of "Animal .

Imitations": "Look at me! i

am a ... (spider, cow, bird,

Keep soMe living things in
the classroom, e:g. gerbils,
fish, plants,'canaries.
Provide the opportunity fgr

' studehts'to care for living

things.%

AO ,

,Wentifies basic require-
ments necessary for growb1
of living organisms.

Identifieslenvironments
0 where'plants and.aftimals

live.,

.04

-

Using straw, string, twigs,
have students make a nest for
Easter eggs or fora toy bird;
use pictures of nests and a
sample.nest-

Show a movie abbut the beaver
and his handiwork.

Take class to see an ant'-hill
and read the story of "The
Grasshopper and the Antt".

Have class make an ant-hill .
frOm cla?, or a Model beaver
loAlge from twigg..

_

4

A.

0., 60

,8 7

Creative Science
Experiences for the
Young Child
(activities);

Animal Classification
Where Do They Belong?
Animals Near Your'qlome.
Animal Sorting Games.

4

Animals Around You,
SexieS (filmstrip).

Flora and Fauna

TakeN Look at Nature
(activitiesY.

Places,Where Plants
Live.Animals

4

and

ctA



7. Pi

C
CITIFNSHIP AND INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY
'Level

E. Environmental Education

OULTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES ...MATERiALS
.P

The student

Ass'ilmes some responsibility

for the care of a living
Organism.

Identifies appropriate
_ways o behave with wild
and domestic animald.

2. Natural Phendmena

The student:

Describes weather from
outdoor conditiOns.

Identifies some character-
istics 'of each season.

3: Energy

The student: ,

:Identifies sources of
heat and light.

a

In school, or in cooperation
'with the home, have student
care for plants or pets.

Bring a dog, cat, rabbit, etc.
into the classroom and'by
example and instruction convey
the importance of proper,
handling. Permit,students to"
pet or hold animal to show .an
understanding of this concept.

A

41,

61
#

88 -

8

,

ESS/Special Education
Teacher's Guide.

ft

44.
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t CITIZENSHIP ANp INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY

Level l
. I

E. Environmental EchicatiOn

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES '

,
MATERIALS

4

4. Pollution

,

The student:

Iaentifies and disposes

litter.

V

4

States Teason.s for

litering.

Recognizes that clean air/
water is necessary for
good health.

hake an automobile litter bag
_from a coat.hangai and a

plastic bag.

Use this opportunity
emphasize-the danger of .

plastic bags.

Take the studen onto the
school grounds and have them
pick up, the litterthat is
found there. Have them use
,their litter bags on this

exercise. Stress the fact
th4 they are doing other
people a service.-

*

Explain how many,of the
activities 4 man can make
the,air "dirty".

Collect pictures or slides
that illustrate/this concept:
Play the "Clean-dirty' game
in.which,a pictureof a
factory beldling out
pollutanss will get a groan
from the class while a shot
of a pristine meadow will
get applause.

62:"

.4

89

Let's Find the,
Pollution Solution
<filmstrips)

Pollution Solutions,
(mobile)-

. .

.;?



CITIZENSHIP AND,INDIVIDUAL RESPON IBILITY

Level 1

E. Environmental Education

-603,JgCTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES . MATERIALS

.-Ithe'student:

4rdentifies several jobs and

workers who help us to
-preserve the environment,

e.g. #ounds-keeper,
street-cleanets, garbage

llectors.

-

identifies p

' noise control
N4library.

ces where
is required,

5. Conservat'ion

The student:

e ; Demonstrates-sOMe under-'
standing of recycling,

concept. '
v.

Demonstratethe concept that
water may, be polluted br,

contain harmful substances

i

ad'yet look cleari. Mix
lt into one glass and

ompare it to a. glass of"
,

clean water: fhey'lookthe
same but are not.

Use the opportunity of
#ctually encountering these
workers in the performance of
their tasks. When the school
yard grass is being cut, take
-the students out to observe
'die job being dope.

Using iitter found on the
schOol I-rounds, have the
studt.s make a litter póstei,
mobi e, statue,`'etc.

Have the students bring a
refundable cOntainer.to,
school or have74.hem find
hIdden'containefs on the

playground. After these have
been c011ected or found in .

the "treasutehunt" take the
class-to a friendly

4,,tr

-

a
neighborhood ,store to convert
them to-money and buy a .

. "soodie" with the.returns. ,

"4

r

(
%.?



CITIZENSHIP ANDINDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY

Level 1
E. EnVironmental Education

4ia

OBJECTIVES

t

TEACANG STRAlEGIES IIATERIALS
Air

the student:

Demonstrates awareness of .
4

various ways to conserve

energy.

Recongizes his responsi-
bility to preserve the
environment,:e.g not

. damaging trees.

6. Safety

'The s'tudent:

Demonstrates knowledgeof
safety rules that apply to
the outdoorspe.g. buddy
systei, lost'Orocedures.

Demonstrates kn9wIedge
the dangeis.inherent in
'everyday outdoor tools and
chemicals: knivesand
axes, insect repellent
sprays, camp-stove fuels,
etc.

States, discusses'and
followA water safety ruleS%
e.g. never go swimming -
alone, nev r.go into a b9at
without e-jacket.

Have a senior class,prepare
and present a short skit -

about a lest child who
follows-,the correct uoce-
dures when he is lOst on a
fmily

*

Show the class,the "grown-up"
toOls that'.:thdy are not

allowed to use.

Explain'why these are.nOt to
be used by children.

Explain and give exampleg of
dangerous chemicals and
discuss the'importance of'
having a parent or other
adult apply or use such
ihings as sprays, fuels,.etc.,

-

411
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91
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%

CITIZENSHIP AND INDIVIDUAL.R.ESPONSIBILITY,

Ldvel-1 N

E4 Environment0. Education

04JECTfVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

.10

The student:
4

Demonstrates awareness of
the danger.inherent in fire
nd the effect that it can

4 have on he environment.

De nstrates the knowledge
of thedanger involved in
such practices:
- drinking waters.from

unsafe sources
- eating snow
eating wild'berries;
mushrooms4 etc.

Show a film about Children
and matches. Introduce
'"Smokey the Bear" or 'Paddy

the Beaver" dtalk about
forest fires.

Melt a glass of'Arty Mow in
the classroom t6 show .why one

should not e it.

Collect an show some of the

most common berries tpat the
students might encounter and
which they must avoid:
dogwood, cottoneaster,
honeysuckle, etc.

tI

O.

65

92
,
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UNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS
Level 2

A. Knowledge of Self

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

z

1. Personal
Characteristics/Self
Identification

The student:

States/writes:
- locality, province,

ethnic backgrou9d
- ages of family members

- birthdate
classroom number.

Identifies, demonstrates
or describes:
- some interests or

preferences
- abilities or talents

(spofts, arts, cooking)
- physical limitations
i(poor visiqn, lack of

, strength).

Distinguishes between
fantasy 4nd:rea1ity;
indicateS what is real,
what might be real, what
cannot be real instories
ana in other media,.and
defends his answer

2., Ph'ysical Self

The.student:

17nterprets Ad categorizes:
-.visual images
- sounds
4m tastes
- smells
- tactile experiences

color, shape, texture,
ntensity, flavor).* .

:41P

Have class construct and label
. maps of community, provive,
country; fill out various
types of forms.

Have student make a chart of'
self depicting interests,
talents, limitations., etc.

Play "Compliment Game".

Read stories which are real/
fantasy and discuss.

Have student write/tell
stories which are rek or
fantasy.

Have clAss discuss anq preparej Social.learning
a chart of:
"Things we.Can smel3f
"Things we can.see', etc.

Make a list of terms related
to eeing, hearing,,tasting,
to ching, smelling.

/

/

93,

Curriculum Kits.

a



'UNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS
Level 2

A. Knowledge of Self

OBJECTIVES r. TEACHING STRATEGIES
SI

MATERIALS',

The student:

Recognizes concepts ,

related to growth and
development: age, height,
weight, strength, increas-
ing knowledge and skills.

Identifies.sex differences,
\ between males and females,

inluding appropriate
identification of primary

and secondary.,sexual

N.characteistics.

Identifies.physicaf
. differences among pebple;

knows 6ow he is the same
and different from bthers.

Identifies and explains
the relationship between
age/size, height/weight.

Describes physical
'characteristics .(including
facial featUres) of self
and others.

3. Emotional Self

The student:

.IdenEifies'Pecific
emotions in self and
othera: excited, nervous,

happy, sad, angryp fearful.

'pave'stUdent'Match animals
and offspring by picture, by-
label.

Have class discussion about
what makes a boy, girl, etc.

Have student label animals
appropriately_by sex, e.g.
bull, cow, ram, hen, cock.

A."

Have student write a paragraph ,Primarily Me.
on:

"I `am like

"I am different than

Have student complete,open .

ended sentences to make verbal
self-portrait:
"One Way I am like everyone
else is,

n;

"One way I am different fr6m
everyone else is
'

'USe draigatization of
experience followed by
discmssion of feelings: '

"Most of the time I'feel ...;
"Some'times I can.tell bow you

feel by n,

IISometimes you can tell how T

feel by
,

Mostly Me.

Free To Be.- You and
Me. . .

,P4

I Know How YOu Feel.

This._Is Me.

a



UNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS
Level,2

A. Knowledge of Self

'OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

IdentifieS emo,tions from a
Variety of stimuli. ,

Identifies causes of
emotions.

,0

Identifies consequences of
emotionarreactions

-

Recognizes signs of stress
in self and others.

,

With guidance, practises
relaxation techniques.

/-

4

Use a variety of learning-

)
resources such as pictu esk
stories, posters, films,.
filmstrips, and discuss how

.people were probably feeling
in the various situations.

'Have student tomplete,open-
ended sentences:
"I am happy when
"I am sad when.
"T am afraid when

. II.

Teach student to,identify
stress through expression,
postUre, verbalizations,

. '0 ,

Utilize-relaxation ekercis
which are *ther stripted or

ton records Include imagery,
slow,- deep breathing, teaching
the stildent to tense and
relax muscles.

68,'

a

Interaction IV.

Magic Circle.
Toward Affective
Development.
Social Learning
Curriculum KitZ
Interaction IV Series.
DUSD D2.
Focus on Self
,Development:.

Awareness,
4

Responding.
,Primarily Me.
Mostly Me.
Activities for
Deyelopinegelf
Awareness:
Self Awareness, Career
Awartness.
Got To Be Me.
Conflict Management.

Peace, Harmony and
Awareness A Rela tion
Program for Chi/dr n
(record).

Sandman's Land (t:pe).
Relaxation - a Compre-
hensive Manual f.r
Adults, Childre, and
Children with- ecial"

Needs.



UNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS
Level 2
A. Knowledge of Self

OBJECTIVES TEACHING'§TRATEGIES . MATERIALS

The student:

Recognizes relationship
between stress and
physical symptoms.

'0

Recognizes and.states
causes of stress, both .

physical.and psychological.

% 4
ExpreSses emotions appro-
priately:
- in a variety.of

' 4
situations

- with varying intensity,
- with regard to the

relationship..

Utilizes appropriate ver-
bal or physital behavior
instead of aggressive acts
in responee. to provoking
situations.

*Recognizes how a stress-
f41. situation could haVe
fieen 'avoided or handled

more appropriately.,

Have student' complete opeo-
ended statements: "Sometimes
I can tell how you feel
by
"Sometimes you can tell how.
I fegl byf

UseS'role play: ,arguments,
disagreements,,fights, and,

-discuss alternative ways of
handling situations,

.
Read stories which zeflect
probleMs of stUdehes in-class
and offer suggestions lor
solutions.

69 .0.

96

;
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.U.NpERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS

, Level 2'
B. Social Relationships

1.a

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGPES MATERIALS

1. Needs' and Motivations

The student:

Distinguishe between

needs and wants,

Identifies basic needs oI
.; safety,: belonging and "

aeceOnce in addition to
v'physical. needs.

Places basic needs in
priority irrgOen .

situation.

. r

Identifies how basic needs

can be provided for.

Recognizes the relationship
between behavior snd needs

Dr motives.

Identifies an increasing
number'of situations in
which people need help,'
e,g. wherl feeling alone,

left out;.rejected.

Make silhouette;- make list of

6r illustrate needs pn one
half and 'wants pn the other.

Have stddent deteimine which
:of two,personal needs seems
'thore important and tell why.;

describe a personal need Vlat
is not necessary for physVcal
survival; identify types of
shelter; tell how specific
Ahelters provide protection,
and how hecan teal which
shelters would be approprtate
to-Orticular situations, e.g.
tent, friend's home, public

building.

Have student cOmplete open--

,
ended sentences:
"Beilgjalone is
"I am lonely when ....";
"I like'to.be.with people'

I I
when

9 7 .

Man and His Families.

Social Learning
Curriculum Kits.
Man,In a World of >
Change Series:.

Man and Hip Family,
Man and His
Community,
Man and His Cities: -

People In A World of

Change Series:
Your Family and School,
Your People and Places,

Your Communities
and C,hange_.



.

UNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS

Level 2

B. Social Relationships
4,

OnECTIVES TEACHING STRATtGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Identifies sources of belp

' including 'family, sChool,
community, health apd
mental health personnel.

2., Factors Affecting
Relationships

The studeN

Given &situation,
indicates appropriate
responses including respect,
protection, cooperation'
and sharing, to peTspns of
varying ages ind status,
e.g. baby., peer, adult,

(Given a situation,

indicates appropriate
'responses to liersons of
varying roles, e.g. sibliv,
classmate, stranger-child,

stranger-adult.
1.

r

Visit.community facilities .
available in time of need or
emergeney.

Use role play.

71

DUSO D2.
Focus on Self

Development: 46
Awhreness.

Focus on Self

Development;
Responding. /

Conflict Manag4ment.

0



IIDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH'OTHERS

Level 2
B. Social Relationships

OBJEFIVES

F.

The student:

Stal/lists way n which
bo34 and girls are similar/
dissimilar, e.g. interests,
activities, behaViors,
expression of-emotions.

3. Handling Social
Interaction

a. Expressive
Communication Skills

The student:

COmmunicates the sme
message in two or More

different modes.

States/lists advantages and
disadvantages of different
types of communication.

et.

:IEACHING STRATEGIES

Have student communicate same
message through drawing,
poster, collage, chart,.etc.

Provide opportuAity to
practise using variation,in
tone,v iume and speed to

expr sg meaning and add

irite est.and varieV.

72

Sj

.0*

MATERIALS )

Magic Cir4e.
TowadAffeceivd
Dev.elopment.

SOcial Learning
Curriculum Kits. .

14n In A World. of

Change Series:
Man and His Family,
Man and His
Communitiw,
Man and His Cities.

Process 'Conc6pt Social

Studias Series.
USO D2.

Focus on Self
Development:
Awareness,
Responding.

Activitiesq'or
Developing Self
Awareness.
Conflict Management.



UNDERSTANDING SELi AND GETTING ALONGiWITH PTHERS

Level 2

B. Soctal RelatiOnships (
C.

) ;

OBJECTIVES
4

TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIAS

. The student:

Ldentifies situations in
which asjecifictye of
communica on is

appropria

Commtenicates effectively
with others in socialli,
appropriate ways:
- extending and receiving

greetings
- giving4 and accepting

compliments
- apologizing for breaches

of social conduct.

Identifies.some blocks to
communication, e.g.
interrupting, blaming, .

) irrelevant comments.

4`

Aft

,

Have student practise
answering telephone and door
politely;'taking simple

.messages. .
a

Communicates a wider range Have student cbmplete open- '

of feelings to others. ended statements:
"When someone shouts at me, I

b. ReceptiVb
Communication Skills

The student:

Demonstrates comprehension
of a_simple activity by:
- describing it
- identifying the Tain

idea
- paraphrasing
- answering questionvi

"When I feel angry inside,. I

"The best thing to do after a

fight is )

Nhen someone is nice to me,

Play orarmemory games; memory Magic Circle.

games involving reproducing Toward Affective

gestures. Development.
Social Learning
Curriculum Kit.
DUSO D2.
Focus on Self
Development:

Awareness.

73

uu



' UNDERSTANDING SELF.AND GETTING' ALONG WITH OTHERS
Level 2 -

B. 1Social Relationships

<

OBJECTIVES 4:

#

TEACHING STRATEGIES. x MATERIALS

The student:

Demonstrates good listen-
ing skills.

Identifies behaviors which
show wfien a person islis
not listenlni ot'attend.ing.

c. Problem Solving and
Decision Making'

Given the steps to problem
solving, demonstrates
understanding of the pro-
cess by solving problems.

Demonstrates Sn initial
awareness, of how.problems.
are caused, e.g. factors
relating to problem.

4f4,`

'Have students follow. commands.

Present problem and take stu-
dent through the steps:
- identify problem
- list different ways of,

solving priblem
- choose best_way
- so to wdrk on it
- check results

change if necessary.

Have class sliscusion or
role play possible stories
or events that may have led.
up to these outcomes:, .

"The teacher sepatatea the
angry children and told them'
to sit down";
"David turned off the tele- ,

vision set in the middle of
the program his younger
brother Jimmy had been watch-

ing".

(

74

1ui

Focus on Self
Development:

Responding.,

Activ,ities for
aeveloping Self
Awareness.
Got To Be Me.
Conflict Management.

s

4,



UNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS

Level 2
B. Sacial Relationships

OBJECTIVES TEACHING,STRATEGMS MATERIALS

ihe student:

Identifies what information
is needed prior to.thaking a

decision.

Identifies conflict.situa-'
aons.

Applies a va ety of

. conflict ma agethent tech-
niques under the direction
of the teacher.

Identi!fies conflict
management. technipes which
are inappropriate.

4. Rules and Routine

The student:

Have student,complete open-
sended sentences: "If I were
a parent and my child, ran
away, I would ". "If I

had a problem like Andy's I
would

A

Use role playing and discus-
sion of various techniques,
e.g. negotiatfrig, active
listening, postponing.

Identifies school rules arid Compose a chart of school

recognizes breaking of rules. Have class discussion;

rules.. set up clas.sroom meeting.

Follows 'rules of appropri-
.

A,ate behavjor in school and
on the playgrbund.

Identities-consequences of Have students experience
breaking rules (in com- consequences of breaking rules.

munity).

75

Schools Without Failure.
Reality of Success
(film).

Innerchange, Unil 39.
MaxIn A World of
Oh ge Series:
Man and His Family,
Man and His Communities,
Man and His Cities.
People In A W of

Change Series:
Your Family and School,
Your People and Places,
Your Communities and

Change.
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, UNDERSTANDING SELF AND, GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS

Level 2 ,

. B. Social Relationships

ObJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES-

The student:

Identifias situations
which require the establish-
ment of routines or rulep
in school or,on the ;

playground.

Idedtifies the need for,
routines and rules (ordef,'
protectfon, equality).

5. Social Ibies

The student:

Ident'fies *.oles associated

with e school and
enumerares some of the
characteristics of these

roles.

Recognizes the commonali-
'ties when different people
assume the same role, e.g.
teacher, friend, student,
nursel

Assumes leader role§:
in the classrocim/

playground 0.,

with' peers in'structured
situations (games,
classrodm activities).

Demonstrates initial
recognition that roles may
involve rights and
Privileges, duties and

obligations.

\

A?'

eat

Prepare scrapbook of school
life with suitable illustra-
tions, cut out or drawn by the
students, with captions.

Have each student explain what
they Would do as a t4eacher,.A
friend, etc.
Discuss similarities'and
differences.

AssIgn student,responsibility
of being "teacher for a

period".

Role play incidents of s.chool
life; have student assume the
role of principal, teacher,
student, etc.

76

, 103

'

MATERIALS

Activities for
Developing Self Awareness.
Focus on Self ,

.Delv/lopment:

A areRess,
ResOonding,

Conflict Management.



UNDERSTANDING 'SELF AND GETTTNG'ALONd WITH QT4RSI

Levdl 2
B. ,S8cial Relationships

P

.

7.<

o
A

o

OBJECTiVES

6. Values and Social
Expectations'

TEACHING STRATE0ItS

'
,, MATERt;ALb4, ; 4

*

0 tis41

The,student:

Demonstrates initial aware-
ness of differrces in

. . 0' . e

'

'cultur .

Recognizes basic societal
values :. horpesty, kindness,

.. helpfulness, -cleanliness,

, cooperation, courtesy.

Given examples or situa-
tions, indicates the
behavior whkch best

l41lustrates a given value.

Recognizes viola&on of
basic societal.values:.
loyalty, respect, accept-)
ance', freedom, equality, '

45.-Orrathy: responsibility,
inter-d4pehdence, individ-

: uality.

A o
d t.

Have an et'ilni day, 1.7eret. SiniDO;eA

a f4voritd 50 Mutt-47students be
food or artwoxk of their ,' '&1mA
Cultur/ethnic background. . kExpte

t
N .

s
0t

Itt

77

:4?
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TRAVEL
level 2
A. Ways to Travel

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Identifies and demonstrates
understanding of a broader
range bf.safety and traffic
rules.

Traveis\dependently in
community, e,g. walking,
bicycle riding,

States the ao4antages and-
disadvantages of various
modes of travel: walking,
bicycle, bus, train,
plane.

0 A
0

'tts'

fit

A

Use role playing; discuss
safety rules and rules of the
road.

_----A

Set up lon'ger trips to various
oints in tilt community.

!students makeltharts,.
pbOoks, pioture stories.

. 4.

Abe,

78

105

1



TRAVEL
Level 2
B. ,Travel Skilli

OBJECTIVES . TEACHING STRATZGIES MATERIALS

.The student:

Vollows written and verbal

'directions.

Obeys traffic signs and
rules.

Recognizes landmarks in
wider conaunity.

Uses simpqe maps. Make maps of the classroom and
school.

Identifies alternate Make simple maps and'have

routes to familiarslestina- student loCate alternate

tions. routes.

Reads time to the half-
hour.-

Demonstrates appropriate -

behavior and knowledge of
rules in\lka variety of

settings.

Locates help when required.

Seetcomputation section.

79

loG
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I-DEALTH

Level 24

Nutritglin
_r

OBJECTIVES

p.

'1EACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Demonstrates knowledge that
.the body needs food for
growth and for energy at
work and play.

Identifies the four basic
food groups.

Classifies food in'to

correct food groups.

States Canada Food RuliS.

Recognizes ways by which
a family works togetherto
provide good nutrition.

-

Have student make cardboard
models to illustrate the four
basic food groups.

Play card game using 'pictures
of food from four basic food

groups.

Have class make slogans,
posters, puzzles, mobiles.

Invite imaiviurce person.

Have sttidents enumerate and'

_discuss. ,

flluStrate through picture
wal charts, cartoon slides.

Invite a dietician/
nutritionist to visit class.

Use discussiop and role play.

Have class visit a supermarket.

Read stories and poems.

80

IQ?

Canada Food Guide.
Food for Thought.
Milk Foundation Materials.

Food for Health (f.ilm).

if*



HEALTH
Leirel 2

A: Nutrition
rar

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

Theestudent:

Recogniies 'the relationship.Have class compare pictures of

between good eating habits healthy and unhealthy

and growth ana development; children.

Recognizes importance of
hygienic practices in food 4

preparation, etc.

1

81

108'

-



f

HEALTU
Level'2
B. Personal Care

1

OBJECTIVES - TEACHINO STRATEGIES ,

1. KhoWledge of-Bi>y

The student:.,

identifies major external
body parts.

Recognizes the secondary
physical and sexual changes
taking place among boys
and girls.

Recognizes that growth
takes place.

2' - Care of the Body
.rk.

The.student:

Demodstrates independence

identifies methods of main-
taining a strting,healthy-

body: food, exercise, `

sleep, non-use of drugs.
-

Practises physical fitness
program.

-Demonstrates knowlerige of"

what to do in case of
minor illness.

,

Have student shire personal
experience Off physical

development.

Have a class discussion.

82

.4

cflo, MATERIALS
4

-The Problem - Acne.

AImost Everyone Doe-$-

(film).

Self-Care. Serie's.

> Self Care Sequential.
,Cards.

fte



HEALTH
Level 2

B. Personal Care

OBJECTIVES1

g

TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Demonstates knowledge of
-when to seek medical

attention.

DemonAtrates ,uhderstanding
of need for relaxation and

rest.

, 3. Drugs and Alcohol

The student:

Demonstrates knowledge of Show films, filmstrips aria

appropriate use of ,4iscuss.

prescription fnd non- -

prescription drugs.

Deomstrates knowledge of
how to 'cibtain prescription

drugs.

With supervision, takes
prescribed medication.

to,

83

110.
r-

Drugs - Friend or Foe.



HEALTH
Level 2
C. Communit5, Health Services

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

'The. student:

Identifies m4cal person-,
nel and their function:
'doctors, dentists, nurses,

eye specialists.

Identbfies hygtene person
nel and their.function,..
e.g. garbagemen, street
cleaners.

Identifiessmental health
personnel and their
function, e.g. school
psyclIologist, guidance

aunsellor.

Set up belletin board; make
a scrapbook.

Have class make slogans'and
posters. Read stories and
poems.

Use role play.

Go on field trip.

84

Materials from
Department of
Public Health..



SAFETY
Level 2
A. Rome and School

":

OBJEd(IVES'. TEACHING STRATEGIES MAT.ERIALS

The student: '.=;,

Demonstrates increased Invite safety officers4from

understandil% of%the "*, tt, the 'community to speak to

dangers associated with , class.

various trees in the home

nd:school.

Demonstratep knowledge of
flow accidents can be pre-

vented.

MZke safety postets and dis-
play them on .the bulletin

board.

Have class make scrapbook;
write-Ome safety slogans;
sing songs about safety.

'Derfionstrate steps involved in

hazard analysis.

Observes all rules associ- . Demonstrate, have class dis-

ated with fire dçill. cuss and practise.

Take a field trip to a fire
station and have student
observe organization of an
efficient fighting team.

-
-Re-Cdgnizesiources of he-lp- Have class enumerate, discuss,

in time of emergency. dramatize.

Administers basic first
aid, e.g. band-aid, clean-
ing cut.)

Demonstrate and role play use
of telephone in case of an
accident emergency.

Conduct simulated first aid
of wounds; indicate ways to
avoid infectioli.

IC

112

r-

Prevent - a handbook
of classroom ideas.

Safety in the Home.

Safety series.

I.P.A. Manual (1980.).

St. John's Ambulance
materials.



SAFETY
0,evel 2
B. Community

,

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The s.tudent:

Demonstrates increased
underStanding of the
dangers on streets and

highways.

Demonstrates knowledge
that many accidents can
be prevented.

Practises safety rules on
street§ and highways.

DArnstiates responsible
beffavior on Streets and

highways.

Recognizes sources of
help in time of
emergency.

Have student look for and read
various traffic signs; create.'
replicas of these with
construction paper or

cardboard.

'Have students do a hazard
analysis.

Draw map of'streets and
traffid lights and mark where
student lives; help him select
safe'st Toute to school.

Take a field trip to a busy
corner, observe the traffic
flow and make a lisc of
discourteous, unsafe,
pedestrian and bike riders'

acts.

Demonstrate, have class
discuss and practise proper
bicycle riding practices.

N'tb

Prepare a bicycle safety
presentation for the school
assembly or parent-teacher

meeting.

86.

Road Signs of the Times.

I.P.A. Manual (1980).
Safety Series.

-N



s SAFETY
Level 2
C. Redeation'

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Demonstrates increased,*
understanding of the
dangers associared with
different recreation
areas.

tractises safety rules in,
each recreational area.

Identifies ways in which
accidents can be prevented.

Recognizes source of help
in time of emergency.

,0

a

List ways in whi,ch people can
help with safety in the dif-
ferent recre9tion areas..

c,\ /

Create skits that reveal ap-
propriate behaviors in differ-
ent recreatiOn areas.

Have class make posters atá

slogans'.

Demolastrate, have class
discussib-n ang role play.

Invite safety officials from
the coMMunity:to speak to the

class.

Olave student participate in
'community improvement pro-
jects, e.g. litter control.

Have class enumerate and
discuss. ,

Visit different agencies that
contribute tci community

safety.

Vlan



WORLD OF WORK
Level 2

A. Specific and Allied W rk Skills

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIE MATERIALS

401`

1. Use of Tbols and
Equipment

The ,%tudent:

/Identifies more tools and
demonstrates greater
,proficiency in their use,
e.g. hand saw.

1

Follows simple rules of
organization and care of
tools and materials.

2. Following Directions

.The student:

Follows a more compley
set of directions.,

4

Identifies.persons in
authority in the school

and immediate community,
e.g. policeman, pool
guard, playground
,supervisor.

3. Decision Making

The student:

Chooses inclependently
between two or'mora
alternative activities.

DeLnstrate correct usage of, I.P.A. Manual 1980.

tools. Have student experi- Workjobs I and II.

ment,with tools.

Label storage area.
Demonstrate and discuss
correct storage. Have
students store tools.

Tool Boards.
Cubby Holes,
Wall Chartg::

Provide-verbal directions jDeal Me In.

clearly and concisely; when jWal.1 Charts.

appropriate, pair. with written

directions-.

Praise student for successf;41

completion of-task. _

Make posters of peopte-in
authority. Have class
discu'ssion about these
People's responsibilities and
hai and why students relate to
them.

Provide a variety of optionp
in-materials nd activities
and have student choos-e one,
e.g, cr.dons or paints.

CommunitY Helpers.

Learning Centers.



won)? OF WORK
Level, 2

A. Specific and Allied Work Skills

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEG E MATERIALS

, 4. Independence

The student:. 4..
Demonstrates abiliy to

-
behave approprietely in
unfamiliar situations,
e.g. seeking aid from

janitor.

'411

Provide the student with
opportunities to contadt

unfamiliar adults.

Use role play.

Olt

t

l I G

44

AP



WORLD OF WORK'
Level 2
B. Career Planning and Exploration

OBJECTIVES

0

TEACHING STRATEGIES ,MATERIALS

1. Why Work

The student:

Recognizes that people
teed money to purchase
necessities, e.g. goods,
services.

Recognizes that finishing
a task brings satisfaction.

2. Job Awareness

The student:

DemonsArates awareness that
geople do different jobs
at home, in school, in the

05

Play game: "When I grow up I

would like to be".

community.: Play game sipilar to tele--
vision game "It's Your Move"
Have student act out joh- fb

other sipdents to guess.

.4

3. Job Demands

Th/t student:

Demonstrates good Wotk

habits.
i

Compile poster: Helpersin
our Community.

Want To Be, 'Books.. -

Perh s I'll Be ---
series
Jobs Fr m "A to
Career A areness Boole
and Cassette.
Ladybird-Books
Career series.
Real People.at Work,
Occupational Awarenesst
Program.
-14y- Dad'sa- Perk-Ranger.

Kids' Stuff.

Use roleplay: have studenf A Good Worker. .

actoituations where good Positive Attitude

work habits are not demanded; Posters.

discuss consequences, e.g.
pretend to make a dog house
and leave it half finished.

90

A.



WORLD OF WORK
Level 2

B. Career Planning and Exploration

OBJECTIVES
4 TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

t.

The student:

Demonstrates positive
attitued towards work.

\ Arrives on time for school.

Follows instructions.

Completes selected tasks
at salool and home and
assumes some responsibility
for this.

troz

}lave a &lass ditcussion:
"Have,you helped anyone

today?"

Make student awarq that, re-
quests for help can be made
effectively (content), ac-
ceptably (style). Provide'

examples.

Have student make individual
daily routine,time chart.

Have-a class discussion on
why routine is necessafy.

Compile a poster; extend
vocablilary and include ab-
breviations of rime fognd in

ads, e.g. hour, hourly,
month, per wee , part-time,

permanent.

Play games not familiar to
student; have him work these

out yzith_aid of_written
instructions.

Have student construct models
with use of manual.

Record number of reminders
needed to complete a given
lesson. Set up contract and
provide awards for improve-
ments.

9 1

A 066d Worker. if
8

*
Making It On Your Own,



WORLD OF WORK
Level 2
B. kareer Planning and Exploration

.A
OBJECTIVES

The sydent: 7
Recognizes own mistakes
and corrects them.

tDemonstrates good listen
,

mg habits.

Communicdtes effectively
in school.

TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS"

During work periods have
student recognize)and discqss
mistake and suggOst improve
ments: 'Next drag

tt

P

List safety ruleq that apply
(sdF Safety). 1--

t

Develop oral comprehension
skills: read story suitable
for level and ask basic who,
why, when, where, type
questions.

§2

Stories About*orkers.

Getting a Jo



WORLD OF WORK
Level 2 :

C. Finding.a Job *t.

OBJECTIVES

4

TEACHING STRAT g
: o
MATER

I. Awareness of Personal
Abilities and
Interests .

The student:
/-

Identifies jobsicareers
which may be of special
interest to him.

Demonstrates knowledge
that he can not do crtain
jobs.

Describes abilities and
lipitations he ha
regarding a specific jog.

2. Maareness of Process

The student:

Demonstrates ability
use telephone.

Play game,: "When I grow up Sign-A-Mite.

Career Cards.
Occupational Alphabt.
My Dad's a Park Ranger.
Career Loto.
Ladybird Bpoks.
Perhaps 1"11 Be

Have a class discussion about:
"Jobs we do not want to do at
home, school".

Compile a list: have class
suggest which jobs are
difficult and which are
relatively easy; discuss.

4

to Role play use of telephone in
various "problem" situations
where student contacts
appropriate service required,
e.g. friend, mom, police.

93

120
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WORLD OF WORK
Level 2

C. Finding a Job

OBJECTIVES
.

4ko'

TEACHING STRATEGIES'' MATERIAL'S

Ifthe student:

Demonstrates ability to

take and leave messages.

.0*

Demonstrates ability to
use telephone directory in
loOkiris for information.

Develops awareness that
,people must look for jobs.

Have student assist in .

conveying messages to 'school
personnel, deliver notes or
°newsletters home proferly,
bring note for absence, etc.

Using telephone directory, ,

have student locate; -ihdex,
emergency calls, 'towns served,

yellow pages.
S.Q4sto

Have studedtlocate'friend's
telephone number.'

Have a clas discUssion About
use qnd misuse of-telephOe.

,

Provide opportunities for',
practicj; have.student recall
number, dial, obtain chane,
correct imformation,

Have a class discussiOn'about
what would happen if-there
were no postmeh, nvses,
waitresses, etc.

Have a class,,discussion a-b)out

'where students find part-time
jobs.

Compile list of part-time
jobs known to students.

Examine classifted section df
newspaper and discuss the
purpdse of Want Ads.

Have student collect different
newspapers and locate the
Want Ads section in each one:,

'94

121

AY,



WORLD OF WORK .

Level 2
D. Keeping a Job

1

OBJECTIVES TEA6HING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Accepts rules at,home and.

school.

bs,

Have a.class discussion .about
"What important job (or,
combination) have I done

today".

a



WORLD OY.WORK "
Level-2
E. WorkeessRights

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES

*
The student:

Demonstrates understanding
of personal self worth and
dignity.

r

it

"-tat

96

4

MATERIALS-

./

4The Mouse, the

1/4

Monster and Me.



ROME MANAGEMENT
Level 2

A. Clothing

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS .

1. Care

The student:

Storep outer.clathing
properly.

Recognizes soiled clothing.

Assistsomith laundry. b
-

Distinguishes,between
types,of detergents to be
used for certain clothes.

Decides what to do if
something is lost.

2; Selection

,The student:

Chooses clothes for school
or leisure.

Chooses suitable style,
color and.desigMor -
occasion.

Have a class discussion on Clothing Care
where clothes are to" be placed
when coming back from recess
or lurich.

Have student complete open-
ended sentences: "I would
wear my suit to "; I

It

woutd wear runners to

Have class prePare scrapbook
and laberwhat each item is
for.

97

,

series.,

of,

"e3



HOME MANAGEMENT.
Level 2

A. Clothing

4P.

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Demonstrates ability to
di§cuss and analyze the
reaons, for choosing
clothing, e.g. simplicity,
'comfort., quality, fit.

Identifies 'and discusses

location of stores and
how to get to them.

3. Construction

The student:

Demonstrates ability to

use common tools.

Demonstrates correct way

of handling common tools,
e.g. holding or passing
*scissors (safeq
procedures)-

Demonstrates ability to do
simple sewing or craft
work, elg. sew buttons,
construct puppets.

<-

Take field trip to store;
discuss sizes, etc.

Take field trips into
community; ask the student to
take you to.a specific place.

Show the motions one would do

in using tools.

Have student pick out a
partkcular tool and
demonstrate howto use it.'

Provide practice 44 actual
situations; have student sew
buttons on garment.

98

14eZ

-
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HOME MANAGEMENT
Level 2
3. Food 40s

OBJECTIVES ;EACHING STRATEGIES

.1. Shopping -

'The stuInt:

Identifies vhat to buy
,

's,for certain meals.

Demonstrates ability to
read labels for price and
quality.

Describes and dezonstrates
safety in shoppin.g.

Explains and depftstrates
how,to get to grocery

stores. -

Differtntiates express
line from regular chck out.

Differentiates between
kinds of vegetables, meats,
fruits, etc.

Given a list, pUrchases
everyday food iteMs.

,

Have student list kinds of
things one would buy for
specific meals, e.g. break
fast, lunch.

Take field trip to store to
read certain labels and
prices. Set up store and
role Rlay buying certain
,goods for specific prices.

Take trip to store to show.
eXpress rine.

Have class classify various
kinds of foods.

gave student' make scrapbook
placing foods in categories,
e.g. meat, vegetables, fruits.

99

MATERIALS

4,

tea

6



HOME MANAGEMENT,
Level 2

B. Food

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

2. Preparation

The student:

Demonstrates ability to"
use kitchen tools and
facilities.

Demonstrates ability to
clean'kitchen after use.

Demonstrates ability to
plan and prepare own 26nch.

- 3. Serving

The student:

Demonstrates ability to
prepare table for meals:

Demonstrates ability to
serve family and friends.

Behaves appropriatel)-at
meal time at home, school,

restaurant.

4. Preserving

The student:

Demonstrates increased
ability.to store,food ap-
propriately.

Provide practice.

Have class discuss and list
equipment needed to clean up
kitchen table and counter.

List rules of sanitation'in
the kitchen.

Have a class discussion on
how to set the table; -g-tmeral
appearance of the room;
placement of table and chairs
and utensils; decoration of
table.

Have students set table.

ABC Cookery. /
Crunchy Bananas.

..,Kids Garden Book.

What's Cooking?
Planning Meals
and Shopping.

Food Planning, Modern
Consumer Education.

,/



HOME MANAGEMENT-
Level 2
B. Food

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The stpdent:

- Demonstrates knowledge
and unders anding of food
protection.

Assists itiJ various Inehods

,of hom p eserving.

5. Pro uction'

The student:

Participates in chores,
related to food production.

Explains production pro-
cess, e.g. wheat made-into
bread.

.

416
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HOME MANAGEMENT
Level 2
C. Maintaining the Home

OBJECTIVES TEACHINGSTRATEGIES MATERIALS

l. Selecifon

The student:

Explains what.is
available in housing,
e.g. single homes, house
keeping rooms, room and

board, condominiums, \

apartments.

Demonstrates under&tand-
,, ing of difference be-
./ tween renting and buying.

.2. Furniture and
Furnishings

3:0 student:

Explains function of all

furnishings.

Explains and demonstrates
simple household tech-
niques and equipment.

Have a class distussion on
types of houses available. .

ow

Prepare bulletin board
showing all kinds of,
furniture; ask student to
tell function of each.

Have a class discussion to
develop student Awareness of
the specific types of
furniture needed in a home.

Have students choose roles,
and dramatize the different
tasks Usually performed in

the household.

Delegate responsibilities in
the cleaning of the classroom.

12,9

1

Sr'

(



------- ---------
HOME MANAGEMENT
Level 2

C. Maintaining the Home

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

3. Care and Maintenance

The student:

Demonstrates ability to
operate common electrical
appliances, e.g. toaster,
kettle, iron.

Demonstrates ability to
perform simple yard tasks,'

e.g. weeding, grass
cutting.

Performs simple household
tasks, e.g. bed making,
preparing meals, setting
table, washing clothes.

Identifies daily, weekly,
tasks of cleaning, e.g.
caring for refrigerator
'and stove.

Have a workshop on how to
operate various appliances.

Have" student keep record of
duties'carried opt in the

home.,

4



HOME MANAGEMENT
Level 2

D. Child Care-

10
OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

ghe student!

Extdains babysitting
responsi,bilities.

Demonstrates abillty to
help mother care for
infant.

4

Recognizes the importance
of prevention and care of

disease.

4

Enroll tudent in a baby-

sitting course.

Have a class discussion on
safety needs and child'care.

4

104

131
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MONEY MANAGEMENT
Level 2

A. Earning Money

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES
--------

MATERIALS

The student:

Names jobs for which
payment is made. /

Names jobs ,for which
payment is not made.

Recognizes that job must
be completed to earn
money.

Identifies coins and

paper money.

Writes joney amounts of
increa ing difficulty.

Translates amount to

calculator.

Have student collect ads in..
local newspaper, collect data
on pay for each job.

Construct a poster Of
c6mmunity volunteers.

liave a class discussion:
"Why volunteer?"

1 List jobs done in class;
discuss why.

Have student count change
with largerfnumber of coins,

etc.

Have student collect empty
containers with l'abels and
price; enter prices on
shopping list,provided.

10,5

132

Managing Your Money.
Your Wprld of Money.

Money Math.
A Course in Coins.

.0



MONEY-44ANAGEMENT
Level 2

B. Spending MoneY

OBJECTIVES TEFiCHTNOSUATEGIES

1. Where to Buy

The student:

Identifies places where
goods or services can be
bought.

Using various means,
ates items for pur-

c , e.g..newspaper,
one directory.te

Cal lates.estimated
cost of-fami34iar

arti les in school and

home.

-2. How to Buy

The student:

Equates cost of wanted
item with available
money.

Develops and utilizes
simple budget (weekly).

Play jkle: halie individual
students guess,cost of well

known objecte..

As a class activity, list
estimated cosOof items on
poster; show aOtual price
under.

Compile checklist of common
items; have student indicate
what is affordable and what

;

is not.

Have a class discussion on
personal exper'ience with
spending_ money.

Use role play: store; give

exact money,

.MATERI S

4

7.e

Your Family and Its

Money.

Budgeting series.



MONEY MANAGEMENT
-r-vel 2

B. Spending Money

OBJECTIVES

Tfie student:

Recognizes that there are
different'methods of
payment, e.g. cash,
cheque, credit.

3. What to Buy

The scUdent:

Recalls essential and
non-essential items for
basic living needs.

4. When to Buy

The student:

Demonstrates under-
"standing that prices for
familiar items vary from
time to time.

TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

Have class discussion on
"Things we could do without".

Compile .checklist: have

student indicate things
needed and items not needed.

Use role play: "Pretend you

are going camping. What do

you really'need?"

Make a list to record how
much each student paid for
candy, etc.

List places where candy can
be bought; have dlass visit
and compare prices.

Have student visit store;
locate and recor&items and
prices of unadvertised
specials; carculate savings,
if any.

107

134

41,
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MON'1 MANAGEMENT
Level,2,"
C. "Saving and'Borrowing

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The, student:

Saves own spending money
for special pqrchase.

Named places where money
can be saved.

Witll assistance, opens a

savings account.

108
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MOTOR DEVELOPMENT ANDJPHYSICAL ACTIVITIE6
Level 2
A. Fundamentals of Movement.

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES

The student:

Demonstrates a variety of

movement combinations:
ihrowing and catching
kicking and rdnning

- striking in a direction

- throwing and dodging

- ball handling and

running
- running and jumping

run and kick an'object

- start movement on cue.

- listens, move, freeze and

balance
- collapse, roll

- rest and relax.

Note: This list is not.

meant to be all-inclutive.

,1

I

Use the following adtivities:
= bean bag in circle

- -target toss
hit the bucket

- over the net
- keep it'up (ball)

- kick and chase
push ball relay

- bat ball
-.scatter dodg ball

-.relays ini7olving ball

handling.

Whenever possible integrate
the student into the regu,lar

physical education program.

Teaching Your Wings

To Fly.

Until the Wbistle
Blows. Vos. I & II.



MOTOR DEVELOPMENT AND PHYSCIAL ACTIVITIES
Level 2 °

B. Games and Activities ,A

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIAp

The student:

Demonstrates ability to

participate in a varietx

of activities:

jumping activities
- relaxs
- gymnastics
- tether ball
- bpwling
- bicycling
- team dodge ball
- hanging activities

Irt - folk dancing
- swimming
- skating

Mite: This lrst is not
meant to.be all-inclusive.

Provide opportunity for'the
student to participate in
various games and activities'.

110

4

137

Creative Games
forl,earning.

..-



MOTOR DEVELOPMENT AND PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES
Level 2 .

C,, Social Skills Related to Gam4 and Activities

OBJECTIVES TEACHINCSTRATEGIES MATERIALS

The stUdent:

Demonstrates respect for
property of others.

Practises socially
acceptable behavior.

Demonstrates knowledge,of
dress appropriate for
vartops activities.

Demonstrates ability to
resist group pressure.

Demonstrates knowledge of
the rights cf others.

111

138

DUSO Kit - Dl.

Focus on Self Deve1opment1_,,
'Stage One: Awareness;
Stage, Two: ,:Responding.

'Becoming Yourself,-
Unit 1.

,
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LEISUREIRECREATION SKILL8

Level 2

' A. Art

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

1. Cutting, Tearing
FasteninR

The student:

Cuts a definite shape
with blunt scissors.

Cuts or tears free
geometrical or
representative shapes.

tdo

Arranges and fastens
string and/or yarn on-to

flat materials.

2. Constructing

The atudent:

Utiliies a saw,.file,

hammer nails and glue

in constructing with
wood and other matetlals.

,

Sews, laces, and ties

parts together.

. -

Does paper mache

sculpting.

4

Provide opportunity to
practise cutting, tearing
definite shapes.

Use paper or metal foil; have
student cut or tear pieces to

.form murals or mosaics.

Have.student make useful
articles such as Folders,
booklets and greeting cards.

Provided opportunity to look

at man-made geometric shapes.

Use a milk carton, paper cups
and boxes; have student make
'holiday ornaments by folding,

cutting, twisting.

Have student build play
articles from boards, blocks,
cartons, cans,.boxes, spools,
and any other materials

available.

112

139

-

General Resources:
Creative Art Tasks
'for Children,
Art Box,
Easy Crafts for.,the
Classroom,

_ -

Your Art Idea Book,
Scrap Craft,
I.P.A. Manual, 1980,
Trash Can Toys and
Games.
Recipes for Arts and
Craft Materials.



LEISURE/RECREATION SKILLS
Level 2

A. Art

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

3. Drawing and PaintinR

The student:

Uses paints, crayons, or
chalk on liaridus papers

to express.reaction to
people, praY, home,
school and neighborhood.

Makes imaginative
pictures with opaque
water colors on large
paper with 'a large brush.

4. ,Modeling

The student:

Demonstrates ability to

model object using
firing clay, e.g. pinch
posts, beads.

With assistance, joins
coils or slabs of clay

together.

5. Print Making

e student:

Demonstrates ability to
print with sticks on a
variety of media.

Demonstrates ability to
make a.design and use it

to print with.

a

Have student.draw on wet
paper with chalk; make

silhouettes.

Pave class look at pictures
of artists who have shown
imagination about people;
.places and things.

1.1

'Have student make color beads

with various glazes.

Have studerit print on

wrapping,paper, cards,

cardboard,fetc.

_Have student glue cardboard,
sponges, etc. together.

113

The Craft Centre.



LEISURE/RECREATION SKILLS
Level 2

A. Art

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

7".

The student:

Demonstrates ability to
overprint layers to

achieve levels.

Demonstrates ability to
print in other medium,
e.g. stencil printing,

mono-printing.

6. 'Weaving and

Stitching

The student:

Addl texture, color or
pattern to drawing on
paper with outline
stitch or'other related
stitch.

Enriches paper
construction with
plaiting, knotting and.
stringing for surface
texture and for function
of attaching parts.

Mounts his- own pictures

in stitches carefully'
and takes home.

Weaves, using simPle

looms.

Makes simple objecL/
designs in macrame.

114 ,



.\\ LEISURE/RECREATION SKILL
Level 2 ,

B. 'Musit
..'

-..

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

1. Li-stening

The student:

Recognizes contrasttin
sound and repeated notes.

Begins to distinguish
between string and
percussion instruments.

Begins to recognize male

and female Voices.

Builds repertoire of
fOlk tales.

2. Sin ing

The student:
.

Expands knowledge of

rote songs.

Demonstrates awareness
of dynamics: loud, soft,

fast, slow.

Demonstrates good
singing habits.

Begins to perform before
',V
an audience.

3. Playing

The student:

Demonstrates ability to
play two or three notes
and tonal patterns.

N

..4.

Give enough guidance for
S,

student to guess title, story

or mood.

Use folk songs, action songs
and number games.

Use simple dramatic songs.

Have student sing work songs.

115

142

Music for Special
Education. 00

Reaching the Special
Learner Through Music.



LEISURE/RECREATION SKILLS

Level 2

B. Music-

I

BJECTIV S
C

TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Demonstrates increased.
ability to use rhythmic

instruments.

4.A Rhythmic

The.student:

Associates basic rhythmic
activities with
appropriate music.'

Demonstrates recognition
of tones of varying
length.

Participates in rhythmic
experiences, e.g. folk

dancing.

i

*

...

I.

,

e

1/13

.

Dance Movement
Experiences. l'

*
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LEISURE/RECREATION SKILLS
Level 2

C. Drama

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATEIAALS

The student:

Demonstrates relaxation,
concentration and trust o
self and others.

Demonstrates body movement
in a variety of situations
(non-directed).-

Identifies environmental
stimuli to the senses.

, Uses imagination to help

charact,prization.

Demonstrates ability to
commtinicate meaning by al-

tering voice and speech
patterns.

Demonstrates ability to
give speech or language to
major characte

Demonstrates abi ity to
imagine simple situations
for characters.

Demonstrates knowledge
-about what creAes -a char-
acter, e.g. actions,
appearance.

Demonstrates knowlehe that
scenery, lighting and cos-
tumes affect action of
story.

Gives critical non-verbal
responses to presentation.

Use small group activities,.
puppetry.

J.

117

Creative Dramatics
for All Children.

Creative Dramatics.



LEI,SUREiRECREATIOH. SKILLS

Level 2

D. Crafts and Hobbies

)
...

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS ' .

The student: .

Engages in the following
activities according to
interests and abilities:
- cardboard construction
- plaster of Paris
- copper crafts
- paper mache
- puppets
- hooked rugs
- weaving
- stitching
- tile bead coasters and

mats
- models (commercial kits)
- clay modeling ,

painting
- planting seeds and rear-

ing plants
- color picture taking
- macrame

pet care
-.collections (stamps,

cards, insects, etc.)

NOTE: This is not intended
to be an all inclusive list

t

I

Provide opportunity for
student to express own
creative ability.

x

118
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CITIZENSHIP AND INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY
Level' 2

A. 'Home and Family

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Identifies members of ex-

. tended family by name.

Identifies members of ex-
tended family by role.

Identifies ways in which
extended family is unique.

Demonstrates knowlAge that .

family life differs in
rural/urban settings.

Assumes responsibilities
within the family.

Assumes responsibility for Establish routines in class to

personal property. 1deal with care of desk, locker
iand personal belongings,
re2g. clothing, P.E. gear.

Assumes responsibility for
1

own behavior.

Identifies factors which
cause change in families:
moving, illness, 'alcoholism

disability.

Identifies functions of

community helpers.,

r.

119'.
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Home and Family.

;1

TABA Program in Social
Science.
Family Value.



CITIZENSHIP AND INDIVIDUAL

Level 2
B. School

SPONSIBILIi7

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

ent:

Identifies-classmates
and majority of staff
members with whom he

deals.

Identifies classmates
and majokity of staff
members by role.

Accepts responsibility
for personal and public

property.

Demonstrates respect for
the personal property of
others within the school.

Discusses reasons for

school rules.

Responds to authority
in the school.

Responds to elected
authority in the school.

p.
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CITIZENSHIP AND INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITX
Level 2
C. Community and Country_ '

OBJECTIVES TEACHING SIRATEGIES. AATERALS

The student:.

Defines a community.

States the name of his
town or city, province
and Country.

Identifies and explains
the symbolism in the
Canadian Flag.

Identifies common city
or town facilities, e.g.
historical park.

Visits a local recreation
facility.

States the,purpose of
common city or town
facilities, e.g. swimming
pools.

Demonstrates awareness of
cultural differences within
own city or town, e.g.
Western Indian, Eastern
Indian.

Demonstrates awateness of
city or town rules and
laws, e.g. pedestrian
rights.

Identifies cultural
differedces within own
community.

Have a class discussion on the
need for laws.

41
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<A.

Working for Canadians.



CITIZENSHIP AND INDIVIDUAL RESPdNSIBIL1TY

,Level 2
D. Current Events

OBJECTIVES TEACHINp STRATEGIES MATERTALS

The student:

Recalls major news events
from media.

Gathers basic weather
information.

Recal4s daily weather,

report.

Selects a radio or
television newscast.

Identifies weather as an

event beyond personal

control.

Set up a daily weather
condition chart to be lOoked
after by assigned students.

Have student make simple
weather prediction based on
curxent weather reports.

Have student make a list of
the tdlevision shows he
watches.

Have class write a simple
classroom newspaper (draw
pictures in lieu of writing,
use photographs).

122
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CITIZENSHIP AND'INDIVIDUAL'RESPONSIBILITY,

Level 2

E. Environmental Education

1.

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES 'MATCRIALS

1. Ecology

The student:

Classifies related species.

.
Classifies plant material
on two or more dimensions.

Demons tras. some knowledge
of laws deal ng with
animal care, e.g. pet

licensing.

Assumes res4sibility for
the care of a living

organism.

Recognizes and appreciates
man as a builder'of the
world of nature.

tural Phenomena

student:

redicts weather from sky,

conditions/desdriptions.

Take student for a walk
around the neighborhood and
have him examine or-observe
sdch modifications to our
environmpt as:
paved roads
sewer.systems
boulevard trees
fire hydrants
weed-free lawns

- insulated houses (storm

windows)
evidence 'of house heating

(chimneys).

123
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Alberta Fish and

141414-fe

ESS/Special EducAtion.
(activities).

Outdoor Education
Handbook, K-7.

Government
Environmental Resodrce
Materials Guide.

4



CITIZENSHIP AND INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY

Level 2 .

'E. Environmental Education

4

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES

4.

-MATERIALS f

..*

The student:

States how weather affects

daily life.

States characteristics of
each season.

, 3. Energy

The student:

, Demonstrates knowledge of
,

alternate energy sources,
e.g. wood burping fire-
places, solar heating.

Recognizes the need to
moVify climate by such
tedhniques as heating

',housas or clothing.

t

N

%.

,

Discuss that as fuel and other

forms of energy becoie scarce
the cost goes up.

Ask students to discuss the Science Experiments

cost of electricity and other You Can Eat.
,

utilities with their parents.

Teach student to adjust a

thermostat.

1

. ,

Use an unfinished garage to
show mee ods of insulating a
buildin .

Visit a nOighborhood pet shop
to relate environmental
controls (aquarium heaters)

to man's efforts along this

line.

,

;Demonstrates awareness that
the energy used to heat

his home and provide.other
utillties costs money.

..

6.

,

..

1

., .

124

r"

,

Living Well in Times

of Scarcity.

- .

,
b

'Energy Conservation

Cut-outs.
Utility and gas bills.

^
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CITIZENSHIP AND INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY

Level 2
E. Envieonmental Educat,ion

..'

OBJECTIVES

_.

TEACHING STRATEGIES
1

MATiRIALS'

t

1/4

I

.,..

.

4. Poalution

The student:
, .g.

.

Have student prepare a list ,

of env
(
ronmental features to

watch or on his next car

ride.(pollution bingo).

Include:
t, litter barrel

no loitering sign
t

a very noisy truck ot car
a campground garbage can,
etc.

Demonstrates awareness of

a variety of environmental'
considentions, e.g. while
walking, riding various
vehicles.

'
1 - -

/

Selects one field of work
that is related to
pollution control.

Redognizes those aspects

of his world that are
related to preserving.his
environmental safety.

t

I

Have a class picnic at a
nearby park or roadside
campground. While at the

site teach student the basics
of good uie of the facilities,
e.g. leave the ground
unlittered, replace. the'wood
supply, no cutting of wiener
sti.cks, proper toilet,

practices.

_

Take field trip to airport
iand d'iscuss pollution
resulting from air travel.

i

\
. .

Discuss that, in a city, the
removal of man's waste
materials is carried out by
special people and special
equipmenttor ,systems.

1,

125
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CITIZENSHIP AND INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY

Level 2

E. Environmental Education

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGgS MATERIF1LS

5. Conservation

The student:

Demonstrates knowledge that
conservatian through wise

° use ,sayes money.

DemOnstrates.knowledge that
proper j.nsulation in a home

can save on fuel costs but
may require an initial
expense.

Demonstrates knowledge and
appreciation for the use
of energy saving modes of
travel, e.g. bicycle,
public transport, walking.

Given a choice of two equal
products opts for the ode
with fewer negative
environmental effects.

Have student make a small
poster to remind people at
home to turn,out the lights
when leaving a room.

At home, have the students
monitor the thermostat to
ensure that it is turned
lower at night when thee

family sleeps.

Have student examine the
insulation used in his attic
and explain how It saves heat
loss just as a blanket on the
bed keeps him warm:

'Have a class discussionftbout
the concept of a car-pool to
show the need for different
attitnes on the ptFt of our
citizens in regard to energr
consumption.

'Play a game which requires
vnsumer awareness on the part

.of the student. For example:
"Which of these two soft°
drinks would you buy?" Te.ach

the student to select the
refundable bottle over the
no-refund container.

,Study the ice cream cone as an
example of a very. energy .

efficient container which is
easily disposed of and which

serves its purpose well.

126

153

Livig Well in Times
'of Stcity.

C.

Sample insulation .

materials.

A Citizen's Handbook.
On Waste Management
and Recycling.



CITIZENSHIP AND INDIVTDUAL RESPONSIBILITY

Level 2
E. Environmental Education

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Demonstrate and discuss that The Garbage Book:

some-products come in two,- How to Save Energy

three, or more separate and Money by Throwing-

packages: the first may be a out Less.

plastic bag to hold the Garbage Gu's Poster.

product and keep it dry, the Eco - A Handbook of

second may be atin or foil Classroom Ideas to

wrapper for appearance Motivate'the Teaching

through a box window; the of Elementary Ecology.

third may likely be a box to

hold the others; the box may
be wrapped in cellophane.

Explain that environmental
concerns lead a wise consumer

to select less wasteful
products.

_

6. Safety'

The 'student:

Selects essential equipment Give student a,small

for cA rying when outdoors, container that will fit jnto

e:g. pocket survival kit a pocket. Tell h'im to pack

whtn camping. in it only those items that
.he would most need if lost
for a time in the woods. ,

Demonstrates\knowledge of
water-safety rules.

Demonstrates knowledge of

fire prevention methods.

Practises safety rule'S that

apply to the outdoors.

127
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CITIZENSHIP AND INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY

Level 2.

E. Environmental Education
rale

OBJECTIltS TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

:he student:

Recognizes people in
positions of authority in
parks, campsites, and
public outdoor centers,
and demohstrates awar?e-
ness of thtir ability to
help in emergencies.

t

Demonstrates a basic
awareness of first aid
for minor injuries;
e.g. nettles, insect
stings, small cuts, minor
burns.

Demonstrates ability to
go to appropriate
locations if caught in
inclement or potentially
dangerous weather.

Invite a park warden,
lifeguard, etc. to tell the
class about his job and show
various.uniforms.

Use or iodify the Red Cross
or St. ohn'S program to
assist the class in this.
'study.

Use actual hands-on practit
on simulated injuries to make
the response more automatic
and train students in gentle
handling of injuries.

Show student what to do if
clught in bad weather; show
the "Block Parent" sign and
program.

128
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Red Cross materials.
St. John's Ambulance
materials.



UNDERSTANDING StEF AND GETTINb ALONG WITH OTHERS
Level 3
A. Knowledge of Self

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

1. Personal
Characteristics/Self
Identification

The student:

Identifies extended family
relationships.

Identifies self from
descriptions by others

. with regaled to physcial
characteristics and
behavioral character-

.

istics.

Identifies or describes:
- increasing number of
-interests or preferences
abilities or talents
physical limitations.

Recognizes-ways in which
people vary in areas of
strength, weakness,
interests.

ff

Have student construct a
family tree.

Have class write descriptions
of classmates and have
students try and identify
themselves.

Make a poster entitled "Things
I Like to Do!"

Give positive suggestions on
how to strenghten areas of
of personal limitations.

Have'student intervieW people
regarding likes, dislikes,
strengths, and weaknesses.

Have class describe personal
qualities that help people to
be accepted or liked, e.g.

* dependability, courtesy,
skills,-willingness,
cheerfulness.

-

Have student identify personal
characteristics that are liked
by others or that he wOuld .

like to develop.

129
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UNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS

Level 3

A. Knowledge of Self

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRIEGIES MATERILS

The student:

Distinguishes between
fantasy and reality with
regard to aspirations,

ilk planning for a variety
of vocations.

2. Physical Self

The stildent:

InterOrets and categorizes Use open-ended statements:

sensory input with "One sound I like to hear is

increasing ability.
"Two things I;saw today were

!"The first thing I taste in

; the morning is

!Make a list of sounds, smells,
letc. that warn people,to be
[careful.

Identifies physical changes Have class construct a mural

resulting ftom growth and depicting life from girth to

development, and death.

demonstrates awareneis of
their universality, e.g.
height, weight, body hair,
voice change.

Identifies physical sex...,

. changes and feelings
arising from awareness

of sexuality.

-
i

Have student write a poem Innerchan , Unit 12.

entitled "I Used To Be But Uhat's Happening to

Now I Am"% Me.

130
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UNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS
Level 3

A: Knowledge of Self

OBjENIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Behaves in an age appro9- Have a class discussion on
priate manner with respect the kinds of sexual behavior

to sexual behavior, that are appropriate/inappro-
priate in relation to age and
place.

Identifies the effect of
physical differences, e.g.
size and st.rength.

Indicates which physical
,characteristics can/cannot
be changed, e,g. hai
color, eye color. , I

3. Emotional Self

The student:

Identifies increasing
number of emotions in self
and others with increasing
skill; recognizes mixed
emotions or changing
emotions.

Distinvishes between .
degrees of emotion, e.g.
pkeasant-ecstatic.

Li

Show pictorial material
illustrating facial expres-
sion; have student indicate
how the person is probably
feeling and identify'vthe
cues which determine this.

Make a bulleAn board display
entitled "I Have Feelings",
using pictures 'from magazines
and newspaPers that show
people displaying various
degrees of emotion.

Innerchange, Junior
High.

Lifeline Materials
(Sensitivity,
'Consequences,
Point of View).



UNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS
Level 3

A. Knowledge of Self
4.11,

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Demonstrates increasRig
awareness of causes of
emotional reactions.

Recognizes the relation-
ship between emotion and
behavior.

Recognies and ca.tegorizes
the

1

cause of stress in
f and others, e.g.
at, conflict,

stration.

Use directed discussion, e.g.
"I felt like this, so I did

)this".

Make a "Happiness Is ..." or
"Sadness is ..." booklet;
have student contribute
drawings or illustrations that
make them feel happy or sad.

Have student complete un-
finished sentences:
"I get angry when ..."
"I feel frustrated wben
"I feel threatened when

132

!")

I Hate to Read Series,

Innerchange, Uni(31..
Magic Circle.
Toward Affective
Development.
Focus on Self
Development:

Involvement,
F mily Life,

You.

Today's Teen Series:
Dis6overing You,
Decision Making,
Relating to Others

Activities for
Developing Self
Awareness:

Self Awareness,
Career Awareness.

Lifeline Materials:
Sensitivity,
Consequences,
Point of View.

Conflict Management.



UNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS
Level 3

A. Knowledge of Self

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

.1

The student:

Identifies and discusses
appropriate ways of
dealt with stress.

A

Demonstrates increased
skill in expressing
emotions appropriately
with regard to:

situation
intensity

relationship.

Demonstrates increased
spping strategies in
ebntrolling emotions in a
variety of.settings:
- Jlandling pos/itive and

negative feelings
handling ambivalent
feelings.

Recognizes and avoids
potentially provoking
si uations in familiar
surroundings.

A

Have class role play various-
situations, e.g. giving
praise, afguing.

Use role play, drama; have
class discuks pictures.

4
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Innerchapge, Units 2,

17, 25and 29.



UNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS

Level 3
B. Social Relationships

,

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

1. Needs and MOtivations

The student:

Distinguishes between long

and short term goals.

Identifies human needs See Social Roles: Need to

which are physical and belong to groups, types of

those which are emotional. groups, group pressure.

Sets personal goals.

Identifies personal' needs Have a class discussion on

existing at the present, different ways of meeting_

e.g. independence, needs, human independencj;

competence, acceptance, etc.

protection.

Identifies ways in which
persorin needs can be met:
- by himself
- by others.

Identifies ways in which
he can meet the needs of
others.

ill Recognizes situations in
which the needs of self
and others may come in

conflict.

Have a class discussion on'
ways in which people rely on
one another, and how people
have differing feelings about
being dependent on other.

Make a list of feelings about
helping others.

Have student identify
situations where it might be

best NOT to help others;
compile a list of activities
that are best done with others
and those best done alone
discuss reasons for choices.

Have class relate situations
where people feel embarrassed,
afraid, lonely, angry, in need

of help. Start with fictional
accounts, relate to personal
instances as students are
ready.

134

Cl

Innerchange, Unit.24.

Innerchange; Unit 7,

Innerchange, Unit 8
and 9.

Innerchange, Unit 4,
10, 11, 17, and 27.



UNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH OtHERS

Level 3

B. Social Relationships

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The sxudent:

Identifies ways of coping
with conflict situations.

2. Factors Affecting
, Relationships

The student:

Recogni
status
the wa

es that Age and
ifferences affect

s in which people.
relate to one another.

Indicates how age and
status differences affect:
- child to adult

relaEionships
child to child
relationships
adult'to adult
relationships

- boy/girl relationships.

Redognizes that the degree
of intimacy affects the
ways in which-people relate
to one another and
indicates these.

RecogniAs that sex
affecp.the ways in which
people relate to one an-

..other and Andicates these.

4

See 4, Problem SolVing and
Decision Making. Provide
risk taking exercises. Role

play conflict situations to
identify coping strategies.

Use directed discussion;
"My mom lets me ..."
"The teacher lets me ...".

Have a class discussion'on
dating, Sppropriate behavior,
basis for dating.

135
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Innerchange, Unit 18,
19, and 36.

Innerchange, Unit 37
and 38.



UNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS
Level 3
B. Social..Relationships

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Categorizes behaviors,
attitudes, interests as
"masculine" and/or
"feminine".

3Handling Social
Interaction

-

a. Expressive
Communication Skills

The student:

Demonstrates increasing
skill in using *different-

.communication-modes.

Discuss'behaviors, interests,
activities that are mascu-
line/feminine or shared by
both, give,examples of
exceptions.

Provide practice in oral

language:
- reporting news items
- giving simple directions for

making something, getting to
a partiCular place, etc.

- telling jokes and storie

136
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Innerchange, Junior

High.

Toward Affective
Development.
Focus on Self
Development:

Involvement,
Family.Life,
You.

Today's Teen Series:
Discovering You,
Decision Making,
Relating to Others.

Activities for
Developing Self
Awareness.
Lifeline Materials

(Sensitivity,
Consequences,
Poirit of View).

Conflict Management



UNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS

Leve1,3 j

B. Social Relationships

.
f

OBJECTIVES ,
f .

TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

\

The student:

Sates/lists
advantages

and disadvantages of dif-
ferent types of communica-,
tion; identifies situations
in which a specific'type of
communication is appropri-

ate.

Demonstrates some
.

proficiency in more formal

types of communication:
debate, discussion,
meetings, interviews.

Communichtes effectively
With others.

Identifies a wider number
of blocks to communication,
e.g. putting down,
domin,2ting, judging, plus
those in Level 2.

With increasing accuracy
ascertains whether the
message he is trying to

communicate is
t

understood.

1

t

4

-
'

%

Provide practice in use of
telephone and its services
for social and business
purposes.

. a

t

qt

e:

Hae class parties, open
8

house.

Have class listen to and
discuss' taped conversations.

%

Use role play, asking for
feedback.

...

.:

137
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MERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS
/ Level. 3

,Social ReIatiOnships

OBJECTIVES tEACHING STWEGIES
...

MATERIALS-

The student:

CoMmunicates: Use Open-ende'd

a wide range of, feeling-8,.. "r alwa;s make

with increasing ccuracy about ..."
mixes or ambival nt
feelings.

sentences:

up my own miid-

'"If .1 had a choice, I would

"When\I cna't do someying,
I ..."
"It is hard for me to make''a
decision about
"talking about, a problem is,

-

b. Receptive
GommunieatiOn, Skills'.

The student:

Demonstr,ates use of
diff-arent types of ,

listening for aifferent
purposes: passive, .

appreciative, attentive,
analytical.

ListenS4ght. s in-

creasinAircom lex
instructions with cbmpre-
hension.

ea

t .

Have student.s Oen fdt.
different purposes using a
valciety of media:

stories
- films,
- filmstrips
- television.,

Provide guickplines; number of

directions. .

f

1 65

t

Magic Circle.
TOWard Affe-dtive

Development.
Focas on Self
.Develo,pment:

Involvement,
Family Lif
Mariners.

Activitie for

Developin Self
Awareness.
Lifeline Materials: .

' Sensitivity,

Consvrences,
, Point of yiew.
Confleict Management.

- .



UNDERSTANDING.SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS

Level 3 ,

B. Social Relationships

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS
JI

The students:

Separates fact and opinion.

Identifies feelings of
Speaker.

LiSts behavior which
indicates feelings of

speaker.

c: Problem Solving
and Decision Making

The stUdent:4

Ha%e student liten to tape-s,
speakers, Class members and
discuss how people may have

en feeling.

Demonstrates understanding)Pregent students with p

of the teems:
prolllem

decisiori

consequences
solution.

Applies the steps of
problem solving to new and
personal experiences with
minimal supetAsion.

Demonstrates an increased
awareness of how problems
are,caused.

Demonstrates increased ,

awareness of possible
consequences of decisions.

Demonstrates ability to
,evaluate most appropriatte

solution.

A

oblems.

Role play negative and p sitive
approath to solving
interArsonal problems
suggested.

166

Innerchange: Unit 22.

o?'



UNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING' ALONG WITH OTHERS

Level 3

B. Social Relationships

.OBJECTIVls TEACHING.STRATEGIES MATERIALS

'The stud.ent:

Recognizes:
choice-points in

personal'life
the fact that a decision
'has to be Made

- that accurate and
'cotplete information
base aids in appropriate
decision making.

Demonstrates increasing
ability to:

- identify conflict
situations

- apply constructive
conflict mahagement

---.techniques,with
increasing independence:
,compromising, threat-
free explanation,
distracting, abandoning,

....'exaggerating, humor.

.Present a specific situatio&
and have student decide
whether to cOnform in.order to
,ashieve acceptance or risk

exclusion.

140
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Innerchange, Unit 23.

.r"

Interchange, Junior
High.

Toward Affective
Development.
Li:feline Materials:

Sensitivity,

Consequences,
Point of Vie.

Conflict Management.
Focus on Self
Development:

Involvement,
Family Life,
You.

Today's Teen Series.
Activities for
Develdping Self
Awareness.



UNDERSTNDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS

Level-3 ,

B. Social Relationships

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIAtS

11

4. Rules and Routines

"The student:

Identifies rules of
behavior in a variety of
familiar situations, e.g.
field trips, parties,
sports activities.

Follows rules of
appropriate behavior in a

variety of situations.

'Formulates routines/rules
for familiar situations

'4

and identifies
consequences':

Identifies WIys in which,
vules made by to,thers may

be modified, e.g. voting.

Identiiies the need for
rules, even when
consequences are riot

a omatic.

5. Social Roles'

The student:

'Identifies roles assoctated

with the community. ,

States/listshome of the
characterisercs def these

roleS, e.g. adult,.child,

Have student write out rules
for field trips, parties, etc.

Have student write rules for

classroom.

Have student write report on

a "&mmunity Helper , list the

qualities df.',a good leader.

Have.a glass.discusslon about
group roles, team work. Make

a list of groups to whicli:

girl-,friend,,customer, people Olong and-have student
various.work-related role. determine whicli type ofAroup,

di'fferent people need to

belong to. .

14 1
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UNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG ITH'OTHERS

Level 3

B. Social Relationships

OBJECTIVES . TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

'ReCognizes the difference

between official and
unofficial roles, e.g.
preAdent vs. friend.

' Recognizes that.a given
.person may assume several

, roles at the same time,
e.g. student, cub leader,
child.

;1

/

Have a class discussion about
how belonging to a group ful-
fills a personal need; how'
student feels about being
excluded from a groy because
he does not conform in some
way; possible reasons people
are left out of groups.

Have a discussion on how
people often confotin to group

pressure in ordtfto be.
accepted; pressures that cah
be brought to bear, e.g.

dating, betting.

Make two charts: one for
Cfficial and one for un-

official roles; list

expectations of roles
asSociated Wi,th these two

,categories.

HAve student make a colJage
depicting a variety of
activities he has been
involved in during the period
of a week.

142
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. Inner'change, Junioy

High
Magi,c Circle.

Toward Affective
Development.
Focus on Self
Development:

Awareness
Manners,
Family Life.

Activities for
Developing Self
AoiaLaness.

Lifeline.Materials:
Sensitivity,
Consequences,
Point of.View.



XNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS

Level 3
T.. Social Relationships

OBJECTIVES'". TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

6. Values and Social

Expectations.

The student:

Demonstrates understanding
of ,the relationship
between soci"al customs and'

values.

Determines a person's
values from his goals,
j.nterests, attitudes,

feelings, activities,
prob ems, aspirations,
beli fs.

Demonstrates increasing
awareness of personal
values by stating what he
would do in a given
situation, and explaining

.,

Recognizes some alternative
bgtaviors which others
might engage in the same
situation, e.g: have a
date but no money.

'States simple rules and
recognizes the breaking of
these, e.g. golden rule,
school class rules, rules
for games (see Rules and

Routines).
t

Z.

Compile posters with, class

rules.

Make chart Ilndicating students
who follow the rules; provide
checklist, 'gola stars.

143
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Innerchange, 26.
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UNDERSTANDING SELF,AND GETTIX ALONG WITH OTHERS

Level 3

B. Social Relationships
I'

4

OBSECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGJES MATERIALS ,

I

.

The student:.
,

Demonstrates some
understanding 2f.the
relationship between moral
values and laws, e.g.

, ,justice, freedoin, equality,
re§ponsibility, hbnesty.

o

V

Demonstrates the need for
protection of self and

, property.

,

t

t

,

P

..,

S

,

1

,

A.

ir
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TRAVEL
Levq. 3

A. Ways to-Travel

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES *MATERIALS

Tte :;cudent:

4Identifies and demonstrates
understanding of an
incieased Yange of safety

and traffic laws, including
highway and civic laws for

vehicles.

Traveldi eRendently

beyon t e community.

States the advantages and

disadvantages of a broader

range of modes of travel,

e.g. walking, cars,
bicycles, trains.

Obtain copies of local and

provinctal codes.

Set up city wide trips'in.
city/town using transit or
bus facilities, with as much-

student independence as

possible.

A

145

International
Traffic Signs.

Motorcycle Safe.ty. .

^



TRAYEL
Level 3

B. Travel Skills

OBJECTIVES, TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

the student:

Performs basic maintenance
practices on personal
v h

.
icles: tire pressure,

ti e changes, grease and
oil. o

Demonstrates ability to
use a variety of maps.

Demonstrates knowledge of
map symbols.

Plans trip itinerary.

Identifies alternatte routes

to unfamiliar places.

With assistance, reads'and
uses a variety of transpor-
tation schedules.

Demonstrates 'appropriate
behaVior and knowledge of
Tules.

Identifies agencies that
.help travellers, e.g.
AMA, RCMP, local police.

IS

z,

Have student' work on actual
vehicles if possible; visit
garages with class.

Havek'student make a map of

school and neighborhood.

146

r

How to Read a Map.

How to Read a
Schedule.



HEALTH
Level 3
A. Nutrition

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

Lle stuaent:

Demonstrates expanded
knowledge of the four
basic food,groups and role
of hutrients ior growth,
health and energy.

. Identifies foosis that ar/e

not healthful (j unk food).

Recognizes that coffee,
tea, tobacco and alcoholic
bgverages arg not

healthful.

States/lists, ways of

selecting proper food.

States the.importance of
balanced diet.

s't

States 'the' dangers of

unsupervised dieting.

Identifies symptoms of

nutritional deficiencies.

kPractises good nutritiion.

.Explains importance of
hygienic practices in
food preparation,,etc.

a 14,

,

Make a.list of substitutes
for coffee, .tea and alcoholic

beverages.

Show filmstrips, slides and
have class discussion.

Have student do comparison
sh6pping, using newspaper ads.

Have a class discussion about How Hambnrger Runs

and make charts of calorie Into You (film).

intake.

46ve student keep a record of

daily calorie intake; discflss Diet'for a Small

in class. Planet (film).

Have student bring pictures
of nourished and under-
nourished children. -

Have class compare and

discusg.

147

Food For Health;
Eood For Life (Films).
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HEALTH
Level 3
A. Nutrition

d

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

r

..

1

The student:
.,

_Demonstrates knowledge
that eating places must
meet health standards.

A

..

,

,

Have student visit actual
eating place and evaluate
whether it is sanitary'or not.

1
148

..
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HEALTH
Level 3
B. Personal Care

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGEta
.**

1. Know1ed(,e of Body

The student::

Names major body organp.

Demonstrates understanding
f function of majoY body

oTgans.

Have class enumerate and
discuss. Uge models.

Demonstrates understanding She films, slides, film
of process of reproduction, strips
e.g. menstruation, seminal
emissions. Have a "Question Box" or

"Mysterl, Box" for students to,

drop questions in.

149

Films:
Digestive System;
Fundamentals of the
Nervous System;
Heart of the
Circulatory System;
Heart, Lungs,
apd Circulation;
Heart How It Works;
How Your BlOod
Circulates.

Models:
Skin;

Respiratory Organs
and Heart;
Digestive System.

Materials from
Department'of)
Public Health.



HEALTH
Level 3

B. Personal Care

I

OBJECTIVES

The student:

2. Care of Body

The student:

Pt4ctises body

independently.

Invite sOcialists: school
nurse, gynecologist and-
obstetrician.'

cleanliness Invite or have studeptt
interview dentist, skin doctor
'general practitioner, nurse,
dental hygienist and
cosmetologist concerning fact

and information.

Conduct a slogan and poster
cdntest.

Have a discussion on the value
of dental floss.

Conduat the red tablet test.

Have class act out a comet-cis
of toothpaste or ,deodorant;
make up advertisement.

Make toothpaste,powder in
class:

1 tsp. salt
2-3 tsp..baking soda
drop of oil or peppermint,
wintergreen or cinnamon.

Have student collect ads;
display and discuss with class.

150

1 77.

Films:

Egg and Sperm, '

Teenage Pregnancy,
What Happens-Inside,
Getting Ready for
the New Baby.

Posters from Milk
Foundation and
Deparpent of Public
Health.

Human Growth series.
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HEALTH .

Level 3
B. Personal Care

The student?

Recognizes the importance
of good grooming and
cleanliness.

Practiies good grooming
in daily llfe.

Recognizes need for varied
activities, ,e.g. relaxa-
'tion, recieation, rest,
.to maintain good.health.

Practises physical fitness
program.

Demonstrates knowledge
,when to seek medical

. attention.

3. Drugs and Alcohol

The student:.

Recognizes the difference
between prescription/non-
prescription and illicit
drugs.

Use discussion and drama.

Show filmstrips, films,
.slides,

Invite or have stu4rnt)':''

interview nurse, general
practitioner,

Show films end discuss
"Health Heroes".

Invite Y.W.C.A., Y.M.C.A.
personnel,-noted athlete or
sportsman/woman to speak to

class.

Invite or have student inter-
vievipublic health 'personnel,
pharmacist, doctor for
factual information.

151

178

Slides:
Many Faces to

3

Beauty.

The Problem - AcneI

so

Al

The Physical Fitness
Series - filmstrip.



IIEALTH

'evel 3
B. Personal eare

OBJECTIVES

N

. TEACHING _STRATEGIES MATERIAL S

The student:

Describes -the physical
ef fects of, drug 4abuse.

S.

With minimal upervisiorvi

11. takes prescribed
med±cation.4 4214

: a
94

Z ..

,

.

I

-
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4

-
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HEALTH
Level 3

-

C: Community Health Servfces

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES

The stdclent:

Identifies places where
medical assista5p0 is
,available, e.g. hospitals,
clintcs, cedtres.

0 4.,

Demeftstfates knowledge of,

rale and function of ;

community health workers.

Identifies community'heaah
agenclestwhere services are
available; e.g. counselling
drug abuse informatidn;
venereal disease
information%

,Recognizes the importance
of having a family doctor
or dentist.

r,
. r

0

r

Take field trips. %P.

Invite resourCe persOn to
.

speak to class.

Use role play and class
discussion. ,trk

Invite or have student
interviey resource person from
Alcoholics Anonymous,
Alcoholism and Drug Abuse,
Commission, clergy; family
counselling centres.

153

fp()

MATERIAth

Materials from
Canadian Mental7
Health"Assodiation;
Local Hospitals; ,
)peparMent of Public
Health.

Materials from
Alcohdlics'Anonymous;
Birthright4 etc.

"te

1
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SAFETY
Le4i1 3
A. -Pome and School

1.,

OBJECTIVES 'TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS .

-

Thg student:

DemonstrateS understanding Have students complete a list 'Health and Safety.

of dangers associated with of dangerslat home and how

areas and items at ,home they can be prevented. Safety series.

and school, .

Demonstrates knowledge of Have student s do a hazard I.P.A. Manual (19'80).

accident prevention analysis.

methods.

Follows safetY procedures, Have consistent routines..re- Shpp Safety.

e.g. fire, shop. garding safety.

. "

Demonstrates knowledge Role play possfpe emergency

what to do.inemergency situations. ,

, situations.

Demonstrates knowledge of Simulate.various techniques Red Cross materials.

first aid practices. of first aid, e.g. buOls, St. John's Ambulance
s- frost bite. materials.

4

'

'4

0

154

181



SAFETY

'Level 3

B. dommunity

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES kTERIALS

The student;

Demonstrates basic
knowledge of accident
preventcon.

Demonstrates increased
knowledge of safety
practices.

"

Demonstrates ability to
utilize commUnity emer-
gency services.

Administers basic first

aid.

-
Make a list of all the dIvices
and engineering features that
can help:ieduce pedestrian
accidents. ,

Have student bring newspaper
accounts of accidents and
'discuss how they cOuld have,.

,been preyented.

Create appropriate drama-
tization that might'be put
together far' presentation to

the WhOle scho61.

Prepare a 'radio or televisioh
skit to explain safe
practices.

Visit a busy intersection and
have student recora number oL
common violations.

I.

Review4and study traffic
tegu,lations with emphasi on

pedestrian and bicycle safety.

Visit and tliscu'Ss different

agencies Otat contribute to
'commllnity'safety.

Take a field trip.

Demonstrate; invite reoUrce
person; conduct situlated
activities.

155
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SAFETY
Leyel 3

C. Recreaeib.

12r

OBJECTIVES

,The'stujent:

TEACHING STRATEGIES

Demonstrates knowledge }lbw

to prevent acCidbnts in .

various recreation are-as,

including hunting and
4Itamping areas.

' Practises safety rules.
4

,

,

Demohstrates abiiity so .

utilize emergency ser.vices.

0.-<

Use role play.

Show moVies, filmstrips,
slides.

Demonstrate,'have class
discuss and dramatize.

Stage a poster and slogp
contest.

Aa A class undertake a
specific improvement project.

Draw up a cUde of behavior to'

observe in.differe
recreational areas.

Create skits that reveal
appropriate and inappropriate
behavior in different,
recreational areas.

Use lectures, speaches_given "

by safety officials.

Make a chart,which 'clearly
shoWs thedo's and don!,t's.in.
different recreatipnal areas:

Plan a recreational trip with

the class.

156
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WORLD OF WORK
Level 3,

A. Obcific and A1:4a Work Skills

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

1. Use of Tools and
Eqqipment

The student: .

Selecv and uses approp-
riate tools for a specific

project.

Follows th'e rules of
organization and care of
tools and equipOent, e.g.
vacuum c,leaner, powen

tools.

2. Fo.11owing Directions

The student,:

1

, Follows relatAvely complex
set of 'directions.

4:,

t.

4

4

Take field trip to hardware
store to examine an& pplect
.tools; to household department
to examine and choose tools.

Give a reci "and have gtu-

dents, wor1ng in groups,
collect all utensils needed

-4
to prepare it.

Choose a variety of projects
within student's capabilities.
Have.student choose 'onta,and

complete.
9

Demonstfate and have a class
discussion about storage of
tools and equipment, Label

storage areas..

Give clear aad concise verbal
andwritten direatons. ty

157

Shop Safety.
'Films on use of tools.

I.P.A. Manual (1980).

Y8ung Homemakers'
S'eries.

4,

IN*

'Kids in the Kitchen.
Cook and Leatn.
A Special Picture
Cookbook.
Deal Me,In.
Fállowinip Directions.
,Careers - Fun Task

Cards.



-WORLD OF WORI)'

Level 3

A. ,Specific and Allied Work Skills

,OUJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

Tho studnt:

Identifies person in
authority in specific work
situations.

. Accepts supervision in ,

.specific work situations.

3. Decision- Makin

.Makes appropriate decisions
in work situations.ge.g.
quality of work dol.

4. Independehce
°

The student:

Dericinstrates ability to,

perform satisfactonily in
unfamiliar work situations.

Hare,a class discussion about
the role and .responsibilit
of a foreman: :

Do glioup projects: select

one student to head group

(foreman). Haire each student

take this position, in turn.

,

Prepare checklists.

Have'class discussion abdut
acceptable work standards;
have studentSjudge sampleg .
of work and discuss ways to
improve.

Show films
discussion
making:

and have class
abou,t decision

Have stydent assist in ,

library oe school office.
Explain tasks before student-
goes an,d assess performance
afterwards.'

158

WorkExperience
Educa,tion4ffandbook.

VC



1

WORLD'OF WORK
Leve1.3

B. Career Planning and Exploration

QBJECTIyES TEACHING STRATEGIES
r

MATERIALS

No

1: Why Work?

The Istudent:

Recognizes that people are
pakd according to the job
done.

,De'velops,awatene'ss that

'working for a salary brings
independence. o'

Demonstrates...knowledge. that
. ;satisfaction re'sults from

task/job coMpietion.

,2. Job Awarene'ss

The student:

Develops knowledge of
variety of jobs/careers
available.

.s

,

Construct large'scale map of ps and lists'Of

fie community. Have student ocal:firms and
locate some of the major local services.
industries and. important

products produced.

Have student 'cut out pictures

4' from local paper illustrating
different jobs; display.

z

Have resource people-from Jobs From "A to 4".
AD,usiness industries, ui.is

Chamber.of COmmerce visit 'Woifk for Eve'ryone.

the classroom.

4

4

159



WORLD OF WORK
Level 3 .

B. Career Planning arid Exploratiori

.

OB,JECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

4
The" student.:

Demonstrates understanding
that jobs require different
skills.

4

4:t

Makes a list of.jobs; have
student classify in various
ways:

service and non-service
jobs

part-time/fulltime
jobs that fiterest him and

those that do not
those jobs available/not
available locally.

,

Havea class discussionbout
differences-between above
categories; arrange cut out
job pictures accord&ng
to 'these headings*

Develop and display,xocasbulary,

list about unskilled, part-
time etc.

Develop list of jobs; have
student Classify into: ,
- Unskilled, skilled,

semi-skilled
-.accordiftg to training/no

training.

160

187

4

The 'Job Box

'Vocational

iRtsdurce

Module F.
Career Awareness
Book BagS.
I'm Going to Work.
The Long Hasir Men

(film).

Getting a Job.
The Job Box.
.1 Want a Job.

You and.Your World%
Service Occupations.
Stories About
Workers.

-0`

.7



WORLD OF WORK
'Level 3
B- Career Planni,ng and Exploratioh

OBJECTIVES
.

TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Develops.knowledge of re-
quirements for particular
job/carer.

Explores careers through
/ practical experience.

3. Job Demands

The sSudent:

Demonstrates good work
habits.

4

.0

Have stydent collect and dis-
play local job ads; under each
rite clearly ,details of, re-

irements.

Haye stUdent collect job
bro ures and research

ecific requirethents.

Use work study/experiences
"(see Special Education Had-d-

book).

Play a I.:What if ..." game,

e.g. "What if we built a
.house and the windows were
left out, the water Well was
not checked.:

Demonstrate steps to correq
,,ntgative work habits; give
examples of each.

Compile list-of; reasons why
an employee'could be fired,
e-.g. lazy, dishonest, un-

reliable, disloyal.

-

Have a,class discusqion on
ways,in which present,work
habits will be helpful in a
j

161

88

-

Ca adian C1assificatii0
Di ionary of .

Oc upatips.

Career Search.

Positive-Att1tude
Posters:
Po'sitively Fun.

Gourtesy in the
Community.

4

4,



WORLD OF WORK

Level 3
B. Career Planning and Explorgtion

OBJECTIVES 'TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

,

S.

The student:
4

Demonstrates,positive
attitudes towards work. .

Use recognition lechniques
such as awards, free time
passes, bonus points and
constructive discussion of
dood work kabits.

Have las collect and dis-'

play arkmen's Compensation 6
Board p ters on work
attitudes, e.g., "If you' wodc

ta fool around join the
Circus"; "Horseplay can
hurt".

Use simulated activities:
submitting to alhority,

_working without supervision.

Have a cnss discussion about
the importance of correct

' -attitudes, e.g. willingness

to work, dependability,
initiative.

Make a poster to-display good
worker wo&ls and phrases, e.g.
honest, keen reliable.

Have a class discussion: why

work; lis't reasons provided --

other than money.

ShOw films showing effects of
good and bad attitudes on job
placement, etc.

Occasionally alter class
routine tO see if students
AdjpeU74 1Macts'#,Ing4,1,Smsr

..

162

1 8.9

On the Job.
So You Want.a Job', Eh!

The Natnre of Work.
On the Job.

Rositive Attitu-de

Posters.'
'How to Hold'Your Job.



WORLD.OF WORK
Level 3
B. Career Planning and Exploration

OBJECTIVES ...TEACHINGISTRATEGIES MATERIALS

4

The student:

Arrives ontime for
school/work.

Completes most tasks
assigned in various areas
at home, school and on
'theIjob.

Have student 'keep a time card

and record for reporting and
checking out-of-school

Have student examine time
clocks and see hów they are
used.

Have class calcuraw loss of Keep up the Good

wages through laten6ss, given Work.

hourly rate.

Mike, posters which illustrate
tasks that have to be done
over different time periods',
e.g. "Each day we ...",
"Each Week we ..."'.

Have each student'keep a A Good Worker.

check list. Check after a
day, a week, etc., to see if
assigned jobs weie completed.

Obtain parental'approval to Gettlng Ahead of

record chores to'be completed 'Your Job.

at home on check list.

.Demonstrates good listen- ,Devellop oral comprehension

ing habits, SkiAls. Read story suitable
for level and ask basic who,
what., where, when and why

'type of questions.

163

9 0
e

On the Job.
Stor-ies About '

Workers.
How to Hold
Your-Job.
World of Work Series:

Getting a Job.



woRmi,oF WORK
Level

- B. Career Planning and Exploration

OBJECTIVES , TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Demonstrates'ability to

communicatveffectively
with people at school and

on the. job.

Develops awareness of job

routine.

Travels to work/school#

independently.,

'Demonstrates knowledge of
qualifications required -

by a job.

Use simulallion fo develop

skills whihh-enable students
to demonstrate the difference

between advice, orders; and

requests. '

Have a class
"Peihaps you
"Will you

discussion, e.g.
should

"; "It might

be nice if

ake a chart tO show school
ro inesc Have student gt-udy
jobs Involved and work out

routines.

Have a class discussion about
work study locations.

The Job Box.

4

'Have class collect'ads and Part-time jobs.

sort jobs- into those thatIpeed:,

- no qualificationp or
experience.

- experience
qualifica,tions.

Use lOcal and regional .
newspaper, manpowef ads and

announcements.

itity



WORLD OF WORK
Level 3 .

B. Carper Planning and Exploration' .

_OBJECTIVES . TEACHING STRATEGItS MATERIALS

The student:

Reads at level apOropriate'
to work study requtrements.

Compile spelling list of,

Junctional words.related:to
work. Take a prelpost..test..

Have students collect. and
read.ads; work in pairs to

check correct reading:

Visit Manpowerfoffice: Have

Student read job cards.
6.

1.
S.

Seek.. <91,...6
t. 4,

n

Help.

Telephone Directory.
Forms'in Your Life.
4Gletters to Write.
,Sign,- Survival Poster.

Sign-A-Mite.
English for

, Adult Liming.



'WORLD OF WORK

Leyel 3
C. Finding a Job

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

* .

1. Awareness of Personal
Abilities and.Interests

The student:

Identifies jobs/careers
which may be of interest
to him.

7

Demonstrates knowledge
that he can,nOt do certain
jobs' satisfactorily.

Provide job descriptions in-
volving;
s- full time/part-time

day/night shift
. working with, people or

'machines.
)

41easure seudent's interest in
career fields with an interest
inventory.

N

Have a discussion about
tudient's hobbies if relevant

toWorld of Wqrk, e.g. baby-
sitting, helping on the farm.

Supply description of sample
behaviors, e.g. anxious,

ltkes to w8rk, loner.
Have student check which
applies to him (see Under-
standing Self).

Match jobs to these behaviors,
e.g. ,childcare patience,
farmer - outdoors.

Service Occupations.
Our World of Work.
tooktng into the Future.
Work for Everyone.

Picture Interest
Inventory Help:
Social and
Prevocational
Information Batterk

Career Awareness.

You Gotta
Yourself.

Under each gd collected from
local paper-have student .

indiCete the lollowing infor-'
mation:
"Can I complete duties needed";
"Do I have the qualifications";-'
"Am I physically Suited or .

the job".

166

Know

I
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isTORLD OF WORK ,

Leyela
C. Finding a .A*

f7r

OBJECTIVEg. TEACHING STRATEGIES MATtRIALS

The student:-
. 4

Demonstrates knowlidge of

attribute he'has that are
Wimportant in t h o

Have students compare duties,
,qualifications and physical
limitations of the job.

Have students discuss how
improvement of personal skills

can be accomplished.

Have student complete
questionnaire/on skills and

attitudes.

Show films that stress
qualities needed in a good

e rld of worker.

Work (see Understanding
Self, and Others).

-2. Awareness of Process

The student:

Demonstrates ability to use Coiapile a list of ways the

telephone in looking for a telephone directory could be

job. used to find out about
available jobs.
.

So You-Want a Job, Eh!

Me and Jobs. /
-
Career Awareness:
The Alternative.
The Nature of Work:
Service Occugations.
Work for Everyone.

Help:

Telephone Directory.
Getting a Job. .

Have student locate and write Using Community
phone numbers of employers'for Resources.
work study.

*

Compile list of phone "helps"i Real'Life' Reading.

- .07h9 phone (to get
informationcto clarify, to Real Life Readin
iw(roduce, to explain and Writing On The

- how to phone (4eaking ' Job.
clearly, listening, note
'taking., asking 0 repeat if 4

necessary)
- who to phone (ask for

specific person, remember

' 14ho called Or aniwered):



WORLD'OF WORK
evel 3

, C. Finding a Job

,

OBJECTIVES
,

TEACHING STRATEGIES

IIIwra

MATERIALS

le
The student:

Demonstrates knowledge of
how to use newspaper
"help wanted" columnsto
find jobs.

S.

Have a class discussion about
.pospible problems that could
arise if these_helps are not`
followed.

Use role-play: job related
telephone calls made with
different purposesin mind,
e.g. late, sick.

Aave student collect want ads
from local newspaperp for:

fulltiMe jobs
part-time jobs.

Have student collect, display,
and locate jobs:
- in own home town

in another geographical
location.

Use several different
newspapers.

Compile list ofjobs students
might take as part-time work,
after schood, weekends, or .

during vacation.

Compile a file on' part-time
jobs available locally, using
want ads.

Have studedt read and
interpret all information in
want ads.

Develop lists of words and
abbreviations found in wadt
ads; display on.chart.

Have student write a want ad
fo; any'specific job; write a
paragraphAo answer4a want agi,,

168
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WORLIi OF WORK

Level. 3,

C. Finding- a Job

OBJECTIVES

The student:

3. Personal Contact

The student:

4
Names person(s). who can
asSist him to get a job:

Sta'tes way's in which

personal contact will help,

him choose a job.

-

TEAGHING STRATEGIES

Have a.class discussi;A: "When
to use the want ads". Include

the advantages and disadvan-
tages and compare with phoning
or. actual visit to personnel

office. .

Have a class discussion,about
ways that part-tim4 jobs have

been located: by want ads,

visit to work place oT
personal contact.

Compile list of persons who
could 1//e-lp to choose .or get a

job, e.g. friend,'relative,
teacher, parents.

Use-simulation: request help

of person on the list.

Compile list of help,sought:
openings, type of job,
experience, etc.

Have class compile list and
discuss types Of personal
contact, e.g. persons known,
iiisit to work place or use of

public employmerit services.

169
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MATERIALS

Finding and Holding

a.Job.

You and Your World.

All About Jobs.
Guide to the

Community.

The 'Job Book.

Getting a Job.



WaRLD OF WORK
Level' 3

+.4
C. ,Finding*a JO')

.4 Nib

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIAt'S

The student:

DemonstriteS skills
required in an inte lew.,

1

Compile list'of how personal
contacts wili.assist:
- information about job

openings -'

- experience needed for the

job. - ,

Compile list of reSsons; why

the job interview.is important
for'employ,t and employee.

,Compile 1is4 of questions and
needed information relating
to the job:

for emproyer-(what job',
times, pay, bonuses)

- for employee (previous
experinece,..school programs

comp1eted4 expectations).

Have student wriee'a jbb data
sheet; include name of:job,
name of supervisor, phone

'number of 'employer., .

Have afp 01.;ss discussion about
"How does the employer decide
who to hir; compile list.

Use role play; have students
v. interview each other. InclUde,

all questions and olitain all.
needed information.

Have students compile a list
of interview do's.and-!don't's.
Include punctuality, speech,
conduct, manners, and dress.

1,70

As.

Guide to the
Community.,
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WORLD OF WORK
Level 3
D. Keeping a Job

tIBJECTIVES
.,

-

TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

1. ,ResponsibiTity to the

Employer

The,student:
\

Praceises safety rule,'
while -on'the jdb.

'

,

)

2. KnowIedge'of Work
Habits

,

The student:

Practises responsible work
habits, e.g. punctuality,

courtesyi.

I

Have class collect safety
posters (W.C.B.).

Compile a list of "safety"
words seen at local work
places, e.g. EXIT, DANGER.

_

Have a class discussion about
outcomes of not following
safety rules.
to illustrate
rules are not

Draw cartoons
what happens if
followed.

Compile a poster of rules for

care of equipm nt. Illu trate

and indicate mo ry v ue of

the tools and eq

CoMpile list of go d work
habits and their 1 ortance.

Compile list of neg tive work
'habits.,pa provide ieasons
why thege would be
unacceptable..

Compile a "rating scale" and
include items such as: listen
carefully, work hard, be

dependable. Have student rate

his work habits.

171
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Attitude and Safety
'Posters.

Functional Words.
Sign'Survival Poster
Program.

Sign-A-Mite.

Shtp safety.

L

1.
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WORLD OV WORK ,
Level 3
D,. Keeping a Job

OBJECTIVES TEIHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

-4

The studen't:

'

Explains hok salary ur
be paid and what dedu
may be taken from a p
cheque.

Play Da supply lje word

such ,s zy, hon st,
and have tudents make up a

sentence "The lazy
worker w fired".

Have a cra.s discugsion about
reasons w employers expect
employees

to be haV. working
- 63 be on4ime
- to 'be hod4st.

Compile word:Z.11st; include

xis payroll, cas*, cheque, gross,
deductions, payday, income,
etc.

f 4

Have a class discussion about
being responsib4 for han-
aling personaLgaancial mat.-
ters (see Money-,11dnagement).

ave student use"basic set of
,

ools to constr4Ft boxeSi
imple,toys.

4

Demonstrates knowledge of
specific work skills de-
manded on the job.

ve student name.tools and
ple mechanical resources.

4

Participates IdIschool -

organizations, clubs, etc.

Working Makes Sense.
Match for Citizenship.

Task Analysis and
Electronics Assembly
Training. Manual.

Getting a Job.
Legislation -
Alberta labor.
Work Experience.
Notch Series.



WORLD OF WORK
Level 3
E. Workers' Rights

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIop MATERILS

The stjent:

Recognizes that all peopl-
. .

need to 'feel Dself' worth a,,d

,dignity.

Recognizes that there is

human rights legislation.

Have a class discussion about
how specific jobs help the
community; use.local examples.

Have studentwrite a paragraph.
on the impo ance of choosing
,1 job that bill mdke hit feel
he has some value to the
community.

Compile poster of work laws.
Write title and brief
description. Write list of
work the student canr4 do
(under 18 years).

173
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Resource data
(rights, bills, etc.)



HOME MANAGEMENT
Level 3

A. Clothing

OBJECTIVES 'TEACHING'STRATEGIES MATERIALS

1. Care

The student:

Demonstrates ability to
clean cloaling, e.g.
launder washable items.

Demonstrates ability to
make necessary repairs,
e.g. mending, darning,
patching.

Interprets washing,
cleaning and care labels on

articles.

2. Selection

The student:

Chooses clothing
appropriate for work or

leisure.

Chooses style, color and
design appropriate to
individual.

Defines concept of

guarantee.

Take triproto laundromat and
go through the process of

washing clothes.

Make bulletin board of
fabrics, illustrating type o
garment.

Take trip to store
gpecializing in types of
fabrics.

Take trip to store to see
sewing demonstration.

Have student choose.a garment
to practise on.

Take "shopping trip" by using
a mail order catalogue; have
student cut out articles that
would fit him.

174

Clothing Care series.

Clothing: The Visible
Sglf.

Exploring Homemaking
and Personal Living.

1



HOME MANAGEMENT

Level 3
A., Clothing 10

4

OBJECTIVE& TEACHINC'STRATECIES MATERIALSc.3
4

The student:

.Demonstrates ability to
shop by use of catalogue.

Demonstrates ability to

colorcoordinate.

Demonstrates ability to
contrast or'compare
articld;, e.g. in

catalogue.

Demonstrates understanding
of need for clothing
(seasonal).

Demonstrates_understanding
of clothing sizes.

\

Demonstrates ability to

° budget (see Money

Management).

Distinguishes between
quality and quantity.

3. Construction

The student;

Sews simple garments._

S'elects appropriate
patterns, materials, and

1 accessories.

4

Have student locate particular
articles in catalogue.

Take field trip to stores and
discuss different typee.,of

clothing prices.

Take field trip to store and
discuss what would fit a,
particular student and what

would not.

.Take field trip to look at
clothing stores and compare
sale prices with regular
prices.

175
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HOME MANAGEMENT
Level 3
B. Fad

OBJECTTVES

1. Shopping

The student:

.DemOnstrates ability to
budget (see Money
Management).

Explains the purpose and
use of advertising
recognizes false
advertising.

Have stu, nt classify and
discussKinas, of foods, price

. lists 4 different markets,
sale 145.1s and examples of
adverOsing.

0

Demonstrates k wledge of Use models for weights and
weights arid me ures'used measure, e.g. litres.
'in food store

Explains concepts of
wholesale,"tetail.,

Recognizes relationship
between price and value.

2. Preparation

The student:

Demonstrates ability to
use kitchen facilities in
preparing meals.

Demonstrates ability to
clean kitchen area after
use.

MATERIALS

Alice in Consumerland.

Exploring Foods.

You and Your Food.

Demonstrates ability to , Have student make a scrapb-'--
plan menu, e.g. breakfast, of menus,
'lunch, dinner, snacks.

'176
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HOME MANAGEMENT
Le'vel 3 41

B. Food

OBJECTIVES

The student:

Chooses a balanced diet.

Demonstrates ability to
read and use recipes.

Demoristrateg ab4rlity tto

prepare menus for,spefial
occasions.

Demons trates proper. methods

of' preparing foods at home,
camping, commercially, t&
preserve food value.

prepares simple meals.

3. ServinR

The student:

DeMonstrates ability to
serve,family and guests.

Demora''sbrates ability to

serve on special occasions.

TEACHING STRATEGIES

Have student a cliart of

diet, e.g. breakfa , lunch, .

dinner; then keep re ord of
food eaten on a given ay and

check to see if it w ell

balanced.

Have class plan and prepare a
lunch at school)pnd invite

'another class as gLiests.

Have a class discussion on how
to serve: 4

handling different plates
- filling glasses or cups,,

etc.

Show pictures of different
centre'Lpieces and.have student
select appropriate Ones for
each type of table.

177

Zu1,1

'MATERIALS

Canada'Food Guide.
Department of
Agriculture Mattrials.

Food Planning.

Planning Meals and
Shopping. ,



I
,

HOME MANAGEME-NT-7-.

4evel 3
B. Food

4i

,*8

OBJeCTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES '

-

MATERIALS.

The student:-

Demonstrates approptiate
etiquette in a vgahety of
settings, e..g. theeting

friends.and relatiyes,
formal setting,

4. Preserving

student:

Demonstrates knowledge of-
proper food ,storage.

Discusses and explains how
to 'package for short and

long term storage, in-
cluding advantage's and

disadvantages.

Assists in various methods
of hontpegerving.

4

Take field trip to some food c
packaging company.

Show films on how food is
'stored.

Have class carry out
experiment where bread is
placed:

,)L

- covered in reftgerator,,
- uncovered at room tempera-

ture. .

Have students observe,and 7

discuss what happens in each
-1144.000

HaVe students use slides to 4>
grow moldg, yeast, bacteria:

Airange exhibition of cdn-
tainers and other suppli0
needed,for home conserving

' 178
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HOME ilANAGiMENT

Leve1.3
B. Food

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES ,

5. Production

The student:

Explains and discusses
production and distribution
of:

-- garden products
dairy products

- fishing.products'
farm product:

AssuMes responsibility
some chores related t9
food productiOn, e.g.

gardul patch..

(

f

Have student, read about food
production in magazines;
newspapers, etc,

179
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HOME MANAGEVENT
Level 3

C. Maintaining the,Home

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES _MATERIALS

1. Selection

The student:

Chooses a certain housing Have student use newspapers

design.

*Explains choice on basis

of construction, location,
desie'and budget.

Distinguishes between

functional/beautifying
aspects.

2. Furniture and
. Furnishings

The student:

Explains what shoul
considered when furnis ing

a home, e.g. need,
quality, Price.

3. Care and Maintenance

.The student:

Explains and demonstrates

simple household
techniques and equipment:

to find out what type of
.housing is available in terms
of design, size and cost.

Show with many designs

of,hous ; ask student to
chOose particular design, and
explain why, e.g. because of
budget, constru tion.

Take field trig around
community and discuss reason
for certlain landscaping and

house designs.

Have a class discussion to
develop student's awareness
of specific things needed to
furnish a home.

Take a field trip to a "show

home".

180
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-HOME MANAGEMENT
Level 3
C. Maintaining the Home

OBJECTIyES TEACHING STRATEGIES
.6

MATERIALS

The stu.dent;

Identifies daily and
weekly clea4pg routiiies.

Identifies,hoUsehold re
pairs. that-are done ;ior

househOld safet)1.

Demonstrates'knoWledge of'
basic tools. -

Demonstrates ability to
4

do basic repairs, e.g.
toaster.

HA've student visit workshop,

and label and use various
tools.

181
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. HOME MANAGEMENT
1. Level 3'

SD. Child Care

OBJECTIVES TEACnING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Demonstrates ability to Have student takelbabysitting,

dress:change and feed course -or become inv%lved in

infant, day care experience.e

Demonstrates ability to
make decisions in terms of
when child is to be in
bed, what to eat before
going to bed, etc.

Demonstrates ability to
administer first aid.

182
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Infant Care and
Development (cassettes
and filmstrip).

Child Growth, and

Development.
St. John's'

Ambulance materials.



MONEY MANAGEMENT '

Level 3

A. Earning MOney

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES
, MATERIALS

The student:

Lists sources of money.

Identifies factorskbat
affect wages, e.g. tain-
ing, time, danger, seasonal.

Explains concept of
"money", e..g. barter.system.

Have student collect ads from
newspaper, then sort Lid
classify Lls: indoor/outdoor
jobs, travel/non-travel, etc.

Use yellow .pages and have
each student make poster,
"Jobs I like an jobs 4'1

dislike", etc.

Have student compare wages for
different jobs, similar and
contrasting, grid iadoor and

outdoor jobs.

%

With job list have student
comparekrank jobs ilitO levels
of danger, compae wages,
calculate differente. A

Have a class discussion,'"Who
should be pai rp?"

Make a poster with pictures of Managing Your Morley:

seasonal jobs, e.g. apple
A

picker, grader, heaper. Havef

student calculate wages on
hourlybasis andrcompare with
full time worker.

Invite resource pefson, e.g. A Course in Coins.

store owner, bank manager, Wages, Salaries

and have himiexplain his work, 'or Paychecks. .

using coin terminology.

Use a play activity where
money changes hands.

183



MONEY MANAGEMENT
Level 3
A. Earning Money

0

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATE IES

;-

The student:

Recognizes .coins and bills
in combinati6n.

Counts money using dif-
,

. ferent coins and bills.

Calculaes change for
coins and bills.

Calculates.money ear.k.ed,

e.g. - gross/net pay.
- regular/overtime
- weekly,- monthly,

annually.

cz
MATERIALS

Have student.name money using
coins and'bills.

Liave student make trip to
store to,make chang2. Play'
game: match currency with .

name presented orally.

Use role play: "Give.me
change for this $5.00 bill;
equivalent amount, etc.

Set up "store.", in class

using CangEian Play. Money.

Play game: "How many ways
can'you make.50c".

:
Have student participate ill
school sales where money
changes bands.

Pennies, Nickles
and Dimes. *

Money Matters.

Take field trip to study a
superparket. A

Have student ekamine salary Money Makes Sense.
stubs,and write down and Getting Ready
caltulate gross and net pay. tqr Payday.

N./

184

Using Money Series.
Big Deal.



OPMONY MANAGEM71T
Level 3
A. ,Earning Money

4

1 ,

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

4

a

The student:

Reads arid interprets

,cheque s.4tub.

p.

a.

Provide types of

silary chequ sstubs for

st.&lent to examine.

Have student compare different
cheque salary stubs to see
similarities.

Make poster with parts
clearly labelled, .e.g. income

0 tax.-dues.

Have a class discussion, using
terms such as gross par, net
pay.

Have student practise filling
in correct data about gross

ie
and net earnings on various
'forms.

Ola

'Make a collection of terms
from various income state-
ments,,e.g. double time,
holiday pay, regular time,
ahd time and a half.

ffave a class discussion on'.
the meaning of these.terms.

.185
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I

Bank Account.
Chequing Accounts.
Fill in the
Blanks.

The Bank Book.

Big Deal.

Fill'in the
Blanks.

Cheques and
Stubs.

Wages or Salary
or Paycheques..
Getting Applications

IRight.

WOrking Makes Sense.
Banking, Budgeting
and Employment.

411.

p.



MONEY MANAbEMENT
Level 3

A. Earning Money

OBJECTIVES

, 4

TEACHING STRATEGI4
0

S)11'ATERIALS

1

The student:

Explains that the value of

money changes over time,

e.g. tliat money-will buy

less.

(

Have student compile a list

) of grocieries and note pri.64
changes over period of time..

Have student compare two
catalogues (old/new) and make
an annotated list of prices.

Supermarket Management.
Department St6Te Math.



MONEY MANAGEMENT
Level 3
B. Spending Money

OBJE.CTiVES

4

-TEACHING STRATEGIES ATERIALS

o -

1. Where to Buy

The student:

Names different places, to

buy goods and services,
e.g. wholesale, retail, and-

mail order.

Demonstrates ability to
utilize various services to
locate item for purchtase.

4

Using checklist (hardware,
gift shop, secondhand), have
student name actual stores
that fit under each. category.

Go on field trip to department
store. Haw Student list
departments or services sold..

Make "I spy" checklist; have
stu'dent indicate where you
would buy a hairca, battery,
etc.

Make a.list of services
advertised in yellow pages;
have student group those that
would be useful to a farmer,
,a builder, someone on holiday.

Have, student use catalogue to Guide to the

price items wanted; use index Communit

and fill order form. Basic wills.

'187
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f

Useful Arithmetic.
Let's GO Shopping.
-Monopoly.'
Math for
Employment I,end

P1annlqs. Meals and.

wing.
-Swindle.

Shopping Lists

Uslng Money Seri



MONEY MANAGN/IENT

Level'3
B. Spending Money'

OBJECTIVES. TEACHING STRATEGIES MATtRIALS

2. How to Buy

The student:

Desc bes different'
me ods of payment.

Calcultes cost-of total
shopping list'.

4

Use ro,le play: travel agent,.

store,etc, Have "customer"

pay; use items such as C.O.D.
cash or cheque.

Provide practice Checkingi
items bought with cash,
register receipts.

Provide cash receipts, some
with deliberate mistakes in
totalling, and have student
indicate mistakes,-,.

Have class collect and :
display a variety of cash .

register receipt's. Ask

student to identify portion
of receipt that shows'cost of
each item, total cost, amount
paid and changed

Have students shop for
Naterials and check receipt

ds a class project. "

'Have student_make-shopping
list for spedific project:
supper, weekend travel, etc.

".

Make a worksheet with
repeated addition and
multiplication procedures,
e.g. 3 at 79G = 790 + 79G +

79G or 79 x 3.

188

Math for Banking.
Math for Adult Living.
Your Family and Its
Money. -

Useful Arithmetic.
Using Money Series.
Bank Account.
Let's go Shopping.
Using Dollars and
Sense.

Departmeht Store th.

Mokopoly.
Guide to the

Community.
Money Management.
Consumer Education.

)bk



MONEY MANAGEMENT
Level 3

B. Spending Money

OBJECTIVE TEACHING STAIN4ES
-

; The student:

Describes varioustypes of
credit available.

Calculates cost of credit.

Explains that' price vary.

Develops personal budgett'4-

for purchase of clothing,
entertainment, gifts, etc.
(monthly, yearly).

ob.

mATERIALS,
0

\ .

Have class collect ads. for

credit caids from zewspapers
and magazines. Dis lay. Make

a list of places (s vices)

fol. borrowing money.

Use simulation. Emph

following concepts:
-,, reading the credit ag eement

the name and address f

seller
cost of credtt related
promptness of payment

- calculating when payment
are due

- promise to replace parts

- dalculating balance due.

0.ze the

Ma:tH for the Worker.

How Money and Credit
Can Help Us.
Math for Adult Living.

/ 4

Getting Ap lications
Right.
Credit Bu ing seriO.

Collect catalogues; have
student calculate differences
between store and catalogue.

Visit several,stores.

Have student record price
and calculate difference

Visit second hand

store: Have student calculate
difference between old and new

items.

See Computation section.

189

216.

Ba ic Skills.
Co sumer Education.
Mon y Management.
Gui e to Community.
Swin le.

Bills How to Pny Them.
Budgeti g series.
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MONEY MANAGEMENT
Level 3
B. Spending Money

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Plans holiday and budgets
for it. ,

Explains what a credit
.purchase is.

okb

Explains how credit anti

cash Archase differ.

Explaids some advantages
and disadvantages of
creait.

What to Buy

The student:.

'Describes essential and
non-essential goods.

Writes a budget.

Discuss credit rati,4. Write
lists.pf all goods and
services that can be bought
on credit.

Have a class distussion, "Why Easy Money.

use credit? Is credit better Your.World of Money.

than Taeh purchase?" .

Use role,play: losing edit

card, use of'card in an
emergency. .

Have a class discussion about
.1. misuse of credit, easy credit,

cost of credit.

-

As a class project have each Department Store MAh.
student write list of essen-
tial and non-essential goods,
then compare results.

Have student examine yellow
pages and decide which
services would be needed for
build4ng a)louse? for
serviding a car, renting ari)

apartment.

Make a list Of major items
that should appear on a
family budget for a week.

190
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Banking, Budgeting,

and Employment.
Your Family and Its
Money.
Math for the Worker.

*V'



MONEY MANAGEMENT
, Le4e1 3

B. Spending Money

1

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

-Defines what is meant by
"value for money".

4

Provide an income figure and
have student calculate weekly
Budget to determine if this
.will be over the income
figure, if the budget is
within the income figure.

Have a class disbussion about
what is meant by living
within fixed expenses.

Visit a store; have
student decide which is a
better,buy between items'of

same size.

'Have student collect sales \
flyers, subscriptoion .

applications, club member-
ships (book, record), then
calculate cost. Discuss

alternative purchases.

Have a class discussion, about
pros and cons did calculate
savings in the following
types of situations:
- to rent or buy (room,

equipment)
one item or a set

- new,,secondhand
- unused car/demonstrator.

Visit a store; provide the'

same size of item and have
student record the saving.

191

Classroom Money
Management Kit,
Ddllars and Sense..
Planning Meals,arid
Shopping.
Managing Your Money.

Using Money Series.
Supermarket Measurement.
Consumer Education.
Let's Go Shopping.
Using Money Series,
Buying Power.
SWindle.

'14



MONtY MANA6EMENT
Level 3

B. Spending Money

'OBJECTIVES

..4
TEACHING STRATEGIES

The student:

'Demonstrates understand-
ing that product bought.
should be protected by
some form of warranty.

Have student examine,local ads
for'a car.(year and model
known) and write range Of
pri.ces researched: .

Have a class discussion, "Is
cheaper better, is more
expensive better?"

Have class compare price,
quality and workmanship.

Use newspaper ad sections,
television commercials, radio
coMmercials, catalogues, price
lists and flyers.

'Have student cut out ads for
"special", then discuss in
claSs.

Have student use, yellow pages
for a specific service, e.g.
heating, plumbing, then phone
to find out cost of simple job,
e.g. repair motor on heater.

As a research project have '

class compile list of goods
...protected under warranty,.then

compare warranty, e.g. car;

washer. \rA

Have a Class di,scussion about
qualities arid ,serxice expected

192

219

. .

MATtRIALS

'Guide Co elle Community.

Mnth for Banking.

Consumer Education.

SuperMarket Medsurement.

Fdod Buymanship.
Let'..s Go Shopping.



MONEY MANAGEMENT'

Level 3,

B. Spending Money

OBJECTIVES

4. When to Buy

The student:\

Recalls the eime of year
whe'h certain goods are-

put on sale.

.0c

A

Construct calendar of sales,

e.g. car, furs, appliances..

Visit stores or agents and

ask if there are special
'sale times.

193

220

Managing Your Mbney,
Shopping List Game II.
Useiul Arithmetic.
Dollars and Sense.
Planning Meals arid

Shopping..

Guide to the Community.



141tX MANAGEMENT

C. Saving and Borrowing

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Explains in his own words
why it is important to

save.

Names places where money

can be saved.

Explains how he would
choose an appropriate
banking service.

Describes how a savings

account works.

Construct a poster, "Why
people need money", to

illustrate'studentst
responses.

Play game,,"If I had $50 I

would buy ,...",

:Have student calculate
int'erest on savings.

Visit major bank in community.

Have a class discussion about
why it would be unwise to
store money at home.

Compile a poster with drawings
of savings institutions in

town

Have student visit and name
the bank nearest home, and
talk to the manager.

Have student collect bank ads

to determine rates on savings,

and compare.

Visit bank to.locate areas
and personal handlings,
specific tasks, loans,
savings, etc. *

a
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Banking, Budgeting, and

Employment.

Getting Ready for Payday,

Savings Account.

The Bank Book.
.Using Money Series:

Earning,,Spending,
Saving.
Classroom Money
Management Kit.

Math for Family.
Math for Citizenship.
Math for Adult Living.
Math for Banking.
Money Management.
Your Money Matters.

Bank Account.
Big Deal.

One Penny, Two Penny.

4



MONTY MANAGEMENT
Level 3,
C. Saving and Borrowing

OBJEpTIVES

The student:

,Opens an account.

Cal'culates how much

_--saving,s, are in his

agcount.

Recalli' and explains
common banking terms.

Describes different
services offered by the

bank.

g
Demonstrates ability tg
ase banking forms .

correctly, e.g. deposit

slip, cheque.

TEACHING STRATEGIES

mg441114446 .

MATERIALS

Have student fill in (sample)
bankbook correctly.

Use role play to emphasize
vocabulary such as withdraw
and deposit.

Provide practice recor'd-

keeping: money at hand and

pills paid.

Have student fill,in entries
and -calculate balsIce sheet.

Have student 'dlleA sample
passbook, exa ine and practise
filling it i

2Use role pla , include w9rds
such as savi gs account,
assbook, cancelled cheque,

ba ce interest.

Invite resou person to

explain bank's_se ces.

Have class collect bank
flyers and display.

Compile a poster to displaS7
items and _bank vocabulary,

e.g. cheque, travellers'
chdques.

Use role play using
vocabulary such as accounts,
deposit, cheque, payee,

signature.
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2`)9

Getting Applications
Right.,

Getting Ready for
Payday, Planning Abe*. .

Math for Employment I
and II.
Fill in the Blanks.
The.Varit Book.

f

4es.

Money Math.
Wages or Salary or
Paychecks.
Math for the Worker



MONEY MANAGEMENT
Level 3

C. Saving and Borrowing

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Demonstrates ability to

use chequing account.

1,

Names sources for
botcowing money.

,`

Use simulation; have student
fill in cheques to pay bills,
complete application form
accurately.

Use role play: opening an

account; asking nameweddress,
age, employer, home, worked
with present employer.

Have a class discussibn about
NSF cheques.

Have student balance a cheque-
book ledger, keep personal
record of expenses, and
record details of transaction
on cheque stubs.

Visit bookstores, loan
services, credit firms.

Have a discussion about
borrowing services.

Use role play with the lender
using terms such as borrow-
ing, financial responsibility.

Distribute application forms;
have student collect, examine
and fill in data required.
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Math for Banking.

Math for the Worker.
Math for Family 'Living., -/
Math for *Adult Living.



.MONEY MANAGEMENT
Level 3
C. Saving and Borrowing

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEG ES MATERIALS

The student:
.

Describes cirtumstqnces
when borrowing is ,

4propriate.

Aft

Have a class discussion
when to borrow, financia
resPonsibility, monthly

\\statement.

bout

.

19 7

Your Family and Its
Money.
How Money and Credit
Hdlp Us.

(



MOTOR DEVELOPMENT AND PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES

Level 3

A. Fundamentals of Movement

-0

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:.

Demonstrates profictency
in basic combinations of
movements.

c

Provide opportunities for,
practice in basic movement
combinations, e.g. carrjing

a cafetera 'Pra y.

Whenever possible, integrate
the student.into the regular
physical education program.

198
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MOTOR DEVELOPMENT AND PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES

Level 3 1

B. Games and Activities

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Demonstrates some
knowledge of the
,following games,-and

sports:
golf
tennis

- handball
- badminton
- horseshoes

bowling
- team sports
- gymnastics
7 social dancing
- cross country skiing
- outdoor and camping

skills
- swimming
wrestling

- track and field
weight lifting'

- general fitness
skating
roller skating.

gote: This list is not
meant to,be all-inclusive.

Depending on the avail'ability I Can Kits.

of facilities, provide
opportunity for student to
participate in these games

and sPorts.

199
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4
MOTOR DEVELOPMENT AND PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES

Level 3

C. Social Skills Related to Games and Activities

40 OBJECTIVES XEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The studeni:

Demonstrates a respect for

other's property.

Practises socially
acceptable behavior;

Practises sportsmanship in

team games.

200

Towards Affective
Developient.

Focus oniSelf,
Responding,

Involvement.

22 7



LEISURE/RECREATION SKILLS
Level 3

A. Art

OBJECTIVES. TEACHING STRATEGIES
I MATERIALS

1. iptting, Tearing,
Astening

The s,tudent:

Demonstrates albility .to

sew, lace,.tie, pin and
staple in constructing

,

Demonstrates ability to
make two-dimensional
shapes from paper.

Demonstrates ability to
make mobiles using paper
shapes.

Demonstrates ability to
make collages from paper

' of various colors and '

textures.

2. Constructing

The student:

Constructs useful and
decorative articles.

, Utilize .00ls in

c. st cting more complex

rt les of wood and
/ot er materials.

44

Have student enriA decorative
items with cut and pattern

shapes.

-See/Level 2 -
Res(ources.



, LEISURE/RECREATION SKILLS

Level-3`
A. 'Art

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES

, 3. Drwing and Painting

The student:

Creates simple designs.

Uses paint, crayons,
chalk, in combination on
various surfaces.

fr.

Demonstrates use of
background...detail in

drawing and painting.

4. Modelli4

The student:

Demons rqtes ability to
join s ab work.

Demons rates 'ability to

do inp1le sculpture in

clay or other media.

Adds decorative textUres
to cly'forms or paper
macha forms.

5. Print Making

) The student:

Demdnstrates ability to
splatter print with

various colors.

1."

Have st4dent use shapes,
textures, geometricshapes and
free expression.

Prdvide practice in draWing
horizontal and vertical linesy

and designs.

Have student make dishes
using the slab method.

MATERIALS

202
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-LEISURE/RECREATION SKILLS'
Level 3

A. Art

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS.

The student:

Demontrates ability to
print on twodimensional
shapes cut and torn from
various kinds and colors
of paper.

I.
Demonstrates ability to
do simple silk screening.

6. Weaving and Stitching

The student:
41t*

Creates a rich de'sign in
stitching by using
variations in color, kind
of thread, kinds of
fabrics, beads, and other
decorative materials.

203
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4
LEI§URE/RECREATION SKILLS
Level 3, *

B. Music -

4

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS,

1. ListeninR

The student:

Recognizes such tonal
relationships as repeated

skips.

Recognizes melody that
tells a story.

Expands his listening
repertoire.

Develop increased abilit

to recognize taal
relationships, phrases,
melodic patterns,
rhythmic patters, songs.

Increases length of time
e..enjOls listening to

tisid.

Bu'lds repertoire of
si le melodic
com.ositions.

n in

The st dent:.

Sings s mple rounds.

\

\

Demonstrat\es initial
awareness Of customs,
people, and\heritage
through songs.

Recognizes mu c notation.

-----....--:-
Whenever possible,' integrate
the student into the regular

music program.

N.,

i

Ask what the music suggests
to the student.

,

Use folk songs, action songs,
rounds and popular songs.

.

^

\

Threshold to Music

(charts).

204
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*
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LEISURE/RECREATION SKILLS
Level 3
B. Music

OBJECTIVES IEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

71

The student:

Demonstrates good habits
Ain,singing.

Strives for an acceptable
tone quality.

Continues to increase
repertoire of songs,
including rounds.

Participates in assemtily

programs.

3. Playing

The student:

Demonstrates ability to
.play tonal patterns.

Demonstrates ability to
play both rhythm and
melody instruments.

Demonstrates ability to

AO
read a simple music score

.

4. Rhythmic

The student:

Demonstrates.ability_to
teel regular phraSing.

Demonstrates increased
ability to reproduce
rhythmic patterns in
various meters.

. .

Expresses simple rhythmic
patterns through body
response, vocal response,
wr tten respuuse.

a

.

1.
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LEISURE/RECREATION SKILLS
.Level 3

C. Drama

OBJECTfVES TEACHING STRATEGIES -* MATERIALS

The student:

DemonstratesØrelaxation,
concentration and.trust
of self and others in
group activities.

Responds to environmental
stimuli to the senses.

Demonstrates ability to
give ve bal response in

a varie y of situations
with byher persons.

Demonstrates ability to
use fluency and control
in verbal communication
with another person or
persons.. '

Demonstrates ability to
imagine a character's
form and actions.

Demonstrates knowledge
that the main thought of
a play is created by the

'characters and, related

incidents., -

Demonstrates k wledge of

the use of lang age in'a

play.

Demonstrates skill in
comMunicating ideas and
feelings.

Demonstrates skill in
social interaction.

Demonstrates increased
personal responsibility.

Utilize the following:
puppetry

- media
dramatic literature

- story telling
- speech

choral speech
- movement
- theatre games
- mime
- improvisation
- makeup'

multisensory actiaties
simple Zramatization
dipogue with one or more
persons.

206
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LEISURE/RECRETO" SKILLS
Level 3-

A D. Crafts and Hobbies -

OBJEaTIVES TgCHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

4

The student:

Engages,in the following
activities accor.ding to

interests and abilities:

leathercrafts
- woodwork
- basketry and raffia

work
stuffed dolls, toYs and

animals
hooked rugs
weaving
crochet ,

- knitting (wool)
tile (ceramic and
mosaic)

- embroidery
needlepoint'

- pottery
- gardening and plant

care
- black and white

developing
- ceramics
painting

- carving
sewing
pet,cafe

- collections (stamps,

cards, insects, etc.)

NOTE: ThIs is not
intended to be an all

foiarcKST>list

"-

Provide opportunity for
student to express own -

creative ability.

0
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CITiZENSHIP AND INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY.'"

Level 3 ,

A.'flome and Family

."

OBYECTIVE§ 4-- TEACIII/G STRATEGIE$ MATERIALS

The student:

IdentIfies what
constitutes a family from

societal, legal ,D

perspective.

Identifies how roles

and responsibilities
change with age.

Identifies tasks
associated with roles
family meMbers may assume

in community:.

PartiCpates rea45onsibly
in decision making .
process in Ihe family.

Identifies and utilizes'
strategies for coping
with family change.

Identifies family service

agencies, e.g. repre-
sentatives rrom Social
Services and Community
Health.

Arrange visits by nurse, soci
worker, probation officer.

208

Family Values.



CITIZENSHIP AND INDIVIDUAL RSPONSIBILITY
level 3-
B.' School

OBJECTIVES. TEACHING STRATEGIES NERIALS

The student:

Identifiresource
personnel' bY role.

Assumes responsibility-
for personal and public
property.

Demonstrates respect for
the personal- ilroperty of

others.

Participates in decisions Se-; aside a time each week.for.

15 regarding rules. "class meetings" when concerns
of students are responsibly

, Amiced and discussed. ,

Participates responsibly
in delegating authority.

Participates responsibly
in electing authority.

a

4nvite principal for a
discussiory of school rules and
regulations to acquaint class
with reasons behind rules.

Involve students in decision
making.

209
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CITIZENSHIP AND INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY
Level 3
C. Community an0 Country

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

States the name of city,
country, and continent.

Demonstrates knowledge of
the words of the national
anthem.

Identifies common pro-
vincial "helper" or
"service" agencies,
e.g. social* services.

States the role of common
provincial "helper" or
"service" agencies.

Identifies qumon-pro-
vincial agencies and
facilities, e.g. national
parks.

States the purpose of
common provincial
facilities and agencies,

.e.g. health, agriculture,
labor.

Recognizes cultural dif-
ferences within Canada,
two official languages,
etc.

Demonstrates knowledge of
provincial rules and laws.

fdentifies how laws are
made and by whom.

210



CITIZENSHIP AND INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIiILITY
Level 3
D. Current Events

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Selects a radio, tele
vision, newscast or
press report.

Recalls daily news and
weather cast.

Identifies and differenti

ate§ between major

Use guided discussion of-
major stories; discuss the
function of the media (class
or school newspaper).

Visit a local newspaper; have
students help plan the field

stories.

Simulate newspaper functions
with class assigned reporters:
how to write (or verbally
state) a news story.

Make a list of television
sfiows students watch..

L
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,
CITIZENSHIP AND INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY
Level 3

.

E. Environmental Education

OBJECTIVE§ TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

-

,

-

1. Ecology

The student:

Recognizes the positive/
negative effects of man's
intervention in nature.

States some laws dealing
with animal care.

ip

h

Teath student to recognize
that feeaing birds may seem
to be a charitable thing to
do, but tile practice builds

a dependency that can kill
the birds fed.

Show a film on the "Balance
of Nature".

Have a cl.4ss discussion about

the effect of hunting as a
"sport" upon populations.

Have a class discussion about
organizations that struggle
to save disappearing species,
e.g. Ducks Unlimited.

Have students find pictures
in magazines of endangerd
species.

,

212
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Science Experiments
You Can rat.

Hinterland Who's Who
Series.

Parks and Wildlife
materials.

Canada's Endangered
Species (video
cassette).

I
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CITIZENSHIPIND INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY
Level 3
E. Environmental Educatio;

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES

ft

MATERIALS

2. Nat'ural Phenom6a

The student:

Demonstrates some under-
standing of natural
disasters, e.g. earth-
quake.

States how weather
affects the life of
others, e.g. farmer.

3. Energy

The student:

Demonstrates knowledge of
alternate energy sources,
e.g. coal, windmill.

Demonstrates ability to
make responsible energy
choices in dairy life.

4. Pollution

Teach student to turn down
thermostat, turn off lights,
etc.

,

The student:

Demonstrates knowledgejof 'Make a list of good practices Pollution Solution.

the necessity for proper 'stated by the class in discus- Living Well in Times
disposal methods when sion. of Scarcity.

using outdoor facilities,
e.g. toilet, cooking. Point out that detergents are Energy Management for

effective in removing_grwe the Future.
in less than hot wate;Arid
the use of a bleach as a
final rinse will kill most
bacteria remaining on dishes
after washing.*

213



'CrrIZENSHIP AND INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY
Level 3 '

E. Environmental Education

OBJE\aTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Recognizes that there are
socially acceptable
methods of showing his
'disapproval of environ
mentally damaging
practices.

Recognizes importance of
pollution control laws,
including noise pollution.

Demonstrates knowledge of
service industries to aid
a community in sanitation
and environmental areas.

Demonstrates awareness of
the contribution made by
these industries,
e.g. bottle depot workers,
.environmental control
agencies, parks and
wildlife workers.

`Me

Teach that the correct method Government Environmental
of dAposing of wash water is Resource Materials
the use of a small sump pit; Guide.
water that contains soap,
bleach, etc. should not be
thrown into a lake or stream
since it will kill the aquatic
life.

Teach students to ask others
not to smoke. Have them
suggest polite and considerate
techniques to foster
cooperation and learn to avoid
confrontation and insult.

Have class develop skits to

illustrate the above.

Take a field trip to a sewage
treatment plant, the garbagg
dump, a water treatment
station.

S.



.
CITIZENSUIP AND INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY

Level 3
E. Environmental Education

.

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES
f

MATERIALS

a
4

5. Conservation

t

The student:

Demonstrates knowledge of
reasons for conservation,
e.g. depletion of natural
resources.

Demonstrates ability to
select energy saving
modes of travel,
e.g. bicycle.

6. Safety

The student:

/

DemorYstrates some

knowledge of survival
methods.

Practises safety rules
that apply to outdoors.

Demonstrates some
knowledge of disease
transmitted by animals:

Demonsl'rates. small-craft'

water safety.

.,,

,

,

Teach studenis the procedure
to, follow if they are ever
bitten by .a larger animal.

Teach students who are very
sensitive,to insect stings the
correct precautions and to
carry their medications when
in.the outdoOrs.

_

Use the Red Cross Water-Safety
and Small Craft courses in a
spring camp at a ntarby lake.

4 s.
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CITIZENSHIP AND INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY
Level 3
E. Environmental Education .. ,

.

OBJECTIG .

1

The. student:
,

TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

Demonstrat ability to
swim and drown-proof:

I
R cognizes risks,involved
i traveling on frozen
lak s or rivers.

.
,

/

0

/ .,

t,

s

tt.

r

Arrange swimmin clisses at a
nearty pool wi 1 qualified
instructors to teach the
students.

. >4.

Collaborate with parents to
go ice fishing.

..

, ,

/

a

/

..
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UNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS

Level 4
A. Knowledge and Development of Scut!

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

1. Personal Character-
istics/Self

Identification

The student:

Identifies the need and
function of self-
identifying information,
e.g. student I.D. card,
social insurance number,
birth certificate.

Relates personal
interests, abilities,
limitations to selection
of vocational and
avocational activities.

SeleCts two or more areas
for work study/experience
which are consistent with
interests, abilities,

limitations.

Describes.the type of
person he would like to
be and indicates waxs in
,which he can achievrthis,"
e.g. grooming, study,
being more considerate.

Have student mTite resume,

fill out applicatio forms,

e.g. social insur tit& number.

Have student write an
autobiography.

Have student make pdrsonal
chart of jobs, leisure
activities, etc. listing

things fle likes/dislikos,
does well/does not do well.

Present open-ended questions,
e.gp 'If I were I I

"If I could be

Have student research and
present a report on "Where I
Would Like to Work".

Have student write a
"commercial" for himself.



UNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTI G ApNG WITH OTHERS

Level 4

A. Knowledge and Development of Self

OBJECTIVES EACHING STRATEGfES1' MATERIALS

The student:

\\\ Sates and discussels

educational and personal

charagieristics required
for a variety of
vocations.

Identifies those
vocations for which he
will have the appropriate
characteristics..

2. Physical Self

The student:

Demonstrates knowledge of: Bring in speakers, e.g.,nurse,

- intercourse doctor, other community

- pregnancy 4 resource people.

birth control
- birth Use appropriate films,

- ,vene.real disease filmstrips, printed and

- pornography illustrated learning resources.

- and community services
relating to these. Focus on the concept of

responsible sexual behavior
not merely upon the factual

6
material.

Demonstrates under-
stamdi g of current

sexu slang.

Practises appropriate
public sexual behavior,
e.g. discriminatory
restraint, regard for
setting.

Teach studdnt to translate
vocabulary of the street into
more accurate terms in the
areas of copulation,
masturbation, reproductive
organs.

218
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1INDERSTAN1ING SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS
Level 4
A. Knowledge and Development of Self

,/'

OBJECTIVf,S TEACHING STRATEGIES MATEhALS

The student:

Identifies the effect of
physical handicaps or
disorders (selection oE
activities, self-concept)
on self and on others.

Identifies and demon- Have student write a Para-

strates ways of improving graph on: "How I Can.lm-
personal appearance, . prove My Appearance".
e.g. grooming, exercise,
diet, clothing selection.

3. Emotional Self

The student: '

Identifies an increasing
number of emotions in
self and others

Use open ended sentences:
"I love to.give .....
"I always feel good when ..."
"What really bothers me is .."
"I would be happier if ...."
"I like going home because .."

2.19

It's Your Life.
Lifeline Materials
(Sensitivity,'

Consequences,
Point of View).



UNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG,WITH OTHERS
Level 4

-A. Knuwledge and Development of Self

..OBJECTIVES

CO,

.:TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

-

s

The Itudent:

Detonstrates
awareness'of

fncreaSing
mixed and

ehAnging emotions and
modds; articulates
emotional s'tates with

accuracy.

Predicts emotional reaction'
of self and others in a
given situation.

Recognizes that emotional
states vary with the
individual and
circum?tances.

Practises coping with
stress in a number of
ways.

IdentifieS and.discusses
inappropriate ways of,
dealing, with stress,

e.g. di-ugs, alcohol.

'60

A
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Innerchange,
Junior Bigh.
It's Your Lifa.
Focus on Self,.

Development,
Stage Three:

Involvement.
Today's Teen Series:

Discovering You,
'Decision Making,
Relating to Otheu.

I've Got Me and
I'm Glad.
Second.Centering Book.



UNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS
Level 4

A. Knowledge and Development of Self

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:'

IdentifiN and discusses
ways in which some stress
is beneficial rather than
,harmful, e.g.. pressure

to complete a task.

Expresses and controls'
emotions appropriately in
a variety of settings.

(

Demonstrates increasing
skill in recognizing and
avoiding potentially
proVoking situations,,
including unfmiliar
situations.

/

Use role play, drama,
discussion.

221
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Values Clarification:
A Handbook of Practical
Ideas for Teachers and ,

Students,



, e
UNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS

Lgvel 4

B. Social Relationships

<
OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MAVERIALS

1k,

1. Needs and Motivations

The student:

Identifies personal needs
which may.exist in the
future or*in unfamiliar
situations.

Categorizes needs by
immedilcy and importance.

r
Recognizes clues to moods
and attitudes of those
being asked for
assistance.

Identifies ways in which
predicted needs can be met
by himseV or others.

Identifies situations in
which satisfaction of
personal needs must be
delayed or foregone
because of the needs of
others. .

Identifies when tWo
tRersonal needs may be in
conflict, and suggests
appropriate resolution of
the conflict.

Have a class discussion:
"Five yearsiftrnow I will
need

See Problem Solving and
Decision Making.
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UNDERSTANDING gELF'AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS
Level 4
B. Social Relationships

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

2. Factors A'ffecting

Relationships

The student:

Recognizes:
- that'children need

experience
- that adults are expected

to be independent and
responsible.

Recognizes that roles can
change from time to time
sand from situation to --

situation, even when
pebple involved remain
the same.

Recognizes:
- tbat r.oles associated
with,a given sex.are

- there are expectations
associated with sex
roles and violations
of thtse may meet with
disapprobation.

Th
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It's Your Life.

Stage Three:
Involvement -
Focus on Self
Development.
Today's Teen Series:
Discovering You,
Pecision Making,
Relating.,

Lireline Materials:
Sensitivity,
Consequences,
Point of View.
Conflict Management.
'Activities for
Developing Positive
Self Awareness.



UNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS
Level 4
B. Social Relationships

01,71-ECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

3. Handling Social
Interaction

a. Expressive
Communication Skills

The student:

Demonstrates increasillg

skill in using communica-
tion modes.

,States/lists advantages
and disadvantages of dif-
ferent types of,communica-
tion.

Identifies situations in
which a specific type of
communication is appropri-
ate.

Communicates effectively
with others in a wide
variety of settings.

Have stu'dents convey/communi-

cate through:
- posters
- written exercises
- 1A.oducing radio plays

dramattzation
- commertials
- discussion
- telephone.

Have class plan a party.

Identifies a wider number Have class listen to and dis-

of blo4s to communication, cuss taped conversations.
e.g. confronting, inter.-
preting, advising. Show films.

224
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"UNDERSTANDING-SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS
Level 4,
B. Social Relationships

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The tudent:

With increasing accuraw
ascertains whether the
message he is trying to
communicate is under-
stood.

Communicates a wide range
of feelings with in-
creasing accuracy, in-
cluding mixed or ambivalent
feelings.

b. Receptive
Communication Skills

The student:

Demonstrates understanding
how-the use of gestures,
asides, satire, voice
in

in

pro

ection affects mean-
, e.g. bias, prejudice,
aganda.

Use open ended sentences:
"I always make up my own mind
about
"If I haaa choice, I. would

"When I can't do somethingo

"It is hard forme to make a
decision about
"Talking about a problem is

I I
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Magic Circle.
Focus on Self
Development, /

Stage Three:
Involvement.

All About Manners.

Activities for 0,
Developing Positive
Self Awareness.
Lifeline Materials
(Sensitivity,
Consequences,

Point of View).
Conflict Management.

.
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UNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS
Level 4
B. Social Relationships

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

A

The student:

Becomes a more effective
listener by "checking
out" what.the speaker is
saying, both affective
content and informational
content.

c. Problem Solving
and Decision Makihg

The student:

t.-....
S.,

Use role play.

I,

Applies steps in problem Provide practice with problem
solving to new and personal situations.
. .-

experiences 'or situations.

Demonstrates knowledge of
how potential problem
situatiops can be avoided.

Makes decisions in a ap-
propriate manner:
- obtaining available

information
- weighing alternatives
evaluating possible.
consequences.

*

..

A

..

via

#

Present situations which re-
quire decisions, e.g. "Where
should I buy my coat?"

:
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It's Your Life.

N4



UNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS
Level 4
B. Social Relationships

*

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Applies conflice manage- Have student make,choices and
ment strategies to new 4+ explain reason for choice,
and personal experiences e.g. "Should I go to the
and situations; articulates football game or the dance?"
the strategy begin used.

4. Rules and Routine

, The student:

Identifies probable rules Have students write rules for
in a number of unfamiliar specific jobs.
situations, e.g. on the
job, public facility.

Follows rules appropri-
ate behavior in a variety
of unfamiliar settings.

Identifies the potential
consequences of breaking
rules in a variety of
unfamiliar situations.

9

WA

Use role play, field trips.
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It's Your Life.
Focus on Self
Development,
Stage Three:.

Involvement.

Today's Teen Series:
Discovering You,
Decision Making,
Relating to Others.

Dimensions for Living
Lifeline Materials
(Sensitivity,
Consequences,
Point of View)



UNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS
Level 4
B. Social Relationships

dm.

A

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Formulates rules for un- Have class make up rules for
familiar situations, and new situations.
identifies consequences.

Recognizes the need to
abide by rules even when
not agreeing with.. them.

5. Social Roles

-The student:

jdentifies roles in un-.
familiar and broad situa-
tions.

Ascribes probable character-
istics to these roles,
e.g. boss, sex roles,
employee.

Recognizes that although
roles have commonality,
personal interpretations
are possible, e.g. simildr-
ities and differences
between teachers, mothers.

cognizes that conflict
may arise when people be-

in ways not consiten
ther's role expec

ti e.g, parents who
abandon children, minist.er-s

who swear.

Have student complete open
ended sentences, If T were
bos qould ", etc.

Have students take turns role
playing, assuming the same
character.

Have a class discussion about
similarities and differences
in ways in which the roles
were portrayed.

Change the way in which you
behave towards studentS for ,a
short time, then have a class

a- discussion.

228
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Focus on Self
Development,

Stage Three:
Involvement.
Allelikbout Manners.

Today's Teen Series.
Dimensions for LlIng..



UNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS
Level 4
B. Social Relationships

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Recognizes that a p&son
musk assume different
roles at different times
in.his life, e.g. child,

, parent, tudent, employee.

6. Values and Social
Expectations

Theist'udent:

Recognizes that values and
social customs \fairy with

Recognizes that a custom
, or value appropriabe in
one setting may not be so
in a9ether, e.g. Hutterite
vs. an ordinary farmer.

Relates personal values
to those of society. ,

Demonstrates understanding
of how group opinionWfects
person1. value system.

Have studtnt make a "life
line", birth to death.

Use reports on specific
cultures.

Have student select a culture
different from his bwn,
indicate things he likes about
that culture and idenCt-f.F

-areas ,of difference.

Write a paragraph: "If I were

God of the universe I would

229
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It's Your Life.

Focus on Self
Developme
Stage Thr e:
Involvement.
All About Manners.
Dimensions for Living..
Lifeline Materials
(Sensitivity,
Consequences, 'Point

of View).



UNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS
Level 4
B. Social Relationships

(..4

' OBJECTIVES TEXCHING STRATEGIES MATAIALS

Tlie student;

Recognizes when personal
and societal values come
in conflict and attempts
to resolye and conflict.

Recognizes the prevakent
moral structure in the
society and articulates
instances of it.

Demonstrates under-
standing of the concepts
of human rights,
e.g.. dignity and equality.

fTh
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TRAVEL
Level 4
A. Ways to Travel

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIAL(

The student: ,

Participates in driver
training (where appropri-
ate). ,

vo

Demonstrates understanding _Have a class iscussiori about
of a full range of regular local traf
safetY and traffic rules,
laws.

231

A.M.A. maierials.
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TRAVEL
Level 4

./
B. Travel Skills

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

TO) student:z
Performs/basic maintenance
for veflicles, including
automobile.

Travels independently
beyond community,
e.. arranges accomino-

dation, transportation,.
meals.

Travels indtpendently
beyond.the city or town.

ReaOs and uses a variety
.of transportation
ictedules.

Demonstrates ability to
use agencies that help
travellers, e.g. A.M.A.,
R.C.M.P.

Arrange actual trips.

Use long range trip
simulations.

Motorcycle Safety.
How.to Read a Map.
How to Read a Schedule.

Internat1on Traffic
Signs.

-

Take simulated trip to student Re'al Life Reading.

designated destination.



HEALTH
Level 4
A. Nutrition

OBJkCTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

Ito

The student:

Demonstrates ability,to
select nutritious food for
a well balanced diet.

Plans and prepares low
cost nutritious diet.

Demonstrates understanding
of caloric requireme ts.

Have student make a list of
food consumed ln a day/week.

Have student plan a day's/
week's menu.

Oivide students in groups to
'-prepare some balanced.meals.

Have a taStipg party for
which students make up menus.

Have crass help plan a school
-

lunch menu.

Have students keep a record
of their caloric intake.

Identifies diet to increase Have a class discussion about
or decreas9 weight. , obesit57, weight, reducing and

vitamin pills.

Recognizes the deficiencies
in his diet.

States prOper ways to pre- Have 'student prepare food and,

serve food. fo ow those practices.

Demonstrates hygienic
practices when preparing,
serving or eating food.

Recognizes the protection
provided by the health
department in checking
food distribution

establishment's.

Demonstrates ability to
contact health inspectors.

Visit school, restaurant,
supermarket, food processing
plant, etc. to find out about
sanitary regulations.

233

Canada Food Guide.
Department of
Agrtculture Materials.
Food for Life:
The Basic Four.

Nutrition Series.

Films:

How a Hamburger
Turns into Yqu,
Too Much of a
Good Thing.



0
HEALTH
Llwel 4
B. -Per;onal Care

OBJECTIVES TEAChING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

4.4

1. Knowledge of Body

The student:

Recognizes adolescent
growth process.

Demonstrates knowledge of
body changes.

Demonstrates.understanaidg
of reproduction process.

Hav'e _student interview nurse,

,doctor, science and health
teachex.

Show films, slides.

Using library resources,.have-
student\tesearch:

Hav'e.cla-ss ellumerate,,dis-

4Uss, role play.

,Show films, slide's, film-.

strips.

Invite pepTciThel from the
Health Departrent, doctor,
nurse.

Department of Health
Materials.
The problem: Acne.

' The Growing rip.

There's a N w
You Comin'-:

r

Invite school nurse. Egg & Sperm.

'strips,

'Have a "'Question Bevy" or.17.1

"MYstery Box" for students to
drop questions.

Show f4ms, slides, film-
,

.

Invite specialists, e.g.
gynecologists, obstetricians.

2.34
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HEALTH
Level 4
B. Personal Care

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

?. Care of the Body

The student:

Recognizes importance of
good grooming and clean-
lines'S (interpersonal
relations).

Demonstrates ability to
find reli,abre health in-

formation.

.

Evaluates,health product
advertisements.

invite or have student inter-
view cosmetologist, fashion/
beauth consultant

1
-hiring

agency personnel, someone
known and reqected in the
community' who is successful
in this job.

Use role play.

Have a class party.

Have a class discussion about
health hazards involved.

Invite school nurse to speak
to class.

Have student check "yellow
pages" of telephone direcory
for liseIngs, headings,of
'medical. personnel. .

Invite or. kave ptudent inter-
view dentist, general
practitioner, specialist,
concerning factual informa
tion.

Visit clinic, doctar's office:
hospital emersencyi ward.

215 ,
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Today's 'teen Series.

Battling.Disease:
Protecting Your.
Health.

Self-Care Female Series.
Self-Care Male Series.

A

ot

Materials from:
Medical Association,
Cancer Society,
Heart Association-5'

Local Hospitals.

fl



HEALTH
Level 4
B. Per,onal Care

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Demonstrates balanced pro-
gram of rest, work and
recreation.

Practises physical fitness
program.

3. Drugs and Alcohol

The student:

.Recognizes the signs qf Have student interview'and/or
alcohol and drug dependency, invite personnel from

Alcoholics Anonymous, Public.
Health Department to visit
the class.

Recognizes the mental, Show films, filmstrips,
physical, and emotional t slides.

consequences of use of .
aLcohol,_tobacco, narcotics
and other drugs.

Independently take own
prescribed and non-
prescribed medica.tion.

Have student tape record a
commercial or design a com-
mercial about drugs.

Have student act out a tele-
vision commercial on drug
advetisement.

InviEe a representative from
the Better Busipess Bureau.

236

Filmstrips:

Exercfse: Fit to be

Tied,
Physical Fitness Sense.

Y.M.C.A. and Y.W.C.A.
materials.

Films:

Aacohol Problem: What
Do You Think,
The Drag,
The High
Hooked.

Filmstrips:
A Capsul Look at'
What-Drugs Do To You.
Drug Abuse: It's

Your'Decision.

!'e

Drug Abuse: Who Needs It?
Trug'Education Series.
Facing the Facts: Drugs,

Alcohol and Tobacco.



HEALTH
Level 4
C. COmmunity.Health Services

OBJECTIVE'S TEACHING STRATEGIES I MATERIALS

The sculient:

Demonstrates ability,to
utilize health services.

Recognizes the contribution

of: the helping professions
in improving healCh, e.g..
.medkeine, dentistry,
psychology, social work.

4

Have student write asgociation
an& request information about
requirement for_membershiP.

Use "yellow pages". of
telephone directory for
listing or headings of
medical personnel.

Have student interview dentist,
general practitioner,

,
specialist, personnel from
the health department.

Visit clidic,.doctor's office,
hospital emergency ward to
compare the differences in

services.

237
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SAFETY

Level 4
A. Home and School

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

Th'e

DLtmQnstrates indepeOdence

and reliability in coping
with dangers and accidents.

Demonstrates ability to
utilize cortnunity emergency

serVices

Administers first aid as
indicated by St. John's
Ambulance first aid course.

,

1r

I

Use discussion, demonstration,
drama.

Stage a slogan and poster
contest..

Make a handbook on "Coping
with*Accidents".

Have a panel discussion.

Use simIllated activities.

Have student attend first aid
course.

238-

. 2 5

4

Playing It Safe w.ith
Animals.

Tiger, Tiger, Burning
Bright.

St. John's Ambulance
materials.

!att,



SAFETY
Level 4

B. Community

OBJECTIVES TEAdlINb STRATEGIES MK\AIKLS

Th-c

Demonstrates the steps
involved in hazard analysis.

Demonstrates knowledge of
accident prevention.

Have a dlassroom committee on
safety keep a tabulation of
accidents that occur to the
students participating in
playgroupd activities, in the
halls, ctassroom, etc.

Demonstrates knowledge of Play simulate& games.

safety practices.

Vt- rr'r

Utilizes community
emergency,services.

Stage a slogan and poster
contest.

a

Have studea'compoe origina/
safety poems.

Have Ole class put together a
dictionary of pedestrian
safety words.

Use-lectures, speeches given
by safety officials.

Haye class visit a building
for the purpose of
investigating various hazards
and report observations.

Havea panel discussion about
causes of accidents ae home
and.school.

Visit variovs organizations
in the community' that

contribute, to safety.

I.P.A. Manul (1/.980).



SAFETY

Level 4
B. Community

OB-JECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES HATERIALS

The sLu,lent:

Identifies the responsibil- ,Make a list of the bad
ities of owning a car. practices of drivers that en-

danger or annoy pedestrians.

s\r-1

Use role play representing
the appropriate views of
insurance agents, automobile
manufacturers, adtomobile
purchaser, law enforcement
officers.

Secure an accident spot map
from the local police or
highway department and have
class study pedestrian

'accidents that have occurred
in your community over a
given period of time.

240

Case of Officer
Hallibrand;'
Help Is,.1

tap



SAFETY
Level 4

C. Recreation

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Demonstrates independence
in identifying and avoiding
dangers in recreation.

Independently utilizes
emergency services.

Compile a list of local-

recreational areas.

Have student interview people
to discover about different
recreational areas.

Have student survey and
evaluate informaticm presented
in magazines or take a trip to
different recreational areas.

Provide opportunity for studen
to participate in establishing
or improving some youth

.recreation projects.

241

Avoiding Accidents:
Safety and First Aid,
Y.M.C.A. and Y.W.C.A.
materials.
Motorcycle Safety. -



WORLD OF 14ORK

Level 4

, A. Secific aud Allied W4Fk Skills

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

Os(

1: Is.e of Too.ls and

Equipment

The student:

Sel li
cts and uses

appr priate tools and
mach nes for specific

6

projects.

Organizes and cares for
lools and equipment.

Constructs more complex

prbjects.

2. Following Directions -

The student:

Follows comp

directions.

Identifies 'person in
authority in a variety of

work situations. -

3. Decision Makin.

The student:

Makes 4prOpriate
decisions in work
situations, e.g. how to
improve'quality of work.

.6 4

s

Demonstrate and have class
discussion on the use of new
tools and equipmen.t.

Explain storage procedures.

Manufacturer's Use and

Care Manuals.

Have student experiment width Shop kade Easy.

equipment while monitoring his

behavior.

Shop Safety.

Assign 6rojects, using more Working with Wood.

complex equipment.

Develop ,group pi-ojects

involving complex set of
directions; have one student
act as foreman. Evaluate
project when complete.

Display samples of work of

various quality;-have class
discuss, evaluate and decide

4owilto improve.

242

26:.)

Following Directions.
Listening on the Job.

le

Real People at Work.

From Classroom to
Lareer, Part 1 and 2.

`c



WORLD OF WORK
Level 4

A. ,Specific and Allied Work Skills.

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES I MATERIALS

4. Independence

The student:

Demnstrates ability to
perform satisfactoftly in
unfamiiiar work situations.

z

Provide opportunities Or

student to wo ariety

of sitdatiou

Monitor and evaluate
performance; discuss with

student.

All In A Day's Work.



4;t

WORLD OF WORK
Level 4
B. Career Planning and Explor'ation

4

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

1.

The student:

Demonstrates independence
through working. ,

2. Job Awareness_ _ _
The student:

Demonstrates tnowledge of
variety of jobs/careers
available.

Have student cut;out and dis-.
play pictures from loeal
paper illustrating different
jobs.

Invite resource people from
businesses, industries, unions
and Chamber of Commerce to
visit the classroom.

Compile a list of jobs
classified by the students in
various ways:
- service and non-service jobs
- part-time/full time
- jobs that interest me and

those tha't do not

- those jobs,available/not
available locally.

Have students discuss
experience of part-time work.

Provide opportunity for stu-
dents to'meet with career
counsellors.

Have student collect several
want ad sections from different
newspapers and cOmpare the
classification system.

244

4-

Y and Your World.
W rk for Everyone.

Archway Occupational
Academics Program.

Your Kind of Job.
Real People at Wor.k.

I Want Ta Be, Books.

Picture Interest
Inventory.

Canadian Occupations.

Turner Career
Guidance S4t1es.



WORLD OF WORK
Level 4
B. Carver Planning and Exploration

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIE-S , MATERIALS

The student:

Have student check jobs that , Real People at Work.
he Teels he could do or would
like to do.

Have'class visit and locate
places ict town where jobs
Can be found.

Demogstrates understanding Have students select from
that jobs require different classified ads jobs that they

are qualified to do then cut

out and display "vacancy"
resource board.

Demonstrates knowledge of
requirements for practical
job/career.

Compile a lit of jobs de- Career Search.

manding skills 0 mathematics, Career Comparisbn Kits.
reading, oral skills, etc. Functional Work Phrases

for Everyday Living.

Visit specific training
institutes.

Explores careers through 'Provide opportunity for stu-

practical experience. dent to partielpate in work
study/experience.

3. Job Demands

The s.tudent:

Demonstrates good work
habits.

Work Experience
Manual.

Have students make cartoon to Positive Attitude
illuscraZe safety lessons at Posters.

work, or good (or Vad) work
habits. See Safety ,;nd

Health sections.

245
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WORLD OF WORK
Level 4
B. Carver Planning and ,Exploration

'OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

:he udent:'

Demolistrates positive
,attitude towards work.

Arrives on time for work.

Have a class discussion about
ways in which present work
habits will be helpful.when
student has a job.

Use recognition techniques
such as awards, free time
passes, bonus points and
constructive di'scussion of
good work habits.

Have ciass collect and display Workers' Compensation
Workers' Compensation Board Board posters.
pogters.

Have student make and keep a
time card fax Work study
program. Collaborate with
employer to fill in,time
student arrives and leaves.

Have student calculate loss
of wages through lateness,
provide hourly rate.

Work Experience
Manual.

Completes Most tasks assign- Have each student keep a task So You,Want AlJob, Eh !

ed in various areas at home, check list during work study. A Good Worker.
school and on the job. 'Check after a day/week to-see Your Job.

if assigned jobs'were cAt- The Nature of Work.
pleted.

Obtain parental cooperation Attitude and Safety
to keep a check list of tasks 6osters.
to be completed at home. ,

246
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WORLD OF WORK
Level 4

B. Career Plannlng and Exploration

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The sLudent:

Demonstrates good
listening habits.

Demonstrates ability to
relate to personnel in
work stations and on the

job:

Develops awareness of job
rodtines.

Travels anywhere in area
independently.

Develop oral comprehension
skills. Read story suitable
for level and ask basic who,
why, when, where type
questions.

Have.a class discussion:
"Why listen to.the boss".

Develop skillsfo enable
students to demonstrate the
diference between advice,
orders and requests.

'Have student complett open
ended sentences:
"Perhaps you should
"It might be nice if

4

Have class compare different
job routines of work.study
placement.

Have student travel to work
station independently.

,247

.2 1

Getting a Job.
/Stories About Workers.
How to Hold Your J'ob.
World of Work
Series.

/

Job Attitudes..
Sign Stlirvival Poster

Progralii.

TurnerLivingston
ComMunicatign Series.



WORLDAMt WOR1(

Level 4

B. Career Planning and Exploiation,

t '
-

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES' AmATERIALS'

0

The 'studene.:"

Demonstrates knowledge of \ Have a class discvssioft-ahout

qualifications reqpired bY -Skilled and unskilled workers,
the job. .. .. qualifications needed for

job held in work study.°

.
.

, . . ....., ,

Reads at level appropriate teach-student to.reakand
to work study requirementst understand wor

work.study pla

1

Have student

S
-44

%.,ComPletes quccessfully:

specific courses,for
' particular jobs.:

4,a1

I

contract'in
ement.

ite ddkn and
record all funitIonal woras
-and phrases found, at *ork '

' vstation,re.g. exit,'warning.

,4 See Appendix for list.of .

5unctional words.

S.
4

.
,

Have student read employer's Help! .

A. .

aritteniinstructions and .Telpphone,Diregtory.

i

dr. Fip in'the Blanks.
Torms in YPur Life. .

. ,. .

How to Write Yourself.

measages.

S.

Have student,particiPate in:
'relevant courses, e.g. busi-
ness math, typing, recod
.keepPhg,'shop classes.

Sign
Poste
Program. .

Sign-A-Mite.' >

English for Adult

A Good Worker.

I,can Make It On

3,

248

My Own.

Real Life,Reading.
Real Life Reading and
Writing,on the 0ob:

s

4



WORLD oF WO'RK

Level 4.

C. Finding.A Joh

vair

,

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

I.

1% Awareness of Personal
Abilities and Interests

The.student:
*NW

Identifies jobs/careers
which may,be of interest
ta

4

JO

Provide job descriptions, s'uch' Service Occupations.-

as conditions involving:
- full time/part'time

day/night shift
- working with people or
machines.

,

Hayd student locate sp
s-

local jobs that meet e
'condition, e.g. part/full tithe.

Have studen6 decide which.;
jobs they would choose.

Measure studene,s interest in
career fields, with an interest
.inventory.

a

Have
most

student choose job of
interest fOr.work study.

Work for Everyone.

k Picture Interest

Idventory.

IldVe a clas discussion about
student's hobbies if relevipt
to world, of work,,e.g.
babybitting, helping on ihe

farm:

Help!
Social and Prevocational.
Informatron Battery.

Supply'description of sample

behaviors,\e.g. anxious,
patient, like to work, loner.
Have student.check which appfy

to him. See Understanding ,

Self.

4.

249



,WORLD OF WORK
_Level 4

C. Finding a 4ob

v_m .

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

.The student: .

Recognizes. that he cannot
do certain jobs
'satisfactorily. .

I
404

ecogniZes-attribuies he

has that are important in
the world of work.

Match sample behaviors yith
job, e.g. 'child care-pa ienc,e.

Under each want ad collegfed Service-OccupationS,
from.local paper have student Mork for Everyone.
indicate the follwing
information: ,

- "Can I complete duties
needed"

- "Do I have the
qualifications"

- "Am I physically suited for
the job".

FOr work study set up job
selection in suctil a way that

student can choose a job to %

meet his interests and
abilities.

Share work study emploler's ,

reports on each student with
class, where apprdpriate.

Rave a'clasS disCUssion on
good and weak skill areas,
employer's aCtual
expec'tations, and ways for

skilllimprovement.

For work study review jobs'
enjoyed most. Relate to
factors !if student interest
and abilities:

See Uncrerstanding Self and
Getting Aloffg with Viers-



! WORLD.OF WORK
Leirel 4

C. Finding a Job

OBJECTIVES

2. Awareness of Process

TEACHING STRATEgES

The student:

Demonstrates ability to
use telephone in looking
for a job.

co`t

For work study have student
.Set up job interview, ask
permission, to' work.

Use ,role play;.have student,
use telephone to sat up
interview, find jobs, seek
references, get job,
information.

Compile list of phone "helps":
- why.phone (to'get

information, to,give
information,' to crarify,

-to introduCe, to explain)
- how to phone (speaking'

clearly, lis'tening,,not
talking, asking to repeat

necessaey)
- who to. phone (ask speciTic

person, rem6mber who called
or answered):

Have-student cut out
industries 'and service ads
f4om used directory,: then'
locate,and label on large
scale map.

Use rolesplay of joh related
telephone calls made with
different purposes in mind,
e.g.-late, sick, theckin
facts. RecOrd and review.

Demonstrates knowledge of
.how to:use newspaper "help
wanted" columns to find
jobs.

0

.
S
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Finding Work.

I.

A

Telephone Directory.
Getting.a Job. -

4



WORLD'OF WORK -

Level 4

C. ,Find.ing a Job

OBJECTIVES

,
4 *. TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS ,

The studentt

'Reads and interprets all
idformation in want ads.

4

1,

Have class.collect, display
and locate job in,own home
town, in another geographical
location.' Use several
different newspapers.

Have student compile a file
on part-time jobs available
locally, using wan-Nads:

Make g display chart of words
and abbreviations.found4iru
want ads.

Have siudent write a want ad
for any specified jo11.,

,Have student write a paragraph
to answer a want ad., lIst

bemonerate procedures uged-in
answering, a want ad.

-Haves class discussion about
whento ase the want ad.
'Include the a4vantages And
casadvantages and compare-with
Phoning or'actuai visit to
personnel office.,

252
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You And Your World.
All About Jobs.
duide to the Community.
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WORLD OF WORK.
Level 4

C. Finding A Job

OBJECTIVES TEACHINGSTRATEGIE§ MATERIALS

3. Personal.Contact

The student:

Names peirsOn(s) who can

assist him to get a. job.

or,

Demongtrates ability to be
intervieWed for job'

placement. 4

14,

t.

Have a class discussion about
ways that part-time jobs have
been located,, e.g. by want

ads, visit to work place,4For

personal contact.

Have student compile,list-of
persons who coUld help him
to choose or get a job, e.g.
friend, teacher, parents.

Provide oppo unity fbr,

student to discuss job
ava,ilabllity with guidance

coungellor.

In work study have stddent ask
fellow wo4ers,how they,g6t,
their jobs,%share job
experiences, ask for '
reference (if applicable).

Have student compile.4st and
discuss types of persbnal
contact, e.g. persons known,
isit to work place, use
of public employment services.

Have a.ciass discussion about
advantage's and, disadvantages

Of types of persona* csntect,
ro

Have studeni riange by phtne

or lette to e ittervie:Wed

by prospective work.study,
employer.

?5 3

Aolt

r

The JOb Book.
How to Get That'Job..
Finding and HoIding.a.-
Jdb:

4



WORLD OF WORK
Level 4 -

C. Finding afJob
'`.

`r

OBJECTIVES TEACHiNG' STRATEGIES MATERIALS

-

The student: -
A

,0

WriLes personal data
correctly on any
application form.

,

Have:a,class discussion about
these interyiews, outcome,
ways.improvement can be made.

For work 'study'have studen
compile list of questiong
relating to work stVion; what
day to work; what specific
duties will be completed.

Have student compile L4st
questions and needed,
information relating to the

job:

- employee (relate-previous
experience, school programs
completed, expectations)..k'

pf

Have stUdent compile a li-st of
interview do'S and don't's. -

Include p.unctuality, speech
conduct, manners and,dress.

Invite personnel officer from
.a local industry.to describe
theAmpOrtance of 'tbe
interview.

gave student visit.Canad,a
Manpower 'office to find a.job.

Have student fill in
application'forms correctly.

, s

Leary to Earn.

Getting a.Job.
.Guide to the CoMmunity.

Mac Worke' in a

Clothing Factory.

First Job Kit. \

I Want a Job.
Fill in the Blanks.
Forms in YOur.Life.

Haye student make a list of Forms in Your Futtlre.

the information the forms need How.to Write Yourself:

for completion, e.g. name, age; Application Forms:
job experience, S.I.N- Looking into the' Future.

4
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English of Adult Livitg.
More Fill'in the Blanks.



WORED OF MORK
-Level 4

C. Finding. a Job

OBJECTIVES
, .

TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

thd stuSent:

Writes

types.
.

letters of different

1,^

Provide opportunity for stu-
dents to coPy sample letter
requeSting a copy of birth
certificate from,Bureau of
Nital Statistics, Edmonton.

v

Have student visit.,Social
Security office'and find out

'how to obtain

Have student fill in sample
forms, noting,the impbrtance'
of neatness and accNracy.

40 LetN terN to Write:

A

Have student prepare applica- Work Experience
tiolf forms for local work Education -

study program, fill in details Handbook.
and follow procedure in re- High School Work

turning. Study Programs

Have student Write letters ox
postcardsasking:a.favor or
'requesting information..

Provide the oppoxtunity for
student to correspond with a.
penzpal.

for the'

Retarded.
--J

ot.



WORLD OF WORK
Level 4

C. 'Finding a Job

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

.

The stucent:
4

-Demonstrates ability to
'write letters of
application.

V.

4.*

Identifies and locates'

community and government,
agencies that assisr in
job placement._

States and explains
'Services of community and
government agencies.

Have student examine various'
. types of letters to compare
styli, content and 'layout.

'Supply written lette'rs with
some important infdrmatión
missing. Haye student spot
the missing datg,.etc.

Visit Canada Manpower office.

,

Have student collect brochures.
and posters from Canada
Manpower office.

. Compile list'of services
offered by community'and,
.goyernment agencies; .

e

Have a class discussion: Guide to the
"How you would use the Community.
services if you wanted higher
wages; new job is wanted".

41.

256.
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WORLD OF WORK *

Level 4

D. .Keeping a Job 0

OBJECTIVES TEACHING.STRATEGIES MATERIALS

1. Responsibility,to
Employer

The student:

Practises safety rules
while on the job.

\\

e .

2. knowledge of Work'
Habits

The student:

PractApes,responsible york
habits on the job,

ve student write safety
me.sages seep-on posters at
wok, and colapile list of
plaf worh seen on 'ob.

Shop Safety.

*.54,7c1ass discil ion about Occu ational

examples of safety iules seen and Safety.

on job, examples oE safety Regulations. .

rules broken seen on thihjob.
,

.Have a class discussi6n about
examples of safety, health
regulations applied to

'specific jobs. Supply_reasons
for each regulation, e.g.
food).construction.

r

Review 'questions aboUt compen Questions About
sation b,enefits. Compensaiiom Bevfits

Answered. :. .

Health

Have student recall good work
habits demanded for work
study. ,Use wark,study xeport
caid for spenifi6 items on
work habits.

Work Expertence
EducationsHandbook. '41

4
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WORLD OF WORK
Level 4

D. Keepihg a Job

OBJECTIVES TEACHING 'STRATE.GIES MATERIALS .

nie- -student :

-41),

47.

.0"

'Explains how salary will
be-paid and what
deductions may be taken
from the pay cbeque.

,

Have a 'lass iscussion*about
the chal of.a real job.

List the ference in
expectations between school
and the world oT work,
e.g. working,without
supervision.

Have student compile and
display list of ways to lose
your job, ways to get 'a
pronfotion.

Play game: supply key word
such as lazy, honest, late
and have students make up a
sentence to include the word,
e.g: the lazy worker was
fired. .

Have a class discussion,about
1.easons why employers expect
employees:
- to be hard working
- to be on time
- to be honest.

,Have student write list of
important facts to be
understood regarding pay-'
cheque, e.g pay dates, how
to 'collect, deductions.

IC!

Z-58

8

Keeping That Job.,
ari



WORLD OF WORK
Level 4

. -
D. Keeping a Job

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES
,

MATERIALS

The stUdent:.

Demonstrttes ability to
get along with people in a
variety of situations,
e.g. school, community,
job.

Demorlstrates knowledge,
awareness and acceptance
of individual Vifferences.

.

t

Have a class discussion about
the student's responSibility
in handlingpersonal financial
matters. See section on
Money'Management.

Haite studeut fill out income
tax form and describe what to
do ,with it.

259

t tt

Wages, Salaries and
Paycheques.

Getting A Job.
Forms in Your bife.
Math for Citizenship.

0



WORLD OF WORK
Level 4

. Work

OBJECTIVES , TEACHTNG STRATEGIES MATERIALS .

The student:

2
.

. ,

Demonstrates understanding
of the concept of "dignity
of labor".

40.

Emphasize that student should-
do all including tbose
considered. ss attractive,
given by the em>loyer; discuss
the value'of each student's
work in work study.

OP

yrovide flexibility with work
study.to allow some students
choice of jobs.

«Demonstrates'understanding
- of work 'legislation: ,

- social ihsurance
- unemployment insurance,
-.minimum wage
- workers' compensation
- board of industrial

relations.

.Have a class discussion ab9ut
.",Why do we have work

legislation?"

Have student make a list Of
jobs Oat cannot be done'
by those under 18 years.

Dedonstrates knowledge how
to utilize community

)

servfces relatedtO
worker's right, e.g. Human

«

Rights Commission.

IL.- 260

di

Get'ting a Job

Occupational Health
and Safety.
Regulatidns.

Work Experience
Education Manual:

, Y



HOME MANAGEMENT
Level 4
A. 'Crothing .00

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGJES MATERIALS

01.1

1. 'Care

The student:

Interprets washing,
cleaning and care labels op

Demonstrates abitlity;),prdo

laundry.

2. Selection

, "Ile student:

Chooses clothing
'apprOpriate for work or
leisure.

Chooses style, color and
design appropriate to ,

individu

DemonstVateSability to Have seudent find particular
shop by.use of'catalogues. articles in catalogue:

3: Construction

The sttident:,

Sele'cts appropriate'...

pattern, matnrials%and
accessories.

Recognizes and
rules in using
machine.

41. ,

uses safety
sewing

s

C

ProvideA3ractiov in actual
. situations withkstudent'-d ,own'

' garments. .

Have'a class discussion 'about
safefy rules, using particular
:machines, e.g. cut thread witli
scissors, not teeth.

261

Clothin : The Visible
Se1f.
Clothing CAre Series.
All About Clothes.

00



HOME MANAGEMENT
Level'4

, A. Clothing

OBJECTIVES TEACHING:STRATGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Demonstr tes ability to use Provide practice.
'sewing to ls and 'machines.

e

Sews more complex garments.

Atit

,

/ 262

10,



HOME MANAGEMENT
Level 4
B. Food

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

1. Shopping

The stddent:

Interprets information on

dated perishables.

Demonstrates ability to
prepare shopping list and
buy items at a reasonable
cost.

Distinguishes between
convenience stotes and

supermarkets.

Demonstrates increasing
skill in recognizing false
advertising.

2. Preparation,

The student:

Demonstrates ability to use
kitchen facilities in
preparing more complex meal

Demonstrates,ability to
,elean kitchen-area pfter
using.

Demonstrates ability to
prepare menus for formal
occasions. '

Write.out list in class, then
have studevits go to the store
and select the foods which
would be most reasonAble.

Have student prePare food
budget frovsnewspaper ads.

.Bring visit to packaging .

plants, wholesale buyers.

Haye student write menus,
actually plan and make a meal.

263

2)

>f-

The Comparative Shopper.

Exploring Foods.

Food and You.
Look and Cook.
Food and Nutrition.

Nutrition Series..



HOME MANAGEMENT .

Level 4

B. Food

pJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS'

The student:

Prepares meals, including
special dishes.

3. Serving .

The'student:

Demonetrates ability to 4

serve guests.

Demonstrates appropriate
etisuette in a variety of

settings.

4. Preserving

The student:

Demonstrates knowledge of
proper food storage, short
and long term,
e.g. canning, pickling,
freezing.

Participates in various
. methods of home preserving.

5. Production

The student:

Identifies methods of'food
productioh, e.g. ardening,

farming, fishing

Assumes respons ility4for
chotes related to food

, production, e.g feeds

chickehs.

Have student plan and prepare
a lunch at school and invite
another class as guests.,

Visit a cannery if possible.

Use a home economics room and
carry out'canning or pickling
procedures.

, 1

Have student make food lists,
e.g. coming from gardens,
farms, dairy, fishing.

S.

264

291

.t

Keeping Food Fit -

Storing/Freezing.



4 ,
HOME MANAGEMENT

level 4
C. Maintainirig the Home

f

OBJECTIVES

)1

TEACHING STRATEGIES

.06

,MATERIALS

4,

1. Selection

The student:

Demorr trates ability to

use ne spapers and other
advertising to find out
what type of housiq is*
available.

Demonstrates knowledge of
income assisted housing.

Chooses, house on basis of

needs and budget.

4

,Lising magazines and newspapers

have studentprepare list on Apartment Hunting

types of houses available, 'series.

. select-type orhouse he wants. (/

Invite speaker from various
real estate agencies to
discuss various types of
housing in community and
their costs.

Invite speaker from credit
firm to explain various plans.

Have student plan a Planning:for Your
hypothetical budget for' Own Apartment.
various types oflamilies and
wage earners and ask bim to
select housing in referen e to

that budget.

Recognizes and demonstrates Have- student interview tenants .

responsibilityrelated to and landlords. Hal?e a class

taxes, neighbors, landloids, discussion on interpersonal

commdnity. relationships between
neighbors.

Invite guest 'speakersto talk
about responsibility in terms

' of faxeS, landlords, the com-
munity, etc.

1

4



HOME MANAGEMENT
Level 4

C. Maintaining the Home
4

411

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

(

7. 'Furniture and

Furnishidgs

The student:

Identifies,harmony in color, Have student elan a"color

texture,and styles% scheme for a bedroom, living

room, etc.. .

Demonstrates ability to
choose furniture for
maximum efficiency,
e.g. practic4ity, safety,
beauty, cost.

3. a.re and Maintenanae

The student:
4

Demonstrates efficient

methods of performing daily
household tasks.

Demonstrates ability to
take cate ofyard, fence,

ft

Meve class,collect and discuss Exploring Homemaking
pictures,illustrating different and Personal Living.

colovharmonies. Use colored

slides in various color
schemes in rooms.

Have class study dwellings,.

furnishings and equipment that
is needed to make a practical

home.
4

Suggest an income for a'
beginning family and have
student determine the money
allotted for furniture%

/

. Inexpensive
Apartment Decorating.',

Assign each student specific,.--.
tasks in clasaroom, school pr

home. If home economics toom
is available, use it for task

analysis.

Provide opportunity for
student to learn extended yard
maintenance, e.g. pick up

garbage,,trim bushes.

4
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HOME MANAGEMENT
Level 4
C.. Maintaining the Home

4,

f

OBJECTIVA TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

V.
Estimates cost of doing own
work and compares with cost

of'hiring repairmen.

Demonstrates increasing
ability to do basic repairs
and maintenance, e.g. fix
small appliances, repair
tap, painting.

f



HOME MANAGEMENT
-Level 4

D. Child Care

OBJECTIVES

The student:

V,
Demonetrates ability to
show love, warmth and
respect for children,and
infants..

Demonstrp.tes awareness of
responsibilities -of

parenthood.

Demonstrates knowledge oT

the development (physical
and emotional) of tp
young thild.

Recognizes emotional and
physical needs of childred.

a

%..

TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

Have student hglp c ildren in

E.C.S. or day care centres.

4

A

268

Thg Family series.



MONEY MANAGEMENT
Level 4

A. Earning Money

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

\ The student:

N4,

Demonstrates knowledge.of
coins and bjlls in combina-
tion.

Calculates money earned:
- gross/net pay
- regular/overtime
- weekky, monthly, annually.

Reads, interprets and
demonstrates understanding
of terms anAfigures on
cheque stub, e.g. union
dues, unemployment ilAur-
ance, C.P.P.

Demonstrates knowledge of
spurces of income other
than wages, e.g. farilily

allowance, welfare pay-
ments, unemployment insur-
ance.

Identifies factors that
affect wages, e.g. training,
time, danger, seasonal work.

Identifies other media of
exchange, e.g. cheques,
credit cards.

a

Use role play of SThre using
variety of 'coins and'bills.

Have student exchange equiva-
lent amount for larger
amounts up to $20.00.

Have student make pie charts
(or similar graphic work) to
show how deductions vary from
one statement of incoMe to

another.

269

2(-16

Money Math.

442ney Matters.

Chequing Accounts,
CHCques and Stubs.
Wages or Salary
or Paycheques.

Getting Ready for
Pay Day.

Big Deal.

Banking, Budgeting
and Employment.
The'Bank.Book.
Math for Employment
I and II.
Math for Citizenship.



MONEY MkNAGEMENT
,Level 4

. B. Spendid Money

OBJECTIVS TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

1. Where to Buy

The stpdent:

Comgares and contrasts
buying through different
outlets, e.g. retail,
wholesale, mail order.

2. How to Buy

The student:

CalcUlates cost of differ-
ent methods of payment.

*IP

EstimateS approximate value
of goods to be purchased
(see Computations section).

Develops budget for house-
hold management, including
groceries, clothing,.
utilities, etc.

V.

Provide opportunity for stu-
dent to examine C.O.D. bills
and charge bills to see if
interest has been added.

Have student research and re-
port on cost of using credit
over cash.

270

6

Guide to the Community.
Basic Skills Curriculum
Guide.
Math for9tmployment
I and II,
Planning Meals'

and Shopping.
Swindle.
Shopping Lists, Game II.

Budget.

Let'si3o Shopping.

Easy Money.
Let's Go Shopping.
Managing Your Money.

Money Management.



A. MONEY MANAGEMENT
Level 4

to
B. Spending Money

' OBJECTItTS TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Explains what credit is.

Calculates cost of credit.

3. What to Buy

The student:

Describes essential and non- Have students discuss,Olat Department Store Math.

essential goods and services goods and services they Budget.

for .basic living needs. could do without.

Make a:checklist of goods and Monopoly:

services and have student Market Math Dial.

rank these in order of
importance to him. Easy Money.

Budget.

^

Have student write.list of Math for Adult Living.

personal needs that can be Math for Family Living.

bought on credit.

Have a class discussion about Math for the Worker.

pros.and cons of credit.

Invite resource person to How bloney and Credir *

answer questions prepared by Help Us.

students or present anonymous
case histories.

Show films on credit use and Credit Buying series. '

abuse.

Have a class discussion about
examples of liorroving in the
family, effects of borrowing

on family members.

Have student calculate
payments due on a given loan
period and equate this to

. given wages, or find out how

to get this information.

Math for*Banking.

4

2 S



MONEY. MANAGEMENT

Levet 4

B. Spending -Money

OBJECTIVES TEACHING ST,AATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

List major items that should
appear on a family budget,
cover different time periods.

Calculates personal budgets
for different family sizes
and over varying tiltie
periods for a casual workerf
full time worker, unemployed
worker.

Explains what is meant by
'value for money'.

Describes examples of
mislea4ng advertising on
television, tadio,
newspaper.

r'

4

Provide sample budgets and
cost data and have student
make appropriate decision as
to what to buy.

Use role play about family
distussing needed cutbacks in

personal spending after
layoffs.'

Have student work out budget,
*eekly, monthly, yearly, with
items clearly indicatod.

HaVe student calculate Unit
price from multiptle prices,.
e.g. 3/79c, and calculate
savings, if any.

.Uge television, radio and

prihted advertisements to '

have student detect examples
of misleading advertising.

ProvidE opportunity for
studeni to watch appropriate
televisidn program.

'Have student compare prices
of commbn items in local
stores, catalogue, sales
flyer, and record results.

Have student examine yellow
pages.

272

219 .

Planning Meals'and
Shopping.
Managing Your Money.

A-2
Dollars and Sense.
Math for the Worker.

Money Math.
Pacemaker Practical
Aritrietic Seties.

Consumer Education.

Getting Down to
Basics About Advertising.



MONEY MANAGEMENT
'Level 4
B. Spending Money

OUECTIVES 5.1 TEApHING STRATEGIES
,

MATERIALS

The student:

Demonstrates understanding
cecept of warranty/

guarantee.

Demonstrates ability'to:
utilize Better Business'
Bureau and Consumer
Protection-groups.

Pays bills on time.

.
4. When to Buy

..The student:

Demonstrates ability to use
discriminatory tactics when
purchasing.

gave ,student key record.of
income, *bills atid payments

made. See Money Management.

Consumer Educ ation.

40.

-



, MONEY MANAGEMENT
Level 4.
C. SavIng and Boriowing

/
OBJECTIVES

4F

the studen't:

TEACHING STRATEGIES. MATERIALS

Explains.ln hi's own words

why it is impoitant to save.

Names'places where money

can be saved. -

Explains how he would-choose
ah appropriate banking
service.

Calculates how nuch savings

,are in his account.

Compile a poster to illustrate
essential and non-essential

,

services that we buy.
-

Obtain parental approval to
have student estimate cost of
services for an initial home.

Play game, "I would like to
buy". ,

Have student find out what
services the bank.offers, ask
telle'r or bank m ager:. .

Have student locaee safety
deposit box and see how it is

used.

e 0,

Visit banks to determine if
all banks give the sam4 type
of services.

Getting Ready for Pay
Day, Book 2; Savings

Account.

^

Take" field trips to banks to .J

determine if there is a bus
service, if it is convenipttly
situated (near home, work),
.if bank offers :good service.

Provide.practice. usin 'N ghopping ListSc Game II.

simulated bills, depOs s,

balance sheet, etc.

Provide worksheet arxl flàve
,

student perform sim le
calculations to determine
interest on savings,:e.g.-
5%.4 .05 x amount.

Big Deal.
Money Management.

110



MONEY MANAGEMENT
Level 4

C. Saving and Borrowing ?

/OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS
r*"\

The student:'

Demonstrates ability to

utilize banking services.

.

Describes circumstances
when borrowing is and is

not appropriate.

leave student open chequing
account, calculate service
for, if any, and make an

initial deposit,

Provide sample case stuClie.

and have students decide if

-borrowing would be

appropriate.

275
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%Math for Citizenship.
Matt; for Adult Living.

" Math for Family Living.
Math for the Worker.

7.4
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MOTOR DE LOP.MEk AND PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES

Level 4.

A. F amqntals of' Movement

I

)

-
OBJ5CTIVES

h
TEACHING STRATiGIES MATERIALS

Th6-e student: ..

,
;

,Demonstrates proficiency
in most combinations of
movements.

...

I

,

,

>

,

,

Provide opportunity for
Tractite in most combinations
ofmovements.

.,

276
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MOTOR DVELOPMENT ANP PHtSCIAL ACTIVITIES

Lev.pl 4

B. Games 'and Activities '

4

OPUECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The stucle,:

Demonstxate5 a greater
proficiency in gars ang
*sports gee level V.

,*Q

:Participatea ip
recrdational'aCtivities in
school and COmmunity.

Use actual team and4game
situations for most sports.

PrOvide opportunity fol-
student to participate in
intramural sports.
Present reCreational sports
that students are likely to
participate in after leaving

educational system.

Use community recreation and
private sports facilities.

277
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I Can kits.
ERtAPEP PhysiCal Education
Program - Secondary.



%

MOTOR DEVELOPMENT AND PHYSICAL.ACTIVITIES

Level 4

C. Social Skills Related tq Games and Activities

.

OBJECTIVES

onI

TEACHING STRATEGIES
, MATERIALS

,

I

The student:

Demonstrates respect gor

other's property:

Practises acceptable

behavior.

t

Practises sportsmanship in

team games.

PracCises sportsmanship in
individual activities.

Demonstrates'ability to
budget time for active use

of leisure time.

k

.4

..

,

,

..t

A

oit

,

Have a class discussion about
the use of leisure sports,
activities, hobbies and

facilities.

Mve student take part in
leisure actiliities.

.4
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LEISURE/RECREATION SKILLS
Level 4
A. 'j-Art ,

OBJECTIS .. TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

1. Cuttiu, Tearing,
Fastening

The student:

Demonstrates increased
ability to sew, lace, tie,
pin and staple in making
constructed items.

Demonstrates increased
ability eo ffiake mobiles

using paper shape's.

Demonstrates increased
ability to make collages.

/

2. ConstrutIting

The student:
k

'Builds imaginative toys

-.- from familiar materials.

3. Drawing and Paintina

The student:

Demonstates a greater use
of.background detail. ,

4. .Modeling

The student:

i

Demonstrates increasing
ability in using the slab

method.

Demonstrates increasing
ability to do sculpture
in clay or other media.

t

%

di

/

/

..

Have studer'INake puppet

stages and backdrops.

Provide pxactice in drawing,
natural size'objects.

(
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Cardboard Carpentry
Workshop.

.

Corrugated Carton Crafting-.

The Further Adventures -

of Cardboard Carpentii.

I

,
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LEISURE/RECREATION SKILLS
Level 4

A. Art

OBJECTIVES TEACHING ST T GIES MATERIALS

/

5. PrintrMaking.

The student:

Demonstrates ability to
print on two-dimensional
shapes cut and torn from
various kinds and colors

of paper..

Demonstrates ability to do

silk screening.

6. 1/eaving and Stitching

The student:

Cuts and pastes shapekon
burlap/and enriches with

stitches.

Weaves simple textured and
O vari-colored weaves oh

. looms.

Ay).

(

0.

Makes a simple bag or belt
for own use.

Makes a cooperative
_hanging for classroom.

L..

Ir

7

l

,

14

.1
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LEISURE/RECREATION SKILLS
,Level 4

B: Music

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

1. Listening

THe student:

Develops increased ability

to recognize tonal
relationships.

Increases his listening
repertoire.

Practises.good listening
habits while extending the
length of time he listgns
to musical selections.

2. Singing

The.student:

Recognizes that the
relative position of the
notes in the staff
indicates melodic direction.

'

Demonstrates awareness of
customS, people and
heritage through songs.

Performs individually,
where appropriate. -

'3'. Playing

The student:

Demonstra4s increased
ability to play tonal

patterns.

Whenever appropriate inte-
grate the student into the'

regular music program.

281
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LEISURE/RECREATION SKILLS
Level 4
B. Music

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STATEGIES I MATERIALS

The student:

Demonstrates increased )

ability to read a music
scorc

Demonstrates increased
abilit); to play both'rhythm

and melody instruments.
4t,

4. Rhythmic

The student:

Demonstrates ability to
reproduce rhythmic pattern&

'DeMonstrates ability to
express simple rhythmic
patterns in many ways.

Expresses rItythm.patterns
in singing, playing and
dancing.



LEISURE/RECREATION SKILLS

Level 4
C. ' Drama

OBJECTIVES 4 TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Continues to develop skills
and techniques listed in

level 3.

Demonstrates ability to use Develbp simple mpltisensory

senses as tool to develop 'activities in 'dramatic

a character. situations.

Demonstrates knowledge that
his response to a '-

presentation provides
feedback to the players.

Demonstrates increased skill
in _communicating ideas and

feelings.

Demonstrates increased
skill in social interaction.

Demonstrates increased
-personal responsibility.

Provide a variety of audience
experiences.

283
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LEISURE/RECREATiON SKILLS

Level 4

D. Crafts a d Hobbies

JECT1VES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Engages in the following
activities according tb
interests and abilities:

gardening and.plant ,care

- ,fly tying

- lapidary (work and clubs).

- pet care
- collections (stamps,

caftis, insects, etc.)

- handicrafts.

NOTE: This is not intended

to be an all inclusive list

//
Provide opportunity for
student to express own .

creative ability.

284
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Recreation and
Leisure Time Workbook.
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CITIZENSHIP AND INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY
0

Level 4

A. Home and'Family

OBJECTIVES

The student:

Assumes roles,and
responsibilities,
associated with being an

independent adult.

Makes decisions independ-
ently concerning the
welfare of the family.

Communicates cooperatively
with agencies which affect
the family unit.

Ato

4 '

TEACHINTiGIES -0-v

Have a class discussion about
major concepts.

4

MATERIALS
0

Parentimg.

pi* .



AO
CITIZENSHIP AND INDIVIDUAL RESZONSIBILITY

Level 4

B. qchool

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Identifies significant
educational authorities
by role.

Assumes responsibility for
persowl and public
property.

Delionstrates respect for

the personal property of
others.'

As'sumes a delegated
position of authority in.a
responsible manner.

Assign students to positions
of authority and have them
work cooperatively on
responsibilities of the

position.

%



CITIZENSHIP AND INDIVIDUA1 RESPONSIBILITY

Level 4

C. Community and Country
. .

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Participates in the
community in a variety of

roles.

IdeAtifies immediate
nelkghboring countries.

Explains the purpos and

meaning of Canadian flag

and anthem.

State's the roles of common

federal helper agencies.

Identifies common federal
facilities and agencies,

e.g. Department of Tourism.

J.,ocates and utilizes-

government services.

Demonstratss awareness of

cultural dilferences
throughut the world,
e.g. lAguage, customs,
currency.

Demonstrates awareness of
various levelb of

legislation.

Demonstrates unde'tstanding

of legal rights and
responsibAlities.

Take field trips to federal

alkid provincial buildings.
Invite guest speakers to class.

0
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Working for Canadians.
Working Together.
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CITI;ENSHIP'AND INDIVINAL RESPONSIBILITV
Level 4

D. Current Events /1

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIEB! MATERIALS;

cat

The student:

DisCusses major local,
provincial, national.news
'stories.,

'Hai.re a class Aiscussion ab8ut

news stories.

HaNie student give a verbal
summary,of a news,cast.

Take fiel& trip.to a radio
station, television station,'

newspaper.

.3 1 5



CITIZENSHIP AND INDIVIDUAL RESBONSIBILITY

Level /1'

E. Environmental Education

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGiES MATERIALS

1. Ecology,

The student:

Identifies the positive/
negetive effects of Man's
ineervention in nature.

,Practises responsibility
With regards to the
natural environment.

Invite resource.persons such
as park wardens., Parks and ,

Wildlife respresgntative to
speak to class.

I
Have students set gp a model
NO TRACE camp in a nearby
park, complete with tent,
cooking equipment, etc.

1

Have them dismantle the site'
Without a tract of their
having been there at all (no
cut branches, no fire marks,
no litter, motent peg fioles,

etc.).

Have studel,ts prepare a
'checklist' of do's and

-don't's for a family holiday

trip.

Town or City By-Laws.
Government
Environmental Resource
Material's Guide.

Demofistrates knowledge of "'Have class study'provincial Parks Canada Catalogue.

reasons why fees are and federal park regulations.. Alberta Recreation,

charged, e.g. park fees, which are available from the Park's and Wildlife

license fees. respective governmental Pamphlets.

agencies. Have students

write letters requesting
these publications.

1

2t Natural Phenomena

The student:

Demonstrates understanding
of natural disasters,
e.g. tornado.

31 6
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CITIZENSHIP AND INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY

Lever 4
Environientar Education

6BJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

ws0

e student:

Demonstrates knowledge of
long term effects of
weather, e.g. dry summer-

-,

poor crop...,.

3. Energy,

The student,:

States advantages/ /
disadvantages of various
energy sources.

Demonstrates knowledge of
nom-renewable resources.

Demonstrates responsi-
bility in making energy-
consumption decisions.

4. Pollution

The student':

Have a class discussion about
'advantages of carpools,
public transit, etc.

Demonstrates correct Arrange,a camping trip of an

disposal methods, overnight duration to

e.g.-napkins, dish water. practise many of these
principles. Involve a few
parents. .

Recognizes his right to
speak out if he sees an
environmental offence that
affects his enjoyment of
nature or his health,
e.g. smoking.

2 90%-

Living Well in
Times of Scarcity.

Water Pollution: A

Citizen's Handbook.



CITIZENSHIP AND INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY4.
Level 4

E. Env1ronmental Education.

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Dem#strates knowledge of.
thesregulations in
existence to protect the
environment.

States fines that can be
levied for littering,
illegal dumping, improper
weed control, etc.

Examines one field 9f
work that is carried out
in the natural setting,
e.g. landscape worker,
tree nursery worker,
'lumber or forestry
worker.

Have student examine city
laws governing noise, weed
control, waste disposal and
apply to his specific life
situation.

Have students tour an
industry that has been under
public pressure to up-grade
anti-pollution devices; or
an industry which has a fine
reputation as environmentally,
aware to examine the measures
that are taken to prevent or
reduce impact.

Have student register as
member of the C.Y.H.A. and
'learn the procedures that
are followed when using.those
facilities.

Show films from the National
Film Board dealing with the
topic of,career exploration
and choice.

Take field trip to industries
relating to ths environmental
field to expose the student
to real life situations.

Arrange a career day/week and
invite visitors to come into
the school to talk about
their jobs and to answer
questions on the spot.

291
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CITIZENSHIP AND INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY
Level 4

E. Environmental Education

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS'

The student:

Demonstrates knowledge of
environmental service
industries.

Demonstrates knowledge of
responsibilities involved
with car ownership.

Have student locate in the
Dictionary of Occupations
the environmental health
hazards inherenein various
jobe, e.g. mining - black-
lung.

Provide opportunity for
students to learn a basic
set of consumer gkille
related to proper car
maintenance, e.g. work
experience relationship with
a neighborhood service
station.

Have a class discuae.lon

about:
- pollution from gasoline

exhaust through poor
emission controls or
carburetor maladjustment

- noise pollution.from by-
passed muffler

- damage to the environment
from off-road driving

- -excessive fuel consumption
from too high speed
carbon monoxide poisoning.

292
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CITIZENSHIP AND INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY

Level 4

E. Environmental Education

1 OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES
4..

MATERfAfS

Conservation

The student:

Practises various methods
of conservation,
e.g. recycling paper.

D4monseretes knowledge of
reasons for conservation,
e.g. cost.

6. Safety

The student:

Demonstrsates competency
and safety in the
performance of several
out-of-doors activities
about the home, e.g. ,use
of the lawn' mower, care a
and use of a rototiller,
proper use of a step or
extension ladder.

Demonstrates ability to
practise survival methods.

Practises water safety,
e.g. swimming and boating.

Demonstrat'es knowledge of

possible dangers of

various terrains.

DuLng industria education
program have stud nt practise
small engine repair and
maintenance.

Invite the school caretaker
to instruct the student in,
proper use of the lawnmower.

five a discussion about risks
involved in travel on frozen
lakes, icy, roads, etc.

293
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0 EMR LIVING VOCATIONAL SKILLS OVERVIEW

4

1.;

LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

UNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING, ALONG

WITH OTHERS
.,/*

A. 'Knowf.pdge of Se.,1!

1. Personal_ Charactlpristics/Self

Ydenti-fication k
1311

The student: '

States/writes full name, age, full
address, telephone number. P. 1

States name of School, names of

family members. P. 1

,J Identifies:
- self in photograph
- others by sight oroln photograph
- boys and girls by name
- property by aNpropriate labels..

P. 1

Identifies:
- some areas of strength (things he

can do well)
- some areas of interest.
P. 1

3 r)

The atudent:

Stateplwrites:

- locality, province, ethnic back-

grOund
- ages of family members
birtbdate
cltssroom number.

P. 66

The student:

*I&

Identifies extended family relationships.

P. 129

Identifies self from descriptions by
k....9thers with regard to physical character-

istics and behavioral characteristics. .

P. 129

Identifies, demonstrates or clbscribes:

- some inrerests or preferences
- abilities or talents (sports, arts,

cooking)
- physical limitations (poor vision,

lack of strength). P. 66

Distinguishes between fantasy and
reality; indicates what is real;

what might be real, what cannot be
real in stories and in other media,
and deJends his answer. P. 66

Identifies or describes: .

- increasing number of interests or

preferences
- abilities or talents
- physical limitations. P. 129

Recognizes ways in which people vary in

areas of strength, weakness, interests.
P. 129

Distinguisges between fantasy and reality
with regard to aspirations, planning for

a variety of vocations. P. 129

The student:

Identifies the need and function

of self-identifying informaticui,

e.g. student I.D.-Zard, social
insurance number, birth certifi-
cite. P. 217

Relates personal interests,
abilities, limitations to
sdlection of vocational and
avocational activities. P. 217.

Selects two or more areas for '

work study/experience which are
consistent with interest's,

abilities, limitations. P. 217

Describes the type of person he
would like to be and indicates
ways in which he can achieve 3 9 3
this, e.g. grooming, study,t0eing

more considerate. P. 217
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EMH LIVING VOCATIONAL SKILLS OVERVIEW
. -

*NW

LII.T.L 1 LEVEL 2 * LEVEL 3, LEVEL 4

s.)

4)
cr

The student:

'

.

2: Physical_ Self

Identifies the five senses (vision,
hearing, taste, touch, smell) and
indicates body part involved. P. 2

0

Recognizes sex differences between
male and female. P. 2

... i3 ''

Begins to develop body image;
identifies body pahs and use. P.

.

.

2

a

The student:

.

'

I

.

Interprets and categorizes:

- visual image
- sounds

tastes
- smells
- tactile experiences (color, shape,

textute, intensiq, flavor). P. 66

Identifies sex differences between
males and females, including

appropriate idtrAtification'of
primary and secondary,sexual -

characteristics. P. 67

Recognizes concbpts related to growth

and development: age, height, weight,

strength, incfeasing.,knowledge and

skills. P. 67

Identifies physical,differences
among people; knows how he is the
same and different from others. P. 67

I

Describes physical characteristics
(including facial features) of self

and others. P. 67

The studeny:

.

.

..4
I

.

Interprets and categorizes sensory input

with increasing ability. P. 130

0,

.

Identifies physical sex changes and
feelings arising from awareness of,

sexuality. P. 130

Identifies physical changes resulting
from growth and development, and
demonstrates awareness of their
universality, e.g. height, weight, body
hair, voice change. P. 130

Identifies the effect of physical
differences, e.g. size and strength. P.130

Indicates which physical characteristics
can/cannot be changed, e.g. hair color,

eye color. P. 130 ,

,

The student:

4ates and discusses educational
and personal characteristics
required for a variety of

vocations,. P. 218
,

Identifies those vocations for
which he will have the appropri4e
characteristics. P. 218

.,

,

Demonstrates knowledge of:

- intercourse
- pregnancy
- birth control
- birth
- veneral disease
- pornography
- and community services relating

.

to these. P. 218

Demonstrates understanding of
current sexual slang. P. 218

Identifies the effect of physical
handicaps or disorders (selection
of activities, self-concept) on
self and on others. P. 219

,

i)

ow 3.
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EMU LIVING VOCATIONAL SKILLS OVERVIEW

LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

r.....

p
-4

.

The student: ,

.

Measures height and weight. P. 2

.

Practises sex-appropriate behavior:
- knows sex .

- distinguishes sex by qames and
appearances

- is independent and appropriate in
toileting

- maintainS and respects privacy
- does not stimulate self in public,
P. 2

.

MI,

3. Emotional Self

Identifies specific emotions in self
and others (happy, sad, angry, fear-
ful, left out) from facial expression,
posture, verbalizations. P. 3

Identifies emotions from a variety of
stimuli, e.g. pictures, stories,

pantomime. P. 1

Recogni#es that people can make each
other happy or sad by things they

say or do. P. 3

Indicates when he is feeling un-

'comfortable. P. 3 '

Practises simple relaxation techniques

e. 3
.

" ..,

g 0 [-'
LP AI 0

4

The student:

Identifies and explains the relation-
ship between age/size, height/weight.
P. 67

t

Identifies specific emotions in self

and others: excited, nakous, happy,
sad, angry, fearful. P. 67

_

Identifies emotions from a variety

of stimuli. P. 67

Identifies causes of emotions. P. 68

Identifies consequences of emotional
reactions; recognizes signs of stress

in self and others. P. 68

With guidance, practises relaxation
techniques. P. 6i8

The student:

'

....

.

..

Identifies increasing number of emotions

in self and others with increasing
skill; recognizes mixed emotions or

changing emotions. P. 131
1

Distinguishes between degree of emotion,

e.g. pleasant-ecstatic. P. 131

Demonstrates increasing awareness of

causes of emotional reactions. P. 131

Recognizes the relationship between

emotion and behavior. P. 132

.

Recognizes and categorizes the cause of
stress in self and others, e.g. threat,
conflict, frustration. P. 133

The student: .

Behaves in an age-appropriate .

manner with respect to sexual
behavior. P. 131

.

Practises appropriate public
sexual behavior, e.g discrimina-

tory restraint, regard for ,

setting. P. 218

Identifies and demonstrates ways
of improving personal appeatance,
e.g. grooming, exercise, diet,
clothing selection. P.,219

Identifies an increasing number
.

of emotions in self and others.

P. '219 .

Demonstrates increasing awareness

of mixed and changing emotions
and moods; articulates emotional,
states with accuracy. P. 220

Predicts emotional reaction of
self and others in a given
situation. P. 220

Recognizes that emotional states
vary with the individual and
circumstances. P. 220

I

3 `)"7,



EMH LIVING VOCATIONACSKILLt OVERVIEW

v.

10.

LI VEL 1 LEVEL 2 .

1 16

LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

. The student:

. .

Expresses emotions appropriately with
respect to situation. P. 4.

Controls emotional reaction to
stressful situations (criticism and
blame, friendly teasing). P. 4

B. Soc ial Relstionships

1. N,t;vis and Motivations

Demonstrates knowledge of the basic

pritysical Nods. P. -1

393

The student:

Recognizes relationship between
stress and physical symptoms. P. 69

Recognizes and states causes'of
stress, both physical and psycho-

logical. P. 69

Expresses emotions appropriatay:
- in a variety of situatiora
- with varying intensity
- with regard to the re'lationship.

P. 69

Utilizes appropriate verhalor
physical behavior instead o4
aggressive acts in response to prj-
yoking situations. P. 69

Recognizes how 'a stressful situation
could have been avoided or handled
more appropriately. P. 69

Distinguishes between needs and wants.

P. 70

Places basic needs in priority in
given situation. P. 70

The student:

Demonstrates increased coping strategies
in controlling emotions in-a variety of

settings: )
- handling positive and negative feelings

- handling ambivalent feelings. P. 133

Identifies and ,discusses appropriate ways

of dealipg with,stress. P. 133

4dentifies and d'iscusses appropriate
ways of dealing wl_th stress.

P. 133

*Demonstrates increased skill in expressing
emotions approprlat7ly with,regard to'r

- situation
- intensity
- relationshcp. P. 133

RecognizOt and avoids 4tentially pro-
voking situatio9s in familiar sur,round-

ings. P. 133

Identifies human needs which !ire physical

and those which are emotional: P. 134

Distinguishes between long and short

term goals: P. 134

1

The student:-.

Identifies and discusses ways,in
which some stress is bei4ficial
rather than harmful, e.g. pressure
to complete a task. P. 221

Practises toping with stress in a

number of ways. P. 220

Expresses and
appropriately
settings. P.

contrOls emotions
in a variety of
221

Demonstrates increasing skill in
recognizing and avoiding
potentially provoking situations,
includinrunfamiliar situations.
P. 221

op./.

Categorizes needs hy immediacy and

importance. P. 222 329
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EMH LIVING VOWIONAL SKILLS OVERVIEW

LEVCL 1 % LEVEL 2 - LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

r...)
..o

stD

.

The student:

Identifies who provides these basic
needs for him. P. 5

.

Identifies situations in which people
need help or protection (ill, hurt,
lost) in real tasy situations%

P. 5

.

'

'

,

Identifies sources of help for
specific problem sitUations, e.g. cut

finger, lost mitten. P. 6

2. Factors AffectiTIL.Relationshio_
,

Gategor17es familiar and unfamiliar
people in terms of age and role. P. 6

3 3 0
.

.

The student:

Identifies basic needs of safety,
belonging and 'acceptance in addition
to physical needs. P. 70

Identifies how basic needs can be
provided for. P. 70

Recognizes the relationship between
behavior and needs.or motivel. P. 70

Identifies an increasing number of
situations in which people need help,
e.g. when feeling elone, left out,

rejected. P, 70

.

r

\
.

Identifies sources of help including

family, school, community, health
and mental health personnel. P. 71

4

The student:

Sets personal goals. P. 134*

.
.

Identifies personal needs existing at the

present, e.g. independencecompetence,
acceptance, protection. P. 134

Identifies ways in.which personal needs

can be met:
by himself

- by others. P. 134

Identifies ways in which he can meet the

needs of others.' P: 134

Recognizes situations in which the needs

of self and others: may come fn conflict.

P. 134

Identifies ways ofcoping with conflict

situations. P. 135

f

A
.

.

The student:

. EP

Identifies personal needs which
may exist in the future or in un-

familiar situations. P. 222

Recognizes clues to moods and
attitudes of those being asked
for a ance. P. 222

.

Ide tifies aysin which
pre eeds can be met by

himself or others. P. 222

Identifies situations in which
satisfaction of personal needs
must be delayed or foregone
because of the needs of others.

P. 222

.

Identifles when twb personal needs
may be in conflict, and suggests
appropriate resolution of the

conflict. P. 222

,

3 " A.
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MI LIVING VOCATIONAL SKILLS OVERVIEW

LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3

he student:

Categorizes familiar people in terms
5f familiarity, e.g. family, friend,
acquaintance, teacher. P. 6

Oistinguishes girls from boys in a
variety of ways, e.g. name, appear-
ance, pictures. P. 6

3. llandIinSocLi1Juter.t ion

I. Expi.:esslve Communication Skillg

Communicates in a number of ways:
gestures, speaking, writing, facial
expressions. P. 6

332

The student:

Given a situation, indicates appro-
priate responses including respect,
protection, cooperation and sharing,
to person4of varying ages and
status, e,g. baby, peer, adult. P. 71

Given a situation, indicates appro-
priate responses to persons of
varying roles, e.g. sibling, class-

mate, stranger-child, stranger-adult.
P. 71

States/lists ways in which boys and
girls are similar/dissimilar, e.g.
interests, activities, behaviors,
expression of emotions. P. 72

Communicates the same message in two

or more different modes. P. 72
I.

The student:

Recognizes tfiat age and status differ-
ences affect the ways in which people
related to one another; indicates how
age and status differences affect:
- child to adult relationships
- child to child relationships
- adult to adult.relatianships
- boy/girl relationships. P. 135

Recognizes that the degree of intimcy
affects the ways in which people relate
to one another and indicates these.

P. 135

Recognizes that sLt affects the ways in
which people relate to one another and

indicates these. P. 135

Categorizes behaviors, attitudes, inter-
ests A "masculine" and/or "feminine".
P. 136

Demonstrates increasing skill in using

different communication modes. P. 136

LEVE

The student: ,

Recognizes:
- that children need experience
- that adults are expected to be'

independent and responsible.
P. 223

Recognizes that roles can change
from time to time and from situa-
tion to situation; even when
people involved remain the same.
P. 223

Recognizes:
- that roles associated with a
given sex are changing

- there are ex"pectations asso-
ciated with sex roles and
violations of these may meet
with disapprobation. P. 223

Demonstrates increasing skill in

using communicationiodes. P. 224

J

""):,`



LIVING VOCATIONAL SKILLS OVERVIEW

c41.

LI VEL 1 LEVEL 2 a
LEVEL 3' LEVEL 4

The student:

Communicates with others in a
socially acceptable way:
- taking turns
- getting attention before speaking
-...showing courtesy when another is

speaking. P. 7'

w,
0 Obtains information from others by

asking appropriate que.sttons. P. 7

Responds to questions of others:
gives information when asked. P. 7

Communicates basic feelings to
, others, e.g. happy, sad, hurt. P. 7

3'34

lyt

The student:

States/gists advantages and dis-
advantages of different%Itypes of

communication. P. 72

Identifies situations in which a
specific type of communication is

appropriate. P. 72

Communicates effectively with others
in socially appropriate ways:
- extending and receiving greetings
- giving and accepting compliments
- apologizing for breaches of social

conduct. P. 72

Identifies some blocks to communica-
tion, e.g. interrupting, blaming,
irrelevant comments. P. 73

Communicates a wider range of

feelings to.others. P. 73

, 1

The student:

States/lists advantages and disadvantages
of different types of communication;
identifies situations in which a
specific type of communication is appro-

priate. P. 137

Demonstrates some proficiency in more

formal types of communication: debate,

discussion, meetings, interviews. P. 137

Communicates effectively with others.

P. 137

Identifies a wider number of blocks to
communication, e.g. putting down,
dominating, judging, plus those in

Level 2. P. 137

With increasing accuracy ascertains
whether the message he itrying to
communicate is understod1 P. 137

Communicates:

- a wide range of feelings with
increasing accuraLy

- mixed or ambivalent feelings. P. 138

The student:

States/lists advantages and dis-
advantages of different types of
cimmunication. P. 224

Identifies situations in which a
specific typedlef communication is
appropriate.'It. 224

Communicates effectively with
others in a wide variety of
settings. P. 224

Identifies a wider number of

blocks to communfcation,
e.g. confronting, interpreting,
advising. P. 224

With increasing accuracy as-
certains whether the message he
is trying to communicate is

understood. P. 225

Communicates wide range of

feelings with increasing accuracy,
includinglmixed or ambivalent

fe'elings. P. 225

335
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EMU LIVING VOCATIONAL SKILLS OVERVIEW

VEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

L.)0

b. Receptive Commullication Skilll

The student: The student:

Responds to both oral and gestural Demonstrates comprehensiOn of a

communication. P. 7 simple,activity by:

- describing it

Follows simple ornl directions..P.,7 - identifying the main idea
- paraphrasing
- answering question. P. 73

Demonstrates good listening skills. Demonstrates good listening skills.

P. 7 P. 7

Identifies when another,person is

attending/listening. P. 7,

c, Problem Solvin&and Decision
Makin&

Makes personal decisions in the

classroom.. P. 8
,'

Participates in decision-making

process. P. 8

3 ,P;3

Identifies behaviors which show when
a person is/is not listening or
attending. P. 74

Identifies'what information is needed

prior to making a decision. P. 75

Given the steps to problem solving,
demonstrates understanding of the

process by solving problem. P. 74

The student:

Demonstrates use of different types

listening for different purposes:
passive, appreciative, attentive,

analytical. P. '138

The student:

of Demotistrates understanding how the

use of gestures, asides, satire,
voice inflection affects meaning,
e.g. bias, prejudice, propaganda.

P. 225
fr., 4

Listens/attends to increasingly complex
instructions with comprehension. P. 138

Separates fact and opinion. P. 139

Identifies feelings of speaker. P. 139

Lists behavior which indicates feelings

of speaker. P. 139

Demonstrates Ifiderstanding of the terms:

- problem

- decision
- consequences
- solution. P. 139

Applies the steps of problet solving to,

new and personal experiences with
minimal supervision. P. 139

Becomes ajpore effective listener
by "checkng out" what the speaker
is saying, both affective content
and inforitiational content. P. 226

Applies steps in problem solving
to new and personal eeriences or
situations. P. 226
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EldIlLIVING VOCATIONAL SKILLS OVERVIEW

LI VI'L LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

The student:

Identifies a problem situation and
suggests possible solution to the
problem. P. 8

Recognizes possible consequences of

decisions, P. 8

The student:

Demonstrates an initial awareness of
how problems are caused, e.g. factors
relating to problem. P, 74

Demonstrates increased awareness of
possible consequences of decisions.
P. 74

0 Participates in conflict management Identifies conflict situations. P. 75

strategies, e.g. taking turns,
apologizing, soliciting interventions, Applies a variety of conflict manage-

sharing. P. 9 ment techniques upder the direction
of the teacher. P. 75

Demonstrates decreasing use of in-
appropriate conflict management
techniques: violence, tattling,

flight, etc. P. 9

333

Identifies conflict management
techniques which are inappropriate.
P. 75

The student:

Demonstrates an increased awareness of
how problems are caused. P. 139

Demonstrates ability to evaluati)most

appropriate solution. P. 139

Demonstrates increased awareness of
possible consequences of decisions. P.139

Recognizes:
- choice-points in personal life
*- the fact that a decision has to be made

- that accurate and complete information
bbse aids in appropriate decision

making. P. 140

Demonstrates increasing ability to:

- identify conflict situations, *

- apply constructive conflict management
techniques with increasing fridepen-

dence: compromising, threat-free
explanation, distracting, abandoning,
exaggerating, humor. P. 140

The student:

Demonstrates knowledge of how
potential problem situations can
be avoided. P. 226

Makes decisions in an appropriate
manner: 4.
- obtaining Ivailable information
- weighing alternatives
- evaluating possible conse-

quences. P. 226

f

Applies conflict,management
strategies to new and personal
experiences and situations;
articulates the strategy being

used. P. 227

339



EMH LIVING VOCATIONAL SKILLS OVERVIEW

I, v1:1, LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

4. Rules and Routines

The stukilt:

When given a situation at home or at
school states the expected behavior:
sharing, consideration, respect,
cooperation, good manners. P. 9

Follows simple rules in the classroom
and on playground. P. 9.

Identifies inappropriate behavior in 4
familiar situations. P. l0

Identities consequences of breaking
rules. P. 75

Identifies the consequences of
breaking simple (amiliar rqles at
home and school. P. 10

1

Demonstrates understanding that
routines and rules made by the group
may he 'modified, depending on the
situation, e.g. rules for games. P. 10

The student:

Identifies school rules and
recognizes breaking of rules. P. 75

Follows rules of appropriate, behavior
in school and on the playground.
Ps 75

Identifies situations which require
the establishment of routines or rules
in school or on the playground. P. 76

Identifies rules which cannot be Identifies the need for routines

changed and routines wHich can be and rules (order, protection,

modified. P, 10 0 equality). P. 76
,*

The student:

IdAtifies rules of behavior in a variety'
of familiar situations, e.g. fielI trips,
parties, sports activities. P. V41

Follows rules of appropriate be/avior in a
variety of situations. P. 14

Formulates routineiTruls for familiar
situations and identifies consequences.
P. 141

Identifies way4 in which rules made by
others may be modified, e.g. voting.

P. 141

Identifies the need for rules, even when
consequences are not automatic. P. 141

The student:

Identifies probable rules in.a
number of unfamiliar situations,
e.g. on the job, public f,acility.

P. 227

Follows rules of appropriate '

behavior in a variety of un-
famtliar settings. P. 227

Identifies the potential
consequences of breaking rules
in a variety of unfamiliar
situations. P. 227

Formulates rules for unfamiliar
situations, and identifies
consequences. P. 228

Recognizes the need to abide by

rules even when not agreeing with
them. P. 228
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EMII LIVING VOCATIONAL SKILLSOVERVIEW

4

fflfi 1
LEVEL 2 . LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

5. Social_Roles

Wle ,tudent:

Identities voles tissociated with the

family. P. 10

.States some ckiaracteristi,s of
these rules, e.g. mAhyr, father,

sister. P. 10

.

.

Cdontifies loader, within the

cia,sroom/plas,grouod. P. 11

,

,

-, ,Recognizes the authority aai
respon,ibilities associat,a with the

parental noIe. P. II

. .

. .

.

u .
.

.

..

o

s,

0 ..., .

4
.

4
.

.

.

The student: .

.

.

. ,

Identifies roles associated with 4he
school and enumertites some -of the

characttwtstics c/f these roleb, P. 76

Recognizes the commonalities wHen i

different people assume the same
role, e.g. teacher, friend. student

'-
nurse. P. 76

.

1

Assumes leader roles:
- in the classroom/playground
- with peers in structures situations

(gathes, classroom aLtivities). P. 76

Demonstrates initial recognition that
roles may involve, riglits and
privileges, duties and obligations.

F.

.
.

.

6

,

,

- *
4

.
..... .

,

The stu dent:

<
Identifies roles associated wlth the

community. f. 141

...

.

Staten/listijome of the characteristics

of these roles, e.g. adUlt, child,
01-friend, customer, various work-
related rolt.,.. P. I41

.

Recognizes the difference between official
and unofficiaKroles: e.g. president vs.

friend.- P. 142
..

,

,

Recognizes that a given person may assume
several-roles at the same time, e.g...stu-

dent, 'cult leader, child., y. 142

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

s

/
1

o

..

i,

t.

The student:
,

,

Identifies roles in unfamiliar
.

dind broad situations. P. 228

,

Ascribes probable chvacteristics
to these roles: e.g. boss, sex

roles,,employee. P. 228

.

,

.

Recognizes that although roles
have commonality, personal inter-
pretations are possible,
e.g. similarities and differences
between teachers, mothers. P.228

Recognizes that a person must
assume different roles at

. .

different times in his life,

e.g. child, parent, student,
,

employee. P. 229

.

Recognizes that conflict may
arise when people behave in ways
not consistent with othei='s role
expectati,ons, e.g. parents who

abandon children, ministers who

swear. P. 228

.

_ .

.

i
' 3 .1 ).. Li
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EMIl LIVING,VOCATIONAL SKILLS OVERVIEW

ti\fi 1 LEVEL 2

0. Values and Social 1..Apectations

The student:

Identifies euhural differences of
people In the ,lassroom or immediate
community, e.g. dirterent families,

costume, food. 1,1twu,wi. P. il

Recognizes some basi: valiss,
e.g. honest,,, le,nliaess,

P.

,,

314

The student:

Demonstrates initihl awareness of
differences in culture. P. 77

Re,ognizes basic societal values:
honesty, kindness, herpfulness,
,leanliness, .cooperation, courtesy.

P..77

l'iven examples or situations,
indicates the behavior which best
illustrates a given v,ilu. P. 77

Demonstrates understanding of the rela-
tionship 6etwein social customs and

values. P. 143

-/

,Determines a person's values from his
goals, interests, attitudes, feelings,
activities, problems, a:,pirations,

beliefs. P. 143

Demonstrates increasing awareness of
personal v,.ilues by .-3tating what he would

do In a'given situation,.and
why. P. 143

Recognizes some alternative behaviors
which others might engage In the same
situation, e.g. have a date but no
money. P. 143

Uemonstrates the need for protection of

.self and property. P. 144

States simple yules and recognizes the
breaking of t ese, e.g. golden rule,
school class rules, rules for games
(see Rules mid Routines). P. 143

riV

LEVEL 4

The student:

Recognizes that values and social
customs vary with culture. P. 229

Recognizes that a custom or value
appropriate in one setting may not
be so in apother, e.g. Hutterite
vs. an ordinary farmer. P. 229

Relates personal values to those
of society. P. 229

Demonstrates understanding of how
group opinion affects personal'
value system.. P. 229

Recognizes when personal and
societal values come in cOnflict
and attempts to resolve and

conflict. P. 230

315



EMII LIVING VOCATIPNAL SKILLS OVERVIEW

1".11 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

w

The student:
r

,

i t

'

,

TRAVEL

A. Ways.to_Travel

Identifi,-. ways people ,an travel:

walk, bicv,,le, saool bu,, private
and public transportation. P. 12

,
D
4

Identifle, h,1,1t trattic signs. P. 12

Recognizes school pattols and follows
directions. P. 12

Iravels indep(mlintIN in neighborhood

(walking). P. 12

B. Travel skills

emontr It., under-Recogn ties .1.:( d s

s,tanding 01 t

11

,,. dangei to amtpting
rides from strangers. P. 13

iollow, ,.tmgl. dite.t I.I1,. P. li

Recognrzes traific silo', Hid smbols.

... C.)

rhe student:
-.4....

Recognizes violation of basic
societal values: loyalty, respect,

accepOance, freedom, equality, -

empathy, resp nsibility, inter-
dependence, i d'ividuality. P. 77

.

.

States the advantages and dis-
advantages of various modes of

travel: walking, bicycle, bus,

train, plane. P. 78

Identifies and demonstrates under-
standing of a broader range of safety
and ttaffic rules. P. 78

Travels independently in (ommunity,
e.g. walking, bicycle riding, bus.

P. 78

.

.

lollows wrtSten and verbal directlon,
P. 79

Obeys traffic signs and rules. P. 79

The student:

Demonstrates some vderst nding of the

relationship between ral valves and

laws, e.g. justice, f eedom, equality,.

responsibility, honesty. P. 144

States the advantages and disadvantages
of a broader range of modes of traya,
e.g. walking, cars, bicycles, craws.
P. 145

Identifies and demonstrates under,,tanding
of an increased range of safety and
traffic laws, including higliway and civic

laws for vehicles. P. 145

Trhvels independently beyond the (ommuni-

ty. P. 145

.

.

The student:
.

Recognizes the prevalent moral
structure in the society and
articulates instances of it.
P. 230

Demonstrates understanding of the

concepts of human rights,
e.g. dignity and equality. P. 230

.

.

.

,

*(

Demonstrates understanding of a

full ra ge of regular safety and
traffic rules, laws. P. 231

Partici aces in driver tiaining
(where appropriate). P. 231 -

c_

3'1
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1
Lun 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

The student:

Recognie;S:s landmarks in boot rind

neighb.rhood. P. 15

Recognizes simple mips. P.

Tells time to the hour. P 13

Demonstrates .Ippropciate 3e1iaylor in

various forms 0: tratl. P. [i

I.

The student:

Recognizes landmarks in wider communi-
ty. P. 79

Uses simple maps. P. 79

Reads time to the half-hour. P. 79

Identifies alternate iontes to
familiar destinations. P. 79

Demonstrates appropriate behavior
and knowledge of rules in a varlet,/

of settings. P. 79

StAeZ, shei c to g0 tor help it lost. Locates help when required. P. 79

P. 13

3 4
;

The student:

Demonstrates ability to use a variety

ot maps. P. 146 -

Demonstrates Whowledge of map symbols.

P. 146 ,

Identifies alternate routes to un-

familiar places. P. 146

With assistance, reads and uses a

variery of transportation schedules.
P. 146

Plans trip itinerary. P. 146

NottionseTates appropriate behavior and

knowledge of rules. P. 146

Identities agencies that help travellers,
e.g. A.M.A., R.C.M.P., local police.

P. 146

Performs basic maintenance practices on
personal vehicles: tire pressure, tire

changes, grease and oil. P. 146

The student:

4
Reads and uses a variety of trans-

portation schedules. P. 232

Travels inde'pendently beyond
community, e.g. arianges accommo-
dation, transportation, meals.
P. 232

Travels independently beyond the
city or town. P. 232

Demonstrates ability to used'
agencies that help travelleg,
e.g. A.M.A., R.C.M.P. P. 232

Performs basic maintenance for
vehicles, including automobile.

P. 232'

3.19
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EMU LIVING VOCAIIONAL SKILLSOVERVIEW

111 III

A. Nut ri t ion

The student:

LEVEL 2 um 3 LEVU 4

Identifies a variety tood and

sources from which the,. cat., . P. 14

Classifies roods according to fruits
And \,egetables and describes food in
relation to color, shape, s,rell and

taste. P. 1.

Identifies junkteod to avoid between

meals. P. 14

Identitics toed, approptiace to each

meal. P. 1')

3 o

The atudent:

Identifies the four basic food groups.
P. 80

Classifies food into correct food
groups. P. $0

Demonstrates knowledge that the body
needs food for growth and, for energy

at work and play. P. 80

States Canada Food Rules. P. 80

Recognizes ways by which a family
works together to provide good
nutrition. P. 80

Recognizes the relationship between
good eating habits and growth and

-development. P. 81

The student:

Demon trates expanded knowledge of the
four basic food groups and role of
nutrients for growth, health and energy.

P.'147

ldentifie fo4 s that are not healthful

( junkfood). P. ,147

Recognizes that coffee, tea; tobacco and
alcoholic beverages are not healthful.

P. 147

States/lists ways of selecting proper

food. P. 147

States the importance of a balanced diet.

P. 14/

Pra( good nut r it Ion. I'. 147

The student:

Demonstrates ability to select
nutritious food for a well
balanced diet. P. 233

Plans and prepares low coc,t
nutritious diet. P. 233

3 5 _1



EMH LIVING VOCATIONAL SKILLS OVERVIEW

11.

Ilil 1 LEVEL 2 Lun 3 ' 4 LEVEL 4

...,

-
..)

The tudent:

lists rules tor good eating. P.

,

Practise* cleanlintss in loud
preparation. P. 15

"--.

B. Personal

I. Knowledge of_ IS_odv

Identifies the basic body paits.

'

-

Recognizes growth takes place.

..4r; )v, .....

15

P.16

P. 16

The student:

.

Re(ogniz.es importance of hygieni(
praJtices in food preparation, etc.
P. 81

)

fir

Identifies major external body parts.
P. 82

-a----

Recognizes that growth takes place.
P. 82

.

The student:

IdentifidS symptoms of nutritional
deficiencies. P. 147

States the dangers of unsupervised
sdieting. P. 147

Explains importance of hygienic practices
in food preparation, etc. P. 147

'Demonstrates knowledge that eating
places must mee1 health standards. P.148

. .

'

Names major body organs. P. 149

Demonstrates understanding of function
of ithijor body organs. P. 149

/

, k

The student:
.

Recognizes the deficiencies in ,

his diet. P. 233
p

Demonstrates understanding of
caloric requirements. P. 233

Identifies diet to increasb or

decrease weight. P. 233

Demonstrates hygienic practices
when preparing, serving or
eating food. P. 233

States proper ways to preserve
food. P. 233

Recognizes the protection pro-
vided by the health department
in checkjng ft_Jod distribution

establishments. P. 233

Demonstrates ability to contact
health inspectors. P. 233

.

,

/

,

Demonstrates knowledge of body

changes. P. 234

,
,....., ,



EMH LIVING VOCATIONAL SKILLS OVERVIEW

LEVEI. 2 LEVEL 3

f

LEVEL 4

The student:

Re,ognices and"discuss differences
beteen boys and gy-1,.. P. lb

.2. Care ot Body

"With asCst,ance, pra.ctises bOdy

cleunl.iness. P. lo

States rea;On tor taking good care
of body. P. 10

Practises phsical fitn,s, pr4ram.
P. lb

DemonsCrffes koowled,,, of What to do

01 11 I ii I 7

The s'tudent:

Recognizes the secondary physical and
sexual changes taking pla,_e among
boys and girls. P.,82

Demonstrates independence in
practising body cleanliness. P. 82

Identifte,6 methods of maintaining a

strong hea I thy body ; f ood, exot c 1 se ,

sRep, non-ue of drugs. P. 82

Demonstrntes understanding of need
for relaxation and rest. 82

Practises physical fitness program.
P. 82

Demonstrates knowledge of when to

seek medical attention. P. 83

Demonstrates knowledge of what to do
in ,ase of mloof P. 82

The student:

Demonstrates understanding of process
of reproduction, e.g. menstruation,

seminal emissions. P. 149

Practises body cleanliness independently.

P. 150

Recognizes the importance of ;lood g?oom-

ing 'and cleanliness. P

Practises good grooming in daily life.

P. 151

RecognIves need for varied 'activities,
e.g. ielaxation, recreation, rest, to
maintain good health. P. 151

Pra(tises phi,sical fitness progtam.

P. 152

Demonstrates knowledge when to seek

medical attention. P. 152

The student:

Recognizes adolescent growth
process. P. 234

Demonstrates understanding of
reproduction process. P. 234

Recognizes importance of good
grooming ,and cleanliness (inter-

personal relations). P. 215

Demonstrates balanced program of
rest, work and recreation. 11.236

Practises physical fitness protram
P. 236

Demonstrates ability to find
reliable health information. P.235

valua Les hokkl th prodw t advet -

t 1 st. isent..,.. 235

3 ;)
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11%11. 1 LFVFL 2 ,
,

, IFvrE 3

.

LINEL 4

i
r

.

3. Drug, and_ A,Lcohol .

Ihe AtkIdAt: .
.

s

Likes prestribed meditation oillv when

administered t,' adutt4 P. 17

.

A

Demonstrate, some undeist oiling of so

when to' take non-prescrPori n drug,.

P. 17

.

.

. 2

.

.

. ,

.

C., Community Health seivis,-, ' "

Identifie, some health help4Ts and

their tun( tion, e.g. nurs,, dottor.

P. 18

,

, .

.

' .

4 .
.

. .

3 .- ... ,

...) (..,

.

,

.
\k '

.

ft
,

The student:

, With.superirision, takes prescribed

medication. P. 83

Demonstrates knowledge of approfil.late

use of prescription and non-prescrip-
tion drug,. P. 83

Demonstraas knowledg of how toe

obtain pre,crilion drugs. P. 83

. .

,

'V.

1

---1'
Identifies medical prranel and their
tunftion: doctors, dentists; nurses,

eye5111cialf4ts. P. 84 .:
.

-

... ,

'
.

,..

Identifies hygiu ne personnel and their
function, e.g. eirbageman, streel

fleaney s. P. 84 %
5.

.
... w, 5

.

..
.

.

The student: '
A

,

.

With minimal. supe as'ion,Itakes prescribed

medication. P. r .
.5.

. .

,

Recoghizes thddifference betwuen 'ff.,

prestription/non-prescription 'and illicit

8rugs. P. -152

A
(

. ,

,

Desrribes Che pliv,ical eiffects oi drug

abuse. P. 152 .

.

,

,

'

. .

Identifies plates where medital assistancc:

is availab.le, e.g.. hospitals, clinics,

(entres. P. 153
.

Recognives the importance of having a
family doctor or dentist../P.' 153

-

.
.

,
'

. . l

.

.
,x , ,

.

. .

.. .

.

.
.

The student: ,

,..

Independtptly takes own'prescribecll

and non-Krescribed medication.
P- 236s'

.

I

.

.

. .

. ..

4

Recogniles the signs of alcohol

and drug dependency. P. 236,

Recognixes the mental. physical,
and emotional consequences of
us.. of, alcohol, tobscco, narcotic4

and oteler drugs. P. 216

.

.

.

. .
N

.t ,
Demonstr4tes ability to utilive

health services. P. 237

. .

Recogni nes the ccint r ibut ion of

the helping professions in 10-
proving health, e.g. medicine, '

dentistry, psychology, social
work. P. 237 .

.

2

- -

, .
,

.

_ ...., ,

1

.

St
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EMU LIVING VOCAllOW,-SKILLS.OVERVIEW

a.

I I

.

LEVU 2 IEVEL '3 l
' LnILL 4

The st,ident:

.
.

._

SAFETY
,

A. Home arla 5,h,.,,J

Identiti.s ding,rs assw,lai,d v.ith
vation, areas and itcm. in the holt

and s,hool, such as'
.

',harp .blects, .

- - . h et 1 1.*I1 ,,,,t lets
- applian,,
- tools, makniners. 4

- animals
- poisoa
- plp.sqca

At
l a(tion

... gym equipment, P. 19

. .
'

,

i

,

DOmon, rate, hnowlcdgi oi i. i.it. to do

in ,a,c ot lite. P. 1V

Seeks help from r&'spons ib1i adult if

hurt or frightened, e,g. 81o,k Parent.1

P. 20

..., 0...- ,...)

.

The student.:

Identifies mental health personnel and
their function, e.g. school psycholo-
gist, guidan.e counsellor. P. 84

.

,

Demonstrates in.reased understanding
of the dangers associated with various
areas in the home and school. P. 85

,

.

..
,

Demonstrates,knowledge of how -

a.cidents (an be prevented. P..85

Obsuves all rules associated with
ftrffldrill. P. 85

.

.

Recognizes sources of help in time of

emergenZy. P. 85

, .

N.
.

. , ,

The student: ,

. .

Identifies community health agencies.wliere

services are available, e.g. counselling,
drug abuse liAttirmation, venereal disease

information. P. 153

*.

Demonstrates knowledge of role and
function of commUnite health workers.

1P. 5i

/
,

Demonstrates_understanding of dangers '

ass(wiated with areas and items at home

and school. . P. 154 .

,

,

,

e

.

f

DemonstraIes knowledge of accident
preventrion methods. P. 154

Follows safety procedures, e.g. fire,
14Aiop. P. 1

k
, a

Demonstrates knowledge what co do in

emergency situations. P. 154

.

, ,
.

.

.

,

The student:

.

,

.

.

,

.

.

,

.

, /
.

'Demonstrates independence and
reliability in coping with
dangers and aceldents. P. 238

.
Demonstrates ability to utilire
community emergency service,.

0P. 238 ,

.

.



CMH LIVING VOCATIONAL SKILLS OVERVI

.4

k

1 LEI EI 2 LrvEL 3 LEVEL 4

The stent:

etko, admv,isters bi,ic

t L,t jid. '

B. Vomrunit:

.,1dcptitiez, dangeK4 assoilaied with
car'hu,

riden,.

Demodstrntes knowledg, ot safety rules

to to! or riding

a 6i,,cle. P 22

Practi,e4. saicts, rul, when 1...aling

or"ring a bi.Ycle. P. 22

'-weks help" wh'en injurt d.

C. Ro, rear ion

dangcrs

- plivground
- park,

- gyms
- swimming p01
- ,kiting tinK

'

-- tobogganing
r skiing. P. 23

a.sociated with

The student:

Administers basic first aid, e.g.
land-aid, cleaning cut. P. 85

Demonstrates increased,Oderstanding
ot thy dangers en strdets and hill-
wats. P. 86

Demonstrates responsible behavior or
*streets and highways. P. 86

Demonstrate knowledge that many
ac.idents,can be piLvented. 1. 86

Practises safet\ . sules on streets and

ii.ghwa\s, P. 86

,itc6.'Nnv.es soures of help in time

di .t.mergency. P. 86

Demonstrates increased' understanding

of the dangers associated with
difterent recreation areas. P. 87

Ogr
Identifies vays in whisnfr accidents

c:in be poev,nted. P. 89

I

The student:
11

Demonstrates knowledge of first aid

practices. P. 154

Demonstrates basic knowledge of accident.

prevention. P. 155-

Demons ates increased knowl..%dge of

safety practiies. Pc 155

Demonstrates ability to utilize +tom-

uninity emergcncy services. P.1155.

Administers basii first,ap. P.,155

Demonstrates knowledge how to prevent
ac:cidents in various rerreation'dreds,
ink/tiding hunting and camping areas.

012456

The student:

Administers first aid as indicated
by St. John's Ambulance first aid

course. P. 238
1'

Demonstrates knowledge of

accident prevention. P. 239

Demonstrates the steps involved
in hazard analysi.s. P. 239

Demonstrates knowledge of safepy

practicbs. P. 239 -

Utilizes community emergency

servicet. P. 239

Identifies the responslhiliti s of
owning a car. P.'240 /1

Demonstrates independen4'in
identifyi,ng and avoi8ing dangers

Pri recreation. P.'241

gc;
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EMI! LIVING VOCATIONAL 'SKILLS OVIVIEW

1 LEVEL 2 LEVFL 3 LEVEL 4

The student:

,Demoustrates knowledge or sifety
tufts. P. 2S

Seeks help whtn injured. P. 23j

WORLD OF WORK

A. Specitit_ lad Allied

1. Use_ of Tools_and Eqtvint

10, Manipulates a varlet, ot iop-jrruttion
materials and tools, e.g. nimm,r,
scissors, eggoeav T. 0. Z

Fallow, simplft rules of orginization
and care at tools and matt rials,

. . ra\ans in box, t an .t,rushes

and return 'to corrett plaie. P. 2!.

With soupervislan, constiutts simPle
projects. P. 24

2. Following ,pire,_t in
Follows simplt dirt,tioas. P. 24

-
41.

The student:

Practises safety rules,in each re-
reatienal area. P. 87

Recognizes source of help in time of
emergency. P. 87

Identifies more tools and demonstrates
greater proficiency ip tdieir use,

e.g. hand saw. P. 88

Follows simple rules of organization
and care of tools and materials.
P. 88

Follpws Aloore complex set of

diretions. P. 88 .

Identifies persons in aut.hority in

the scheol'and immediate community,
e.g. policeman, pool guard, play-
ground supervisor. P. 88

The student. '

Practises sijetv rules. P. 156

Demonstraees ability to utilize
emergency services. P. 156

Selects and uses appropriate tools for a
specific project. P. 157

Follows the riles of organization,and
care of tools and equipmeneN e.g. vacnum
cleaner, power toolsx P. 157

.

Follows relatively complex set of

directions. P. 157

Identifies person in authority in
specilit work ,:ituations. y. 158

Accepts supervision Ln specific work
situations. P. 158

The student:

Independently utilizes emergency
services. P. 241

Seledteand uses appropriate tools
and machines for specific projects
P. 242

Organizes and cares for tools and

equipment. P. 242

Constructs more complex projects.
P. 242

Follows coiliplex set of directions.

P. 242

Identifies person in authority in
a variety of work situations.
P. 242



a
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EMH LIVING VOCATIONAL SKILLS OVERVIEW 41.

t;

LEVEL 2 LLVEL 3 LEVEL 4

3. De, 1,10n 4drking

Chooses between t,..o or more alter-

na-t1ves. P. d.

independen,e

Demonstrate, i iii t. to hchi,,t appro-

prtatelv iii rmiia r

e.g. ,chool, pl.i.ground. P. 25

B. Carey' F' lann ng ie,i Nploration

1. Wh:

-' Recognize; thit peoplc be,.ause

thc, need *none-- P. 26

Reeogniz,cr, that finishing a ta,k

bring, satista,tion. ?. :h

2. lob Awar,

Demonstrate, awarenes, thit people r
do different jobs in th;,

communft,,. P. 20

rhe student:

(houses independently between two or
more alternative activities. P. 88

Demonstrates ability to belt-we

appropriately in unfamiliar ,Irvdt:ons
e.g. seeking aid from lanitor. P. 89

Recognizes that people need money to
purchase necessities, e,g. goods,
services. P. 90

Retognizes that finishing 0 task

brings satist action. P. 90

Demonstrates awarc:AcI7g\that people
do different jobs at hothe, in

school, in the community. P. ,90

The student:

Makes appropriate decisions in work
sitilwions, e.g. quality of work done.

P. 158

Demonstrates ability to pe form
satisfactorilt in unfamiliar work
situations. r. 158

itecogni4es that people are paid according

to the loh.done. P. 159

Demonstrates knowledge tha,t satisfaction

results from task/lob completion. P. 159

Dcv,lops awareness that worki,ng for a

salary brings iodependence. 159

Develops knowledge of variety of lobs!'

(-areers available. P. 159

Demonstrates understanding that )obs

require different skills. P. 1,60

Develops knowledge of requirements for

particular lob/career. P. 161

The student:

Makes appropriate decisions in
work situations, e.g. how to im-
prove quality .of work'. P. 242

Demonstrates al:linty to perform -

satisfactorily in unfamiliar work

situations. P. 243

Demonstrates independen cesthrough

working. P. 244

Demonstrates knowledge of zoriety

of jobs/careers available. P. 244

Demonstrates untierstanding that

jobs require different
P. 245
Demonstrates knowledg e of le:-

quirements for'practical job/
career. P. 245

4



EM11 LIVING VOCAT6NAL SKILLS OVERVIEW

t \it 1
Lput. 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

:

The student: °The student: The student: The student:

4. Explores careers through, practical

experience. P. 161

Explores.careers through prac-
tical experience. P. 245

-3. Job Demand,s .

. .

Demonstrates good work habits. P. 26 Demonstrates good work habits. P. 90 Demonstrates good work habits: P. 161 Demonstrates good work habits.
P. 245

Demonstrates positive attitude to- Demonstrates positive attitude to- Demonstrates positive attitudes towards Demonstrates positive attitude

wards work. P. 27 wards work. P. 91 work. P 2 towards worIL P. 246

41

Arrives on tine for s.,hool. P. 27 Arrives on time for school. P. 91 Arri s on time for school/work. P. 163 Arrives on time for work. P. 246

Completes selected tasks at sclinol

-,,

Completes selected tasks at school Compl tes most tasks assigned in various Completes most tasks asSigned in

and home, and assumes son, respon- and home and assumes some respon- area 'at home, school and on the job.
.

various areas of home, school and

sibilitv fur thi,s. P. 28 sibility for this. P. 91 T. 163 on the job. P. 246

f Recognizes own mistakes aV corrects. Recognizes own mistakes an4 corrects
1

4 P. 28 them. P. 92
.

, '
. A,

Demonstrates good listenilg habits. Demonstrates good listening habits. Demonstrates good listening habits. Demonstrates good listening .

P. 29 P. 92 . P. 163 habits. P. 247

Communi,ates with peers. 2r) Communicates effectively in school. Demonstrates ability to communicate Demonstrates ability to relate to

, P. 92 effectively wi,th people at school and

on the job. P. 164

personnel in work statidns and on
the job. P. 247

Develops awareneos of job routine. Develops awareness of job routine.
. P. 164 P. 247 .

..

rravels to work/school independently.
P. 164

. ,

Travels anywhere in area indepen- .

dently. P. 247
e-) , ..-,

it.; 0

.

....

,

4.

.

41-
.

C 3 :3 7
#

0



Dill LIVING VOCATIONAL SKILLS OVERVIEW

LEVEL 2 1,1,VEL 3 LEVEL 4

C. Findin_g_ a lob

1. treness or Perstai.al

and. interests

The student.

A

Ident t are, h may

ot speetal interest .ro hrn P. 30

Des,ribes abilities and 11-litations

he specifi, ,,4). P. 30

2. Awareness yt Prokess

Demonstrates to tale and

leave messages. P. Rl

Develops awanness thit p. e must

look for jobs, P. II

The student;

Identifies jobsitareers which Mny be

of special interest to him. P. 91

Describes abilities and limitations
he has regarding a spertfi, job.

P. '93

Demonstrates knowledge that he can

not do certain jobs. P. 93

Demonstrates ability to take and

leave messages. P. 94

Demonstrates ability to mse 461ephone
directory rn looking for Information:

P. 94

Develops awareness that people must
, look for jobs. P. 94

fl'ie student:

Demonstrates knowledge of qualifications
required by a job. P. 164

Reads at level appropriate to work study

requirements. P. 165

Identifies jobs/careers which may be of

Interest to him, P. 166

Demonstrates knowledge ciir attriburts he

itar that are important in the World of
WOilc (see Understanding Self and Others).

.1). 167

Demonstrates knowledge that he can not

do certain jobs satisfactorily, P. 166

*

Demonstrates knowledge of how to n1,(:

newspaper "help wanted" columns to find

jobs. P: 168

The student:

Demonstfates knowledge of qualifi-
cations required by the job. P.248

Reads at level appropriate to work
study requirements. P. 248

Completes successfully specific
courses for particular jobs. P.248.

Identifies jobs/careers which may
be of knt.erest to him. P. 249

Recognizes attributes he has that
are ImporCAnt in the world of work
(see Understanding Self and Get-.
ting klong with Others) . P. 250

Recognizes that he cannot do cer-
tain jobs satisfactorily. P. 250

Demonstrates knowledge 0,1 hot,/ to

1/512 newspaper "help wanted"

colhmns to find_jobs. P. 251

Reads and isjsrprets all infor-

mation in/D'ant. ads. P. 252 3 3
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EMIPLIVING VOCATIONA1, SKE.LS OVERVIEW

.

:e

war

IIVEL I .

,

.
L VEL 2 ' LEVEL 3 '

'LEVEL 4 .

1111:Ete-stpdent: .1-

IV ,
abiltty to use telephone.

P. 30 . . T

3. Personal Contact--
,

.

.

- ,..
.

i .

, «

.

'' .
.

/ . .

# .

-, ,.

. .

.4
.

.

41

.

.

.
,

.

". /

,

,

.
.

,

. .

.

..

,

I

N.
.

o

, ,

%

' 7..,, . D3-
. ' .

, .

-4 lit .

. ' ,

The gtudent: .

Demonstrates ability to use telePhone.

P. 93 .

.. 1

1:

.
.. .

. .

.-

,

. .

.

. .

I

.

I .

9 .

/
. 4

.

.
. ,

.

.

1 1
,

.

.

. ,

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

..%
4

.

I

N

1 .

'....

.

/The student:

. 4
Demonstrates ability to use telephone
in looking for a job. P. 167

. .

Names persorqs) Who can assist him to -
get a job. P. 169 .

States way$ in ehich person$1.contrct
will help,him caoose a job. P.

DemonstrateS skills requirt n an(inter-

vi,,,,P. P,,17.0, ,

. i

., ,

-
.

,
.

. '4
.

".

*
, o

.

.

.
.

' .

-

, .

. .

. Z

.

.
. .

.

.

.

,

N .

,

'
t '

'

fr',

.

.

.
1

The student:. '

-4---...
Demonstrates ability to u$e tele-

.

phone in lobking for a job. P. 251

Npmes perSon(s) who can assist him
1

to get a job. PI 25s.

,

«

Demonstratep ability to lie ineer-

viewed. for job, placement. P. 253

liktes personal data coTrectly on
any application.form. P. 254 "

Writes teeters of different types.
P. 255

I . , %

Demonstrates ability to writei

letters of application. P. 256

. .

Identifig and locates community
and.govetnment agencies that
assist in job placement. P. 256

.... .

Stat. es And explains services of

community and government
P. 256

.

" .

',

.

.
.

,
. ,

.

,

0 '4 4
, , <1 i

' '
.

.
. '

: ,

41.
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Dill LIVIA VOCATIONAL SKILLS OVERVIEW.

td-41,

7

-
V.>

I LEVEL LEVEL 3 ' LEVEL 4 .

D. Keep i_ng_a_iob,

1. Re,now4ibility to Emplo>er

The sludent:

With abststan(e, a. itS rules.at
home and gcho.ol. P. 32

2. C.:now li:scige of ,Work IF 11, it

E. . Worker: s Rights

'SA Recognizes chat people sire important.
P. 11

Recogntzes own %ell worth and

dignityr- P. 33

The student:
6

Accepts rules at home and school.
P. 95

7

DemOnstrates understanding of
personal self worth and d'ignity.

P. 96

The student:

Practises safety rules while on the job.

P. 171'

, -

Practises responsihle work Wabits
e.g. punctuality, courtesy. P. 171

Explains how salary will be paid and
what deductions may be taken from a pay

cheque. P. 172

Demonstrates knowledge of specific work
.skills.deplanded on the lob. P. 172

Participates in school-organizations,
club, etc: P. 1,72

Recognizes that all% people nc;d4._to feel

self worth and digriity. P.

The studentr

Practises safety rules while on

the job. P: 257

Practises responsible work habits

on the job. P. 25Z

..Explains howsalary will be paid
. and what deductions may be taken

from the pay cheque. P. 25R

Demonstrates knowledge, avareness
end acceptance of individOal
differences. P.A0.9

,Demonstrates ability to get along'
'with people in a variety of
situations, e.g. school, community;

job. P. 259

Demonstrates understanding of the
concept of "dignity of labor":
P. 260

3'73

.

0



EtiliNLIVING VOCATIONAL SKILLS OVERVIEW

1 L:1 L 1

. '

LEVEL 2

tt

LEVEL 3 UEUEL 4

TVb student:

HOMOIMANAOEMENT

A. Clothing

1. Care

Dresges with minimalesupervision or
help. 'P. 34

Locates clothing storage areas nd
uses them appr'opriately. P. 34

1
Demongtrates ability to use 'clothes
brush, hanger,, etc. P. 34

The 'student:

Ut

Stores outer clothing properly. P. 97

. '

Recognizes soiled clothing. P. 97

Distinguishes between types of
detergents to be.used for certain

clothes, P. 97

Astists with-laundry. P. 07

The student:

Recognizes that there is huMan rights

legislation. P. 173

V

1.

Interprets wahing,, cleaning and care
labels on articres. P. 174

Demonstrates ability to clean clothing,
e.g. launder washable items. P. 17,4

The student:
'

Demonstrateg'understanding Of work

legislation:
- social-insurance
- unemployment insurance
- minimum wage
- worker's 6ompensation
- board of industrdtal relations. "
P. 260

Demonstrates tnowledge how to
utilize`communify services refaced
to worker's rights, e.g. Human
Rights Commission. .P: 260 1,,

Interprets.washing, cleaning and

care labels.on articles of,
clothing. P. 261

Demonstrates ability to do
laundry. B. 261

4

of"
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EMH LIVING VJDQTIONXL SKILLS OVERVIEW

LEVEL 7

-A

The student:

Seeks help when `somethti4 k lost.
P. 14

2. ..electi,on

Identifies ditferent typ'es ot stores,

e.g., men's and women's clt.tiKiag stores,

shoe 4tore. P. 34

Recognizes styles of clothing used

for school, chur(h, gym, V. 3.

3" u

The student:

,

Decides what to do if something is
lost. P. 97

Identifies- and discusses location of,
stores and h6w to get to them. P. 40

Chooses clothes. fpr school or leisure.

P. 97

Chooses suitable style, color and
design for occasion. P. 97

Demonstrates ability to discuss and
analyze the reasons for choosing .
clothing, e.g. simplicity, comfort.
quajLity, lit. P. 98 A

LEVEL 3 ,LEVEL 4
7

The studene: 'The student:

Demonstrates ability to make necessary
repairs, e.g. mending, darning, patching.
R. 174 °

1

***-..r Z

Chooses clothing appropriate for Work or Chooses cl6thing appropriate for

leisure. P. 174
,.

. work or leisuNy.1.:.2,...61 .

Chooses style, color and design appro- ' Choosstyle, color an& desigp

priate io individual. P. 174 **appropriate to individual. P. 261

Demonstrates-abil'ity eo color-coordinate.

P. i75

Demonstrads understanding of need for

'clothing (seasonal). P. 175
f

Demonstratei understanding 'of clothing

sizes. P. 175

Disiinguishes between 'quality and

quantity. P. 175

Demonstrates ability'to contrast or com-

pare at:ticlen, e.g. ln catalogue. P. 175'
-

e

v

4

4
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EMU LIVING VOCATIONAL SKILLS OVERVIEW

I V I LEVEL 2 LEVEL,3

. The student:

. Construction

7midentifies sewing tools, e:g. neeidlej

.scissors. P. 35

' w

B. Food

1. SJIP211.1.A

V. Explaips-what grocery stores -re.

P. 36

Lisvs foods and other art.icles which

can be bougbt in grojcily stores. P.36

Bliy4 ot le or two items Oren sent to

grocery stur3 'Te.;36

The student:

DemonstrateS ability.to 'use common

tools. P. 98

Demonstrates correct wai of. handling
-common tools, e.g. holding or pass-
ing scissors (safety procedures).
P. 98

Demonsxrates ability to do simple
'Sewing or crhft work, e.g. sew
buttons, (onstruct pnppes. P. 98

EXplains and detilonstrates how to get

to grocery stores. P. 99 ,

Identifies Xillat to buy for certain

meals. P. 99.

Demonstrates ability to read labels
for price and quality. - P. 99

4

The student:

Demonstrates ability to shop by use of

catblogue. P. 175

Defines concept o? guarantee. P. 174

Demonstrates_ability to budget (see

Money Management). P. 175

Selects appropriate patterns, materials,
and accessories. P. 175

o
Sews.simple.garments. P: 175

ittATinizes relatAonship between pricen

and ialue: P. 176

LEVEL A

The ;tudent:

Demonstrates ability to sgop by

use of catalogues. P. 261

,

Demonstrates ability to use sewing

tools and machiqes. P. 262 ,

V
Selects app6iate pattern,

materials and'accessories. P. 261

Recognizes and uses safety rules
in using seting machine. P. 261

Sews more complex gaments. P.262

.

Interprets information on dated

perishables. P. 263

ifP
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EM11 LIVING VOCATIONAL SKILLS OVERVIEW

LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

The student:

2. Preparati.n'

1tecognizes u enhils. P. 36

Demonstr es ability to use utensils.

Dpmonstrates abilitY to cleanofood,

e.g. fruit, vegetables. P. 36

Demonstrates ability co 'prepa're

simple sdacks. P. 36

S. 3o o

The student:

Differentiates between kinds of
vegetables, meats, fruits, etc.

Differentiates express line from
regular check out. P. 99

Describes and demonstrates safety in
shopping. P. 99

Given a list, purchases everyday food
items. Y. 99

Demonstrates ability to use kitchen

tools and facilities. P. 100

,Demonstrates ability to plan and

prepare own lunch. P. 100

Demonstrates ability to clean
kitchen after use. P. 100

.The student:

Demonstrates knowledge of weights and

measures used in food stovs. P. 176
0

Explains concepts of wholesale, retail.

P. 176

Explains the purpose and use of adver-
t:losing; recognizes false advertising.

P. 176 A

Demonstrates ability to budget (see
Money Management). P. 176 ,

Demonstrates ability to use kitchen

facilities ia preparing Meals. P. 176,

Chooses a balanced diet. P. 177

Demonstrates abiAity CO cl'an kitche'n

aroa after use. P. 176 ,

The'student:

Distinguishes betWeen convenience
stores and supermarkets. P. 263

Demonstrates increasiag skill in
recognizing false advertising.
P. 263

Demonstrates ability to prepare 0

shopping list and buy items at a

reasonable cost. p. 263

Demonstrates ability to use
kitchen facilities in preparing
moi'e cpmplex meals. P. 263 '

Demonstrates ability to clean"

kt,tehen area after us1ng. P. 263

./

3S1
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EMH LIVING VOCATIONAL SKILLS OVERVIEW

,
,

' IIVII 1

.

/ LNL 2 A.EVEL 3 LEVEL 4 '

.

w

.

.The studunt: h

,

-

. 4 .

,

. .

.

$ .
.

'

- .

. 4

3.' Serving
.

Demonstrates ability to prepare table

for meal. P. 37

. .
)

. . .

Behaves appropriately at meal time at

home, sehool, restaurdnt. P. 37

-

.

-4 -)
A

016

,

The student:

, ,

-

,

.

.. .

Demonstrates ability to'prepare
tabl.F for meals. P. 100

Demonstrates abifity to serve family

and friends. P. 160 \,

.

Behaves appropriately at.meal time .12 v.Demonstrates.4ppropriate

+home, school, restaurant. P..100

--,,

'

/ .

.

The student:

Demonstrates ability to plan menu,
e.g,' breakfast, lunch, dinner, snacks.

P. 176

De onstrays ability to prepare menus
Etr special occasions. P. 177

Demonstrates abilisty to read and use

recipes. P. 177'

Demonstrates proper methods of preparing
foods at home, camping, commercia,lly, to
preserve food value. P. 177

Prepares simple. meals. P. 177

,

. k.

Demonstrates ability to serve family and

guests. P. 177

Demonst es ability to serve on special

occasionu. P. t 77
-

etiquette in a

variety'of sett1n8q, e.g. meeting ,

friend,. and,rolatives, formal setting.

P. 178
.

.

.

,
A

- .

.

2

.

.

%he seident:

.

'

Demonstrates ability to prepare
menus for formal occasions, P.263

t

' 1/4 4

'

.

P

, .

Prepares meala, including special

dishes. P. 264
- 1

-

.

Demonstrates ability to serve

guests. P. 264

.

Demonstrates apprwriate etrquette
in a variety'of settings. P. 264

..

,

..r,
. S' 33 .

1

2

-

.

.
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EMH LIVING VOCATIONAL SKILLS OVERVIEW

1,1\11, 1 L&VEL LEVEL '3 LEVEL 4'

4. Preserving

The student:

,Exp/ains rea's(Snstfor food protection.

P. 37

*sv'

Explains function of refiigerator.

P. 37

Demonstrates abilit?C'to us, refriger-
ator properly, e.g. meat in freezer,
ice cream in freezer, etc. t.

Demonstrates understanding of concept
of perishables.. P. 37

-! a, Assists in various me6lods of home
preserving. P. 37

5. production_

PAticipates in chores related to
food production. P. 38

Identifies origin of femillar foo

e.g. dairy products. P. 38

3

The st,bdent:

'1AmonStrateLknowledge and understand-
ing.of food protection. P. 101

Demonstraws increased ability to
store fOod ppropriately. P. 100

4

Assists In various.methods of home
preservinA. P. 191

4

Pafticlpates in_cpores related to
food production. P. 101

Explains production process,
e.g. wheat made into bread. P. 101

,

The student:

0

Demonstrates knowledge of proper food

slorage. P. 178

Discusses and expla1ns ow tovackage for
sbort and long term storage, including
advantages and disadvantages. P. 178

Assists in varipus mshhods of home pre-
serving. P. 178

Assumes responsibility for some chores
related to food production, e.g. garden
patch. P. 179

.Explains and discusses producation421
distribution of:

- garden prdthicts
- dairy products
- fishing products.
- farm products. p. 179

The student:

Ise

Demonstrates knowledge of proper
food storage, short and long
term, e.g. canning,- pickling,

freezing. P. 264

Participat'es in varions4methods of

home preserving. P. 264

Assumes responsibility for chores

related to food production,
e.g. feeds chickens. P. 3.64

Identifies methods of food pro-
duction, e.g. gardening, farming,
fiShing. P. 264

.

3 ;5



EM11.LIVING VOCATIONAL SKILLS OVERVIEW

LEVEL 2 l'EVEL 3 LEVEL 4

C. Maintaining_ the 11(;Me

I. SeLection

The student: 0

Recognizes different kinds of homes,
e.g. apartments, trailers, hous-es,

condominiums. P. 39

;

2. Furniture and Furnishillg!s

Recognizes what goes in a house,
e.g. furniture, curtains, rugs,
lamps, sheets, towels. P. 19

Classifies furnitur e. accoldin'g to

function, e.g. kitchef!. r. 39

3L., tj

The Ludent?

Explains what is,available in-housing,
e.g. single homes, hous'e keeping
rooms, room and beard, condominiums,
apartments. P. 102

,

Demonstra,tes understanding of differ-
ence between renting ahd buying.
P. 102

1

Explains function of all furnishings.

P. 102

The student,:

Choosp a certain housing design. P. 180

Explains Choice on bais of construction,
location, design and budget. P. 180

Distinguishes between functional/
beautifying aspects. P. 180

Explains whfl should be considered when
furnishing a,home, e.g. need, quality,

price. P. 180

The student:4 4

Demonstrates ability to use news-
papers and other advertising to'
find out what type of hoUsing is

available. Pa 265'

Demonstrates kn ledge of inctime

assisted,housing. P. 265. '

Chooses house on asis of needs'

and budget. P. 65

Recognizes and demonstrates
responsibility related.to taxes,

neighbors, landlords, community.
P. 265

identifies harmony in color,
texture and stylist. P. 266'

Demonstrates ability to choose
furniture for maximum efficiency,
e.g: practicality, safety,'

beauty, cost. P. 266

%
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EMH LIVflG VOCATIONpL SKYLLS OVERVIEW

liS1.1. 1 LEVEL.. 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

3. Care and Maintenance

The'student:

Demonsvrates ability to keep own room

neat. P. 40

With assistance, performs simple house-
hold tasks. P. 40

./

The student:

0

Explain.s and temonstrates siAple

hougehold techniques and equipment.
P. 102

Demonstrates ability to operan
common electrical appliances,
e.g. toaster, kettle, iiron. P. 103

. /
Demonstrates ability tp'perform
simple yard tasks, e.g. Ondlpg,
grass cutting. P. 103

Performs simple housnhold tasks,
e.g.'bed making, preparing meals,
setting table, washing clothes.

P. 103

Identifies daily, weekly, tsasks of<

cleaning, e.g. caring for refrigera-
tor and stove. P. 103

The student:

Explains and demonstrates simple
household techniques and equipment. .
P. 18,1

DemonsErates knowledge pf basictools.
P. 181

Identifies ,daily and wenkly cleaning 4'

routines.. P. 181

Identifie household repaers that are

done f.or household safety. P. 181 '

Demonstrates ability to do) basic repairs,

e.g. toaster. P? 181

A

The student:
vla

Demonstrates ability to take care
of yard, fence, etc. P. 266

Demonstrates efficient methods
of perrorming daily household
tasks. P. 266

1

Estimates cost of doingoown work
and compares with cost of hiring
repairmen. P. 267

Demonstrates increasing ability
to do basic repairs and mainten-
ance, e.g. fix small appliances,
repair tap, painting. P. 267
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EMH LIVING OCA AL SKILLS OVERVIEW

IfyLL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

D. Child Care

The student:

Recognizes that young children need
care. P. 41

Demonstrates ability to help mother

care foi siblings. P. 41 '

MONEY MANAGEMENT

A. Earning_Money

;Lists sources of money, e.g. parents,

job, hobby. P. 42

-3 3

The student:

Explain,l.babysitting responsibilities.
P. 104

Demonstraees ability td help mother

care for infant. P. 104

Recognizes the tmportance of preven-
tion and carp of disease. P. 104

Names jobs for which payment is made.
P. 105

0 4
Names jobs for which paywent is not

made. F. 105

The student:

Demonstrates ability to dress, chhtly;

and feed infant. P. 182

Demonstrates ability to'make decisions
in terms of when child is to be in bed,
what to eat beforlpgoing to bed, etc.
P. 182

Demonstrates ability to administer first

aid. P. 182'

3.

Lists sources of money'. P. 183

The student:

emonstptes ability to show love,
warmth Shd respect for children
and infant. P. 268

'Demonstrates.knoWledge of the
development (physical and
emotional) of the young child.

P. 268

Recognizes emotional and I

physical needs of children. '

P. 268

Demonstrates awareness of
responsibilitiej of parenthood.
P. 268

Demonstrates kriowledge of sources

of income other than wages,
e.g. family
payments, unemployme t insurance.

P. 269

:3 9



E1,111 LIVING VOCATIONAL SKILLS OVERVIEW

LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

The student:

Demonstrates knowledge that people

work for money. P. 42

Names goods money will buy. P. 42

Uses money vocabulary. P. 42

Names different coins. P. 42

Writes simple money amounts: IC, .

10c, 25C, $1.00. P. 42'

to

3

The student:

Recognizes that job must be completed

to earn money. P. 105

Identifies coins and paper money.

P. 105

Writes moriey amounts of increasing

difficulty. p. 105

Translates amount to calculator.

P. 105

The student: e,

*

Identifies factors that'affect wages,
e.g. training, time,,danger, seasonal.
P. 183

Explains concept of "money", e.g. barter

system. P. 183

Recugnizes coins and bills in cdmbina-

tion. P. 184

Counts money using different wins and ,

5il1s. P. 184

Calculates change for coins and bills.

P. 184

Calculates money earned, e.g.:*

- gross/net pay
- regular/overtime
- weekly, monthly, annually. P. 185

Reads and interprets cheque 4tub.

P. 185

Explans that the valudiof-money changes
over time, e.g. that money will buy less.

P. 186

4

The student:

Identifies factors thlt affect
wages, e.g. training, time,
danger, seasonal work. P. 269

aentifies other media of
exchange, e.g. cheques% credit

cards. P. 269 ,

DemonstrateS knowledge of coins
and bills in oombination. P. 269

Calculates money earned:
gros4/net pay 0

- r4u1ar/overtime
- weekly, monthly, annually. r

P. 269
"

Reads, int.erprets and demonstraeps
understanding of terms and
figures on cheque stub, e.g, union

dues, unemployment insurance,
C.P.P. P, '269

393
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EMH LIVING VOCATIONAL SKILLS OVERVIEW

11VCI, 1 LEVEL 2

The student:

B. Spendipg Money

1. Where to Buy

Identifies pla,es where things can bef
. bought. P. 41.

I;

' 2. How to Buy

Demonstrates understanding pat when
t:4goods and services are,bougSt, they

must be paid for, P. 43

Buys items independently with eorreLt
amount of money. P. 43

List:', way, he spends ,his money. P. 43

34) 41

The student:

Identifies places where goods or
services can be,$bought. P. 106

Using various means,, locates items
tor purchase, e.g. newspaper, tele-
'phone direcrdry. P. 106

Calculates'estimated costs of familiar
.artiqles in school.ann home. P. 106

fquates Lost ol wanted item with
available money. P. 106

Develops and utilizes simple budget
(weeklv). P. 106

ReiognIzes that there'are different
.methods of payment, e.g. cash,'
cheque, credit. P. 10,7

LtVEL 3 , LEVEL 4

The student:

-

-Names different places to buy goods and
services, e.g. wholesale, retail and mail
order, P. 187

Demonstrates abiliiy to utilize various
services .to locate item for purchase.

P. 187

Calkulates tyst 01 total shopping list.
P..188

4

Develops persona4 budget for purihase (If
clothing, entertainment, gifts, etc.
(monthly, Yearly). (See Computation
section.) P. 189

Describes different methods of payment. ,

P. 189-

Describes various types of credit
available. P. 189

Exi;lains bow credit and cash purchases
differ. P. 190

Calculates cost of credit. P. 190

The student:

Compares and contrasts buying
through different outlets, e.g.
retail, whpesale, maili order.
P.I1070

Estimates approximate value of
goods to be purclosee.(see
Computation section). P. 270

.Detelops budget for' household

maaugement,intivdiag groceries,
clothing, utilities, etc.
P.-270

Explains what credit is. P.271

Estimates approximate value of
goods to be purchased. P. 270

Calculates cost of different
methods of payment. P. 270

Calculates cost of credit. P. 271

395



EMI LIVING VOCATIONAL SKILLS OVERVIEW.

, LI VI I, 1 LEVEL 2
a.

LEVEL 3 'LEVEL 4

The student:

.

3. .14111,t_to Buy

gesLribes essential el:merits in basiL
ldvfng ftveds, e.g: food, shelter,
clothing. P. 44

.4. When to Buy

Demonstrates understanding that

Ike prices for famtilar ittliV, vary from
Mtime to LI. 44

Explain6 how prices are redneed at

times. P. 44

Q 1.4 ^

The student:

Recalls essential ana non-epsential
items for basic living neet4. P. 107

Demonstsates understanding that
prices for familiar items vary from
Lime. to Lime. P. 107

The student:

Explains Oat prices vary.. P. 189

Plans holiday and budgets'for it. P. 190

4'

Describes essential and non-es sential,

goods. P. 190

lirites a budget. P. 190

Defines what is meant by "value for
money",.). P. 191

,

Demonsrates understanding that product
bought should be protected by some form
of warranty. P. 192

Recafla time of year when cpriain
gOods a4 put on hale. P. 193

k

4
- _

The Audent:

Describes essential anj non-
essential goods and services for
basi,c living needs. P. 271

Calculates personal budgets for
different family sizes and over
varying time periods for a casual
worker, full time worker, unt-
employed worker..., P. 272

.

Explains what fs meant by "value
for meney". P. 272_

Describes examples of misleading
advertising on television, radio,
newspaper. P. 272,

.Demonstrates understanding' of
concept of warranty/guarantee.
P. 273

Demonstrates ability to utilize
Better Business Bureau and
Consumer Protection groups.%e75.4

Pass bills on time. P. 273

Demonstrates abality to use dls-
' 'eriminatory tactics when pur-

chasing. Pt 273

397



EMI LIVING VOCATIONAL SKILLS OVERVIEW

IIVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

C. Saving:and Borrowin.

.The student: vi

Saves own money fur special purchase,
e.g. uses piggy bank: P. 45

Demonstrates understanding that
items o? money burrowed must be
returned. P. 45

393

The student:

Saves own spending money for special
purchase. P. 108,

Names p/aces where money can be saved.
P. 108

With assistance, opens a savings
account.\7p. 108

The student:

Explains in his own words why it is impor-
tant to save. P. 194

Names places where money can be saved.

P. 194 ,

Explains how he would choose an appro-
priate banking service. P. 194

Describes how a savings accounl works.
P. 194

0

Opens an account. P. 195

Calculates how much savings are in his

-account. P. 195

Demonstrates9bility to use banking forms
'côrrectly, eig. deposit slip, cheque.

P. 195

Describes different Avices offered byAil

the honk. P. 195

Recalls and explAIns conmunl b.inkIng

terms. P. 195

Demonstrates abilit to use chequing.
account. P. 156

Names sources for borrowing Nney. P. 196

The student:
A

Explains in his own words why.%
is important to save. P. 274

Names places whete money can be

saved. P. 274

Explains how he would choose an
approprfate banking service.
P. 274

Calculates how much savings are
in his account. P. 274 '

Demonstrates ability to utilize
banking services. P. 275

393
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EMII LIVING VOCATIONAL SKILLS OVERVIEW

IIVEI 1

.

LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3

`7
LEVEL 4 4

/1
.

The student:
.

,

MOTOR DEVELOPMENT AND PID'SICAL

-ACTIVITIES

A. Fundamentals of Movement

Demonstrates a variety of movement:

DaApotion:
Walking, gliding, running, galloping,
hopp01, skipping, jumping, leaping,
crawling, axial bending, falling, turn-

in piling, shaking, stretching,
whirlihg, swinging, pushing, bouncing,

,..:..-' risingt twisting, swaying, beating.
P. 46

dthers:_ _
Balancing, climbing, ins, pivoting

) reach4ng, stopping wha in motion,
hanging by arms and legs, lifting,
striking'object with Implements,
tumbling, stooping, dribbling pass
object, crouching, catch-a moving
object. P. 46

B. Games arui Activities

Demonstrates rudimLntary a,quisition

of the following:
-.jumping,activities
- relays
- gymnastics

- bicycling
- dodge ball
- hahging activities .

(continued on next pageq 0 ,i

,

The Student:

.

,

,

Demonstrates a variety of movem nt
combinations:
- throwing and catching
- kick g and r nning
- scri ing in a direction
n throwing and dodging .

- ball handling and running
- running and jumping

,..- run and 140 an object
- start movement on cue
- listen, move, freeze and balance
- collapse, roll
- rest and relax.

Note: This list is not meant to.be

all-inclusive. P. 109

' .

..

. .

Demonstrates ability to.partitipate
in a variety ofactivities:
- jumping actfvities .

- relays
.

- gymnastics .

- tetherOall \
- bowliffli.

- bicycling

(continued oh next page)rn

,

The seudent: '

Describes circumstances Awn borrowing is

appropriate. P. 197

.

.
.

40...
'

Deponstrates prociciency in basic combfna-

tions of movements. P., 198

.

.

.
....-

.

-

.

,

.

.

4
.

,

4

1
,

,

.

r

Demonstrates some knowledge of the follow-
ing games and sports:
- golf ,

- tennis
- handball ....,

- badminton
'

- horseshoes

- bowling

icontinued on next, page) Th.

The student: 1

Describes circuhc.ai ces when bor-

rowing is and is not ajpropriate.

P. 275
.,

.

Demonstrates praiciency ell most
combinatibns of movements. P.276 .

.

. '

.

,

--

(//

Demonstrates i greater proficiency

in games and ports (see level
1). P. 277

.

Participaies in rectq!ational
activities id school-and com-

munity. P. 277
,40.

-



EMII iIVING VOCATIONAL SKILLS OVERVIEW

-5S

'IIVEL 1 LEVEL,2

1r
,.... LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

The student:
,

,- folk dantidg
- stamming
- skating
- modified baseball. P. 47

1

.

.4
.

C. Social_Skills Related to Callos

And Activities

,...., Demonstrates respect for other's

property. P: 48

Practises socially acceptable

Vehdvibr. -11,--445_,

,

"b

.

f

.

.

4 ' 1 "I _/.. ,....,

The student:

- team dodge ball
- hanging activities
- folk dancing
- swiNag $

- skatiNfto,P. 110

,

.0

..#

.

Demonstrates respect for property of

other's. P. 111

Practises socially acceptable

behavioir. P. 111 -

Demonstrates knowledge of dress
appropriate for various activities.
P. III

.
.

Demonstrates abitlty to resist

group pressure. P. III

.

Demonstrates knowledge of therighte
of others. P. Ill

.

,

,
4

.

The studenl: ' '

. .

- team sports
,! gymnastics

.

-"social darking
- cross country skiing
- outdoor and ckping skills
- swimming

.

- wrestling
- tradc and field -

- weight lifting
- gendral fitness
- skating
- roller skating. P. 199

1,

1

.

Demonstrates a respect for other's

propertY. P. 200
.

PractAses socially acceptable behavior.

P. .200

'

.

'
.

.

Practises sportsmapshiptin team games..

P. 200 ..

.

. .

,

,

-

4

.

The student: .

.

, -

,

.

..
.

.

.

.

Demonstrates respect for other's

property. P. 278

Practises acceptable behavior.

P. 278
J
,

,

,

4

Practises sportsmanshivin team
gam6s. P. 278

'

Practises sportsmanship in

indivtdual activities. P. 2Z8

Demonstrates ability to budget
time for active use of leisure

time. P. 278
-

-
r

.

i
. .

: 4 iti 3 .
.., .

4
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,!

Z.\

I!VEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3

A. Arts

1. Cuaiu, Tear;ni, Fastenjna

The student:

Tears shapes from paper. P. 49

Cuts freely with blunt scissors. P.49

Fastens freely cut sh4es onto paper.
P. 49 .

2. Construction'

Utilizes simple processes of giueing,
pasting, nailing, hanging, m2wing, or
sticking in creating an art object.
P. 49

1 '1"

The student:

Cuts or tears free vometrical of'
representative shapes. P. 112

Cuts a definite shape with blunt
scissors. P. 112,

Arranges and fastens strilg and/or
yarn on to flat materiaLs. P. 112

The student:

0

.., Demonstrates ability to sew, lace, tie,
pin and staple in making constiucted

4'4,tems: P. 201

DemOgatrates ability to make two-
dimeniional shapes from paper. P. 201

DemonSti.ates ability to make mobiles
using paper shapes. P. 20.1

Utilizes a saw, file, hammer, nails
and glue in constructing with wood-
arid other materials. P. 112

Sews, laces and ties parts together.
P. 112

Does paper mache sculpting. P. 112

4

Demonstrates increased ability to
,

lace, tie, pin and staple in
iak'Ing constructed items. P. 279

Demonstrates ability to maka coliages from
paper of variods colors and textures.
P.201

Utilizes,tools.in constructing more com-
plex articles of wood and other
material's. P. 201

V.

Demonstrates increased ability to
make mobiles using paper shapes.
P. 279

Demonstrates increased ability to
make collages. P. 279
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EMH LIVING VOCATIONAL SKILLS OVERVIEW

LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3

The student:,

3. Drawing and Paintin

DraWs with chalk on a chflkboard. P.451

Finger paints. P. 49

Paints directly with a large brush
on large paper. P. 49

4. Modelling

w Demonstrates ability to make simple
forms in,sand. P. 50

Creates textures in pliable materials
by indenting. P. 50

Demonstrates ability to form objects
by manipulAion of composition clay
and/or plasticine. P. 50

kt

The student:

Uses paints, crayons, or chalk on
various papers to express reaction to
people, play, home, school and
neighborhood. P. 113

Makes imaginative pictures with
opaque water colors on large paper.
with a large brush. P. 113 ,

Demonstrates ability to model object
using firing clay, e.g. pinch posts,
beads. P. 113

With assistance, joins cons or slabs
of clay together.' P. 113

V

The' student: The student:

LEVEL 4

Constructs useful and decorattve articles. Builds imaginative toys from
P. 201 familiar materials. P. 279

Uses paint, craysons, chalk in cOmbinatio
.dnAvarious.surfaces. P. 202

Creates simple designs. P. 202

Demonstrates use of background detail ,
in drawing and painting. P. 202

Demonstrates ability to do simple
sculpture in clay or other media. P. 202

Demonstrates ability to join slab work.
P. 202'

Adds decorative textures to clay forms
or paper mache forms. P. 202

Demonstrates a greaeer use of
background detail. P. 279

3

Demonstrates in easing ability to
do sculpture in c or other
media.4,P.279

v.

Demondtrates increasing ability
in usinl the slab method. P. 2791
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:

IrtirL 1 LEVEL 2 k LEVEL 3
..,

. EL 4
'

5., Print MakIna

The studek: .

\

Demonstrates ability to create
ed design on paper. P. 50

.

,

.

6. Weavilag_and Stitching

A

,

-

.

'

.

a print-
'

i.

r4
o

The student:

.

Demonstrates ability to print witl)
sticks on'a variety of media. P. 113

Demonstrates ability to make a design
and use it to print with. P. 113

Demonstrates ability to'overprint
layer to achieve levels. P. 114

Demonstrates ability to print in
other medium, e.g. slencil printing,
mono-printing. P. 114 ,

.

Enriches paper,construction with
plafting, knotting and stringing for
surface texture and for function of
attaching4arts. P. 114

Adds teXture, color or pattern to
drawing-on paper with oUtlino stitch
ormther related stitch. P. 114

,.....

Mounts his own pictures in stitches
1,carefully and takes home. P. 114

eAVes, using simple loom. P. 114
.

\I. kes..simple obiects/designs in Ilk,
cram e. P. 114

/

'

.

The student:
'

Derkinstrkes ability to splattai print,,
with various colors. P. 202'

, ,

Ao
Demonstrates ability to print on two-

A ,
dimensional shapes cut and torn from,
vSrious kinds and colors of paper. P. 203

.

.

Demonstrates nbility tpAdo simple silk

screening. P. 203 .

.

s
.

Creates a rich design io stitching by
using variations in color, kind of thread,
kinds of fabrics, beads, 'and other

decorative materials. P. 203
,

.

.....

.

\
.

r

.,..

..

The student:
,

Demonwates ability to print on
two-dimensional shapes cut and
torn from various kinds and
colors of paper. P. 280 ,

Demonstrates ability to do silk
screening. P. 280

.

'

.

.

.

.

Cuts and pastes shapes on burlap
and enriches with stitches. P.280

,

.

.

-

,

Weaves simple textured and vari-
colored weaves on looms. P. 280

Makes a simple bag or'belt for
own use. P. 280 t15°
Makes a cooperative hanging for

classroom. P. 280

....,

...., Strings beads, buttons, straws,
co

paper forms. .P. 50
tti

Enriches paper construction,with
plaiting, knotting and stringing
surface texture and for function
attaching parts. P. 50

,.
, ,..

A

,

.

.

.
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LEVEL I LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

B. Music

I. Listening

The student:

Distinguishes between sounds around
him, e.g, low, loud, slow, fast, soft,

up, down. P. 51

Produces and recognizes familiar
sounds. P. 51

Recognizes phrases and songs. P. 51

Listens, for enjoymene to music,
stories with background music. P. 51

w Begins to recognize and identgy the
sounds ofehythm band instruments.
PAs51

Builds a repertoire of nursery
rhymes, folk tales, and simple
melodic compositions. ,P. 51

2. Singing

Discovers the sound of his own voice.

P: 51

Recognizirs that there are similarities

in mitstcalpotes. P. 51

4.

4 1

The studeht:

Recognizes contrast in sound and re-

peated notes. P.,115

Begins to distinguish between string
and_perenaSioh instruments. P. 115

-
Begins to recognize Male add female

voices. P. 115

Builds repertoire of folk tales. P.I15

'The'eudent:

Ileedgnizes such tonal relatioWships as

rveSted ski0s. P. 204

Develops increased ability to recogni4
tonal relationships, phrases, melodic
pacterns, rhythmic patterns, songs. P.204

Reugnizes melody that tells a story.

T. 204

f

Increasea length of time he enjoys
listenini to music. P.,204

The student:

Develops increased ability to
recognize tonal relationships. ,

P. 281

.
o

Practis0 Tood.li,stening,habits
'while extending lh °length rif time

a'

he listens to mu ftlaselecotions.

P. 281
4 O.

-4 4

4

Builds t.epertoire of simple melodic

composijons. P. 204 0
. 4 .

t.

Expand,Ois liatening repertoire. P. 204 Increases his listening
.'

..repertoire. P. iel I rs

t

P
A,

0

,



... ......

LEVEL 1 LEVEL '2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

The student:

Recognizes and sings easy rotevngs.
P. 51

*-

Participates in singing activities,
group and individual. P. 5?

Demonstrates ability to sing loudly

and softly. P. 52

Demonstrates ability to sing in tune.

P. 52

9
3. Playing

Takes part in rhythmic activities.
P. 52

The student:

Expands knowledge of rote songs.
P. 115

Begins to perform before an audience.

P. 115

Demonstrates awareness of dynamics:

loud, soft, fast, slow. P. 115

Demonstrates good singing habits.

P. 115

S.

Demonstrates ability to play two Or .

three notes and tonal patterps. P.115

c

The student:

Sings simple rounds. y. 204

gContinues to increase repertoire of songs,

including rounds. P. 205

Participates in assembly programs. P. 205

Strives for an acceptable tone quality.

Pa-205

Demonstrates good habits in singing.

P. 205

Demonstrates initial awareness of customs,
people, and heritage through songs. P. 204

Recognizes music notation. P. 204

Demonstrates ability to play tonal

patterns. .P. 205 '

Demonstrates ability to use rhythmic Demonstrates increased ability to use Demonstrates ability to play both rhythm

instruments. P. 52 rhythmic instruments. P. 116 and melody instruments. P. 205

o. Demonstrates knowledge of simple
tempo concepts in his Rlaying: fast,

eCe. P. 52

n .

#

Del.monstrates ability Co read a simple'

music score.. P. 205 a,

a

p
a

6

Rs

rtca

* ,

.4

#0

'

0

4 °

c

The student:

/ ,

PeOorms individually where
appropriate. P. 281

Demonstrates awarenest of customs,
people and heritage through sair.
P. 281

Recognizes tha the'.relaxive,

position of the notes in the staff
indicates melodic direction. P.281.

Demonstrates increased ability to'

play ton'al patterns. P. 281

Demonstrates increased ability to
play both rhythm and melody

instruments. P. 282

Demonsfrateu increased ability to
read a music score. P. 282

A
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iCVEL I LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

4. Rhythmic

The student:

Recognizes fundamental rhythmic move-
ments, e.g. walking, running,,hopping,
swaying. P. 52

Demonstrates ability to perform or
respond to simple rhythms with head,
feet and'bodY. P. 52

Recognizes movement,(tempo) of music
through rhythmic activities. P. 53

C. Drama

Demonstrates telaxation, concentration
aild trust in individual activities.
P. 54

Demonstrates personal expression
dirough using a variety of body
movements, teacher directed. P. 54

Demonstrates ability to respond
through utilization of the five

senses. P. 54

Utilizes imagination .to respond to
Situations in a variety of ways. P. 54

moastrates ability to communicate

Verbally and nonverbally. P. 54

The students"

Associates basic rhythmic activities
with appropriate music. P. 116

Demonstrates recognilon of tones of
varying length. P. 116

Participates in rhythmic experiences,
e.g. folk dancing. P. 116

Demonstrates relaxation, conen-
tration and trust of self and others.

P. 117

Demonstrates body movement in a
variety of situations (non-directed).
P. 117

4dentifies environmental stimulT-to
the senses. P. 117

Uses imagination to help character-

ization. P. 117

pemonstrates ability to communicate
meaning hy altering voige and speech

patterns. P. 117

The audent:

Demonstrates ability to feel fegular
'

phrasing. P. 205

DemonsL-ates increased ability to repro-
'duce rhythmic patterns ip vatiotA meters.

P. 205,

Expresses simvle dychmic patterns
throtigh body response, vocal response,

wg,itten response. P. 205

Demonstrates relhXatiori, concentration
ftn4...4-6st of self and otliers.in group

activjtie. P. '206

Responds to Avtronmental stinfuli to
"4 the senses. P. 206

DemOnstrates ability to imagine a
character's fcirm and actions. P. 206

Develops ski ineRommunicating ideas and

feelings. P. 206

Demonstrates ility to'give verbal

respOnses in a variety of situations

with other persons: P. 206

s

The stadent:

Demonstrates ability to reproduce
rhAchmic patterns. P. 282

Demonstrates ability to.express
simple rhythmic pattprns in many

t/ways. P. 282

Expresses rhythm patterns in sing-
ing, pldying and dancing. P11'282

Continues to develop skills °and
techniques listed in level 3.

P. Z83

Demonstrates ability to use ;enges

.ss tool [G. develop a character.

P. 283

Demonstrates increased skill in

communicating ideas and feelings.

P. 283

'
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/

X
IIVEL I LEVEL 2 ,LEVEL 3 , LEVEL:4

.

The etudInt:

eDemonstrates ability to alter voice

and speech patcerns. P. 54

, .

Demonstrates ability to discuss
character's actions. r. 54

Demonstrates'tbility to give simpl0
actions to characters. P. 54

..
'

.

Demonstrates knowledge that a stErfY

r. is made up of related incidentg. " .

''" P. 54 , o i

,

Demonstrates knowledge that there is
a Conflict tretween opposing charac-
ters. P. 54 ...

.

.Demongtrates knowledge that ad
audience listens to, views and enjipys

a presentation. P. 54 co, .

.

.

r%4 14 u

J.

.

,

.

,

The student:

,Demonstrateb,ability to give speech
or \language to major characters.

P 117 .fr

I . .

. .

,,,

Osmonstrates knowledge about what
c?eates accharacter, e.g. actions,

,o
,

. appearance. P. 117'

,..

nemonstrates ability to iMagine
simple situatións for ch'aracters.

P. 117 ..
,..

.

Demonstratel knowledge that,scenery,
leghting an'd costumes affect action
of:stOry.. P. 117 ' % .

r

.

Gives cr4'tica1 non-verbal redponses

t94resecation. P. 117

%

.

,

.

The student:,...

-
Demonstrates knowledge that the main
thought oea play is created by the'
characters and related incidents. P. 206

. I
.

. . , .

Demonstrates ablOty to use fluencyiand
control.in verbal commdnication with
another persod or persons. P. 206

.

.

.

,

1So.,
.

4
a

.

4
.

Demonstrates knowledge of the use of

language in a Play. P. 206

Develops skill in social interaction.

P. 206

Demonstrates .increaled personal
reslionsibility. P. 206

.1

'

.

.
.

.

.

.The studept: .
.

,

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

A.

,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Demonstrates knowledge that his
response to a presentation pro-
vides feedback to the players.
P. 283

'

Develops increased skill in social
interaction. P. 283

Demonstrates increased personal
responsibility. P. 283

.

.

- .

4, ,`4 1 ''
.
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IIVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

D. Craftg and Hobbies

The student:

Engages in the following activities
according to interests and abilities:
- feltcraft
plasticine modelling (simple

pottery)
paper cutting
paper folding
paper weaving
burlap stitching (designs)
puppets (paper bag)

- tissue paper craft
care of house plants
black and white picture taking
pet care. P. 55

CITIZENSHIP AND INDIVIDUAL
RESPONSIBILITY

A. Home and Fam.14

Identifies own family members by
name. P. 50

413

The student:

Engages in the following activities
according to interests and abilities:
- cardboard construction
- plaster of Paris
- copper crafts
- pape'r mache

- puppets
- hooked rugs
- weaving
- stitching
- tile bead coasters and mats
- models (commercial kits)

- clay modelling
- painting
- planting seeds and rearing plants
- color picture taking

macrame
- pet care
- collections (stamps, cards, insects,

etc.). P. 118

rdentifies members of extended
family by name. P. 119

The student:

Engages in the following activities ac-
cording\lo interests and Abilities:

- leathercrafts
- woodwork
- basketry and raffia work
- stuffed dolls, toys and alITEZIs

- hooked rugs
- weaving
- crochet

- knitting (wool)
- tile (ceramic and mosaic)
- embroidery
- needlepoint

- pottery
- gardening and plant cal-le

- black and white developing
- ceramics
- painting
- carving
- sewing

- pet care"
- collections (stamps, cards, insects,

etc.). P. 207

The student:

Engages in the following
activities according to. ihtereate

and abilities:
- gardening and plant care

- fly tying
lapidary (work and clubs) .

- pet care
- collections (stamps, cards,
insects, etc;)

handicrafts. P. 284
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LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

The student:

Identifies what constitutes a family.

P. 56

Identifies own family members by role.

P. 56

Identifies ways in which immediate

family is unique. P. 56

Assumes responsibility for self
appropriate to age: dressing self,
snack preparation, keeping roem tidy.
P. 56

Differentiates between personal,
family ond puhlic'property. P. 56

Identifies privileges and consequences,
assoCiated with family roles and

routines. P. 56

Demonstrates awareness that families
change because of separation and
addition through death, divorce,
marriage, birth. P. 56

4 2

The student:

Identifies members of extended
family by role. P. 119

Identifies ways ilkhich extended
family is unique. . 119

Demonstrates knowledge that faMily
life differs in rural/urban settings.,
P. 119

Assumes responsibilities within the
family. P. 119

Assumes responsibility for personal
property. P. 119

Assumes responsibility for own
behavior. P. 119

Identifies factors which cause
change im families: moving, illness,
alcoholism, disability. P. 119

The student:

Identifies what constitutes a family
from societal, legal perspective. P. 208

Identifies how roles and responsibilities
'change with age. P. 208

Identifies tasks associated with roles
family members may assume in Tammunity.
P. 208

7

Participates responsibility in decision
making process in the family. P. 208

r

Identifies and utilizes'strategies for
coping with family change. P. 208

The student:

Assumes roles and responsibilities
associated with being an indepen-.
dent adult. P. 285

Makes decisions independently
concerning the welfare of the
family. P. 285

4
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1 LEVEL . LEVEL 3 LEVEL.-4'

The*Student:.

Identifies community helpers:
. neighbors, block parents, liremen,
policemen, nurses. P. 56 '

B. SChool

Identlfieh: classmates and significant
' staff members by name. P. 57

-e4

_Identities classmates and significant
ktaff members by role. P. 57

\ Accepts responsibility for personal
property. P. 57

DifferenZiates between personal,
private and,public property, P. 57

Demonstrates respect tor the personal
property of others within the class.
P. 57

Identifies school rules'. P. 57

Identifies privileges and consequencea
associated with school rules and
routines. P. 57

Accepts responsibility for own
behavior and duties appropriate to
age. P. 57

9 e)

Thestudent:

Identifies functions of community
helpers. P. 119

Identifies classmates and majority of
staef members with whom he deals.
P. 120

Identifies classmates and majority of
staff members by role. P. 120

Accepts responsibility for personal
and public property. P. 120

Demonstrates respect for the personal
property of others within the school.
P. 120

Discusses reasons for school rules.

P. 120

The student:

Identifies family service agencies,
e.g. Social Services and Community
Health.

Identifies resource personnel by role.

P. 209

Assumes responsibility for personal and

public property. P. 209

Demonstrates respect for the personal
property of others. P. 209

Participates in decisions regarding rules.

P. 209

The student:

Communicates cooperatively with
agencies which affect the
family'unit. P. 285

Identifies significant educational
authorities by role; P. 286

Assumes responsibility"for
personal and public property.
P. 289

Demonstrates respect for the
personal property df othees. P.284

433

.29
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The student

' LEVEL 2 LEVAL 3 LEVEL 4

Responds to uthority in the school.

P..57

C. Community and Country

States the name of his. community

and town or city. P. 58

Identifies the Canadian Flag, P. 58

a
Identifies commpn community helpers,
a.g. scout leader, minister. P. 58

States the role of common community
helpers. P. 58

Identifies common neighborhood
facilities, e.g. playground. P. 58

-

States the purpose or function of
common community facilities, e.g.

community centers. P. 58

4

The student:
.1

Responds to authority in the school.

P. 120

Responds to elected authority in the

school. P. 120

Defines a community. P. 121

States the name of his town or City,
province and country. P. 121

Identifies and explains the symbolis;
in the Canadian flag. P. 121

Identifies common city or town
facilities, e.g. historical park.
P. 121

Visits a local recreation facility.

P. 121

States the purpose of common city or
town facilities, e.g. swimming

pools. P. 121

The student:

Farticipates responsibly in delegating

authority. P. 209

Participates responAbly in electing

authority. P. 209

States the name of qity,*country, and
continent. R., 210

Demonstrates knowledge qf the words of '

the national antherh. P. 210

Identifies common prbvincial "helper" or
service agencies, e.g. social sertices.

P. 210

States the role of common proncial
"helper" or service agencies. P. 210

-

Identifies common provincial agencies
and facilities, e.g. national parks.

P. 210
).

States the purpose of common provincial
facilities and agencies, e.g. healthT,

agriculture, labor. P. 210

The student:

Assumes a delegaeed position of
.authority in a responsible-

manner. P. 286

Participates in che community in
a variety of roles. P. 287

Identifies immediate neighboring
couneries. P. 287

Explains the purpose and meaning
oT Canadian flag and anthem. P.287

States the roles of common
federal helper agencies. P. 287

Identifies common federal
facilities and agencies,
e.g. Departmbnt of Tourism. P. 287

Locates and utilizes government

services. P. ,287

4 °
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LEVEL 2

e 41, 4

LEVEL 3 VEL 4

: The student:

Recognizes cultural differences
within own community. P, 58

Identifies some cultural differences

within one neighborhood. P. 58

n I.
Demonstrates awareness of community
iule& nfid routines, e.g. crIpswalk.

P. 5&

D. Current Events

States newsworthy events witnessed:
or beard. P. 59

Recognizes that wilts ocyr outside
ofkome and school;. P. 59

Recognize& that tettivision, press,.
and radio help disseminace.infor-
mation. P. 59

;

The student:

Demonstrates awarenesp of cultural
differences c.itthin own city or town,

e.g. Western Indign,Eastern Indiarb.
4P. 121

Identifies cultural differences

witbin own coriMunipy, P. In

Demonstrates awar-eness of caty or
town rules and laws, e.g. pedestrian- rules anelaws. P. 210

go

The stutlent:

Recognizes cultural,differences
Canada, two official languages,

P. 210

within
etc.

Demonstrases.knowledge of provincial

right. P. 131

Recalls major news evenCA from

medi.as, P. 122 .

.Selects a radio or television'news-
cas..t. P. 122

.

Gathers basic weather information.

P. 122

Recalls daily weather. report. P.122

Identifies.weather as anevent
beyond peisonal contt!ol. P. 122

, .

44

Identif,ies how.laws are made and by

aom. P. 210
. .

.t
and weather.cast:Recalls daily news

P. 211

Discusses and differentiates between'
majeir stories. P. 211

Selects a radio, television, newscast or
press reyort.f"P. 211

. *.

The student:

Demonstrates awareness of cul-
tural differdice's throughout the
world, e.g. language, AkireaS,
currency. P. 287' /

Demonstrateseawareneqs cff val-lous

levels of legislation. R. 2.§7

Demonstrates
legal nights
P. 287

16
Di cu kes''ma

ional ne

under2tandiliA of

ana responsibilities..,

.0 b

1, provincial,
s. P. 288

.

1

0

412'2
.
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1

ISVEL 1
,4... ronmental Education

g. L, Ecology
.. 0

. The stpdent:

' classifies living organisms. P. 60

.., , -

_ #

LEVEL. 2 LEVET:3

',Identifies 'Ionic requirements neces-
surgfor growth of living organisms.

P. 60 F 2

.
L, Identifies environments where plants

And animals live. P. 60

Assettes nome responsibility for the

care of a living organism. P. 61

Identifies appoopridte ways to behave
with wild dnd domestic anirsals.

P. .60
'

2. ''Satural Phenomena

D'escripqa weather from outdoor

con4itiona P.. 1

.

4

The student:

Classifies related species. P. 123

Classifies plant material on two or
more dimensions. P. 123

Demonstrates some knowledge of laws
dealing with animal care, e.g. pet

licensing. P. 123

Assumes responsibility for the care

of a living organism. P. 123

Recognizes and appreciates man as a
builder of the world of nature.
P. 123

Predicts weather from sky conditions/

descriptions. P. 123

,States how weather affects daily
life. P. 124

The student:

States some laws dealing with'animal

Zare. P. 212

The student:

ot.
Recognizes the positive/negative effects
of man's intervention in nature. P. 212

States how weather affects the life of

others, e.g. farmer. P. 213

LEVEL 4

Demonstrates knowledge of reasons,,--
why fees are charged, e.g. parks
fees, license fees. P. 289

Practises responsibility with
regards to the natural environ-
ment. P. 289

Identifies the positive/negative
effects of man's intervention in

nature. P. 289

Demonstrates kn e of long

term effect. ther,

dry summer-poor cr p. P. 296

1 9 4 )
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LI VEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 , LEVEL 4

The student:

.

Identifies some characteristics of
each season. P. 61

3. Energy %
Identifies sources of heat and light.

P. 61

4. Pollution

Identifies and disposes of litter.

P. 62
4

States reasons for not littering.
P. 62

Recognizes-that clean air/watc is

necessary for good health. P.

450

The student:

States characteristics of each
season. P. 124

Demonstrates knowledge of alternate
energy sources, e.g. wood burning
fireplaces, solar heating. P. 124

Recognizes the need to modify climate
by such techniques as heating housesN,

or clothing. P. 124

Demonstrates awareness that the
energy used to heat his home and pro-
vide other utilities costs money.
P. 124

Demonstrates awareness of a variety

of environmental considerations,
e.g. while walking, riding various
vehic s. P. 125

The student:

Demonstrates some unaerstanding of
natural disasters, e.g. earthquake.
P. 213

Demonstrates knowledge of alternate
energy sources, e.g. coal, windmill.

P. 213 c

Demonstrates ability to make responsibile
energy choices in daily life. P. 213

Demonstrates knowledge of the necessity
for proper disposal methods when using
outdoor facilities, e.g. toilet, cooking.

P. 213

The student:

Demonstrates'understanding
natural disasters, e.g.
tornado. *P. 289

States aiivantages/disadvantages of
various energy sources. P. 290'

Demonstrates knowledge of non-

renewable resources. P. 290

Demonstrates responsibility in
making energy-consumption
decisions. P. 290

Demonstrates correct disposal
methods, e.g. napkins, dish

water. P. 290

431.
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LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

The student:

Identifies several jobj and workers

who help us to preserve the environ-
ment, e.g. grounds-keeper, street-
cleaners, garbage collectors. P.

IdentiLies plfes where nii,ise control

is req.uired, ,s.g. library. P. 63

5. con.servatjon

Demonstrates some understanding of
recycling concept. P. 63

4)

The student: The student:

Selects one ield of work that is Demonstrates knowledge of service

related to p lution control. P.-125 industries to aid a community in sanita-

' tion and environmental areas. P. 214

Recognizes those aspects of his
world that are related to preserving Demonstrates awareness oi the contribution

his -environmental safety. P. 125 made by these industries, e.g. bottle
depot workers, environmental...ztrol
agencies, parks and wildlife. rkers.

P. 214

Demonstrates knowledge that conserva-
tion through wise use saves money.

P. 126

Recognizes impo'rtance of pollution
control laws, including noise
pollution. P. 214

Recognizes that there are socially
acceptable method§ of showing his dis-
approval of environmentally damaging
practices. P. 214

Demonstratet knowledge of reabons for
conversation, e.g. depletion of natut'al

resources. P. 215

The student:

Examines one field of work that is
carried out in the naturalsetting
e.g. l,andscape worker, tree

nursery worker, lumber or
forestry worker. P. 291

4

Demonstrates knowledge of
environmental service
industries. P.

Demonstrates knowledge of the
regulations in existence to
protect the environment. P. 291

States fines that can be levied
for littering, illegal dumping,
improper weed control, etc.
P. f91

Recognizes his right to speak out

if he sees an environmental
offence that affects his enjoyment
of nature or his health, e.g.
smoking. P. 290

Demonstrates knowledge of respon-
sibilities involved with car

ownership. P. 292

Demonstrates kuowledge of reasons
for conservation, d.g. cost:

P. 293' .

433
A.
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LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3

The student:

DemonstYares awareness of various
ways to conserve energy. P. 64

Recognizes his responsibility to
preserve the environment, e.g. not
damaging trees. P. 64

6' Saf...Y

Demonstrates knowledge of safety
rules that apply to the outdoors,
e.g. buddy system, lost procedures.
P. 64

Demonstrates knowledge of the dangers
inherent in everyday outdoor tools and

chemicals: knives and axes, insect
repellent sprays, camp-stove fuel,
etc. P. 64

States, discusses and follows water
safety rules, e.g. never go swimming
alone, never go'into a boat without

a life-jacket. P. 64

Demonstrates awareness of the danger ,Demonstratea knowledge of fire

inherent in fire and the ,ettect.that . prevention methods. P. 127

it can have on the envIrowent. P. 65

The student:

Demonstrates knowledge that proper
insulation in p6home can save on fuel
costs but may require an initial
expense. P. 426

Demonstrates knowledge and apprecia-
tion for the use of energy saving
,modes of. travel, e.g. bicycle,
public transport, walking. P. 126

Given a choice of two equalTroducts
opts for the one with fewer negative
environmental effects. P. 126

Practises safety rules that apply to
the outdoors. P. 127

Demonstrates knowledge of water-

safety rules. P. 127

Demonstrates ability to go to appro-
priAte locations if cadght in .

inclement or potentially*dangerous

weather. P. 128

The student:

Demonstrates ability to select energy
Saving modes of travel, e.g. bicycle.

P. 215

Practises safety rules that a ply to

outdoors. P. 215

Demonstrates'ability to swim and

drown-proof. P. 216

e.)

Demonstrates small'-craft water safety.

P. 215

The student:

,LE1.iEL 4

Practises various methods of
conservation, e.g. recycling
paper. P. 293

Demonstrates competency and
safety in the performance of
several out-of-doors activities
about the home, e..g. use of the
lawn,mower, care and use of a
rototiller, proper use of a step
or extension ladder. P. 293

Practises water safety, e.g. swim-

ming and boating. P. 293
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EMI LIVING VOCATIONAL SKILLS OVERVIEW

11,V1.1. 1 LEVEL 2 . LEVEL 3
\

LEVEL 4

The student: .

,

Demonstrates the knowledge of the
. . danger involv&I in such practices:

- 4rinking, water from finsare sources
- eating snow

. - eating wild berries, musErooms, etc.
P. 65

.
.
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The student:

Selects essential equipment for
carrying whemoutdoors, e.g. pocket
sprvival kit when camping. P. 127

Demonstrates a basic, awareness of
first aid for minor injuries, e.g. .

nettles, inseCt stings, small cuts,
minor burns. P. 128

.

Recognizes people in positions of
authority in parks, campsit.es, and
public outdoor centexs, and demon-
strates awareness of their ability
to help in emergencies. P. 128

-

,
, .

student: .

..

,

Demonstrates some knowledge of survival
methods. P. 215

,

Demonstrates some knowledgecof disease
transmitted by animals. P. 215

.

Recognizes risks involved'in traveling
on frozen lakes or rivers. P. 216

.

.

6

.

.

.,

The student:

Demonstrates abilityto practise
survival methods. P. 293

J

,

Demonstrates knowledge of po'ssible

dangers of various terrains. P.293
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APPENDIX B

STUDENT PROFILE

CHECKI.IST
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Stud*t Profile

0
Geiipponents:.

Score:'

Level:

c

o

QDate:
0

Age:

etermine placement level, use the'following..gutde:

4 Number Correct .0 - 2.

(8 possible)
2 - 3

4.-.5

6 /.

Level I

Level 2

' Levtl 3

Level 4'.

/I III IV VI-

, ,

1.

Is...

al

#

e

VII VfII " X

,

The student profile is an approximate placement guide. 'ft is intended to be*used

level of eunctioning ih the livinglvocational ski2ls section.' specific placement
overview sheets which contain all the'objectieves.

,

to cihtgfii the

is obtained by tiding

0.*

t,



I.

CHECKLIST - PLACEMENT AND ASSESSMENT

Level kv- 4

Instructions: Circle the student responses to item.
Add up the number of "Yes' responses and place on the score line.
Instructions for placement in levels of different areas appear on

the Student Profile.

There are ten components of'the checklist.

I. Understanding Self and Getting
Along with Others

1. States/writes: full name, age, .

full address, telephone number.

2. Identifies by direct reference
to people in the classroom or
immediate community'.

3. Stated/writes:
- loCality, province, ethnic

background
- ages of family members
- blrth date
- classroom number

4. Recognizes violation of basic
societal values (loyalty,
respect, acceptance, freedom,
equality, emoathy, responsi-
oility, interdependence,
individuality).

5. Identifies extended family
relationships.

6. Demonstrate's the need for
protection of self and property.

7. Identlfies the need and function

of self-identifying Information
(student I.D. number, social
insurance number, oirth
certificate).

.

8. Demonstrates undel!standing

of concepts of human rignts
(dignity and equality).

SCORE:

Yes No

II.

'Cr

Travel

Yes No

Yes No

1.

2.

Identifies ways people can travel
(walking., bicycle, school bus,

privatiand public transportation).

States where to go for help if lost.

Yes No

3. Identifies and understands a broader
range of%afety and traffic rules. Yes No

Yes No

4. Demonstne'tes appropriate behavior

and knowledge, of rules (while
traveling). Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

5. Identifies, understands and states
an increased range of safety and
traffic laws, including highway and
civic laws for vehicles. yes No

6. Identifies agencies that help

Yes No travellers (A.M.A., R.C.M.P., local

police). Yes No

7. Demonstrates understanding of a

full range of regular safety and
traffic rules and laws. Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

8. Travels independently beyond
community (arranges accommodation,
transportation, meals, costs). Yes No

SCORE:



7 ..

III. Healtn

1. Identlfies a variety of foods
and sources from which they
Cone.

2. Identifies some health helpers
and their function (nurse,
doctor).

3. Demonstrates knowledge that
the body needs food for growth
and for energy at work and play.

4. IdenLfies mental health
personnel and their function
(scnool psychologist, school
guidance, counsellor).

5. Demonstrates expanded knowledge
of the four basic food groups
and roles of nut:ients for
growth, health and energy.

6. Recognizes the importance of
having a family doctor and
dentist.

7. DeMonstrates abili.cy to select
nutritious foods for a well-
balanced diet.

8. ,Demonstrates ability to utilize
henth services.

SCORE:

a

o

I

..,

Yes No

IV.

1.

2.

Yes No

3.

Yes No

4.

Yes No

5.

Yes No

6.

Yes No

7.

Yes NO

8.

Yes No

-

' 357

Nif

Safety

o
Identifies dangers associated with
various areas in the home and school,
e.g. sharp object, electrical
outlets. :

Seeks help when injured.

.4

Demonstrates knowledge of how
accidents can be prevented.

Recognizes source of help in time
of emergency. '

Follows routine safety procedures,
e.g. fire, shop.

Demonstrates ability to. utilize

emergency services.

Demonstrates independence and
reliability in coping with dangers
and accipents.

Identifies the responsibilities of
owning a,car.

SCORE:

4.1 '

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Ye; No

1,



V. World of Work

1. Manipulates a variety of
construction materials and tools,
e.g. hammer, scissors, egg

beater.
A.

Accepts rules (home, school).2.

3. Identifies more tools and
demonstrates greater proficiency
in their use, e.g. hand saw.

4. Develop_S_Awareness that people

must look for jobs..

5. Selects and uses appropriate
tools for a specific project.

6. Recognizes that tnere is
numan rights legislation.

7. Organizes and cares for tools

and equipment.

8. Demonstrates knowledge how to
'utilize community services
'related to worker's rights,
e.g. Human Rights Commission.

VI. Hc'ome Management

Yes No

1. Identiffes different types of stores,
e.g. men's/women's clothing stores,
shoes.

Yes No

Yes No 2. Demonstrates ability to help mother
care for siblings. Yes No

3. Stores outer clothing properly. Yes So

Yes No

4. Recognizes importance of prevention

Ye-s- No dis-ease.and care of TesNo--

5. Demonstrates ability to clean

Yes No clothing, e.g. iaunder. Yes No

, 6. Demonstrates ability to administer

Yes No

7.

first aid.

Interprets washing, cleaning and

Yes No,

Yes No care labels on articles of clothing. Yes No

8. Recognizes emotional and physical

needs of children. ,Yes No

Yes No
/

SCORE: SCORE:

353



VII. Money Management

1. Lists sources of money,
e.g. parents, job, hobby.

2. Saves own money.

Li

3. Names 2obs for whicn.payment
is mace.

AO.

2tes No

Yes No

.'es No

. Demonstrates understanding+that.
prices of familiar items vary
from time .to time. ' YeS No

5. Names factors tnat affect wages,'-:
e.g, training, time, danger,
seasonal. Yes No

6. Describes circumstances when
oorrowing.is appeopriate..

Calculates money earned, gross/
net pay, regular/overtime,
weekly, montnly, annually.

Yes No,

Yes No

8. Demonstrates aoility to utilize
banking services. Yes No

SCORE:

359

VIII. Motor Deveropment and Physical
Activities,

1. Demonstrates a variety of movements,
e.g. locomotionleaping, etc. and
others, tumbling, striking.

2. Demonstrates renect for ocher's
property.

3. Demonstrate's a variety of movement
combinations, e.g. throwing and
Catching, ball handling and runntng.

.4. Demonstrtes kndidedge of the rights
of others.

5. Demonstrates proficiency in movement
combinations.

6. Practises sportsmanship in team

games.

7. Demonstrate's greater profici
in games and sports:

DeMonstrates ability to budgettime
for active use of leisure tide.

SCORE:

416

AA/

Yes No

Yes Nos

Yes No

Yes go

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No



IX. Leisure/Recreation Skill's
t

1. Tears snapes from pager.

2. Engages In (craft and hoobv)
activities according co interests
and abilities, e.g. paper
weaving.

3. 1Cuts a definite shape with

blunt scissors.

Demonstrates knowledge that
scenery, lighting affect the
action or stor. (drama).

S. Demonstraees ability to sew,
lace, tie, pip and staple in
making constructed items.

5, 'Demonstrates skill in
commLnicating i.deas and
feelings (drama).

BuLeds imaginative coys from
ramillar materials,

S. Demonstrates knowledge chat
his response to a presentation
provices feedback to the

- players (drama).

"II'S No ).

X. Citizenship and Individual

Yes-No

Yes No

2.

,

Responsibility

Identifies own family members by IL

Demonstrates awareness of danger
Inherent in fire and tne effect
it can nave on the environment. ,

Yes No

Identifies,members of extended

Yes No family by name. Yes No

4. Recognizes people in positions of
authority in parks, etc. Yes No

Yes No

S. Identifies what conseituces a
,family from societal-legal

Yes'Ne perspective.. Ye% Nof

6. Demonstrates some knowledge of
disease transmitted oy animals. Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

7. Assumes roles arid responsibilities
associated with being an independent
adult. )es \o

3. Demonstrates knowledge of possible

dangers of various terrains. Ye; No

Yes No

SCORE. SCORE:

tz,
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LEVEL I

UNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS

Activities for Developing Positive Self Awareness - Milliken Publishing Co.

Big Box - Body and Self Awareness - Devleoppental Learning Materials

Body Imagery: Body Awareness Activities Milton Bradley

The Centering Book - Prentice-HaIrInc.

Conflict Management Princeton University Press

Discover: Self and Society - Follett Publishing Company

D.U.S.O. Psycan

Focus`on Self Development Science Research Assqc.
4

Free tO be You and Me - Publishing Company

Got to be Me,- Argus Communications

I Know How You Feel 7 Thomas Nelson and Sans

Interaction ry - Raintree Publications

Journey to Success-- Kahl's Inc. .

Listening Games - MacMillan Publishing Co.

Magic Circle - Human Development T'raining Institute

Man and.His World Series - Bowmar/Noble

Man in a World of Change Series -.Benefic Press

Moods and Emotions - David C. Cooke Publishing -

Mostly Me - Good Apple Inc.

People in dWorld of Change Series - Benefic Press

Primarily Me - Good Apple Inc.

Project Me: Let's Look For ... - Thomas Nelson and Sons

Second Centering Book - Prentice-Hall Inc.

362



4

UNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS (CONT1D.)

Social Learning Curriculum Kits - Charles E. Merrill Pub. Inc.

Social Berceptual.Training Kit for Community Living - Educational Activities

UnderStanding Your Feelings and Emotions - Prentice-Hall Inc.

What Does It Mean? - Addison Wesley Publishing Co. Inc.

Who's.Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf? - Kahl's Inc.

' TRAVEL__-
Road Signs of the Times Ideal SchoOl Supply Co.

Surviyal Signs Ideal School Supply Co,.

HEALTA

Body Imagery: Body Awareness Activities Milton Bradley

Body Parts Dice, Game - Developmental Learning Materials

*. Canada Food Guide Department of Public Health

Department of Agriculture Materials

Foods: Where Do They Come From? - Kahl's Inc.

Handle With Care Series International Tele-film Enterprises

Milk Foundation Materials - Local Milk Foundation

Peabody'Language Development Kit Psycan

Peabody Song Kit - Psycan

Self-Care Sequential Cards - Developmental Learning Materials

Squeegee Learns About Drugs - Kahl's Inc.

Vital Vittles Win the West - Kahlls Inc.

SAFETY

-.-

Bus Driver's Helpers - International Tele-film Enterprises

Donald's Fire Survival Plan - Magic Lantern
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SAFETY (CONT'D.)

'Fire'in Town = National Film Board

How to Have an Accident at Home - Magic Lantern

How to Have anliecident at Work =, Magic Lantern

4I'm No Fool as a Pedestrian - Magic Lantern

I'm No Fool Having Fun - Magic Lantern
'

I'm No Fool in Water - Magic Lantern-

;

I'm No Fool with Electricity - Magic Lantern

One Little Indian - National Film Board

Peabody Song' Kit Psycan

Playground Safety: The Peeperkorns - McGraw-Hill

Prevent: l,landbook of Classroom Ideas - Ed.ictional Performaice Aosociates

Safety in the Home - Library Sound Services

;)Safety in Transit,- nternational Tele-film Enterprises
1

-Who's Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf? - Kahl's Inc.

WORLD OF WORK

All About Manners - Kahl's 'Inc.

Career Association Cards - Developmental Learning'Materials

Career Cards - Milton Bradley

Careers Loto Game - Milton Bradley

Community Helpers - Ideal School Supply"Co.

Consumer Sequential Cards Developme'htal Learning Materials

Courtesy ih theCommunity - Childrens' Press

A Good Worker Mafex Associates

,I.P.A. Manual (Integrated Practical Activities) - Alberta Education
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WORLD OF WORK (CONT'D.)

The I Want to Be Books - Scholar's Choice

Ladybird Books: Careers - Scholar's Choice

J;lagic Circle Human Development 'Training Institute

4

Modern Workers for' Career Awareness - Scholar's Choice

Odupational Alphabet - Western Educational Activities

One Hundted Ways to Enhance Setf-Concept in the Classroom - Prentice-Hall Inc.

Our Helpers Milton Bradley

Positive bAttitude Posters - Economic Press

Sign-A-Mite Mafex Associates

Stories About Workers- Frank E. Richards

Workjobs I and Il -.Addison Wesley 1

Workjobs for Parents - 'Addison Wesley

HOME MANAGEMENT

Clothing and Textiles Educational MAerial Directory - National Home Sewing

,

Association

Dishes and:Utensils - Scholar's Choice

HapOF Hou"Sekeepers - Frank E. Richards

Household Items - Instructo.Publighing

Kids n the Kitche4- Peninsula PublisHing

Lessons-in Living - Ginn and Cd.

Sew It Yourself - Gage

Training for Independence: Dress Skills:. - Df evelopmental Learning Materials

* Turn Kid*on to Gdod Food -, Wise Owl
a.

o ,

. Words tO Wear -1- Barnel l Loft ltd. '

C .
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MONEY' MANAGEMENT

A Course in Coins - Mafex Associates

Dollars and Sense -PFearon

How Money and Credit Help Us - Benefic Press

Let's Go Shopping - Frank E. Riehards

Money Math - Mafex Associates

The Story of Money - Folcroft Library Editions

Jour World of Money - Canadian'Broadcasting Corporation

MOTOR DEVELOPMENT AND PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES

A

Creative Games for Learning Council for Exceptional Children

Creative Play for the Developing Child - Fearon

D.U.S.O. - American Guidance.Service Inc.

Guidejrines to Basic Learning Skills -_Mea Publishers

I Can Kits - Uubbard Scientific Co.

Mov*e-Grow-Learn - Follett Publishers

Perceptual Motor pevelopment Series - Pearon Pitman

Special Edgeation Teaching Games - T.E. Denison Co.

Teaching lour Wings to Fly - Prentice-Hall

Until the Whistle Blows - Prentice-Hall

LEISURE/RECREATION

Arts\and Crafts for Slow Learners r Instructo:

Arts and Crafts for Special Education - Fearont.
Creative Art for Learning Council for Exceptional Children

4

Creative Art Tasks for All Children - Love Pubdishing

Creative DraMatics f l'Children -.Association for Childhood Education
International
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LEISURE/RECREATION (CONT'D.)

Creative Movement for Special Education - Fearon

CreativecPlaY for the Developing Child - Fearon

Dance Movement 'Experience Cards---Educational Insights

Drama With Children - Harper and.Rowe Pub.

Easy Crafts for the Classroom - Instructo

. Elementary Art Curnictilum Guide - Alberta Department of Education

Hap PaiMer Records - Activity Records

I.P.A. Manual (Integrated Prattical Activities) Alberta EducatiRn

Idea Developmental Experiences Through Art - Follett

It's Me! Building Self-Concepts Through Art - Teaching Resources

Learning Through Art - Ginn and Co.

Music for Special'EdIcation - Silver Burdett eo.

Reaching op Special Learner Through Music Silver Burdett Co.

Simple Stunts for Children - Kimbo Educational .

Teaching with Creative Dramatics - National Textbook

Telling Stories Through ..1O3ement -,Copp Clark

\tom Thumb *Early Learni

._

ibiary - Thomas'Nelson & Sons

CITIZENSHIP AND,INDIVIDUALRESPONSIBILITY

Animal Classification - Where Do They Belong - Ideal

Animal Sorting Games DevleopmentaloLearning Materials

Animals Around You - National beograp6c Society

Animals Near Your Home - National geographic Society

Creative Science kxperiencas for the Young Child ;Incentive' 'Pubs.

Energy Conservation 2 Burbank

ESS/Special Etlucation Teacligrs Gufde McGraw-Hill'
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CITIZENSHIP AND INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY (CONT'D.)

Family Countdown - Scholastic BOok SerNices

Family Value - Scholastic Book^Services

Flora and Fauna Kit - GoverAment of Alberta

Let's Find the Pollution Solution - January Productions

A Look at Divorce r Lerner Publications Co.

Mom's New Job - Raintree Publications

Ourselves - MacDonald Educational Supply

Place's Where Plants and Animals Live - National Geographic Society

Pollution Solution - Burbank

Schocals Witliaut Failure - Harper and Rowe

Lake a.Look at Nature - Creative Teaching Piless
.

Thinking Bax - ThinOfn Skills.Development Program Benefic.Press

What is a Community - Oxford UniversityPress
WI

. Where is Daddy? The Story of Divorce - Beacon Press,

47:">
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-LEVEL 2

UNDERSTANDING SELF. AND 'ETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS
1 4

4
Activities fodr Developing Positive Self.Awareness - Tdllekan Publishlng Co.

All About Manners - Rehl's Inc.

Big Box - Body and Self Awareness - Developmental Learning Materials

The Centering.yok - Prentice-Hall

Conflict'Moinagemen Princeton University Press-
.

*Conflict'Management'Currictilum,Book - Human Development Training InstItute

Discover: Self and Society Follett Publishing,Co.
,

- Psycan

:ExperimeAal Development Program - Benefic Press

Family Countdown Kahl's Inc.

:Focus on Self Developmeni = Sc'ience Research Assoc.

Free to Be . . You arld Me - McCraw-Hill Publishing Co.

Got To Be Me -Angu.s.Cominunications

I Know How You Feel - ThAtias Nelson and Sons

Interaction IV - Raintree Publications

I've Cot Me and I'M Glad - ,Incentive Publication

Journey to .Succe,ss - Kahl's Inc.

istening Games MacMillan Publis.hirig Co.
-(7$

, '4

M ic Circle - Human Development TrainingInstitute
. .

Man a World of Change Series - Benefic Presst.

Me and Others - Educational Design

f

Mod,dg and Emotions -"David C. Cooke Pub:lkshing

Mostly Me - GOod ApPle Inc.



UNDERSTANDING SELF AND CETTIN,G ALONG WITH OTHERS (CONT'D.)

Peace, Harmemay and Awareness - A Aelaxaion Awareness.Program for Children -
Incentive Publications

Primdrily Mc -'Good Apple Inc.

Project Me: Let's,Look For -.Thomas Nelson 'and Sons

' Rainbow Activities: 50 Multicultural/HumarrRelations Experiences - Creative
Teaching Press

Relaxati,on - A Comprehensive Marital for Adults, Children and Children with
Special Needs - Research Press Company

Sandman's Land - Developmental Learning Materials

Schools Without Failure - Harper and Ro6e

Second Centering Book - Prentice-Hall Inc. a

Social Learning Curriculum Kits - Charles E. Merrill Publishing Inc.

This is Me - Argus Communications

Toward,Affective Development - Psycan

When Two Divide - Kahl's lap". '

Who',s Afraid of the Big Bad WOlf - 'fInc.

TRAVEL

Basic Niap Skills - SETSCO Educational

Bicycle Safety - Library Sound Services

Five Map Skills - Game Boards - Scholar's Choice

Road Sig s of the Times - Ideal School npply Co.
.

Surviva Signs - Ideal'School Supply Co.

HEALTH'

N\ Almost Everyone'Does - Wombat

Body Parts Dice Ganie - Developmental Learning Materials

,-
,Calgary Milboundation Materials

at, .370
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HEALTH (CONT'D.)

,
Canada FoOd Gui.de

brugs - Friend or

Food for Healths,:=

- Department o.f Public Heal.th

Foe - Kahl's Inc.

International Tele-film Enterprises

Food for Thought - Kahl's Inc.
/

Foods We Eat - Coronet

Foods: Where Do They Come From - Kahl's Inc.'

Human Growth Series - Marshfilm

Milk Foundation Materials - Local Milk Foundation

The Problem: Acne - Interpretive Education

Self Care Sequential Cards = Developmental Learning Materials

ea

Self Care Serieg - Library Sound Services

Squeegee Learns About Drugs - Kahl's Inc.
0

-Vital Vittles Win the West - Kahl's Inc.

SAFETY

Fire in To)WPc National Film Board

How to Have an Accident at HoNe Magic Lantern

I.P.A. Manual (Integrated Practical Activities) - Alberta dUcatron

Rrevent: A HandbOok of Classroom Ideas -.Educational Perfor nce Associates

Road 'Signs of the Times - Ideal School Supply Co.,

Safety in the HOme Library.Sound Services .

4

Safety Series - Marshfilrn

N
Tiger, ,Tiger Burning Bright Kahl's Inc.

Whateyer\Happeried to Linda - Kahl's' Inc.

% Who's Afraid of the Big,Bad Wolf - Kahl's Inc.
1

Prevent: 4 Handbook of Classroom Idegs - Educational Performance Associates

371,
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-WORLD OF WORK

At Least A,Thousand Things To Do Incentive Publicationg
-

Attitude and Safety Posters - Worker's Compensation Board-of Alberta

Career Associat.ion Cards - Developmental*Learning Materialg

Career Awareness Program - ScRolaf's Choice

Career:Cards Milton Bradley

Careers Loto Geme - Milton Bradley

Com unity Helpers - Ideal Schoor Supply Co.
-

Deal Me In - Jeffrey Norton

Functional Word Phrases for Everyday Living - Frank E. Richards

Getttng a Job - Fedi3On

A Good Worker Mafex Assoc.

I.P.A. Manual (Integrated Practical'Activities) - Alberta Education

I Want To Be Books - Scholar's Choice

I've Got Me and I'm Glad - We,stern Educational Activities

Jobs From "A to Z" - Frank E. Richaxds

Kid's Stuff - Incemtive Publicetions

Ladybird Books: Careers Scholar's Choice

Making It On Your Own Frank E. Richards

Me and Others - Educational Design. Inc.

My Dad's A Park Ranger Scholar's Choice

r-
Occupational Alphabet - Western Educationii,ActiVfties

1,0 Ways to Enhance Self-Concept in the Classroom - Prentice-Hall Inc.
_ _

.Perhaps I'll Be ... Series - AClelland and SteW.t

Positive Attitude Posters - Economic Press
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WORLD OF WORK (CONT'D.)
0

Real People at Work - Occupational Awareness ProgrSm - Educational Research
Council of Alberta

Sign-A-Mite Mafex Assoc.

Stories About Wkers - Frank-E. Richards'
,

The Mouse, the Monster and Me - B.L. Winch and Associates

\ Using Community Resources Follett
a

Workjobs I and II - Addison Wesley

HOME MANAGEMENT

ABC Cookery - Argus Communications

,Classroom Cookery - Creative Teaching Press

Clothing Care ',Series Kahl's Inc.

Crunchy Bananas ;\litty Gritty Publications

Food Planning - Kahl's Inc.

Planning Meals and Shopping Fearon

'what's Cooking - Bowmar

MONEY MANAGEMENT

Se

A Course in Coins - Mgfex Associates-Th

Budgeting geries - Interpretive Education

-Managing Your Money -414estern,Educational Activities

Money Math - Mafex Associates

Your Famiily and It's Money Houghton-Mifflin

Your World of Money - Canadian Broadcasting Corp.;,
'

_

MOTOR DEVELOPMENT

Becoming Yourself "St. Anthony'MEgriger Press

Creative Games for Learbing.,- Council for Exceptional Children
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MOTOR DEVELOPMENT (CONT'D.)

Creative Movement for Speci,\al Education, A Guide to Activities Throughout
the School Year - Fearon

Creative Play for the,Develo ing Child'- Fearon

D.U.S.O. - isycan

Focus on Self,Developmant Science Resear Assoc.

Skillbuikiers - Teaching Resources Corp.

Teaching Your Wings to Fly Prentice-Hall

Until the Whistle Blows,- Prentice-Hall

LEISURE/RECREATION

Art Box - Educational Insights

,04

Arts and Crafts for Special Education Fearon

ihe Crat Center - Creative Teaching Press

."/'
Create: A Handbook of Classroom Ideas to Motivate the Teachingof Primary ATt

Educational Performance Activities

Creative Art Tasks for Children - Moyer and Vico

Creatj:ve Dramatics Instructo

Creative Dramatics for All, Children - Association for Childhood Education
International

121.ance Movement Expriences - Educational Insight

Easy Crafts for the Classroom Instructo PublicatiOns

.Helping Children Draw -1Instructo Publications

Manual (Integrated Prac'tical Activities) - Alberta Education -1

Idea - Development l Experiences Through Art - McGraC:Hill Ryerson

MuM.c for Special Educ Silver, Burdett Co.

Raaching the Special Learner Through Music SilVer Burdett Co.

Recipes for Arts.and Crafts Mat4rials Lothrn-p, "L-e"e and Sheppard
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LEISURE/RECREATION (CONT'D.)

Scrap Craft - Instructo

Starting -Points - Methuen

Trash Can Toys and Games - Penguin

CITIZENSHIP AND INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY

A Citizens Handbook on Waste Management and Recycling Toronto Ministry of
the Environment

A Handbook of Classroom Ideas to Motivate the Teaching of Elementary Ecology -
Educational Performance Activities

.Energy Conservation Cutouts - Burbank

ESS/Special'Education - McGraw-Hill

Family Countdown - Scholastic Book Services

Family Value - Scholastic Book Services

Home and Family 7 Edumedia

The Garbage Book 7 Ottawa Department of Energy, Mines,and Resources

Garbage Gus Poster Office of Energy Conservation, Ottawa

Government Environmental Resource Materials Guide, 1977 - Alberta Environment
Communications Branch

Mom's New Job Raintree

Outdoor Education HandboOk K

)
7 - Yalenka Enterprises

F

Pollution Solution - Burbank

Science,Experiments You 'can Eat J.B. Lippencott

TABA Program in Social Studies - Scholastic

4
Working for Canadians - Prentice-Hall

The World of People - McGraw-Hill
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LEVEL 3

..

UNDERSTANDING SELF AND GETTING ALONG WITU OTHERS
. .

Activities for Develloping Positive Self Awareness - Milliken Publishing Co.
.,.

All About Manners -, Kahl'4 Inc.
. s.

y

.Cop5lict Management - Princeton University Press
, J

Focus on Self Development: ,Stage Three Involvement - Science Research Assoc.

I Hate to Read --Educational Activities'''.
..\

InnercitLnge: A Journey Into Self Learning Through Group.Interaction - Human
Development Training Institute

Ikve Got Me and I'm Glad - Incentive PudiCations
, _

Lifeline Materials - Viking Pfess .

Magic Circle - Human Development Training Ins.titute

Me and Others - Educational Design
.:

Second Centering Book - Prentice-Hall Inc.

Today's Teen - Charles. A. Bennett'

Toward Affective Development - P'sycan,

Whatever Happened to Linda - Kahl's Inc.

, What's Happening to Me? - iyle Stewart Put.
..

TRAVEL .\

Bicycle Safety -"Library Sound Sexvices

Five Map Skills Game Boards - Scholar's Choice

-

rnternational Traffic Sign's - Kahl's Inc.
..

r

,

How to Read a Map - Lakeshore-Curriculum"Materthla

)
..

. ,.

Hou\to Read a Schedule - Lakeshore CurriculuT Materials

Motorcycle Safety - Library Sound ServiCes
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, HEALTH

Being Boys, Being Girls - V.isual Education Centre

Canada Food Guide Qepartment of Public Health
a

A Capsule .Look at What Drugs Do to You - Kahl's Inc.

Diet for a Small Planet - Viking Films

Digestive System - Visual Education Centre

Drug Abuse: It's Your Decision - Kahl's Inc.

Drug Abuse: Who Needs It? - Kahl's Inc.

Drug Education Series - Marshfilm

AEgg'and Sperm - International Tele-film Enterprises

Exercise: Fit to Be Tied - Kahl's Inc.

Food for Health.- International Tele7film Enterprises

Food for Thought - Kahl's 'Inc.

Funaamentals of the Nervous System - Visual Education Centrel'

41
p.

The Growing Trip - Kahl's Inc.

Havia Heart - Kahl's Inc.

How a Hamburger Turns Into You - Viking Films

Human Growth Series - Marshfilm

Milk Fourrdation Materials - Local Milk Foundation

Physival Fitness Series - Marshfilm

Practical Drug Series --Intel-pretive Education

The ProBlem: Acne - Inierpretive Education'

Self Care Series - Interpretive Education

;Smoke Screen - International Tele-film Enterprises

. Too muCh of a GOOd Thing*- Kahl's Inc.

Weight Control - What Are You Up To? Kahl's Inc.
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SAFETY

Avoiding Accidnets: Sa4.-Ety and First Aid - Globe

Health and Safety §eries -.Library Sound Services

I.P.A. (Jntegrated Practical Activities) Manual - Alberta Education

Playing it Safe with Animals Kahl's Inc.
y

Rescue.Breathing: Arti.ficial Respiration - Canadian Red Cross Society

Safety SEries - Marshfilm

Shop Safety Kahl's hie.

Tiger, Tiger Burning Bright - Kahl's Inc.,

Water Hazard Canadian Red Cross Society

Whatever Happened to Linda? -,Kahl's Inc.

WORLD OF WORK
,

All About Jobs - Mafex Associates

All AbOut Mariners Kahl's Inc.

At Least A Thousand Things to Do Incentive Publications

Attitude, and Safety Posters - Woi,ker's Compensation Board of Alberta a

Canadian Classification and Dictionary of Occgpations,- Department of
ManpoWer and Immigration

%

Candian Occupational Groups - Department of Manpower and Immigration

Career Awareness.Program Scholar's'Choice

Career Education Series - Interpretive Education

Career Search - Scholastic

Careers 7 Parker Brothers

Cook and Learn - Bowmar

Deal Me In Jeffrey=Norton

English for Adult Living - Mafex Associates

Finding a Job :s Kahl's Ine.
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WORLD pT WORK (CONT'D.)

Finding and Holding.a Job -,Western Educational Adtivities

Finding Work - Follett Publishing Co.

First Job Kit - Mafeg Associat

Following DireCtions -,Mcara
k.

-Hill
124

Forms in Your Life -1' Globe Press

.40 Leterktorrite -AcademicTher

Functional Word Phrases for Everyday Lixing 7 Frank E. Richards
,

.

Fun Task CArd6 - WisetOwl, '

Getting a Job - Fearen .

k.
i

. . . .

Getting Ahead in Youi Jpb - Society for Visual Education' ..

. ,

f N

Cock' WOrk.Habits - Mafex Associates

,A Goad Worker -'Mafex Assiciates t

Guide' to t14'ComMunity - ElwAl Institutie

Help! Mafex Associates

ow to That Job .=,.,Mafix Associates,

Hou-to ald'Your Job - Jiohn Day Company
.

? How maead ClassItied Ads Interpretive

I Can Make It ,oa My Own a. Prentice-Aall

,

Education

,

I.P.4. (Integrated Practic4 Activities) Mat,zual--,Alberta Educgion

, A , C ,A /

I'm Going to Work - Mafex AsSoCiates, ?
4

J Ob Attitudes Mafex Associates'
*

44,

The Job Book '4- Scholastic

The Johlx -'Rearon

Job I*.eView Kit - 7anus eto

Book'Services

Jobs From ,"A,.to Frank E. iliChardsl',

.r
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WORLD OF WORK (CONT'D,)
.

Keep Up*the Good Wotk -.Prentice-Hall Inc.

Kids in the Kitchen, - Peninsula POlishing,
- .

Looking Into The.Future - Frank,,,L Richarz,ds

Mac Works in a Clothing Factory,- Frank E. Richafds

VLath for Citizenship - Mafex Associates- .

Me and Job6 - Educational Design

Me and Others - Educational Design

Notck Series - Mafex,Associates

.

OurwWorad of,Work - MafeX Associares

.

1?art-time Jobs - Library Sound Services

Picture Interest'Inventory - McGraw-Hill

ReS1,Li.fe Reading - 5Cholastic Book.Services

Real Life.Reading and Writing on the Job - Sdrolastic Book Services

Servfce Occupations - Fiank'E. Richards

Shop Made Easy - Frankh. Richards

shop Safety - Interpretive Education
,

- Mafex.Associates

. Sign Survival Poster Program Mafex Associates
X'

Social and Prevocational information Battery - Frank E. Richards

So You'Want, A Job, Eh? Canadian Broadcasting Corporation

A SPecial P ture Cook Sgok - Edmark Associates .

I

-0

Stories About iorkers - Frank E. ycWards. .

, ,

,

.\

.Task Analysis and Electronics Assembly Training,Manual - Nationaa qhildrents
(Centre

1,*

. Using Community Resources - Follett Publishing C8. .

. .

: Work Experience EducaEion Wandbook - Alberta,Education

. r
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WORLD OF WORK (CONT'D.)

Work for Everyone Frank E. Richards

Working Maies Sense - Fearon

Working With Wood,- Frank E. Richards

World of Work Series Educational Design Inc.

You and Your Wdtld Scholastic Book Servises

, You Gotta Know Yourself - Saekatchewan Educativon

Young Homemakers at Work Series - Fearon

Your-Kind,of Job - McGraW-Hill

HOME MANAGEMENT

Alice in Consumer1end 7 Jand'ary Productions

Babysitting Program - Kahl's Inc;

Child Growth and Development - McGraw-Hill

Clothing Cece $eries -.Kdhl's Inc.'

elP

Clothlng: The'Vieible Library SO6nd Services

Exploring Foods - Prentice7Hall

Exploring homemaking and Personal Living- Prentice-Hall

Food Flannint -

Getting Reedy to Cook - Fearon

InexpensiVe artment. Decorating -,KahI" Inc.

, .
.

Infant Case and Development - McGraw-Hill
. ,t.

,

Planning for Your Own Apartmeht - Fdaron
... ..

alarming Meals end Shopping - Faron

` You and Your Food - Prentice-Hall
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MONEY MANAGEMENT
.

t .

Bank Account - Western Educational Activities

Bank Book - Frank E. Richat&
.

..

- Banking% Budgeting and Employment - Frank E. Richards

BasiC SIalls Curriculum Guide - Teaching ,Resources

Big Deal -.--*T,',1estern Educational Activities
.

Bills - How'to Pay Them -.Kahl's Inc.

Budgeting Series - Interpretive Education ;

Chequing Accounts, Cheques and Stubs Mafex Associates

Classroom Money Management'Kit Interpretive Education
,

Consumer Education - Fearon.
,

A, Course in Coins - Mafex Associates

Credit Buying Series - InterpretiveEducltion .

. .:. '4.

Department Store Math - Western Educational Activities
,

Dtllars and Sense - Fearon

E;;-sy Money - Doubleday
411.

in the Blanks - Mafex Associates

fopd guYmanshili Consamer Associaticin,of Canada.'

Getting Applications Right Scholastic" Book'Services

Getting Ready ?or Payday 7 Frank E..Richards

Guide'to the Community - Elwyn ,Inotitute

How' Money and Credit Help tis - Benefic Press.

Let's Go Shopping - Frank E, Richards '

'Managilg .YoUr Money - Raintr'ee Publicatiops

Market Math Vtal - Scholar's, Choice- 4'

Math for Adult Living,- ,Mafex Associates
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'MONEY MANAGEMENT (CONTq):)

Math forBanking - Mafex Associgtes

Math for Citizenship - Mafex Associates

Math for Employment I, II) - Mafex Associates.

Math for ,F9ily Living - Mafex:ASsociates

'Math,for the,Woricer - Mafex Associates

, Money Makes Sense =-Fearon

Money M5agement 2 McGraw-Hill

Money Management Resodrce Kit - .Changing Timet /

Mbriey Matters - Creative-Publications

tionopoly Parker'Brothers

One Penny, Two penny -,SutherIand

Fennies, Nickels, and Dimes - SCholar'4' Choa
,

Planning Meals and Shopping Fearon

Real Life Mattly Scholastic Book Services

Shopping Lists.- Developmental Learning MateAals

Supermarket Measuremerit - B.C. T

Swindle Edu-media

Useful Arithmetic - Frank E. Richards,

Using Dollars and Sense - Fearbn

Using Money Series - Frank E. Richards

Federation

Wages, Salaries and Pgychecks Mafgx Associates

WOrking Makes -8ense4- Fearon :

Your:Famlly and It's Money -,Houghton-Mifflin

Your Mohey.Matters,-rRoyal Bank of Canada

Your Wotld of Monw- Canadian -Broadcasting CorporgtiOn
,
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-MOTOR DEVELOPMENt AND.PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES

,Toward Affective 10eve1opment - PsYcan

LEISURE/RECREATION

CaTdboard 6arpentry Worleshop - Education Development Centre

Corrugat,ed Cirton Crafting Sterling Publications

Ale Further Adventures of Cardboard Carpentry - Workshop for Learning Thingg

Scrap Crafts - Instructo

Starting Points - Methuen
A

Trash Can Toys and Gams --Penguin4Books

CWZENSHIP AND INDIVIDUAL RtPONSIBILITY

Canada's Endangered Specjes. Alb-erta Education

Ecology and Energy Action Pack - McDpnalds Corporation,

Energy Management for the Future -:. Departmept 'of Energy, Mine,q5eand Resources

a

Family Countdown - Scholasticlook Services

Family Vali* Scholastic Book Services
4

Government Environmental Resodrca Materials Guide - AlbeTte Environment

Hlntlland Who's Who Series Canadian Wildlife Association, Ottawa

Living.Weil in Times of Scarcity 7 PollutiOn"Probe and,Consumer As'sociation
. 'of Canada

1

-
Making Maps - Scott Foresman

.40

Pollution -.Holt, Rinehart and.Winstorr .

v

Scietfcet0eriments You Can Eat - J.B. Lippincot

for Canadians - 2rentica-Hall

Wher - Prentice-Hall

,
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LEVEL 4

UN6ERSTANDING SELF' AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS

Activities for Developing Positive Self Awareness - Milliken Tublishing Co.

All AbO)Lt Mgnners - Kahl's:Inc.
4

-
Conflict Management - Princeton:University.Fress

Going Placeswith Your Perkmality - Fearon-Pitman

Foeus on Self Development Science Revarch AssoCiates

It!s Your Life BeneficT'ress
sok ,

i:ve dot Me and X'm Glad-- Incentive Publiáations

Li?Lline Materials - Viking Press
,

Magic Circle - Human Development Training Instftute

11,

Manners - Fran& E. Richards f'ublishing Co.

Schools Without Failure - Harper and Rowe Pub.

Second Ce14ering Book - Prentice-Hall Inc.

Today's Teen Series - Bennett Books

Values Clarification Hatt Publishing

.'* .

TRAVEL

%lberta'Motor Associati!on Materials - AlbertxMotor Association
PA.

ROW to Read A Map - Interpretive Education
-

How ,to Read A Schedule-t Interpretive Educatidn)

International Traffic Signs - Kahl's Inc.

Motorcycle Safal - Interpretdve Education

-
Real Life Reading. - Scholastic Book Services

t

HEALTH
"b..... -.

,

The Altohol Problem:
liw

What.Do Yogu Think? - tl.istr,.l Educatkon Cdntre

.,Battling Dis'e Protecting Your Health - Globe
. .
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HEALTH (CONT'D,.)

Canada Fpod Guide - Department. ofcipublic Health

)

cer Society Materials - Canadian Cancer Society

A Ca sule Look at What Drugs .bo,to You.-,Kahl's InC. TN

Depart nt of Agriculture Materials - Canadian"Department of Agriculture

,- Departmen of HealthI4atéria1s Canadian Department of Healxh and Welfare.
ie. , :

. .... 1 .

The Drag - National*Film,Botar .

40 :.''.
Drug Abuse: It's yput Deciio Kahl's Inc.

Drug Abus-S.: .WhO Needs It? ahl's Inc.

Drug Education.5eties Marshfilm

. .

Egg and Sperm = International Telefilm Enterprises

Exercise: Fit To Be Tried - Kahl's Inc.

Faoing the Facts: Drugs, AicPhol and Tobacco Globe

Food for Life: ',The Basic' Four

The Growing Trip Kahl's Inc.

- Tupperware Educationa'l,ServiceS

I.

'The, High International T -film Enterprises

How A Hamburger Turns Into - Viking Films

Human GrOvth Series - Mara.hfi m.

Physical Fitness "Series - Mar film

The" Problem': 'Acne - Int7:0-tpre ve'Education

Self Care-Series,- Interpreti Education

Thepe's.A ifewlYpu COMin' - Kah

4 .6

Too Much of A Good Thing - Kah Inc.

Today',s Teen Series - Chas.*A. Bennett'

SAFETY 40,

4

Avoiding, Accidents: safety and irst Ad.-.Globe
4
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SAFETY (CONT'D.) -------

Case of Officer Hallibrand Orl-Ccnm>any-______.

I

Help Is - National Film Board
4 -

I.P.A. XIntegrated Prattical Activities) Manual - Alberta Education

Motorcycle Safety'- InterpietiVe EducatiOn

Playing'It Safe With Animals - Kahl's Inc.

Buning Bright - Kahl's Inc.

.1-

WORLD OF WORK

All About Jobse- Mafex Associates

All In A Day's Work - Globe1Modern'Curriculum'Pr4ss

Application Forms -"Frank E.Jtichards

Archway Occup.tional Academic Program AcVemic Therapy-Publications

e
Attitude and Safety Posters - *orker!s Cothpensation Board of Alberta

. .

. 0 f I

Canadian Classificatio and Dictionary of Occupations.-4epartment of
, .,
` I Manpower and Immigration

,.

Canadialm Occupational Groups -*Department of Manpower and Immigration

.Career Comparison Kit -.Mafex Associates

Career Search - Scholastic Bdolo Services

Englioh- fok5Adult Living Mafex Associates.

-
Fill in the Blanks -,Mafex,Associates

Finding A Job Series Kahl's Inc.

Finding Work - Follett-II-Publishing Co.

Fkrst Job kit - Ma4ex Associates_

FollowingDirections--: McGraw-Hill

Forms. in Your Fu\ture -,earning Tree Pdblishing
t

Forms in YOur Life - Globe Press
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WORLD,OF WORK (CONT'D.1

,

40 Letters to Write - Academic Therapy Publications

-
From- Classroom to Career - Marvin Melnyk Publishing

-------
-

Functionar Word Phrases for Everyday Living - FfidkE%-RAehards

Getting a'jbb - Fearo

A Good Worker - Mafex As ociates

Guide to the Community 1wyn ftstitute

, Help! - Mafex Associates

High School Work SEudy P grams for the etarded Charles C. Tholes

a

. HoW to Get That Job - Mafex Associates

How to old Your Job,: John Day Company

How to Write It Yourself - Frank E. Richar

I Can Make It On My Own -Arentice-Hall Inc.
45

Job Attitudes - Mafex Associates

The Job Book - Scholastic Book Services

Keeping That Job - Follett Publishing'Ca.

Learn to Earn - Mafex AssOciates

410Listening on the Job 7 mon NOstrand Reinhold.'

4
Looking into the Future - Frank E. Richards

Mac Works tn a Clothing Factory - Frank E. Richards

Math fof CitizenShip - Mafex Ass'ociates
%

More Fill'in the .Blanks .,t.:114.feic Associates

;

r.
The Natufe of Work - NationalTiIt.Board

Occupatidnal ealth,and Safety Posters - WOrker's Compensation Board

debur World of Work - Mafex AssociaEes,
e

Picture Lnterdist InVentbry,= McGraw-*il

'dr

PositiVe Attitude Posters.- Economic,Press
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WORLD OF WORk (CONT'D.)

Preparing for a Job IntervieW - Frank E. Richards

Questions About..Compensation Benefits Answered - Worker'e Compensation,Bpard

Real Life Reading and.Writing on the Job - 5cpolastic Book Services

-Real-People at Work - Marvin Melnyk Pub.

Service Occupations - Frank E. Richards

Shop Made Easy - Frank E. Richards?,

Shop Safety - Interpretive Education

Sign-A-Mite - Mafex Associates

0

,Sign Survival Poster Program - Mafex Associates

Social and Prevocational Information Battery - Frank E. RiChards

So You Want a Job, Eh?- Canadian Broadcasting Corporation

Stories About Workers - frank E. Richards

Turner Career guidance Series - follett Publishing Co.

TurneY-Livingstone Cotmilnication Series - Folleti )11blishing Co.

r

Vocational Readers -,Fearon

Wages, Salaries or Paycheques - Wax Associates

Work Ekperience'Education Handbook -'Alberta Education

Work for Everyone - Frank E. Richards

Working Makes Sense - Fearon

Working With Wood - Flank E. Richards

World of Work Series Educational Design Inc.

',You and Your World - Scholastic Book Services

Your Kind of Job - McGraw-Hill

HOME MANAGEMENT

All About Clotheg - McGraw-Hill

Apartment Hunting Series - Kahl's Inc.
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HOME'MANAGtMENT (CONT'D.)

'Babysitting Program =

Carin, for Kids - McGraw-Hill

A
'Clothing Care Series,- Kahl's Inc,.

Clothing, a Comprehensive Study - Prentice-Hall,Inc.

',Clothing: The Visible Self - Library SOund Services

The'Comparitive Shopper Relevant Publications

Exploring Foods - Prentice-Hall

Exploring Homemaking and Personal Living - PrentiCe-Eail-Inc.

The Family Series - Marshfilm eN,

._

.Fooct and Nutrition- Library Sound Services

4
Food and You - McGraw-Hill

Inexpensive Apartment Decorating - Kahl's Inc.
,

Vs.

Infant C'are And Development L.. McGraw-Hill

Keeping Food Fit: Storing and Freezing - Tupperware Educational Services

Look and Cook Butterick

Nutrition Series - Marshfilm

Planning for Your Own Apartment - Fearon

Planning Meals and Shopping Fearon

You and your Food - Prentice-Hall Inc.

MONEY MANAGEMENT

Bank Book - Frank E. Richards

Banking, Budgeting and Employment' - Frank E: Richards

Basic Skills CurriculUm Guide - Teaching Resources

,Big Deal - Western Educational Activities

Busiget - Viking Press
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MONEY, MANAGEMENT (CONT'D.)

Chequing Accounts, Cheques and Stubs -14.4ex Associates

Consumer Education - Fearon

'

Credit Buying Series .- Interpretive Education

r

Department Store Math - Western' Ed cational Ac..t,iyities
4.

Easy Money - pmbleday

Fill in the Blanks - Mafex AssoCiates

Food Buymanship - Consumer Association of Canada

Getting Down to Bas,ics About Advertiing - Canadian Adv r isfpg Advisory Board

Getting Ready for Payday:- Frank E.-Richards

Guide to the Community - Eiwyrr Institute

How Money and Credit Help Us - Benefic Press

Let's:Go Shopping.- Frank E. Richards

Managing Your Money - Raintree PublicatiOns

Markee Math Dial - Scholar's:Choice

, Mdth for Adult Living - Mafex Associates

.
Math for Banking - ;lafex Associates

Math for Citizenship --Mafex Associates

Math' for Employment (I, II) - Mafex Associates

Math for Family Living - Mdfex Associates

Math for the Workers7 Mafex 4ssociates
'A

Money Management M Graw-Hill'

Money Management-Reg urce Kit - Changing Tidts
, .

Money Meat - Mafex Associates

Money Maiters - Creative Publications

Monopoll - Parker Brothers

a
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MPNEY MANAGEMENT (CONT'D.),

Pacifmaker Practical Arithmetic Series - FeAron.

Tlanning Meals and Shopping'- Frank E. Richards

Shopping tists - Developmental Learning MaterfaTs'

Swindle - Edw.-Media

Using Dollars and Sense - Fearon

Wages, Salaries and Paycheques -'Mafex Associates

MOTOR (DEVELOPMENT AND PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES

ERCAPEP Physical Education Program - Secondary - Charles E. Merrill

I Can Kits Hubbard Scientific Co.*

LEI-SURE/RECREATION

Cardboard-Carpentry-Workshop - Education Development Centre

- Corrugated Carton afting Sterling Publications

The Further Adventures of.Cardboard Carpentry 7 Workshop for Learning TSings

Recreation and ,Leisure Time Workbook - Interpretive Education

Starting Points - Evans Brothers

CITIZENSHTP AND,INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY

Government EnvironMental Resources Gtade 7 Alberta Environment

Living Well in Times of S'carcity Pollution Probe and. Consumers AsOciation

4.
,of Canada

Parenting Abby Press

, Parks Canada Catalogue - Department of Indian and Northern(Aftairs

TeacVing Scilence with Garbage Rodale Press', Inc.

Water Pollution: A.C1itizen's Haddbook to Alberta Legislation -I'Legal.Reform
.1" Program,'EdMonton

:Working for Canadians - Prentice-Hall

Working Together - Prentice-Hall
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.

INTRODUCTION .

The Computation section of the.curriculum includes four units of instruc

,tion. They are: Numbers and Numeration, Operations and Properties,
Measurement and Graphing, and Geometry and Symetry.

/

4

It is intended that this section be integrated with the Living/Vocational
Skills section ,so that these cbncepts will have relevance tO the4ptudent.
Whenever possible concrete materiais, faTiliat examples and real rife
experiences should be-used ao these abstract mathematical concepts are
transferred into everyday situations and make numbers meaningful to the

studenx.

An overview Of all objectiyes with a page reference to the curriculum,fpas
well as student profile/checklist are included to facilitate assessment/
placement of the student. (See General Guidelines to Instruction for
further expilanation of specialized teaching strategies.) .

,
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'NUMBERS AND NUMERATION
Level'l

A. Primitive Number Concept

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES 'MAERIALS

The student:

Recognizes numbers up to
99 as groups of 10's'and
ones.

When llown two sets

(objectsinot number
symbols) indicates which
set contains "more" and
whidh contains 1:less".

Present cards and'indicate
numbers of tens and ones.'

Have student use popsicle,-
sticks to show tens and oneg

and find appropriate number.
card.

I a

1.

Make activity centers with
stamps, envelopes, nuts,
bolts, cup-saucers, etc. Ask

if there are enough,imore or

less. Then have stude'nt
match to check answers.

Use balance scale; t put.,some

beans in each pan. Have

student determine which has
more (ot less). Match one-to-

one to check.

.4

1

4

M.I.A.: Level 2-.
Unit 1;
level 3-
Units.16,2:

Series M: Level 2-
Unit 5.

Supplementary

4
First Math Heiper -

Readinesg Level 1.
Second klath Helper -
Number and Numera-
tion Level 1. '

Schoolhouse -

Mathematics - I.
Peabody Lariguage
Development Kit -
Level 1.
Dominumbers.
Ten Ten's'Counting
Frame.

\'Enlarged.Place
Value Sticks.

'Level K-,
Level 1-

, Unit 1.

.Series M: Level R-
Unit 3.



NUABERS AND NUMERAMION
Level 1

. .

. A. Primitive Number Concept

OBJECTIVES

-The student:

Matches sets of objects'
'one-to-One.

,

Forms a set (of objects)
equal to a given set.

PLACE VALUE:

Groups objects in sets of

10.

TEVAING STRATEGIES

Make doa on cards.

HaVe student match buttons',

beans, etc. one-to-one by
placing on top of each dot.

Make-cards with sets -of. 1

objects. Have.studenr place
cards in piles: those with
3 members in one pile, 2'
meMbers in another pile, etc.

Use cards with sets of
objects. Have student tally
the same number as on card.
Reverse exercie and have
student find In magazine or
draw pictures the same
number as tally marks.

Have student glue 10 beans
onto cards, then use tens
cards and single beans to
count out numberS.

) vs

2

4

M.I.A.:
Series M:

Level K. ,

Level R-
Unit 3.

M.I:A.: 'Level K-
Level 1-
Unit 1.
Level R-
Unit 3.

Series M:

M.I.A.:

Series M:

Level 1-
Unit.2;
Level 2-
Units 1
& 2;

Level 3
Unit 1.
Level 2-'
Unit 5.

A



'NUMBERS AND NUMERATION
Leve1.1

%. .B,' Cardinal Numbers and Numerals

k

OBJECTIVEg

el

TEACHING STAATEGIE MATERIALS

The student:

Relates numbers to objects
(spoken) zero to 10.

Counts the numbers-of a se
zero,to ten.

Associates written symbols
with the correct set zero

to ten.

tO

Ilse flannel boardtu o ts

plastic counters,'belds,
cubical blocks, popsi,cle .

sticks, famililr objects, in
classroom to do oral numt,er

exercises.

In centre of a paper plate
C:Writea number.0 - 10. Have

Kudent place correCt number
of objects (buttonA, marbles,
eIc.) onto plates%

Place number card over hook
on clothes hanger. Have
student clip appropriate
number of clothes pins onto

Lbo.ttom of hanger.

Write.number on top of toy
caTs. . Put dots on top
cardboard garages. Have

student dfive cars into
correct garages.

--Paste groupS of objects on
large sheets of paper. Print

a humber on top of each paper.
Have stude/nt use large cut

,Olit 0 and X to circle or
cross out groulps with correct
or incorrect number of
objects.

M.I.A.: Level K-
Level 1-
Unit 1.

Series,M: Level R-
Unit 3.

Leve1.1-
Units 1
& 2.

Series M: Level R-
Units 3
& 5.

Level 1-
Unie 1.

Supplementary

Iflecial Math.

Creative Math
Experiences Eor the
Young Child.
Tua With Numbers.
Second Math Helper-
Numbers and'Numera-:
tion - Level 1.
Schoolheuse
Mathematics - I.
Beginning Number
Poster Cards.
Ten Little Indians
(Book and Record).



NUMBERS AND NUMERATION
Level 1

C. Classification

.OBJECTIVES

The student:

Chooses from a given set

object possessing a
specific attribute,
e.g. red.

Chooses from a given set
objects possessing two or
more common attyibutes,
e.g. red, big; dogs.

k

I m.

'TEACHING STRATEGIES

I.

Rrovide variety of small M.I.A.: Level K
objects. Have student fork Level 1
sets according, to specific Unit 1.

attribute. Have student Series M: Level R.

name attribute common to,
that set.

Cut pictures from magazine\,
(food, toys, cars, etc.):
Have student sort into sets
by placing piece of yarn
around appropriate pictures.

Find pictures of people.
Have student form different
sets, e.g. the boys with blue
pants', the ladies with black
'hair, the babies who are

4

eating.

jHave studpnt string beads
according to color and/or

shape.

Sort flannel board shapes
according to preset attributes
e.g. find all the yellow
.shapes, find all the yellow
ducks.

4

4

Serie611: Level R
Units 2
& 4.



NUMERS AND NUMERATION
Leve 1

D. P sition

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Indicates correct position
in a roW of objects 0 - 10.

Names the position of a
given object in a row of
objects, from first to
tenth.

Indicates and names the
position of each object
in sequence0 - 99.

Cut out two bands. Put numb

1 to 10 pn play rings. Have

student put rings on fingers
in proper order.

Make a train - the engine is
0 and the caboose 10, the
cars 1 9. Have student
arrange train in order.

Pin number cards to students
who tlien'arrange themselves
in order and then tell the
position of each student.

Have student place objects
(or crayons) on a number
line, e.g. first put eraser,
second put the bluesrayon,
etc. Then ask, "What is
third?, What is eighth?", etc.

Use dot-to-dot puzzles.

Make nuMber charts with
missing numbers that the
student must write in.

Give student number cards
that he can glue to a
strip of paper to make a
number line.

5

NI%

ir

c,

M.I.A.: Level 1-
Unit 2.
Level 2-
Unit 2.

Series M: Level R-
Unit13.
Level 1-
Unit 5.

M.I.A.: Level 1-
Unit 2.
Level 2-
Unit 2.

Series M: Level R-
Unit 3.
Level 1-
Unit 5.

M.I.A.: Level 1-
Unit 3.

Level 2-
Unit 1.

Series M: Level 1-
Unit 10.

1

Supplementary

Creative Math
Experiences for the
Young Child.
First Math Helper
Rpadiness - Level 1.
Second Math Helper
Number and Numera-*
tion - Level 1.



NUMBERS AND NUMERATION
Level 1

E. Fractions

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

e
The student:

Recognizes primitive
concept of.fractiona: an

object can' be divided into
parts (1/2, 1/3, 1/4).

Orally recognizes
an object.

4

Cut different colored shapes
into halves. Have stpdent
match, halves using color as a

clue.

t

Cut appropriate pictures front
a magazine. Trace outlines on
paper, then cut pictures into
hal'ves, thirds or quarters.
Have student place or glue
'pieces onto outlined shape

of the whole.

1/2 of Have student fold various
sized shapes to determine if ,

they can be divided into
halves.

Duplicate pictures of objects
divided into two pieces. Have

student decide which are
divided into equal pieces;
then color one of the two
pieces to show one half.

6

Level K
Level 1
Unit 4.

Series M: Level 2
Units 8.

M.I.A.: Level 1
Unit 4.

Series M: Level 1
Unit' 15.

Level 2
Unit 8.

Supplementary

First Math- Helper
Readiness, Level 1.

Creative Math
Experiences for the
Young Child.
Schoolhouse
Mathematics I.



I a I OPERATIONS AND PROPERTIES,
Level 1,

A. SeriatiOn Addition Concept
.

z

t

,OBJECTIVES

C.

ipiCHING STRATEGIES. ., MATERIALS

,

.s.

..I

,

4

The student:

Identifies an established
series of objects.

Constructs a series with
a given set of objects.

Demonstrates with concF.ete
materials that addition is
a joining process, using
no more than 10 objects.

.1

)

Recognizes symbols + and =

,

a
t

ib

:-

Show a picture. With manipu-

latives, have.student find
same number of objecls.

Show a number.. With manipu-
latives, have student .

establish a set.

,

Present student with adding
dituation. Using beads nf

two colors and laces,'haVe
suident find one addend in
one color, the other addend
in the other color, then put
them together on the lace.

Make three pockets across
the bottom of a card (the fire
two pockets in one colot, the
last in another color). Elave

student put groups of straws
in pockets, e.g. 3 and 1,
then take all the straws and ,

put them in the last pocket
to show how-many in all,
e.g. 3e+ 1 = 4.

Ask two students to go to the

front of the room', ask three
more to join them. Print on
chalkboard 2 + 3 5, .

explaining the joining
futction of symbol + and the
meaning of =. 1

,"

Show a student groups.of
objects being joined
together. Using number and
'symbol cards, have student f
the equation.

r
C 7

4j(,)

M.I.A.:
Serie M:

_

Level K.

Level K-
Unit 6.

M.I.A.: ,Level K.

Series M: Level K.-.

Unit 6.
,

M.I.A.:

Series M:

,

..

s

M.I.A.:

Level 1-
Units 1
& 2.

Level K-
Unit 8.
Level 1-
Unit 2.

Level 1-
Unit 2.

1,



OPERATIONS AND PROPERTIES
Level '1

,

A. Seriation Addition Concept

OBJECTIVES', TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Solves addition equations
with.solutiens up to 10.

Construct a wheel with spin
pointer with numbers 1 to-5,
and a deck of cards with
numbers 1 to 5. Have student
draw a card, spin the wheel
and add the two numbers
together. Have students play
in pairs, keeping the card if
the answpr is corect; the

player with the motst olds
wins game. .

.,

6

Construct a viewe

1

by cutting
a slit in the fl t side at
the bottom of a plastic

! detergent.bottle. Use
vertical flashcards inserted
through slit so answer can not
,be seen. Have student read
equation, decide On an answer
and check himself by'peeking
through bottle top ,to see the

. sum.

8

0

M.I.A.: ,Level 1- ,

Units 1
& 2.)

Series M: Level R-
Unit 8,
Level 1-
Unit 2.

Supplementary

Individuilized
Mathematics;

Special Math. :,

Third Math HelPf-
Addition Facts.:
Schoolhouse M4e-
matics 7 I. . r

Mathfacts Games
(Book 1). :".

bum Clowh.
Little Professq,
Calculator.
Math Turn'N.tearn -
Set 1-A.
Under the B4 ToP.



OPtRATIONS AND PROPERWS
%Level 1

B, Subtraction Concept'

OBJECTIVES - TEACHING STRAT,EGI*8 NUERIALS

"The student:

Demonstrates with concrete
materials that subtraction
is A separating process ,

(to 10).

4Tu.

Recognizes symbols - and =.i Ask student to hold up Iiree
crayons, then tell him t

give two to someone else and*
'determine how many are left.
Print equation on blg-ckboard
explaining,symbols - and =.

'Have student cut groups of
'pictures from magazines,

. kst s. them on cards, then

cross out some. Have him
exchange cards with a partner
who prints on equation using
symbols - and =.

Yrovide frequent drill
practice utilizing flashcafd
plasticized, wipe clean card6,

puzzle work-shop games,
records, etc. Adding machirie

calculators may 'be used aS4

motivators.

Mike cards with 1 to 10 dots
on them; cross out some dots
with an X! The equation'is
printedon the ba6k. Have

student, using objects,,
duplicate the operation shown.

N

Present student with sub-
traction equatiOn cards. Hay

student demonstrate the
separating process uilng,toys,
blocks, popsicle sticks, etc.

SolveS subtraction .

equations with minuends
to 10.

-

9

4 a2

M.I.A.: Level 1-
Units 2'
& 3.

Series M: Level R-
Unit 8.

M.I.A.: Level 1-
Unit 2.

Leyel 1-
',. Units 2 -'

&

Series M: Level R- *

Unit 8.

6

'I 1



OPERATIONS'AND'PAOPERTIkS
Level 1

B. Subtraction Concept

OBJECTIVES , TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Make.'seasonal subtracting
bulletin board, e.g.'Christmas.
Have large trees with a
number 0 to 10 printed on
them. Tape ontO trees
several small paper clips. In

a box by bulletin board have
paper tree decorations Lnd
balls with arithmetic equations
printed on them. -Have student

.solve tion and put on ap-

propri tree by slipping

under pape clip.

Additional examples:
Easter eggs in
with pumpkins,
on large lacey
colored leaves
trees

10

baskets, ghosts
small hearts
valentines,
on'autumn

4

493

Supplementary

Arithmetic Drill
Cards-Box 1.
Schoplhouse Mathe-.
matics I.

Mathfact Games -
Book 2.

Little Pilpfessor

Calculator.
Math Turn'N Learn
Set 1.



OPERATIONS AND PROPERTIES
Level 1

E. Problem Solving.

OBJECTIVES TEAbHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

Me student:

With maiiipulatives, shows
the process of problem
solving.

a

Use pictorial problems,
e.g picture of two bunnies
eating, one more,is. hopping

towards them. Have the
student act out the story

problem.

Have student search through
magazines tp find and put
together pictures. Group
these on a bulletin board
and have student tell the
story problems he sees.

Slightly alter familiar
nursery rhymes and stories ,

to become arithmetic story
\problems, e.g. "Kittens Who
/Lost Their Mittens"; "The

4incess and the Pea";
"Three Blind Mice".

11

M.I.A.? Level 1-
Units 1
- 4. '

Series M: Level-K-
Unit 8.
Level 1-
Units 2
& 6.

Supplementary

Animal Learning
Shapes.
Sets and Numbers.
Flannelboard Sets,
Story=telliteg.



MEASUREMENT AND GRAPHING
Level 1-

A. Money

:

OBJECTIVES TEACAING STRATEGIES MATERIAL'S

The student:

Chooses.a specific coin
froM several coinsjpenily,
'nickelr dime). °

6

'Present student with mixet
coins. 'Have student put coin
OT the same value,into piles.

Tist?ibute a coin to each
studsmt. Call directions,
e.g.: II All students with

pennies sit on the floorval
those.with dimes stand by
the window."

Give each student several
coins-and givedirections,

4

e.g. "Take a penny and put it
on,the television."

Names a specific coin when Usq coined flashcards fpr

presented (penny, nickel, speed and accurhcy in naming.

dime).

Tells he value of penny,

nickel ime.

v

Have'student cut,piCtures of
things he would like to buy
from a magazine; paste them
ihto a booklet and assign a
price. Discuss the coin(s)
needed to purchase each item
in booklet.

Set uP a store of small iteMs
with sppropriate price tags.
'Have student buy items with
toy money or with real money

to keep.

12

, 4!;':5

M.I.A.: Level K-'
Level 1-1'

Units 2
& 3.

Series M: Level R-
Unit 7.
Levert-
Unit 12.

Level K+
Level 1-
Units 2
& 3.

Series M: Level K-
Unit 7.
Level 1-
Unit 12.

M. I .A . : Level K-
Level 1-
Units 2
& 3.

Series M: Level K-
. Unit 7.

Level 1-
Unit '12.

Supplementary

Creative 14q.ih Exper-

iences for the
Young Child.
Second Math Helper-

Number and
Numeration.
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MEASUREMENT AND GRAPHING
Level 1
B. Tillie

OBJECTIVES

The student:

TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

Identifies specific tf`
period by describing its
characteristic activities,
e.g. in the night the sun
does not slline and it is

dark.

Tells and write time to
the hour.

A

0

Present pictures of common
daily or seasonal activities.
Have student tell time it
might occur.

'Using familiar,songs or
nUrsery rhymes have student
determine the time of day or '

seasoh when it most likely
occurred, e.g. "Hey Diddle
Diddle", "Hickory, Dickory,
Dock", "Frosty the Snowman",
f:Mary Mary Quite4.10=mgel,

Have student make clock with
paper plates, then set clock
according to times gven
orally or written on chalk-

board.,

4.

13

Jt

M I.A.: L

Unit 3, 4.
Series M: Level .12-

Unit 12.

Supplementary.

Telling the Tittle.

Time Bingo. /

eriTech Primary
Math Lab I; Book 10:
Money, Time,

Measurement.
Useful Arithmettc
Series Lavel

and 2.



VMASUREilENT AND GRAPHING
Level 1

C. MeasureMLnt

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS 1 ,

The Student:

Measures,.using hon-standard
units of measure, for
comparative results,
e.g. healier than, lighter
than, less than.

4

Measures using non-standa
units of measure for
approximate results,
e.g. 9 cans full, 5 pencil
lengths.

Use the following with student M.I.A.:

in exploratory situation
with discussion and question-
ing`to develop a/basic under- Series

standing of measurement ancla a

functional comparative
vocabulary:

- balance scale (for weight)

with blocks, beans, etc.

- 2 sizes of containers (for

volume) with w4ter, sand, etc.

trips_of paper pieces,
string or pencils (for

length)%

n a box place many objects
(or use large objedS'gshin

classroom). On a worksheet
make a drawing of each object.
Give student a non-standard
unit for measuring, e.g. paPer
clip, key, clothes pin.'
Have' student measure object
and wZite length beside the
picture on worksheet.

.,

Fill large jar with beans
(marbles, etc.). 'Have
4itudent guess how many cans

'full are in the jar., Measure
to determine the closest

guess.

14

M.I.A.:

14:

Level K-
Level 1-
Unit 1.
Level K-
Unit 7.
Level 1-
Unit 7
& 12.

Level 17
Unitoa
& 3.

Series M: Level 1-,

Unit 7.

.."

ee,



MEASKREMENT AND GRAPHING
Level 1

C. Measurement

OBJECTIVES //' TEACHING STRATEGIES
ep,

MATERIALS

The studnt: .

0 Demonstrates understanding
of opposite and compare-
tive terms relative to
ti,,asurement and position,

e.g. big, little, bigger,
biggest.

Recognizes standard tools
for measurement.

Have students do standing
broad jump_and determine
whosie jump is longest,

stiortest'.

Place objects of variops
sizes (or lengths, or weights)
in a box. Have stlidents pull
out objects ana compare,
e.g. Dan's magnet is heavier
than Judy's marble; Mary has,
a'small eraser, Darren's'is
smaller but CinOi's is the
smallest, ett.

Have students work in pairs:
with piece of'cardboard
1 cm. long; the other

with a cm. rultr. Have both.,

measure objects and compare
reaults. . 1

Present student with strips ot
.paper cut from l'cm. to 10 cm
lengths. Have him estimate
the length of the paper and
use a cm. ruler to check.

Ako n e

c u t

Level K-
Level 1-
Unit 1.,

Series M: Level K-
Unit 7.
'Level 1-

' Unit 7
&

M.I.A.: Level 1-
Unit 3.

Series M: Level 1-
Unit 7.
& 12.

Supplementary

VeriTech:Primary
Math Lab 1, Book 10.
Creative*Math
Experi.ences.for

aid young Child.
Schoolhouse
Mathematics I.

4

fi
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GEMETRy,AND SYMMETRY
Level 1 ,

A. ReCogniton and Usage of Geomerric Shapes

'OBJECTIVES'

,

The student:,

Identifies shapes, e.g,
square, circle, pval,
rectangle, triangle,
diamond.

Names a specific shape
presented.

te

when

TEACHING.STRATEGIES

Have *ktudents play shape

dominoes.

C.,

Collect pictuies of rectangles
sqnares, circle, ovals,

triangles, diamonds. Have

the.,student sort cards into
= those that are squares

those that are vectangles
that are not squares.

nye stUdent search classroom
fot objects that have these
shapes and tdll wkat shape it
is.

Using cut outs of these shapes
have student create pictures
by gluing them:on a page. 4?
Have student name the shapgs
he used, e.g. "My truck has .

circles for wheels., 'square

winats, a rectangle .c)r the.

box." ,-

16

4

:Level

Level 1- ,

Unit 4.
eries M: Level K-

Units-1
& 4.

Level 1-
Unit 4.

M.1. .4

Series M:

Level 1,
Unit 4.
Level 2-
Unit 2.
Level 1-

Unit 4.
Leyel 2-
Unit 3.

Supplementary

-Creative Math
' Expeiences for the
Young Child.
Fi1 rst Math Helper-

Readiness.
Schoolhouse
Mathematics - I.

Fairbanks Robinson
Program - Perceptu
Motor Development.
Beginning Geoboar

Activities.
Dubnoff Sc1
Program 2:1014

z

.44014



GEOMETRY AND SYMMETRY
"Level 1

B. Construction of Geometric Shapes

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATECIES

The student:

Constructs common 2-D
f gures, e.g. Circle,

..)

s uare, rectangle,
riangle.

4

Have student trace and copy
shapes on blaaboard, wipe
clean plasticized cards,
sandpaper,.etc.

Have student trace shapes in
color: .circles - red,
squares - blue, etc., and
cut out these shapes to use
ih ait prpjects.

.40

tf.
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qt.
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NUMBgRS AND.NUMERATION
Level 2
A. Prim4ive Number Concept

OBJECTIVES 4 TEACHING STRATEGIES

The student:

Forms simple sub-sets and
distinguishes between
equivalent and non-
equivalent sets.

Identifies the number. of
100's, 10's and ones in
any 3-digit number.

Have student look through
magazines fox pictures of,
equivalent sets to mount on
construction paper. Have
class find e'quivalent sets.

Have Student make-3 digit
numeral cards. Conduct group
activities:- "I'm thinking of
a numeral that means 3
hundreds, 6-tens, and 4 ones.
Show me the numeral", etc.

Use place value abacus.

18

4

MATERIALS

M.I.A.: Leve1,3-
i

Unit
Series M: Leverl 1-

Unit 15.
Level 2-
Unit 14.

M.I.A.: Level 1-
Unit.4.

Series M: Level 2-

Unit 10.

lipp).ementary

Schoolhouse
Mathematics - Kits
1, 2 and 3.

.



NUMBE
Level 2
B. Cardi4;

\

NUMERATION

mbers'and Numerals

TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The studyt:

Reads number words 9. prepare number sequence
actiyities with numbers
missing.

Counts, reads, writes, a4d
sequences numerals to 999V

\

se cross-numeral puzzles'.:

e students cards and ask
*4to arrange themselves in

I-. -

Order based on the number on
the'card.

Counts by 2's; 5's and Make up bags of marbles (10

10's to 100. ; in each); have students place
their bags, one at a'time, in
a large bag. As this is done,

I have students count: 10, ZO

Use dimes and nickels.

19

5 Li A.

Series M: Level 1-
,

Unit 10.
Level 2-
.Unit 10.

Level 1=
Unit 3.
Level 2-
Units 3
,& 4:

Series M: Level 1-
Pnit 10.
Level 2-
Unit 10.

Supplementary

Fun With Numbers.
VeriTech Primary
Math Lab 1, Books 1
and 2.
Schoolhouse
Mathematics - Kits
2 and 3;
Ten-Tenk Copnting
Frame.



NUMBERS AdD NUMERATION
, Level 2

C. Classification

OBJECTIVES

.

TEACHING STRATEG)404 - MATtRIALS

The student:

Determines attributes
common to a given set,
e.g. by color or usage.

Recognizes sub-sets within
a set, e.g. given the set
of animals: those that
fly; those that have fur.

Have student.string bekds'
according to color, shape,
size.

Use sorting activities with
small plastic items (cars,
boats, planes). Have student
sort according to use, color,

sizes

play "I Spy" with,use, func-
tion Or category as a clue,
e.g. "I Spy something that is
used to make music."

20

5 3

v-

Series M: ,Level K-.
Unit 1.

Series M: Level 4-
Unit 2.

Supplementary

Veri-Tech Math Lab.
'Peabody Language
Dvelopment Kit; '

Level P-Level 1.
Picture Cards.
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NUMBERS ANDAUMERATION
Le4el 2
E. Fractions /f

OBJECTIVES

The student:

MATERIALS

Identifies and demonstrate
single dig,it fractions:

a) in concrete setting
b) from pictorial

rep'resentations.

Identifies and recognizes
function of;
a) numerator
b) denominator.

Names fractions equivalent
to number one.

Have student fold; cut, and
color paper'to make pictures
that show objects in 2, 3, 4
etc. equal pieces.

,

Use the chalkboard to illus-
trate a rectangle with parts
of the same size and shape.
Color one part, have student
name it,

Prepare a sisries of individ-
ual activity cards; exercises
such as "Which is bigger, 1/2
or 1/4"; "Find all parts that .

are equal' to lt2t, find as

many ways ds you can to make
6ne unit square".

21

5 "4

M.I.A.: Level 2-
Units 2
,&,3.

Level 3-
Units 1
6 3.

Series M: level 1-
Unit 15.
Level 27
Unit 8.
Level 3:-;

Unit 5.i

Level 3-
Unit 3.
Level"4-
Unit 3.

Unit 6.

M.I.A.: Level 3-
Unit 5.

Series M: Level 3-
Unit 6.

Supplementary

Schoolhouse
Mathematics Kits

2 and 3.
Math Lab.
Fractional Dominoes.
Fracto.

t,



OPERATIONS AND PROPERTIES.
;Level 2

A. Seriation Addition Concept

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Solves addition equations
with solutions to 20.

Demonstrates rote knowledg
of addition facts.

:SuIves addition-prob.-al-If§

using the commutative
property (3 A- 4 = 4 A- ?).

Adds 2 digit numerals:
al withoUt regrOuping
b) with regrouping.

4

-*

Use domino cards, beads or
'numher lines-C6. illustrate
the joining of sets of
addends.

Using flash cards, construct
a tree,trunk. Have s udent
write his name and a ne fact
on a cutout leaf. As each
student learns the facts,
place leaves at the bottom
of the tree (fallen leaves).

M.I.A.: Level 1-
Units 1,
2,3 & 4.

Level 3-*

Unit 1.
Series M: Level 1-

_ Units 1-
14.

Series M: Level 2-
Unit 2.

Tell a story involving
students or objects'in the
classroom: "A put together
kory, 6 leaves, 5 more, how
many nOw?".

0
Have student illustrate ,

numbers with models. Talk
about number of ones, number
of tens.

Play-the game "On Time for ,

School":

22

M.I.A.: Level 2-
'Unit 1,

3.

el 3-
Unit 1.

Series M: Level 2A
Unit 2.
Leel 1-
Units 6
& 9.

M.I.A.: Level 1-
Unit 4.

Series M: Book 1-
Unit 2.

M.I.A.: Uvel 2-
Unit 4.

-Series M: 'Book,2-
Unit 6.

ge"

Book 3-
Unit. 3.

\



X

OPERiTIONS'AND PRCPERTIES '

Level 2
A. Seriation Addition ConCept

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES

'5

MATERIALS

The student:

S.

.1

23

ot,

,StPplementary

VeriTech Primary
Math Iab I, Book 3,
Addition 1.
Arithmetic Drill
Cards Box 1 -,2. 4

Avlatch,Dot-to-Dot;
Math'fiddles, Tongue

Twis ijb

ers, and Happy

Tho ta. (+ and -;

Bool01);
Clown Mathematics -
Addition;
Math Mysteries.1
AdditIou;
Gameboards;
Ye Olde.Math (+ and

-); . .

Thil0 Math Helper-
A dition Facts;
S oolhouse ,

Mat matics - Kits

1, 2, 3
Drill and Practice
- Kit' AA;

Moving Up,in
Numbers;
Independent Drill'

for'Mastery:
Fundamentals of
Addition and
Subtraction.

;



OPERATIONS AND PROPERTIES
Level 2 I

B. Subtraction'Concept

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATtGIES MATERIALS

4

The student:

States orally and demon- ,

atrates with4pAnipulatives
that addition and subtrac-
tion are inverse operations.

Solves subtraction equa-
tions with minuends to 18.

'Demonstrates rote know-
ledge of'suttraction facts.

14.

_s

Use idea of number line'but
large enough for student to

step on. Have him begin at

15 or 18 and walk backward
the number of spaces being

subtracted.

M.I.A.:

Series M:

Provide a collection of cata-
logues, paper, yar, scissors.
'Have one student give a
subtraction fact; others cut Series M:

out pictures and mount them on
their papers to illustrate
the number facts. ,

24

A

Series M:

Level 1-
Units 1,
2, 3 & 4. e

Level 1-
Units 1-14.

Level 1-
Units 1,
2, 3 & 4.
Level 1-
Units 1-14.
Level 2-
unit 4.

Level 2-
Unit 4.

, SuRplementary

VeriTech Primary
Math Lab 1, Book 4, 0!)

Sub. 1.
Arithmetic Drill
Cards - Box 1, 2.

Match Dot-to-Dot;
Matti Riddles, Tongue
Twisters, Hapy
Thoughts, Book I;
Clown Book
Subtraction;
Ye Olde Math
(4- and -);

Math Mysteries -
Subtraction, Book 1, 2.

Gameboards;
Schoolhouse
Mathematics - Kit
1, 2, and 3. "
Individualized
Mathematics: Drill
and Practice (Kit AA);
Moving Up in Numbers;
Independent Drill
for Mastery.

"1*



OPERATIONS AND PROPERTIES
Level 2

C. Mu14lip1ication Concepts'

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

States orally and demon-
strates with maniPulatives
that multiplication is
iepeated addition.

Names and demonstrates

. the use of symbol x.

Solves,multiplication
involving up to 1,2,3,4

or 5 x 9.

Have student tell about sets
of things that have, the same
number fo objects in them.
Ask student to give the
number of objects lin each set,
the number of sets and the
,nUmber of objects'in all.
Tell him that in the next few
days he will be learning a
short -cut to find the numb r'

of objects in all.

To show the need for x sig
discuss examples such as + 2

2, etc. and show the onven-

ience of rewr ng t is as

9 x 2 = 18.

Have student cut out pictures
from raagazines or draw 'scenes

showing several sets, of
equivalent sets; then trade
pictures and write rebus
statergents about them.

a.

25

5 8

M. I. A. : Level 2-
Unit 4.

Series M: Level 1-
Unit 15.
Level 2-
Unit 14.

M.I.A.: Level 3-
,

Unit 3.
Series M: Level 2-

,

Unit 14.

M.I.A.: Level 3-
Unit 3.

Series M: Level 2-
Unit 14.

Level 3--
Unit 7.

Supplementary

VeriTech Primary
Math Lab 1, Book 8.
Individualized
Mathematics.

Ye Olde Math,
(x and
Math Riddles, Tongue
Twisters and Happy
Thoughts (x and 4,-,

Book 1).



OPERATIONS AND:PROPERTIES
Level 2 . 4

D. Division Cancept 4,0

OB ECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The stude

States orally and demon7
strates witlh manipulatives

that divisKon-is repeated

sibtraction.

Names and demonstrates the
use of symbols it- and

/

Solves divi-sion up to

9/45

Use chalkboard to illustrate
8 = 2 ,= 6 till you get to 0.
Two has been subtractdd 4
times so'there are 4 two's in

8. 8.t 2 = 4. Use egg

carton and counters, 8
counters 2 in each egg holder.

Demonstrate that'division can
be written horizontally
using+.

Use "Division Bingo" to
reinforce division facts.

States orally and demon-- Use objects to show the '

strates that multiplication putting together of four 3's

and division are tnverse to make 12; and the separating

operations. of 12 to show the number of
3's in 12.

26

. 5 1

M.I.A.: Level 3-
Unit 3.

Series M: Level 2-
Unit 15.

M.I.A.: Level 3-
Unit 3.

Series M: Level 3-
Unit 11.

M.I.A.: Level 3-
Units 3,
& 4.

Series M: Level 3-

Unit 11.

Series M:

Level 3-
Unit 3.
Level 3
Pnit-11.

Supplemenary

Arithmetic Drill
Cards Books 1 - 2..
Ye Olde Math
(x and .i.);

Math Riddles,
Tongue Twisters
and Happy Thoughts,
(x and -,1);

Gameboards;

(cont'd. next page)



OPERATIONS AND PROPERTIES

--Level 2
D. Division Concept

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

,

Sr

27

5

Steps to Mathematics'
Book I;
Schoolhouse
Mathematics - Kit
3;

Individualized
Mathematics: Drill
and Practice -
Kit AA)
Independent Drill
for Mastery:
Fundamentals of'
Multiplication and

Division.



OPERATIONS,AND PROPERTIES
Level 2
E. Problem Solving

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Solves one-step problems\
involving addition and

subtraction:
a) with one digit numeral\s

b) with two digit numsralS.

Ar

ft

Use concrete materials and,
apply problems to daily
living as much as possible,
e.g. "Set the table for
supper; if company comes,
how many plates will be
needed?" "We have 12 chil-
dren in our class; 2 are
away. How many 'are left?"

28\

t

M.I.A.: Level 2-
Units 2

& 3.

Series M: Level 1-
Units 6.

& 9.

Series M: Level 2-
Units 1

M.I.A.: Level 2-

Unit"4.

Level 3-
Unit 2.

Series M: Level -
Unit 10,
13.

Level 2-
Unit 9,

11.

Supplementary

Moving Up in Story

Problems.
'Numbers and Glues.



MEASUREMENT AND GRAPHING
Level 2

A. ,Money

OBJECTIVES

The student:

Naies and demonstrates the
.use of symbbls $ and Q.

TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

ft

\Distiibute playmoney. Hal:re M.I.A.: 'Level 2-
student match bills with. . Unit 3.
$ signs; coins with Q signs.. Series.M: Level 1-

1

. Unit 12.,

On a shopping field 'trip, hay
studett point out $ and Q
signs, that they see.

,Sele,cts, names and demon-
1

Settup classroom store. Use

strates kriowledge of the items priced at 25Q, $1.00,
value of a quare'er, and $5.00, $2.00 etc. Have

bills. student'use exact amounts-of
moneTto purchase items.
Expand this activity further
as knowledge of money
increases.

Take field trips to purchase
items for class; parties,,etc.

Counts a group of pennies,
nickels and dimes.

Solves one step oral
problems using clickels,
dimes and pennies to 20Q.

4

Level 2-
Unit 3.

Series Mr Level 1-
Unit: 12.

Series M: Level 2-
Unit 11.

-Place a variety of coins in -M.I.A.: Leva 1-
bag. }Jaye student draw out Unit 3.

. several and name their value. Level 2-
Unit 1.

Series M: Level 1-

. Unit 12.

Set up a classroom store. Series M: Level 1-
Unit 12.

Use practical projects as
much as possible, e.g. sales,
of popcorn, purchasing milk.
at schools, 'buying needed
classroom supplies from
teacher (erasers, pencils).

29

5



MEASUREMENT AND GRAPHING
Levl 2

,A. Money

I
/

f.5 4

. r

. I OBJECTIVES

7-

TEACHING STRAtEGIES MATERIALS
'

The student:

States equivalent values
of combinationS of coins:
a) to a quarter
bY to a one dollar bill.

r

Write vaftous amounts of
money on slips'of paper and
place,in a box. Have stuAnt
draw slips and make up the
amounts given with play
money.

30

L'evei 2-

'Unit -3.

Supplementary

Money Makes Sense.
VeriTech Primary
Math Lab I, Book 10,
(Money, Time,

Measurement).
Time and Money -

GI Grades 1, 2.
Schoolhouse
Mathematics - Kit

1, 2.



MEASUREMENT AND GRAPHING
Level 2
B. Time

l'OBJECTIVES \, TEACHING STRATEthES MATERIALS

The student:

Tells and writes time to

the half,hour.
I

Uses different types of
clAles, e.g. digital,
alarm, stop watch.

r -

C71*

States the use of and reads'

calendar:
a) identifies and names

the month; in order
b) -identifies and names

the days of the week

in order.

Divide class into 2 teams;
show tiMe on demonstration
clock. Give team membeis
1 point if they name time
correctly.

-Use different clocks for
various classroom activities,

- e.g. stop watch for physical
education, digital for
minute math test.

Use monthly classroom calendar
to:

- post birthdays' of stUdents

- mark important holidays
- develop anticipation of

various school or class-
room activities.

31'

Level 1-
Unit 4.
Level 2-

, Unit 3.
Level 3-

t , Unit 3:
Series M: "Level 1--

Unit 12.

Series M: Level 1-
Unit 12.

M.I.A.: Level 2-
Unit 4.

Series M: Level 2-
'Unit 5.

M.I.A.: Level 2-
, Unit 4.

Series M: Level 1-.
Unit 12.
Leve.1 12-

Unit 5),

M.I.A.: , Leve1*2-
Unit,v4.'

Series M: Level 2-'
Unit 5..

Supplementary

Telling Time (A

Time Instruction
Program by Modular

Elements).
Time Bingo.
It's About Time.



MEASUREMENT AND GRAPHING
Level 2
B. Time

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

t"--

32

I

5 3

Math Activity 3-
Telling Time. ,

VeriTech Primary
Math Lab 1, Book 10
(Time,, Money,

Measurement).
irseful Arithmetic
Series - Level 2.
Gameboards.
Schoolhouse
Mathematicir-
Kit 1, 2.



MEASUREMENT AND GRAPHING
Level 2

C. Measurement

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS,

i

The student:

Reads and measures in
linear units: cm, dm,

and m.

Reads and measures in
capacity units: 1 and

half7litre.

Make up "personal",charts
involving measurement: "My

desk is high; my

shoe is long; my,

eraser is high.

Visit store, take field trips;

invite silkman. Use sand

table afil water activities.

%

Reads Weight in g. units. ps

Recognizes the concept
of bm, ml, and kg.

Reads C
o

on a thermometer.

tr-

classl.00m objects (pencils

pap clips); haye student
weithegr and record on
"personal. chart".

Use as part of daily classroo
activities and discussion:,
"This weighs about kgs,

This is about mms long".

Emphasize duiing cooking

activities.

Have student associate given
temperaturesyith certain
dctivities.

Have a thermometer outside the
classroom window and have it
recorded daily by class.

Use thermometer in making
candy; science projects.

33
so'

M.I.A.: Level 1-
Unit 3,
Level 2-
Unit 2. '

Level 3-
Units 2&5.

Series M: Level 2-
Unit 7.

M.I.A.: Level 2-
Unit 4.

Series M: Level 1-
Unit 12.

*Level 2-
Unit 11.

Series M: Level
Unit 1

M.I.A.: Level 3-
Unit 5.

Series M: Level 2-
Unit 11.

%
Series M: Level 3-

Unit 12.

Supplementary

VeriTech Primary
Math Lab I, Book 10.

Metxic Magic.
choolhouse
athematics - Kits'

1, 2, & 3.'

Math Lab.
Classroom
Thermometer.



GEOMETRY AND SYMMETRY
Level 2
A. Recognition and Usage of Geometric Shapes

OBJECTfVES TEACHING STRATEGIES

The strident:-

Recognizes combinations
of shapes and identifies

. a given shape within a

picture.

Identifies line, paallel
line, curve, angle.

Identifies symmetrical
shapes.

*-

Discuss and .anionstrate in

art prOjects;` making
lptures, using boxes,
ce.cans, foam balls.

. MATERIALS

E

9 M.I.A.: Level 2-.
Unit 4.
1.,evel 3-

Unit 2.

Series M: 'Level 1-

Unit 4.
Level 2-
Unit 3.

-gtrir

Use physical education class.
Have students demonstrate eac
shape as teacher calls them
out.

Do'classroom "searChn for
curves, parallel lines,
angles.

Prepare symmetry cards with
two-dimensional shapes by
cutting each fromvtwo -

different colors of construc-
tion paper and gluing them Series

together with a flattened
paper straw between them. As

card shows one side of the
cutout have student rotate
cutout to match.

M.I.A.:

M.I.A.:

34

5

Level 4-
Unit 8.

Level 2-
Unit 2.
Level 3-
Unit 1.
Level 2=
Unit 3.

A



GEOMETRY AND SYMMETRY
Leve2- 's*
B. tonstruction of Geometric Shapes

OBJECTIVES

The student:

Constructs 2 and 3
dimensional shapes from a
pattern, e.g. diamond,
pyramid, cylinder.

TEACHING STRATEGIES

Use gift boxes from stores as
patterns; have student make
gift boxes in varying shapes
for Chrikmas presents to,
family.

Have student make sculptures
from boxes, juice cans,
cardboard tubes, plastic
foam balls, and other three
dimensional objects.

s)

35

r

411,

MATERIALS

M.I.A.: Level 3
Unit 3.

Level 4
Unit 2.

Series M: Leve/ 5
Unit 4.

SuppleMentary.

Schoolhouse
Mathematics Kits

,l, 2, & 3.

Math Lab.
Make and Tell Kits.
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NUMBERS AND NUMERATION
.Level 3 .

'A. Primitivb Nuinber Concept

r

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS '

The student:

Calculates and works with
the set of numbers tbtit.

satiafies a given eqUation.

Stress ideal:Lae t equation's

areZequal" and) tust balance.

e work'-with approtich:

emonstrate object or
number is needed to make both
sides the same (equals)

Work firstswith vi%nal and .
concrete materiklequatfons -
move to word and nnmeral
representations of these.

Identifies the place value Use place value chart to

of each digit in any demonstrate visually "place

6-digit.number. values". Usilbg concrete

place value materialv;(trays,
slotted trays, charts) have
student slot and'name
selYeral 6-digit numbers
-ac'cording to correct place

values!

Level 7-
Unit 1.

Math Plus ihlit 11.

M.I.A./ Level 7-
Unit 1.

*Series M: Leve1.4-
- Unit 1. .

Math Plus Unit

Supplementary

Equals (game).
PlaceNalue 1.
Place Value Chart.
Meeric Place Value

Chart: ,

%

36
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NUMBERS:AND NUMERATION'
Level 3

\

B. Cardinal Numbers and Numerals

OBJECTIVES TEACHVG STRATEGJES MATERIALS

011.

"The student:

CoufttaAereads, wrltes and

sequences numerals
efficiently.

Distinguishes between odd
and even numbers.

Build, on familiar concept 'of

first,-second and third.
Provide exercises which
include visual recognition or
ordering (stories, placing
events, in order of occurence),
written (name and numeral)
ordering and verbal skills.
Use games, flash cards and
numerous exercises to
achieve accurate and quick
proficciency in these skills

Introduce idea of pairs
(shoes, gloves, etc.) as
groups of two, then intro
duce "odd" as being without

a partner. Groups of ob' cts
(and numbers) which n be
divided into pairs are "even".
"Odd" numbers are those with
something left aver: Have

student work first with
concrete materials -- pairing
off -- transfer to numerals

can'be divided into
pairs.

Use pairing games and" those

requifing taking odd and even
numhers of moves, etc.

Uae flashgards to build
'visual recognition and verbal
recognition and verbal 'recall

Apf ;Ddd and even numbers.
.1111

\,

4

37

4

52 .)

M.I.A.4 Levels
3 & 4.
Level 7,
Unit 1.

Series' M: Level 6
Unit 1.

M.I.A.: Level 4
Unit 5.



NUMBERS AND NUMERATION
Level 3

-C.' Classification ft

OBJECTIVES TEACHING:STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Given a group of objects
classifies on the basis
of tlwo cxiteria.



NUMBERS AND NUMERATION
Level 3
E. Fractions

OBJECTIVES TEACHING.STRATEGIES MATERIALS .

The student:

Demonstraies understanding
of relationship of
fractions to decimals.

/.
DemonstOtes use of
calculator for operation
of decimal fractions.

Idtitifies and represents
t nths and hundredths in
,a coriCrete or pictorial'
/setting.

Reads and writes decimals
to hundredths.

Demonstrate that decimals
are related to fractions by,
first shOwing tecimals in
fraction form, e.g. 1/10,
1/100, 1/4. Illustrate that
decimals are another way of
writing fractions.

Using att materials assist
student in creating a wall
chart to illustrate the
relation between fractions,
decimal fractions and
decimals, e.g. 1/10 =4: 10/100 =

.10 and 1/25 = 4/100 = .04).

Level 7-
Unit 1
& 4.

Series. M: Level 4-
Unit 16.

Math Plus Unit 3. .

Demonstrate on calculator how Math Plus Unit 1.

decimals are keyed in. Assist Unit 2.

student to develop ease in Unit 5.

perferming this task.

Use fraction - decimal wall M.I:A.: Level 7-

thart and cbncrete materials Unit 1

to illustrate tenths and "& 4.

hundredths. Transfer concept Series M: Level 4-

to items commonly divided Units 3 '

into tenths (dollar, dimes; & 14.

school year; ten months,
decimetric, decades) and
hundredth (dollar 100 cents;
centi-metric; century) Have

student represent these
pictorially and numerically.

Begin w4h common hundredths
the "cents" in $ equations
e.g. "$1.49 equala one and
49 hundredths, the decimal
point is used to show this."

39

5 0 .")

M.I.A.: Level 7-
Unit 4.
Level 6.

Series M: Level'4-
Units 3
& 4.

01



NUMBERS AND NUMERATION
Level 3
E. Fractions

OBJECTIVES TEACHZNG STRATEGfES MATERIALS

he student:

Converts deciman--to
fractions, and fractions
to decimals, e.g. 1/4,

1/2, 3/4, 1/3.

Applies the four basic
operations (+, x,

to equations invplving
decimals.

Have student pictorially and
numerically represent given
$ expressions and give $
expressions for.pictorial and
numerical representations.

Use fraction-decimal charts
and dominoes to illustrate
equivalent fractions and
decimals pictorially. Move

to exercises where student .

must convert fractions to
decImals and decimals to
fractions.

Review rules of x and
fractions.

Use $ as students are often
familiar with 1/2, 1/4, 1/10,
1/20 of a dollar and can
gra'sp concept 1/2 = .50 =

50/100, etc.

Stress "liriAT-gie of decimal
points when adding ed
subtracting ($ illustrations
amuseful); change in --,

placement of decimal point
when multiplying and before

dividing. Drill with stu-
dents as mastery is.important.

40'

*

Math Plus Unit 3.

M.I.A.: Level 7-
Unit 1,
4, 5.

M.I.A.: Level 6.

Series M: Unit 12.

Math Plus Unit 3.

Math Plus Unit 1-
Unit 11.

Supplementary

Fraction Activity
Cards%

Sports 'N Things
Math Cards.
Decimal and Fiaction
Dominoes.
Experiments in
Fraceions.
My Fraction Book.
Fraction (Game).
Fraction Matcli-ups.

Calcu-Math.
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NUM1ERS AND NUMERATION
Level 3
E. Fractions

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS,

C .

4.:

fn.

41

Calculator in the
Classroom.
Calculator Activi-
ties for the
Classroom (Dupli-
cating Book).

Glculator Capers.
Focus on Decimals.
Decimal Point
Indicator.
Place Value Chart.
Metric Plade
Value Chart
Decimal Fraction
Dominoes.
Mathematics.
Practice in Problem
Solving Books A, B,

C.

, 3 4



- OPERATIONS AND PROPERTIES
tpvel 3
A. Seriation Aadition Concept

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Adds 3 digit numerals
a) without regrouping
b) 'with regrouping.

Review and practise basic
facts included in the
-raadiness section of M.I.A.

Level 7.

Adds beyond 3 digits, Have each student on a 4-
including column addition, member team prepare a set of
with the use of the cards labelled 0 - 9. Have

calculator. each member shuffle his cards
then arrange cards to 'show

the greatest no. Have each
player then draw another card.
The greatest no. is again
shown.

+9430
6521

Have one member add the tens.
If there is a "carry number"
the tens member informs the
next member who is to add the
hundreds and so on. After

their largt numbers are
obtained, have player'S add
those sums and compare those
with other teams. The team
with the greatest final
number wins.

Demonstrate the tare and
"checking" needed when adding
beyond 3 digits on the
calculator. Drill for
accuracy.

Note: Working with money
usually simplifies "carrying"/
regrouping concept:

42

M.I.A.: LaVel 7-
Unit 1.

Series M: Level 4-
Unit 2.

Math Plus Unit 1.

Supplementary

Look into the Facts
(+ and -).

SLAM (+) Duplicating
Book.

Calcu-Math.
Calculator in the

Classroom.
Calculator Activi-
ties for the
Classroom.
Calculator Capers.

0



OPEkATIONS AND PkOPERTIES
Level 3
B. Subtraction Concept

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Subtracts 3 digit numerals.
a) without rwouping
b) with regrouping.

Checks subtraction by
adding.

Reviewgrouping of numbers,
e.g..10 = 10 ones, 100 = 10
tens. Transfer to "borrowing"

in subtraction. Make use of

concrete materials (counting
blocks, trays) tb phySiCally
demonstrate the regrouping
xequired when "botrowing" in
subtraction.

Repeat card game (as for/
addition) in reverse.

Note: Working with money

may simplify borrowing/re-
grouping coneept. Initial
demonstrations should lie with

actual money (dimes, pennies,

etc.).

Use actual money to demon-
strate borrowing, regrouping
for subtraction; reverse the
operation (addition) to
check subtraction, e.g. re-
grouping coins, coins back

into bills.

43

5 o u

M.I.A.:

Series M:

Math Plus

Level 7-

Unit 1.
Levet 4-
Unit 2.

Unit 1.

Math Plus Unit 1.

Supplementary

.Look into the Facts
(4. and.-).

SLAM (-)
Duplicating Book.

Calcu-Math.
Calculator in the
Classroom.
Calculator Capers.
Calculator Activi-
ties for the

Classroom.



OPERATIONS AND PROPERTIES
Level 3
C. Multiplication Concept

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Solves multiplication
problems with products of
100 with regrouping.

Multiplies with products
to 100 with regrouping.

Review place value, grouping
and "carrying" from addition
skills. Transfer to
multiplication.

Use game (no. cards) found
under addition. Use with x
symbol - regrouping.=
carrying.

Discuss and demonstrate how a
adding machine would find a
product such as 16 x 24:. it

would find 'the sum of sixteen
24's. In multiplying 16 x 24
we first find how much six
24's is, then add the two
numbers to find the total, or
siZteen 24's,

Using the calculator,
multiplies 2 digit numerals .

and numerals beyond 2
digits.

44

59-1

M.I.A.: Level 4.
Level 4-
Unit 1.

Series M: Level 3-
Unit 16.

M.I.A.: Level 4.
M.I.A.: Level 7-

Unit 1.
Series M: Level 3-

Uni 6.

Math P1LLs Unit 1.

Supplementary

Fun "Times" with
Multiplication
Facts.
Look Into the Facts
(x and t).

SLAM (x) Dup. Book.
Calcu-Math.
Calculator
Activities for the
Classroom.



OPERATIONS AND PROPERTIES
Level 3
D. Division Concept

r

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Divides numerals beyond 2
digits using the calcula-
tor.

"I&

Review various symbols which
indicate division (/

fraction): Stress visual
representation with concrete
materials of the process,of
group and regrouping. Have

student circle or otherwise
mark.off groups within 'a
given number of objeCts,
(picture or coperete form):

Circle the groups of 4.in the

diagram. Ask how-many groups
of 4 student can find.,.

Transfer,concept to larger

numbers. Drill in long

division prbcess.

45

Math Plus Unit 1.

Supplementary

Calculator in the

Classroonh
Calculator
Activities Tor the

Clar7m.



OPERATIONS AND PROPERTIES
Level 3
E. Problem Solving

OBJECTIVE TEACHING STRATEGIES MAiERIALS

The student:

Solves one-step problems
involving all four basic
operations, and chooses the
operation needed to solve
the probleM.

J-

Have student reaka series of
given problems wah quantitie
missing; have him say to
himself "io much" or "so
many" when he sees a blank.

Revieleor make a wall chart
of "math ling", words
frequently !gound in math

problems: less than, more
than, how much less, how
much more, altogether, how
much left, gained, in all,
for each.

46

M.I.A.: Level 7
1,

8.

Units 1
&,2.

Levels 3 through 6.
Series M: Level 4

(2,3,6,
10,14,

16).

Level 6-
Unit 9.

Math Plus Units 3,
11.

Supplementary

Spoits 'N Things
Math Cards.



NEASUREMEWt AND GRAPHING
Level 3
A. Money

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The stupent:

Identifies nd ames the
value of paper money.

Makes change to $100.00

Use activities found in Pace-
makerwPractical ArithmetiC.
Series - particularly $ Makes
Sense.

"'",

Provide practice working withl
actual coins and bills.

As above.

Counts a collection of As above.
coins and bills.

M.I.A.: Level 3.

Level 4. ,g)
Series M: Level

M.I.A.: Levels 3
& 4.

,

Series Level 4 - (,

Unit 5.

I



MEASUREMENT AND'GRAPHING
Level 3

B. Time

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Tells ancrwrites time to
the 1/4 hour.

Tells time to 5 minute
intervals.

Tells and writes time
to 1 minute.

Reads digital clocks.

Recognizes second as a
unit of time.

Note: ps attending to detail
is often a handicap, clocks
used for demonstration should
be large, with minute divi-
sions and second hand clearly
visible:

Divide a large clock into
units (1/4's, 5 minutes, etc.
using tape, etc. Stress
amount of time in each unit.

Stress important times of the
day tor each individual.y
Expand from telling these
times to other exercises.

Note.: Since many students
are famil.lar with digital
clocks used in sports and in
the home, make exercises
practical.

As above, stressing use of
thirdjianchon the clock: die

second hand.

Provide exercises, e.g. timing
races, activities, etc. with
stop-watches; stress impor-
tance of the second.

Note: Initial clocks used
should be large with easily
recognizable second hand.

48./

53i

M.I.A.: Level 3-
Unit 5.

Series M: Level 2-
Unit 11.

M.I.A.: Level 3-
Unit 5.

Series M: Level 2-
'Unit 11.'

Level 5-
Unit 11.
Level 6-
Unit 10.

Level 4-
Unit 3.

Series M: Level 5-
Unit 11.

M.I.A.: Level 4-
Unit 3.

Series M: Level 5-
Unit 11.

M.I.A.: Level 6.

Series M: Level 4-
Unit 15.
Level 5-
Unit 11.
Level 6-

10.

Supplementivy

Moving bp in the
Time.

Clock-0



MEASUREMENT AND GRAPHING
Level 3
C. Measurement

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Reads and solves simple
problems involving km.
and C.

Solves simple problems
involving conversion from
one unit to another,
e.g. cm. to m.

Keep activities specific,.
practical and relevant to
everyday needs of student,
e.g. distances travelled tc)
and'from school/Work;
temperature readings.

Use conversion activities and
exercises, e.g. from metric
system. These should be
numerous so that conver,ion
becomes relev'ant and'easi
achieved. Stress drill, use
wall charts,1%etc. to enhance
familiarity with prefixes.

,used, in metric, e.g. milli,

°kilo, centi.

49

a_Y

M.I.A.: Level 7-
Utit 1.

Series M: Level 3-
Unit 12:
Level 4-
Unit 4.

Level 5-
Unit 11.
Level 6-

" Unit 10.

M.I.A.: Level 7-
Unit 1.

Math Plus Unit 1.
Series M: Level 5-

Unit 7.

Level 6-
.Unit 7.

Supplementary

Metric Auto Dial.
Metrics - How to Begin.
Mille-Bornes (km.).
Temp. Task Cards (C'). r

Metric Measure ent -
Activities and
Bulletin Boards
Measurement -
Standard Units-!
Metric Wall Chart.
Centimeter Rods.
Metric Tasks (Skill
Development Activities).
Simple Surveying
Work Cards.
Flight Into Metrics
- Metric Thrust.
Metric Book of
Amusing Things To Do.
Linear Task Cards,.



GEOMETRY AND SYMMETE1
Level 3

A. Recognition and Usage-of Geoilletric Shapes

OBJEtTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIaS,

The student:

Identifies.and matches 2-D
shapes (square, rectangle
and circle) to 3-D shapes
(cones, cylinders spheres,
cubes).

Have,student examine models
of various space figures;
Have on hand boxes, cans,
balls, cones, and pyramids.
Allow student to handle
objects, count the faces,
check to see which faces
look the same size and shape,
and so on.

Have student trace, cut out,
and construct various shapes.

4 Have student'find various
shapes in collages-and
constructions (2-D and 3-D).'

Constructs and works ith

angles, circles (radiu
diameter), lpes (segmèits,
perpendicular) etc.

Applies above knowledge t
living and vocational
situations.,

Recognizes eometry and
symetry in environment.

Have student create drawings,
and designs specific and free
lance, uSing only specified
shapes.

X

Take student to an art class;
go on a neighborhood touL
Invite an architect ip to
discuss and demonstrate
important useS'of geometry in
art and every day situations.

.50

5 '4 I

M.I.A.: Level .7-

Unit 4.
Level 5--
Unit Z.

Series M: Leyel 4-
Unit 7.

M.I.A.: Level 6.
Level 7-
Unit 3.

Series M: Level 5-
Unit 4.

Math Plus Unit 2.

M.I.A.: Level 8-
Unit 6.

Series k: Level 5-
Unit 4.

SuPplementary

Stitch Geometry.
B.J's Mathgames

4Geometry. 411

Shape,Zracer and
ecegpition Set.

Geo-Fix Solid
Geometry Construc-
tion Outfit.



GEOMETRY AND SYMAETRY
Level 3
A. ,Recognition and Usage of GeometTic Shatks

OBJECTIVES

0

TEACHING STRATEGIES MA7TERIALS

A

1

1,

51

Geo-Struct
Mathematical Model
Construption,Outfit.
Art !!NliMpte
Environmental'

Geometry.-
-Paper Folding
Geometry.
Tasgelations &
4tterns.
Fun with Geometric
Activities.

I.
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GEOMETRY AND,,TIETRY
Level 3

B. ConstruCtion oi Geometric Shapes

OBJECTIVE' TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

(

The studt:

Constructs-D shapes
designs from readily
accessible materials.

and Use same strategies as in
lirecognition and use of

geometric shapes". Begin:
with large marelial.'

Note: Students may require a

great deal of individual
assistance as depth percep-
tion and fine motor skiils-
are stressed here. .

Supplementary

.Paper-Folding
GemetT7.



NUMBERS AND NUMERATION
Level 4

A. Primitive Numb ncept
4111h,

0

OBJECTIVES

The student:

Identifies the place value
of each digit in any
numeral beyond,6-digits.

. , 45V:.......... ......r. .
soadta."*/, k-

... ..ii... 1111 . "W=t 7' '.::':V1.
'.... ..411.11.........a . S.3.1 -.11C-Z --.--.' '

..-4130.V1.4t. 0 J.Z. i ::-
....4141.4.4.-...., , l ,

...4 i .,

USe place value chart to M.I.A.: Level 6.

,visually demonstrate "place Series M; Level 4-

Iialues".. Give student Unit 1.

several 6 + digits; Using 'Math us Unit 1.

chart have student name the 0
_.:/''

place value ofeach digit. ntar

Include words and numerals
for numbers given in'this Placeyalue II.

exercise. Place Value Chart.
Metric Place Value

53

536

Chart.
Metric Wall Chart.

4



NUMBERS AND NUMERATION \
Level 4
B. Cardinal Numbers and Numerals

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES . mATitTALs

41.

The student:

Estimates and rounds off
to various place values.

Note: Strategies should be
practital.

Have students work in pairs
selecting items that have
price tags. Have students
estimate the amou* of $ they
have spent -- to nearest
dime, dollar, etc. Have
students coMpare estimates

-and resolve any differences.

Have student estimate daily,
. weekly, monthly, liming

expenses.

4
,

Exp,11Ans negatives and. Have student read and record

\
thgir relation to practicall temperature readings on

.situatiofts (football, home/school thermometer and,
temperatures, sea level, explain temperature changes

;countdowns, debits, each day as + on from the
credits5. previpus day.

Have student watch and record
scores from local football
games.

-

'Apply to spending/estimating
if student is short (-) or
over (+) amount or$ needed
for purchases.

54

M.I.A.: Level 5-
Unit 1.
Level 6-
Unit:1.

Level 7-
Unit 1.

Series M: Level 4-
Unit 1..

Math Plus Unit 1.

M.I.A.: Level 7-
Unit 6.

Series M: Level 6-
Unit 16.

Math Plus Unit 10.

Supplementary
b

Temperature Task
Cards.
Zero-Centered
Wheel.

ii



NUkBERS AND NUMERATION
te4e1 4

C. Classification

OBJECTIVES
.

TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Given a group of objects,
classifies on the basIS
of two criterig.

I

t

J

I.

Vit

Co

f

55



NUM1MS AND NUMERAT3ON
Level 4

IS, Fractions

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES

The student:

Demonstrates understanding

of relationship of
fractions to decimals, aS
applied to every day
situation,

Have student use model
containers to fold, color,
cut out and label level of,
liquid for single-digit
quantities (1/3, 1/4, 1/2,

etc.). Have stddent re-fold,
color, cut and label to the
equivalent of two-digic
fractions" (4/12, 5/20,

60/100, etc.).

Once idea of equivale4t
fractions is establisfied
have student reduce and '4406,

increase fractions until
interchange becomes familiar.

Explain to student that all
operations remain the same:
only the digits are larger
numbers representing smaller
fractions.

Make use of fraction games
and visual aids.

56

5 3

MATERIALS

M.I.A.: Leveil 6.

Series M: Lev41
'Unit 16.
Level 5-
Unit 15.

Level 6-
Unit 12.

Math Plus ,Unit 2-'
Unit 11.

Supplementary

Fraction Match-Ups.
Experiments in
Fractions.
Fractional Dominoes.
FractiOn (Gime).
Fraction Activity
Cards.
Fraction Tiles. .
Fraction Numbers.
Aspex traction -
Sets 1 & 2.
Visual Fraction
Apparatus.
Vistrum Fractions'
Compacts (1-3).

'Vistrum Fractions
Work Cards (1-3) .



NbMBERS AND NUMERATION
Level 4

E. Fr4tions

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

States that percentage
represents parts of a
hundred.

Reads common,percentage
statements.

**,

Give student percents such .as
10%, 25%; have him.tell the
meaning of each and draw/
color in.a picture on
squared.pager (divided into
100 units) to illustrate
each. ,

Demonstrate with pennies
(cents-meaning 1/100) percent,

part of 100.

Assign reading.of necis
articles relating to rises in
costs (10% increae); sale

items: (25%:.40% off)'.

'Provide exercises.in calcu-
lating how much would be
saved at a sale:.

Demonstrates single digit Discuss and use 'Pictures to

ratios. illustrate that ratio is the
comparison of two sets or
objects. Emphasize that 4 to
8 and 4/8 are two ways to nam
the same ratio. Display two
sets of objects; have student
compare these naming-the
appropriate ratios.

Solves single step problems Use ratio to interpret and

involving ratio and work with map and scale

. piroportions. drawings. Have student calcu
late and draw up small maps
of bedroom, home, school,
etc.

57

0

M.I.A.: Level 7-
Unit 5.

Series M: Level 6-
Unit 14.

Math Plus Unit 3.

M.r.A.: Level 7-
Unit 5.

Series M: Level 6-
Unit 14.

Math Plus Unit 3.

M.I.A.: Leve
Unit 5.

Series M: Level 6-
Unit 14.

Math Plus Unit 3.

M.I.A.: Level 7-
Unit 5.

Series M: Level 6-
yg Unit 14.

Math Plus Unit 3.,



NUMBERS AND NUHERATION
Level 4

E. 'Fractions

4

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Solves 2 and 3 step
problems involving ratio
and proportion.

Use problems and activities
as found in Math Plus, Unit
3.

&Note: Strategies should be
practical, e.g. cooking,

carpentry.

58

5 1

Ark

M.I.A.: Level 8-
Units 3
& 4.

Series M: Level 6-
Unit 14.

Math Plus Unit 3.

Supplementary

Fraction Match-Ups.
Percentage -
Rotacent Scholar's
Pie and Percentage
'Wheel.



OPERATIONS AND PROPERTIES
Level 4'
A. Sedation Addition Concept

`)7

-

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES' MATERIALS

The student:

Estiiates the sum in addi
tion problems with reason-
able accuracy.

Demonstrates familiarity
.with a variety of machines
e.g. cash register,
adding machine, calculator.

Have student round each Of a
given set of numberrg to the

nearest ten; round each
number up to the next ten,
then round down to the next..

ten. Have student find
each sulif, using the original

vhues; tlien decide.which
type of -iounding (estimat-
ing) most often gives the
result closest to' the "real"

'answer. Repeat with larger
npmbers, rounding by 100's,

'1000's, etc.

Arrange for student to watch
"operation" demonstrations
of machines in school or"
local business departments,
school cafeteria, stort, etc.

Atrange for student to work
part-time on these machines
or to perform specified
exercises with them.

Series M:

Level 7-
Units 1,

2 & 4.

Level 5-
Unit 2.

Supplementary

Metric Auto Dial.
Metiic-Freeway
Dial. *:

Metric Kitchen
Dial.

Metric Market Dial.
Calculator in the
'Classroom.
' Calculator Activi-
ties the Class- 4

room' duplicating
masters).
Calculator Capers.
SLAM (4.) Dupli-.

cating Book.



OPERATIONS AND PROPERTIES
Level 4

B. Subtraceion Concept

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES

el,

MATERIALS

The student:

Estimates the difference
in subtraction problems
with reasonable accuracy.

.
L.

/

\

S.

10
Have student round each of a
given set of numbers to the
nearest ten,Detc. (as above
kor addition) changing the
operation to subtraction.

Employ "spending" activities:
estimating dollars spent

(subtraction).

60

\

M.I.A.: Level 7-
dUnit 4.

Series M:3Level 5-
Unit 2.

Supplementary

Metric Auto Dial.
Metric Freeway'
Dial.

Metric KiCchen
Dial.

Metric Market
Dial.

SLAM (-) ,

Duplicating Book.

/

I

H



OPERATIONS AND PROPERTIES
Level 4

C. Multiplication Concept

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Estimates the product in
multiplication problems
with reasonable accuracy.

UseS and applies skills
and concepts introduced
and developed.

As for addition and subtrac-
tion, changing operation to

multiplication.

Role play ordering materials,
estimating costs, doubling
recipes, etc.

61

0
M.I.A.: Level 7-

Unit 4.

Series M: Level 5-
Unit 3.

Math Plus: Units 4
- 12.

Supplementary

Metric Auto Dial.
Metric Freeway
Dial.
Metric Kitchen
Dial.

Metric Market
Dial.

Yahtzee
SLAM (x) Dupli-
cating Book.



OPERATIONS AND PROPERTIES
Level 4

D. D1yi.iQi Concept

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Estimates the dividends in.

division problems with
reasonable accuracy.

As for addition, subLraction
and multiplication, changing
the operation to division.

-Role play ordering materials
dividing up work assignments,
alloting time, halving
recipes, etc.

62

"4±

M.I.A.: Level 5-
Unit 3.
Level 7-
Unit 2.

Series M: Level 6-
. Unit 5.

Supplementary

Metric Auto Dia41.

Metric Freeway
Dial.

Metric Kitchen
Dial.
Metric Market
Dial.
SLAM (t)
Duplicating Book.



OPERATIONS AND PROPERTIES
Level 4

..i

E. Problem Solving

OBJECTIVES TEACHING'STRATEGIE& - MATERIALS

.The student:

Solves practical life-
situation problems with
the 4 basic operations
involving one to three
steps, e.g. averaging.

..

--

I.

41

Present s.tudent with practi-

cal life-situations as
described in materials.

Use roffplay.

t

63

M.I.A.: Level 7-

Unit 2.

Level 8-
Unit 1,
2 & 6.

Series M: Level 4-
Unit 6.

LeveL 5-
Unit 8.

Level 6-
- Unit 9.

Math Plus Unit 11.

Supplementary

Metric Auto Dial.
Metric Freeway
Dial. .

Metric K4,chen
Dial.
Metric Market
Dial. .

Metric Recipes for
the Classroom:
Monopoly.
Tut (Game).
Real Life Math.
Sports 'N Things
Math Cards.

Equals.
Mathematics Free--
tice in Problem
Solving (Bks A, B,

C). .

,

,

41 *

,
:

..,



MEASUREMENT AND GRAPHING
Level 4

A. Money

OBJEGTIVES TEACHING STRATECLES MATERIALS

The student:

Defines and explains the
following terms relating
to salary:

110 wages: overtime,
contract, hourly, piece,
alary, bonuses

- '/6mmission

payroll deduction
union

pensions,
- workmem's compensation

insurance: medical,
life, disability.

Explains the impdrtance of

budgeting.

Makes a small budget wit
given sumlof money for,a
specific purpose,
-e.g.-$50.00 for groceries

for a week.

States services available
through banks and credit
unions.

Names and explains
different kinds of Sank
accounts.

Completes routine banking
forms unassisted.

Use r6le playing: have

students assume various
consumer, employer; employee
roles and income respdnsibili
ties and considerations for
each role. r

Have student tally and c
' out wages, &Auctions,
expenses, etE.

Assign,the keeping of a
budgettfor a given period of
time, recording all items
Shown under objectives.

Same as above.

See Living/Vocational Skills,
Money'Management section.

Arrange for,student field
tr;13 to local bank(0., credit
unions with deonstrations on
banking procedures.

Make.use of Student Credit

Union.

Use practical 'drills in fill-
ing out actual bank forms -
book of cheques, deposit
slips, etc.

64

Incote

-Math Plus Unit 4.
M.I.A.: Level 7-

Unit 5.

Math Plu's Unit 4.

Math Plus Unit 4.
Math Plus Unit 6.

Math Plus Unit 6-
Math.Plus Unit 6..

'Spending

Math'Plus Units A

../lath Plus Units 4
& 5%

Math Plus Un±ta 4
& 6.

- Math Plus Unit 5.
.

M.I.A.: Level 7-
Unit 1.
Level 8-
Unit 1.

Series M: Level
Unit 12.

Supplemeutary

Rat Race.
Life.
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MESUREMENT AND GRAPHING
/Level'

A. Money

OBJECTIVES . TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

.4#

The student: ,

Completes all toutine
banking procedures
unassisted.

V.%

S.

Encourage student to .Careers.
actualize banking services. Pacemaker-Practical

Arithmetic Series.
- Money Makes

Series.

Using Dollars &
Sense. .,.

Working M es

Sense.
Big Deal ( ame).

Unions - Alberta
Federation of Labor.
etric Market

Dial.

4

.A6

4.

9

.010

--Budgetihg Workbook.
BUdget (Game).
pay Day.
Bank Account (Game).
Math for Today and
Tomorrow (Consumer
Math). .



MEASUREMENT4AND GRAPHING .

Level 4

. B. Time

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES' . MATERIALS

The student:
-

Reads, uses and states
functions-of the following

kinds of'clocks1
- alarm ,

digital
- punch.

Reads and interprets
schedules, e.g. radio,

televislon, airplane,

'bus.

Give classroom demonstrations
Have student praceise at hom
work, with wrist'watch,-,etc,

Give classroom dmonstrations
with actual materials.

Have student comblete cflaret

and give oraf reports to
class.based on information
derived 'from various
schedules.

Use p.ractical applications
for Special events on T.V.,

__4_ student travel, etc.

See Living/Vocational Skills,
,Travel-section.,

States and explains the Explain time zones, seasnal
difference between time changes. '

,

daylight and standard time.

Reads and interprets 24
hour cloc,k.

Demonstrate with various
clocks to illustrate time
changes (ahead and back).

Give classroom demonstration
with model of 24 "hour clock.

Explain uses: alr-line,
shiPping lines., hospitals.

' ,

M.I.A.: Level 3- ,

Unit 3.
Series M: Level

Unit 12.

A

Series M: ' Level 5-

. Unit 11.

Supplementary

Moving Up in Time.
Clock Dominoes.
Local Greyhound, Air
Canada, T.N.
S'chedules. .



MEASUREMENT AND GRAPIIING
Level 4

C. Measurement

. OBJECTIVES TEACHING SWATEGIES

if

The st'U;..ent:
'

Readt a speedometer
accurately in kilorhefers

hour and calculates
dist.ances.-

Identifies and applies

MATERIALS

Use classroom and/or in-
vehicle demonstrations.

Use distance exercise's,
tra4e1, maps, role-playing.

Have student calculate
distance to school from
home, home to work, etc.

Relate to exercises on ratio

scales to maps. and proportion.

Have student read, interpret
and apply the "scale" by
calculating distances
between various points on a
road map.

Solves simple problems Have student calculate area

, involving area with the of classroom, shop area,

use of concrete materials. ' houses, Various surfaces
N. using various measuring

devices.

Estirdates with reasonable

accuracy the answer to
problems'involving units-
ot measure.

Provide practice in estimatin
skills (+, -,"x, t) applied
to meauring.

Teach "body" aids to estimate
measurements4(average stride
equal's\lm:; width of baby

finger equals 1.cm.; tip of
nose to tip of middle finger
at arm's length equals 1 m.;
hand span, etc.)

67

rj )

Series M: Level 5-
Unit 7.

M.I.A.:

LeVel 6.
Level 7- ,

Unit 4.

Level 4-
Unit 4.
Level 7-
Unit 4.
Level
Unit 7.

Series M: Level 6-
Unit 7:

Math Plus Unit 2.

M.I.A.:. ,Level 7-
Unit 2.



MEASUREMENT AND GRAPHING
Level 4

C. Measurement

OBJECTIVES TEACHiNG STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Uses thermometers for
various purposes.

Have student recorii deify,
weekly, monthly temperatUre
readings; read and record,
cooking, boiling, melting
temperatures of variods
materials, e.g. plastics,
fabrics.

Series

7

Level 7-
Unit 5.

Level 8-
Unit 5.

M: Level 4-
Unit 15.
Level 5-
Unit 11.

w Level 6-
Unit 10.

Supplementary

Milles - Bornes
(game). .,

The Metric System
of, Measurement.

Metric Manoeuvres
Metric Match-Ups.'
Linear Task Cards.
The Metric.System.
Driver Education
Manuals.
Simple Surveying
Work Cards.
Metric Measurement.
Metric Book of
Amusing Thipgs To Do:
Introduction to

Measurement -
Standard Units.
Metrics Hqw to
Begin.
Temperature Task
Cards.

Flight into'Metric -
Metric Thrust (Kit).'

t



MEASUREMENT AND GRAPHING
Level 4

D. Graphs

OBJECTIVES. TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The Student:

Reads and constructs
simple 2.point line'
.graphs.

Using model 'graphs explain

how to read 2 point line
graphs.

Through demonstration using
overhead and concrete
materials (graph paper and
boards) show student how to
constructsimple,2 point line
graphs.

Reads and cons:tructs graphs, Same

when,each unit is,,more from

than one. : unit.

4

Level 5.
Series M: Level 4-

Unit .6.

Level

Unit 8.
Math Plus 4it 12.

as above exptnding. M.I.A.: Level 6.

One to more than one Level 7-

Unit 5
& 6.

Math,Plus Unit 12,

above using circle M.I.A.: Le;7e1 6.

Unit 7-
.1 Unit 5.

Math Plus Unit 12.

Use role play-, have students , M.I.A.: Level 7-
.
reack and interpret consumer Unit 5

graphs, graphing game scores, & 6.

etc. Series M: Level 5-1
Unit 8.

Math Plus Units,11

,
& 12.

Reads an-d constructs simple' Same .as

circle 'gyaphs. graphs.

Solves problems from.
infOrmation derived from
grapils.

Nor

t

I

69

-o

117

Supplementary

Picture.Graphs.,
Graphs (Bar,'Line,
Pictographs).

tr



GEOMETRY AND SYMMETRY
Level 4

A% Recognition and Usage of Geometric Shapes

V OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES

,

MATERIALS

The student:

Applies knowledge of
geometric shapes to living
anevocational situations.

Applies geometry and
symmetry in the areas' of

'I, Aline art and occupational

. areas.

Use role playing and torre-
sponding-activities,
e.g. carpentry, construction,
designing, art work, sewing,
murals, drafting. ,

Take student on field trips
'to art museaum, building
site, housing development.

' Help student to recognize
the "geometry" in these.

Have student construct his
own artwork and/or building
models making application
of aspects of geometry.

Discuss
natural
uses of

and illustrate
and environmental.
symmetry.

70

_

5

M.I.A.: Level 7
& 8.

Math,Plus Unit 2.

r
Supplementary

Excursions in
Outdoor Measurement.
Environmenfal\, .

Geometry.
Tesselations and
Patterns.

,Art 'N' Math.

BJ's Mathgames.
Stitch Geometry.
Space Race Games.

7



GEOMETRY AND SYMMETRY
Level 4

B. Construction of Geometric Shapes

OBJECTIVES = TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Applies knowledge of
geometric construction to
living ,and vocational

situations.

Make applications in areas of
industrial arts, sewing
classes, building construc-

tion; also in hobbies:
macrame, model kits, creative

art work, etc.

71 -

0'5 ....T.; 71

Math Plus Unit 2.

Supplementary

Geometric
Construction..

Paper Folding
Geometry.
Geo-Eix Solid
Geometry Construc-
tion Outfit.
Fun With Geometric
Activities.

Ar

4
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LEVEL/2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

v.4t, (10%

%. Trimiti, e Number ii:oncept.,

ThL student4

41t!is norloers u to 99 as groups

,o 10's and ones. P. 1

f.o..n two sets (obleLts, not

number s,,mbols) inuiLateswhiLh 4et
(ontains "more' and which contatns

"less". P. 1 ^

'iat,hes

\
et, of objeLts one-to-one.

, Forms a set tot $tbiects) equal to.a
given set. P. 2

PI 1110:

rrup oblects in sets of 10. P, 2

B. kardinal Numbers and Numerals

Relates numbers to objec,ts (spoken)

zero to 10. P. 3

Coinits the numbers of a set zero to

ten. P. 3

Associates written symbols with the
correct set zero to ten. P. 3

Ihe 'Student:

Identifies the nunber of 100's, 10's

and ones in any 3-digit number. P. 19

forms simple sub-sets and distin-
guishes between equivalent and non-

equivalent sets. P. 19

Counts, reads, writes, and seuences
numerals to 999; P. 20

Reads number words to 999. P. 20

Counts by 2's, 5's and 10's to
100. P. 20

,**1

To student?

Identifies tfie place value of each digit

in any 6-digit number. P. 39

dalculaies and works with the set of
numbers that satisfies a given equation.

P. 39

Counts, reads, writes, and seq ences

numerals efficiently. P. 40

Distinguishes between odd and even

numbers. P. 40

The student:

'Identifiet the place value of each

.digit in any numeral beyond

6-digits. P. 58

Estimates and rourlds off to

various place values. P. 59

Explains negatives and their
relation.to practical situa-
tions (football, temperatures,
sea level, countdowns, debrits,
credits). P. 59

5

b.



LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

t 1 i. 1t 1.\1 t on

The student:

Chooses from a given set objects
a specific attribute,

c.g.,red. P.

(nooies from a given set obje,ts
possessing two or jri,Jre common

attributes, e.g. red, big, dogs.

D. P)sitin

P.4

Indi,ates correct position Ina row

of oble,ts 0 W. P. 5

Names the position of a given object

in a riw of objects, from first to

tenth. P. S

1n.Licate-1 and names the position of

ea,n onle,t in se9uence 0 - 99. P:5

F. Fri,tic;ns

Re.-ognIzes primItivo concept of

tractions: an object can be

divided into parts (1/2, 1/3, 1/4).

P. 6

orally recognizes 1/2 of an object.

P. h

The student:

Determines attributes common to a
given set, e.g. by color or usage.
P. 21

Re.cognizes sub-sets within a set,

c,.g. given the set of animals:
those that fly; those that have fur.

P. 21

Identifies and demonstrates single

digit fractions:
a) in concrete setting

b) from pictorial representations.
P. 22

Identifies and recognizes function

of:

a) numerator

b) denominator.
P. 22

The student:

Given a group of objects classifies on
the basis of two criteria. P. 41

,

Identifies and* epresents tenths and ,

hundredths a concrete or pictorial

setting. 42

'

The student:

Given a group of objects, clas-
sifies on the basis of two
criteria. P. 60



LIAM, I
. .

LEVEL 2
1

LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

-_,,

the student

t

,

OPERAIIONS AND PROPERTIES )

A. Se.Okation Addition Consekt

Identifies an established series 9f

objects. P. 7

Constructs a series with a given

set ot objects. P. 7

Demonstrates with concrete materials
that addition is a joining process,
using ho more than 10 objects. l'. 7

4

The student:

Nanws fractions equivalent to

number one,. P. 22

)

,

,

,.

.

.

t .

.

,

.

.

The student:

Demonstrates understanding of relation-

ship of fractions to decimals. P. 42

Demonstrates use Of calculator for

operation of decimal fractions. P.'42

Reads and writes decimals to hundredths.

P. 42

Converts decimals to fractions, and
fractions to decimals, e.g. 1/4) 1/2,

3/4, 1/3. P. 43

Applies the four basic operations
(+, -, x, t) to equati6ns involving
decimals. P. 43

,

. .

.

.

%.

,

.

The student:

Demonstrates understanding of
relationhip of fractions to
decimals, asapplied to every day

sitUati(h. P. 61

States that percentage represents
parts of a hundred. P. 62 .

Reads common percentage state-

ments. P. 62

Demonstrates single digit ratios.

P. 62

Solves single step probfems in:

volving ratio and proportions.
P. 62

Svcol.vvelsng2Zdio3ane=7::.in- .
P. 63

.

. ,
.

,

.

-...
t,

.

5 i, L.... .....

.

.

I

.

.

e

A
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1/4. LEVEL I LEVEL 2 ' LEVEL 3 ,LEVEL 4

The student:

y,

Recognizes symbols + and P. 7

. .

Solves additionequations with
solutIOns up to 10. Pt

I.

B. Sobt..tactlon Coneept v..,

: !
Demonstrates with concrete materials

' that subtractiondSka separatIng:.
proces6 (to 10). P. 9

tJ

1,0

'

-
Solves subtraction Aquatfon; wi411'

9inuencis to lb. P. 9

Recognizet, symbols

I'

and =. P. 9
* .

t

. A Olk,

.Ihe student:

Solves additIon equation; with
solutiops to 20. P. 23

Demonstwates rote knowledge of
Addition facts. P. 23

%Solves addi on problems Using the

commutativ property (3 + 4 = 4 + ?).

P. 23. .

A
Adds 2 oitgit numerals:,

a) without regroup ng

b) with regrouping
P. 21

".

tZ4

States orally and demonstrate with

manipulatiVes that addition and%,
subtractton are inverse operations.
P. 25

Solves subtraction equations with
minuends to 18. P.'25

I

Demonstrates rote knowledge of
subtraction facts. P. 25

r 4

The studgn:

S.

'ABdS 3 digit n4peral

'a) wlhout regrouping
b) wi h regrouping.

P, 45

Adds beyond 3 digits, including column,
addition, w.ith the use of:tSe calculator,

F. 43

l

Subtracts 3digit, numerals \N
w1j.hout regrouping

b) w th regfouping.
V. 4 "

Checks suiraciion by ?adding.

:.*

P. 46

s-

4

The student:

Estimatea,the stiM in addition
problems with reasonable

Accuracy. P. 64

Demonstrates faLliaritN with,a
variety of 'machines, e.g: cash
fegister, ading machine,

' calculator. P. 64'

Estimates the difference in'
subtraction problem With
reasonable accuracy. P..65

4

6
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11 +a 1..",

LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL S LEVEL. 4

C. MultApkAy,at I oii Cotty.ept

The student:

D. Division Concept

,

;

1 c

The student:

States orally and,demonstratesswith
manipulatives that multiplication,is
repeated addition.

Names arid demonstrates the use of

symbol x. P. 27

Solves multiplication involving up
to 1, 2, 3, 4 or x 9. P. 27

States 'oeally and demonstrates with
manipulatives that SivIsion is re

_

peated subtraction. P. 28

Names and demonstrates the use of
symbols and P. 28

a-

Solves division up to 9/45,- . P.28

States orally and demonstrates that
multiplication and division are

inverse, operaeiora. P. 28

e,

I

4

of,

0.1

The student:

Solves multiplication problems with
produets df 100 wi.th r4'rouping. P. 47

Multipliep with produets to 100 with

regrouping. P. 47,

Using the caIculatr, muftiplies 2 digit
numerals, and numerals beyond.2 ddgits.
P. 47

1 4

Divides numeraliTheyond 2 d1g1t6

the calculator. P. 48

The student:

--0

Estimates the,product in
multhlication problems with
reavnable accuracy. P. 66

Uses and applies skills and
concepts introduced and
developed. P. 66

f

Estimates the dividends in
division problems with
reasbnable accuracy. P. 67
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CFAL 1. r LEVEL 2
o

,

LEVEL 3
.

.
.

LEVEL 4

)"

,.....

,
X

.

1

E. Problem_solxing '
.

.

The student:

0

With manipulatives, shows the process
a problem solving. P. 11

,I .

MEASUREMENT AND GRAPHING

.

a

The Student:
A ,..

Solves one-step problemt involving
addition and subtraction: :

$ a) with one digit numerals
b) with two digit numerals.
P. 30

,

.
1

. .

.

Names and demonstrates the use of
.

symbols $ and c. P. 31

.

Selects, names and demonstrates
knowledge of the value of a qualer,
and bills. P. 31 /

Counts a group of pennies, nickel's

apd dimes,. P. 31
, .

Solves one step orsal problems -
uiing nickles, dimes and pennies to

20c. P. 31
. .

.

States pquivalent t;alnes of combina-

tions of coins:
.

a) to a quarter , iNk .

b) to a one dollar bill.

P. 32 .

..

... ,

,'*. ,', '`

.

.

The.student: .7.
.

'

.

,

%Solves one-step problems involving all
four basic operations, and chooses the
operation needed to solve the pro1;1em.

P. 49 I' .

'

.

f
'

.

.
, .

. .
.

:

.

Identifies and names the value of .

paper money. P. 50

..
.

Counts a Collection of coinsztInd bills.

P. 50 . 37
f

f A
.

,

.

,

Makes change to $100.00. .-P. 50 -

'1

..

.
.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.- . .

.

,

.

Ve'

The student:

So practicAlltfe-situation
problemk with the four basic
operations involving one to
three steps, e.g. averagtng. P.

.

.. .
-

' .

...

.
,

. .

1/1
i .

.

'

.
.

. ,

. -...

4

.

, .

-

.

.

.

.

1

. .

,

LY

..,z t7

68

.

1

.

.

.

.

.

4:

A. Morley .

,

Chooses a specific coin frop several
totns.(pennv, nickel, dime). 1'. 12

.

Names a specific coin when-presented
(penny,'nickel, dime). P. 12

.

Tells ther`value of penny, nickel,

dime. P. q2
.

.

( .

.

.

.

. .

-

%
,

A , .

0 .

.

\

,
.

.

5,..:...,0

V

' 'a
' naOr

1

1
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LstrLU.111.1A4Lilo UthviLi4

LEUL 1 ' LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

z

.

rhc ,,tudent'

.

. .

.

A

,

,

.

V

.

% "

.

.

- :.)

..-

v

.

,

4

,

.

-

.

.

.

.

f

,

,

.

.

.

.....g

h

,

.

.

.

.,

.

'The student:

,

. .

.

.

.
.

.
.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

'

-

,

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

0.,

.

.

t-
.

.

.

,

.

. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ak

.

.

.

r
The student:

'

,
.

.

.

.

Iel

t

0

0

',,

.

,

,

.

.

'.

..

.

.

,

.

,

4?
.

.

.

.

.

.,

.

'

.

.

(

.

.

i

A

.

1.,

N

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.-

.

.

.

.

,

,

. .

.

jhe student:
*

Del-Ines and explain. silo. following

terms relating tosalary:
- wages: overtime, contract,

hourly, piece,,salary, bonuses
- CrommIr.lon .

- payroll deduction
.

.
- union
- pensions
- workmen's compensation
-*insurance: medical, lifel

disSbility. Is", 69

Explain§ the importance of

budgeting:
- makes a small budget with given ...

, sum of_meney for a specific%
purpose, e.g. $50.00 for
groceries for &week,. . P 69

.

State.s services available -.

through banks and credit unions.
P. 69

Names and expleains different

kinds,6f-bank account. P. 69

Completes routine banking forms .

unassisted. P. 69

i ,

Completes all routint banking,
procedures unasiisted. P. 70 "

C. .

.
,

. . "
. 4N .

.

. .

.

51.9.

.

11,

'3\
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., LLVEL ; LEVIEL 2
-II

.

LEVEL 3

.

LEVEL A
.

x

B. Tie

'The student:

Identifies vecific time period by
des*cribing its characteristic
activhies, e.g./in the night the
sun does not Shihe and it is dark.

P. 14

.

Tglls and writes time to Ole hour.

F. 14

.

. .

.

-

.

.

. .

.

. A

.

*

.

,

.
r

The student:
. .

States the use of and reads calendar:
a) identifies and names the mogths

in order
sb) idehtifies and names the days

of the week in order. .

.

Tells and writes time to the half

hour. P. 33
.

.

. .

of

Uses different types of clocks,
e.g. digital, alarm, stop watch.
P. 33

..

,

-

-4.

.

,

4 r

,
.

I .

.

t

.The student:

.

,

Tells and writes time to the quarter

hour. P. 52
6

Tells 'time to 5 minute intervals.

: i

Accucateiy tells ana- writbs time t

minute 52P..

Rends digital clocks. T. 52
.

.

kecognizes second as a unit of 'time.

T. 52
.

.

" .

. .

4.

4

.

.

,

P.

1

.

,

4

52

a

.

.

-It
.

The sm.dent:
.

.

.

.

4 .

,
, 4

w

Reads, uses and states functions
of vhe following kinds of clocks:
.. alarm

.

- digital
. .

- punch. P. 71

Reads and interprets schedules,
e.g. radio, T.Y., airplane, .

bup. T. 71 ,

States and explains the
difference between daylight and
itandard time. P.. ,71

V
Reads and .interWe\ts 24.hour

clock. P. 71 '

.

4
.

. .

I

a .

,

.

0

"/
e

eX.



4.

urn 1 .
. LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

C. Measurement

. .
.

The stynt: .

.

Measures using non-standard units of
measure for comparative results, .

' ..g. heavier than, lighter than,,.

less than. P. '15
,

, Me'asures using non-standard units of

. measure for approximate resuLts,
e.g. 9 mans full, 5 pencil lengths.

P.. 15
0 .

Demonstrates understanding of
opposite and comparative terms
relative to measurement and
position, e.g. btg, little, bigger,

biggest. P. 16 __, ..
, -

.

oi
,

Repognizes standard tools.for

. measurement. P. 16 4

..

.

- '

. .

.

(

. .

.

.

.

\,

.
,

,

5" -'

,

.

.

The student:
.

.

.
. .

........-

.
,

. .

.

Reads and measures in linear units:
cm, Aim, and m. P. 35

Reads and measures in capacity
'units: 1 and half-litre. P. 35

.

Reads.weight in g'. units. P. 35

Recognizes the'concepf of mm, ml,
and kg. P. 35

.
. t

Readd'C ,cm a thermometer. P. 35

,

s

: .

,
,

:,:,
.

.

. ,
. ..

.. .

. t

,
,

.

..

,The student:

. .

a

.,

..

.

,

.

.

0 *
.

4
.

.

.
,

.

.

.
.

Reads and solves simple problems
involving km. and C. P. 53

' .

Solves simple problems involving
.,
conversion from one unit to another,

e.g. cm. to m. T. 53
_ .

.
.

.
,

.
,.

. ,

.

.
, ,

,

The student:

.

1

.

.
.

.

.,
.

. .
. .

Reads a speedometereaccurately in
kilometers per hour and calculated

distances. P. 72
.

.
.

.

C. ''' rl ,

.

.

1

'
'7...

4

A:
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LF.!)/L 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4

The student:

.GEOMETRYIAND SYMMETRY

co A. Recognition and Usage of
NJ

0

Geometric Shapes ,

Identifies-shapes, (I,nclude square,

circle, oval, rectangle, triangle,

diamond). P. 17!

Names a specific sflape when presentled

P. 18

Constructs common 2-D figures,
e.g. circle, square, rectangle,

triangle. P. 18

5"

4

The student:

Recognizes combinations of shapes
and identifies a given shape within

a picture.- P. 37

Identifies line,- parallel line{

curve, angle. P. 37

Identifies symmetrical shapes. P. 37

Constructs 2 and 3 dimensional
shapes hot a pattern, e.g. liamond,
pyramid, cylinder. P. 38 .

,The student:

Identifies and matches 2-D shapes
(square, rectangle me circle) to 3-D

shape (cones, cylindrs, spheres,

cube . P. 55

Const'2ba.ts and works with angles,

circles (radius, diameter) , lines

(segments,"perpendicular) etc. P. 55

Recognizes geometry and syrmetry in

environment. P. 55

Constructs'3-D shapes and designs from
readil.essible materials. P. 57

ip

411'

1

a

41

The stud.nt:.

,

Identifies and applies scales to
%

mapst P. 72

Solves simple problems involving '

area with the use pf concrete

materials. P. 72

Estimates with reasonable accuracy
the answer to problems involving.
units of measure. P. 72

Uses thermometers fOr various ,

purposes. P. 73

Applie,geometry and symmetry
in the areas of fine art and
occupational areas. P. 74

575

t:
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LEVEL 1
LEVEL.2
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'LEVEL 3 .
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LEVEL 4
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The student:
-

'Applies above knowledge to living and'

vocational situations. P. 55

,
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.
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,
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.
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.
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.

,
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.
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.

.

.

The .student:

Applies knowledge of geometric
shapes to1iving and vocational .
situations. P. 74

Reads anel constructs simple 2

point line.graphs. P. 75

Reads and constructs graphs when
4
eadt unit is more than one. P. 75

.

Reads and constructs simple circle

graphs. P. 75
..

Solves problems from information
derived from graphs. P. 75

.

i

.

,

.
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Student Profile

Student Name: Date: '

bate:

(color code)

(color coae)

Note: The student profile is.an approximate placement guide. It is intended to be

used to obtain the level of functioning in.the computation section. Specific

placement is obtained by using the overview sheets which contain all the compUta-

tion objectives.

SCORING: Number of "Yes" Responses:

0 - 1
2 - 3
4 - 5

'6 - 7

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4

Level

4

,

. ,

.

,

. ,

. .

..-

.

,
,

2 ,

_
'

,

,

t

1

.

.

. .

,

.

.

i

,

.

SCORE ,

LEVEL

IV

85,
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Checklist - Placement and Assessment

for Levels 1 4
4

Instructions: j Circle the student respftstzto each question.
Add up the number of."Yes" esponses and place on the SCORE line.

Refer to placement procedure which appears on Student *Profile.

I. Ters and Numeration.

tes Nof (-
1. Recognizes.numbei's up to 99 as groups of 10's and ones.

2. Orally recognizes 1/2 of an object. Yes No

- 1 '

3. Forms siFple sub-sets and distinguishes"between equivalent
and'non-equiFalint sets

Yes No

4. Names fractions equival,ent to number one. Yes No

4

5. Calculates and works with the set ot numbers that satisfies a

given equation?

Yes, No

6. Applies the four bapic Operation W., -0 to equations

involving decimals.
.

Yes No.

7% Identifies the place value.of each digit in any numeral beyond Yes No

8.

6-digits. ,

..

Solves 2 and 3 step problems involving ratio and proportion. Yes No

fterations

SCORE:

and Properties

1. Identifies anttablislied series of obActs. Yes No

2. With manipulatives, shows the process of problem soil:Ting. Yes No

( 3. Solves addition equations with.solutions to 20. Yes No

4. Solves one-step proFlems involving addition and subtraction

a) with ope digit numerlls
b) With two digit numerats.

Yes No

0
4

5. Adds 3 digit nuMeralsz
a) without regrouping
b) with regrouping.

Yes No

,)

6. Solves one-step problems involving all four basic operations and

chooses the operation needed to solve the problem.

Yes No

7. Estimates the qum in addition probleps with reasonable accuracy Yes No

8. Solves practical life-situation problens with the 4 basic

operations involving one to three sseps, e.g. averaging.

Yes No

56g

S6

SCORE:



-

IlL Measurement and Graphing

1. Chooses a specific coin from several coins (penny, nickel, dime). Yes. No

2., Recognizes standard tools for measurement. Yes No

eNames anedemonstrates the use of symbOls $ and C. Yes No

4. Reads *C od a thermometer. Yes f No

5. Identifies and naMes the value of paper money. Yes No
t

6. Solve4 simple problems involving converSikr: from one unit to Yes No
another, e.g. cm. to m.

.
\

0 , 7. Defines and explains terms related to salary, e.g. wages, Yes No
overtime, union, pensions, insurance.

8. Solves problems from information dved from grphs. Yes No

SCORE:

IV. Geometry and Symmetry

1. , Identifies shapes (including square, circle, oval; rectangle,
triangle, diamond).

Yes No

I
* 2. Constructs common 2-D figures, e.g.i circle, square, rectangle,

triangle. .
Yes No

:

3. Recognizes combinations of shapes and identifies a give shape
within a picture.

Yes No

4. Constructs 2 and 3 dimensional shapgs f m a pattern, e.g.
diamond, pyramid, cylinder.

.,.

Yes ' No

. t
... .

5. Identifies and'matches 2-D shapes (square,?rectangle, circle)
to 3-D shapes (cones, cylinders, spheres, cbes).

i

Yes No

6. Constructs 3-D shapes and designs from readiAr accessible
materials, e.g. cardboard.'

Yes No

,

7. Applies knowledge of geometric shapes to livinikand vocational Yes No
, 'situations, e.g. carpentry, sewing.

8. Applies knowledge of geometric construction to liv ng and Yes No
vocational situations, e.g. hobby applications:

87
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LEVEL 1

NUMBERS AND NUMERATION

.Beginning Number PosteeZards Milton Bradley

Creative Math Experiences for the Young Child - Incentive Publications

Dominumbers - Ideal

, Enlarged P1.2ce Value Sticks - Scholar's Choice Ltd.

First Math Helper - Book 1,1) Inc.

Fun With Numbers - Frank Schaffer Publications

Mathematics for fndividual Achievement - Houghton.Mifflin

Peabody Language Development Kit - American Guidance Service

Second Math Helper Book Lab Inc.

Schoolhouse Mathematics'-. Science Research Associates

Series M - Collier MacMillian Canada.Ltd.

Special Math - Media for Education

Ten Little Indians - Peter Pan Records

Ten-Ten's Counting Frame - Milton Bradley

OPERATIONS AND PROPERTIES

Animal Learning Shapes Moyer Vico Corp.

Individualized Wathematics: .Drill e'ards - Teaching Resource&

Flannelboard Sets, Storytelling Instructo
Nr

Mathopatics for Individual.Achievement - Houghton Miffl,in

Mathfacts Games (Books 1, 2) - Milton Bradley

_Math Turn 'N Learn Set 1-A Creative Teaching Press

Schoolhouse Mathemqtics - Science Research Associates

° Series M Mathemalcs - Collier Macmillan Canada Ltd.

Sets and Numbers - Moyer Vico Corp.

89



OPERATIONS AND PRORERSIES (CONT'D.)

Special Math - Media for.Education

Sum Clown - Developmental Learning Materials

Third_Math Helper - BoOk Lab Inc.

Under the Big Top - Educational Insights

MEASUREMENT AND GRAPHING

Creative Math Experiences for the Young Child - IncentiNk Publications

Math Activity '3 - Science Research Associates

Mathematics for Individual Achievement -'Houghton Mifflin

Schoolhouse Mathematics - Science Research.Associates

Second Math Helper Book Lab Inc.

Series M - Collier MacMillian Canada Ltd.

Telling the Time - Science Research Associates '

Time Bingo -'Teaching Resources

Useful Arithmetic Series Lever1 and 2 - Frank E. Richards '

Veri Tech Primary Math Lab 1 - Louise Kool and Son Ltd.

'GEOMETRY AND SYMMETRY

Beginning Geoboard Activities - Ginn and Co.

Creative Math Experiences for the Young Child - Incentive Publications

ap

Dubnoff School Program 2 Ginn and Co...e

Fairbanks Robinson Program - Perceptu'al Motor Development - Ginn and Co.

First Math Helper - Book Lab Inc.

Mathematics for Individual Achievement - Houghton Mifflin
:.

Schoofhouse Mathematics Science Research Associates

Series M.- Collier MacMillian Canada Ltd..

90
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TEACHER RESOURCE MATERIALS

C

v

sc I

I

,

LEVEL 1

Arithmetic Games and Activities - Scholar's Choice'Ltd.
,

Hayes Math MySteries - Scholar's Choice Ltd. N
How Childrtnotearn Mathematics MacMillan Co. of.Canada Ltd.

Mathematics for Child Involyement - Allyn and Bacon Ltd.

Mathematics Games fot All Grades - Scholar's Choice Ltd.

PriMary Activities in Mathematics - Midwest Publications

.. .

4

,,
4

7

fo*
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LEVEL 2

p.

S.

'NUMBERS AND NUMERATION

Fractional Dominos - Creat4ve Teaching Press,

Fracto Scholar's Choice Ltd.

Fun with Numbers - F'rank Schaffer Publications

Mathematics for Individual Achievement - Houghton Mifflin

Peabody Language Development Kit - American Guidance Service

Picture Cardr Miltbn Bradley

Schoolhouse Mathethatics - Kits 1, 2, and 3'- Science Research Associates

Series M Collier MacMillian Canada Ltd.

Ten-Ten's Counting Frame - Milton Bradley

.Veri Tech Primary Math Lab 1, Books 1 and 2 - Louise Kool and Son Ltd.

OPERATIONS AND PRO .RTIES

Clown Mathematics - Frank Schaffer Pub.

Gameboards - Frank Schaffei Pub.

Independent Drill for Mastery: Fundamentals of.Addition and Subtraction
Developmental Learning Mat6rials

Individualized Mathematics: Drill and Practise - Kit AA - Teaching Resources

Match Dot-to-Dot - Frank Schaffer Publications

.Math Mysteriest- Frank Schaffer Puii.

Math, Riddles, Tongue Twisters and Happy houghts - Joy Weiner

Matlrmatics for: Individual Achievement - Houghton Mifflin.

Moving up in Numbers - Developmental Learning Materials

Moving up in Story Problems - Developthental Learning Materia

Numbers and Clues - Teaching Stuff

Schoolhouse Mathematics - Kits.1 - 3 Science Research Associates

Series M -.Collier MacMiliian Canada Ltd.



_

OPERATIONS AND PROPERTIES (CONT'D.)

Steps to Mathematics Steck Vaughn

Third Math Helper.- Book fab Inc.

Veri Tech Primary Math tab 1, Addition 1 - Louise Kool and Son Ltd.

Ye Olde Math - Frank Schaffer Publications

MEASUREMENT AND GRAPgING

Gameboards'- Frank 'Schaffer Publications

It's About Time - Edmark Associated

Math Acticite 3 - Telling Time - Science ReiearCh Associates

Mathematics for Individual Achievement Houghton Mifflin

Math Lab - Scholar's Choice Ltd.

Metric Magic Incentd.ve Publications

Money Makes Sense = Copp Clark

Schoolhouse Mathematics - Kit 1, 2 , Science Research Associates

Series M -.Collier MacMillian Canada Ltd.

Telling Time (A Time Instruction Program by Modular Elements) - Hubbard

Time and Money - grades 1 and 2 Joy Educational Material

,Useful Arithmetic Series, Level 2 .Frank E. Richards
0

.

vyeri Tech Primary,Aath La6,1.-.Louise goJol and Son Ltd.

) - /

GEOMETRY AND SYMMETRYe
,

ClasSroom,Thetmentetrew- Milton Bradley

Make and Tell Kits -68o4ence Research Associates

5

Math Lab - Scholar's Choiceltd.
'

Matilematics for IndiVidual Achievement 7.-HoUghton Mifflin

Schoolhouse Mathematics - Kits 1 - 3 Science Research Assodiates

.Series M - Coiner MacMillian canada Ltd.

93
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TEACHER RESOURCE MATERIALS

LEVEL 2,

% Arithmetic Games and Activities Scholar's Choice Ltd.

4 Hayes Math Mysteries - Scholar's Choice Ltd. '

How Children Learn Mathematidt - MacMillian tb. 'of Canada Ltd.

Airt

I.
Mathematics for Child Involvement - Allyn and Bacon'Ltd.

Mathematics Games for All Grades Scholar's Choice Ltd.

Primary Activities id Mathemabics - Midwest Publications

-"e

I
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NUMBERS AND NUMERATION

LEVEL '3 /

CalculatOr Activitieor the Classroom (Duplicating Book),- Gamco

Calculator Capers - Prentice-Hall

Calculatoi in the Classroom - Instructo

,Calcu=Math.-,Scholar's Choice Ltd.'

Decimal and Fraction Dominoes - E.J. Arnold and Sons Ltd.

Decimal Point Indicator - Moyer Vico Corp.

tquals (game) MoyerTico Corp.

Experiments in Fractions4- Midwest Publications

,
Foctfs on Decimals --- Activity Resources

Fraction (game) - Creative Teaching Assoc.

Frtction Activity Cards Kenworthy's Educational Servi.ce Inc.

Fraction.Match-ups - Develbpmental Learning Materials

Math Plus - Houghtdn Mifflin

Mathematics for Individual Achievement - Houghton-Mifflin

Mathematics Practise in Problem Solving Books A, B, and C -

- Metric Place Value Chart Instructo

My Fraction Book - Kenworthy.Educational Arvice

Place Value I - Creative Teaching Associates

Place Value Chart - Creative Teaching Associates

Series M. - Collier MacMillian Canada Ltd.

Sports 'N Things - Activity Resources

OPERATIONS AND PROPERTIES

Calculator ActivitieS for the Classroom Gamco

Calculator Capers - Prentice-HalO.

95
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OPERATIONS AND PROPERTIES (CONT'D.)

Calculator ift the Clasroom - Instructo

C.41cu-lia.th Seholax's Choice Ltd.

Fun "Times" wkth Multiplication Facts - Kahl's Inc.

Look into the Facts - Setsco Educational Ltd.4
. -
Math Pius Houghton Mifflin

MatheMatics for Individual Achievement - Hougtton Mifflin

4

Series.M - Collier MacMillian Canada Ltd.

SLAM Duplfcating Book Scholar',s Choice Ltd.

Sport 'N Things - Activity Resources

, MEASUREMENT AND GRAPHING

Centimeter.Rods - Addison-Wesley (Canada) Ltd.

Clock-0 - Creative 'Ire:Aching Associates

Flight Into etrics 11,6tric ThrUst *- Scholar's Choice Ltd.

LinearTask Cards - Creative Teaching Associates

Math Plus Houghton Mifflin

Mathemcits.for Individual AChievement Houghion Mifflin

,
Measurement - Standard Units - Moyer Vico Corp.

Metric Auto Dial - Moyer Vico Corp.

Metric Book of Amusing Things To Do - Greey de Pencier Pub.

Metric How to Begin Prentice-Hall

Metric Measurement - ActiVities and Bulletin Boards - Instructa

Metric Tasks (Skill Development Activities) - Love Publishing

. Metric Wall Charts - Prentice-Hall

Mille-Bornes - Parker Brothers

Moving up in the Time - Developmental Learning MatePAls

96
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1HEASUR6tpT AND'GRAPHING (CONT'D.)

SeiieS M-T- Collier MacMillan Canada Ltd.
-

.'
. %

Simpleurveying Work Car.ds - MoyeroWico Corp.

I
TempTask Cards (C) - Creativ Teaching'Associates

\ -10A. .

GEOMETR1' AND SYMMtTA?

,Art Math. - Action Mhth Associates .

BJ's Mathgames - 'Geome14try - Scholar's Chdice Ltd.
+,

-

Environmelltal Geometry -.Activity Resources

Fun with Geometrtc Activities - Prenlice-Hall of Canada Ltd.

Geo-FIWSofid Geometry Construction Outfit - Philograph Publications

,IGeo-Strut,Mathematical Model_Construction Outfit - Philograph Publications
_ .

Math Plus - Houghton Mifflin

Mathematics for.Individual Achievement Houghton Mifflin

Paper Folding Geome'try - J. Weston'Walch

Series M,- Collier AcMillian Canada Ltd.
o,

Shape,Tracer and Recognition Set - Moyer Vico Corp.

Stitch Geometry 7 Creative Teaching Associates

TasselatOrts and Patterns - Creative Teaching Associates



TEACHER RESOURCE MATERIALS

LEVEL 3

0

Cheap Math Lab EquipMent - Midwest Publ/cations

Cheap Metric Equipment, Activities and-Games - Midwest Publications'

The Consumer and the Environment - J. Weston Wa10:.

Enhance Chance - Activity Resources

'Good Apple Note Pad.- Good Apple

1,

a

Introducing the Metric System with Activities - Act.itTity Resouoces

, Managing Your Money - J. WestonlWalch

Math Amusements in Developing Skills - ildwest Publications

Math in Use as Seen on Postage Staiiips Naeional Cou4cil of Teachers and
Mathematics

Metri puzzles.and Problems J. WeSton Walch

4
No Read Math Activities -'Midwest Publications

Auper Multo - Creative Teaching Associates

The World of Work -.J. Weston Walch.



LEVEL 4

Aspex Fractiftn-- Sets 1 aqd 2 - Moye,Vico Corp.

Experiments in Fractions"- Midwest Publications

Fraction (game) - Creative Teaching Ass6c.

Fraction Activity Cards - Kenworthy's Educational Service Ltd.

Fraction Match-Ups - Developmental Learning Materials

Fraction Tiles - Activity Resources

FractiOnal Dominoes - Creative Teaching Assoc.

Fractional Numbers - Creative Teaching Assoc.

Math Plus - Houghton Mifflin

Mathematics ror Individual AchievemenCt Houghton Mifflin .

Metric.lace.Value Chart - Instructo

Metric Wall Chart, - Instructo

PercChtage - Rotacent Scholar's Pie and'percentage Wheel -

-4.

Place Value gaart - Creative Teaching Assoc.

Place Value II - Creative Teaching Assoc. -

Series M Collier MacMillian Canada Ltd.

Temperature Task Cards - Crea;ive Teaching Press

Visuar Fractions Apparatus - Moyer Vico Corp.
>11t,

Vistrum FracLons COmpacts (1 - 3) - Moyer Vico Corp.

Vistrum Fractions Work Cards (1 - 3) - .14.oyer Vico Corp.

Zero Centered Wheel - Moyer Vico Corp?:

OPERATIONS AND PROPERTIES

Calculator Activities for the Classroom (duplicating mhsters) - Gamco

Calculator Capers - Prentide-Hall .

99
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OPERATIONS AND PROPERTIES (C0I4T'D.)

Calculator in the Classroom - Instructo

Equals - Moyer Vico Corp.

Math Plus - Houghton Mifflin

Mathematics Individual Achievement - Houghiton Mifflin

Mathematics Practice Problem Solving (Books A, land C) - Scholar's Choice Ltd.

'7
Metric Auto Dial - Moyer Vico Corp.'

Metric Freeway Dial - Moyer Vico Corp.

Metric Kitchen Dial - Moyer Vico Corp.

Metric Market Dial - Moyer Vico Corp.

Metric Recipes for the Classroov Sgtsco Educational Ltd.

Monopoly Parker Brothers

Real LifeMath Hubbard

Series M --Collier MacMillian Canada Ltd.

4 SLAM Duplio47.4 Books - Scholar:s Choice Ltd. 1

Sports 'N Things - Activity.Resources

Tuf (game) - Avalon Hill'Game Co.

n ,

Yahtze0;1'-' Parker Brotheh
.t

MEASUREMENT AND GRAPHNG

Bank Account (game) - Creative Teaching Associates

Big Deal (game) - dreative Teaching Associates

Budgei .(game) - Western Educationdl Activities

Budgeting Workbook - Interpretive Education

Careers - Parker Brothers

Clock.Dominoes - Creative Teaching Associates

100 \
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V.

MEASUREMENT AND GRAPHING (CONT'D.)

Fliiht Into Metric - Metric Thrlist (cit) - Scholar's Choice Ltd.

Introduction to.Area - Moyer Vico Corp.

LiTe - Parker Brothers

Linear Task Cards - Crealdve Teaching Associates
a.

Math for Today and Tomorrow (Consumer Math) - J. Weston Welch

Math i'lus - Houghton Mifflin

Mathematics for Individual Achievement - Houghton Mifflin

Measurement Standard Units - Moyer Vico Corp.

Metric BolifcOf Amustpg Thj,hgs To Do - Greey de Pencier Pub.-

Metric Market Dial - Moyer Vicp. Corp:_y

Metric Manoeuvres Scholat's Choice Ltd.

.Metric Match-Ups 1 Scholar's ChoiCe Ltd.

. Metric Measurement - Instructo 0?
J

The Metric System - InstruCto

The Metric System qf Measuiement Activfty Resources

Metrics -.How to Begin - Prentice-Hall . /

Milles-Bornes (game) - Parker Brothers

Movihg-Up In Time - DevelopmentdrLearning Materials

Pacemaker Practical Arithmetic Series. - Copp Clark

Pay Day - Western Educational Activities

Picture Graphs - Activity Resources

Rat Race - Parker Brothers

Simple Surveying Work Cards - Moyer Vico Corp.

Temperature Task Cabis - Creative Teaching Associates

101
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GEOMETRY AND SYMMETRY

4

ArC 'N' Math Action Math Associates

BJ's Mathgames,- Scholar's Choice Ltd.

Environmental Geometry Activity Resources
4

Excursions in Outdoorleasurement - J. Weston Welch

Fun with Geometri,Activities - Prentice7Hall

Geo-Fix Solid Geometry Construction Outfit Philograph Publications

Geometric Construction J, Weston Welch

Math Plus - Houghton Mifflin

4t.

gatitlematics for Individual AChievement - Houghton Mifflin.

\Japer Folding Geometry J. Weston Welch .

51/4i:'-

0
4$pace Race Games - Moyer Vico, Corp.

Stitch Geometry - Creative Teaching Associates
v.
%

TesSelat,iqns and Patterns - Creative Teaching Associates

\

A
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TEACHER REcOURCE MATERIALS

tEVEL 4

Cheap Math Lab gquipment - Midwest 'Publications;

Cheap Metric Equipment, Activities and Games Midwest Publications

The Consumer'and the Environment - J. WestonValch
7

Enhance Chance - Activity Resources

Good Apple Note Pad - Good Apple

Introducing the Metric System with 'Activities - Activity Resources

1

Managing Your Money - J. Westop Welch

1 .

Math Amusements in Developing Skills - Midwest Pub,ications

Math irrUse as Seen on Postage Stamps - National Council of Teachers of

Metric Puzzles and Problems J ston Welch,

No Read.Matti Activities - Midwest*Ublication4

Super Multo - Creative Teaching Asso4ates

The World of Work - J. Weston Welch

103
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INTROUCTION

A. CO:.,D1UNICATION SKILLS

Communication skills involve the ability of an individual to expreSs
his own.thoughts and feelings and also to interpret the thoughts and
Leelings of those around him. Six Primary modes of communication

have been considered within this section of the guide. Although each

of these skills has been treated as an iddividual entity, it must be
emphasized toilet they are by no means mutually exclusive. Many, if

notikAll of these skills are or can be interrelated to some extent.

Listening

Viewing

Speakingiy

Communication

Reading

Writing

Spelling

,Of the six skills presented in the above diagram, half of them can be
considered expressive skills (speaking, writing, spelling) and the
other half are receptive skills (reading, listening, yiewing). P

Because each one of these skills is a significant part of the total
concept of communication,,efforts must be made Lip develop all of these

skills in the educable mentally.handieapped (E.M.H,) student. An

attempt has been,made toTrovide the teacher with a developmental pro-
griim geared to meet the needs of the individual student within each of
these areas of communication.

B. COMMUNICATION SKILLS AND COGNITIV,E DEVELOPMENT

There is a positive relationship between intelligence and the degree
of development within the'orarious communication skills. All of the
skills associated with communication are affected by the various
cognitive functions such as perception, attention and discrimination.
Therefore, the rate and extent of development of these 'communication
Skills is closely linked with the intellectual and cognitive develop-
ment of the individual. This cause and effect relationship between o ,

communication and cognitive development ahs great significance for
the E.M.H. student. Due to the fact that an E.M.H. student is one
whose general level of intellectual functioning_is below_average, it
'can be anticipated that, this student will have problems in the

velopment of these communication skills. Factprs such as deficits

i rn cognitive functions, e.g, memory, perception and dtscrimination,

often regult in the E.M.H. student achieving a lower level of pro-
, ficiency in the various communication skills.



C. CHARACTERISTICS OF EDUCABLE,MENTALLY HANDICAPPED' STUDENTS IN COMMUNICATION

SKILLS

There are-many characteasticS which are common among E.M.H, students in
.terms of the degree of deNieloppent and level of competency of their com-

munication 1,(111a. Ake-appropriate materials and activities should be

used.

1. Listening - Due to the lower level of reading ability found In
many E.M.H. students, it is very important to develop other
receptive communication skills. It is necessarY to teach these

4* students tnbecome competent and discriminatiVe listeners. It

is through listening that much-informal and practical learning
takes place. Therefore, the ability to listen and interpret what
is heard is a very crucial skill to develop in the E.M.H. student.

2. Viewing Again due to limited'reading skills, E.M.H. studa40
rely heavily upon the visual media to obtain information about
their world. They watch more television than the average,student
and are often found to be more gullible in accepting the standards
and values of what they, 'see on television or in movies. Reliance

on pictures to get the contexl of a story, a news happening, or
an advertisement further justihes the need to teach these students
how to interpret information experienced visually.

?

3. Spea_igdn Speaking is one of the communication skills which is
utilized each day. For the E.M.H. student difficulty in express-1
ing himself and verbalizing his wants and needs is a common
problft. Part of this problem is often due tb specific articula-
tion deficits or maturational lags in language development. Re-

.g5eies's of the nature pf the deficit, a specific sequential ,

language development program should be followed daily to assist
these students ill their speech and language development.

4. Reading E.M.H. students generally learn to xead at a later:age

and at a slower pace than their non-handicapped counterparts.
They often have great difficulty generalizing concepts and rules
associated with reading skills. Although these students cans
learn the various reading skills'in the same order and through
similar teaching methods as regular stUdents,they often require
more teaching'time and extensiye practice in the various.skills.
The approach utilized in teaching to these studeOs
a pallitical or functional point of view.

5. Spelling- There is often'a relationship between reading ability
and proficiency in spelling. Therefore the extent of development

of readirik. skills of the E.M.H. sLudent has a°direct bearing on
the student's ability to master spelling skills. Cognitive
functions such as discrimination, perception and memory must be



deVeloped.withing thespelling*ograth to assis;t the E.M.H. student '

in learning to spell competently.' Often a pattern of says,,,points,

*reads and writes is_most effective in the teaching of spelling to .

these students.

6. Writing - Poi hE.MH. stuctent, learning to pript and write is
sometimesslowef to develop due to a slower tate of motor develop-
pent or deficits,in cognitive functions such as perception and

discrimination. It ia*recommended ehat both manuscript and
6.1rsive writing be taaght to E.M.H. students. The teaching of

cursive Writing however, should not be'dependent upon mastery of
manuscript Writing.

D. *LEARNING APPROACHES

The needs of the E.M.H. student to function adequately sthin society
do not differ greatly from those of a regular student. iowever, due

tQ the fact that their rate of,progress learning is 4ch slower
their potential for mastery is,not as great, prograds designed in

the teaching of communication skills must be modified in terms,of in-
structional approathes and techniques.

It is recommended that an °eclectic approach" be utilized with these

,students. This approach neeessitates that the teacher be adept at,
utilizing a varie,ty of teaching techniques and methods, e.e language
experience, kinesthetic, phonetic, wtthin each progr .0 The eclectic

approach makes use of the most appropriate program in terms of methods
and materilis, for each individual student in vder to cilitate maxi-

mum growth and development..

When teaching communication skills to E.M.H. students, theteacher
whould relate instruction whenever gossible,to.the tangible and con-

crete. In addition, one should not assume that a garticular skill,or
concept is learned or has been mastec20 simply because,the,student
can apply the use of the skill in onesituation: By utlaizing a wide

range of instructional techntques, tjie teacher can facilitate general-

ization of skills across various 'situations. The rate of learning for

the E.M.R. student is very often much slower than one would expect of

a-regular student. When teaching communication skills Eo thepe stu-

dents, then, repetition of instruction As often necessary: Maintaining _
interest is essential for the students.

. E. GUIDELINES FOR EVALUATION OF E.M.H. STUDENTS

Evaluation shoun provide an overview of the total program and the rn-
formation needed to improve instruction and learning. When ascertain-
ing if objectiYes are being met, individual differences among students'
must be considered in order that appropriate decisions can be made con-

cernihg future directions.

iV
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Although a variety of techniques can be utilized to qbtain information,
e.g. checklists, observations, standardized achievement tests, parent
and pupil conferences, all areas of growth need to be examined. It must

be remembered that evaluation is a continuous process and therefore an
ongoing part of a program. It necessitates the involvement,and coapera-

tion of students; parents and teachers.

Reliable information should be collected about the student's strengths
and weaknesses to help decide what steps can be taken to eliminate dif-

ficulties and provide for continuing development.

F. UTILIATION OF THE GUIDE

This communication section has been developed,to provide the teacher of
E.M.H. classes with resource material which will assist in teaching and

program development. There are three major areas within the guide,:

1. Skills and Content Charts

Skills and Content chprts have been developed for each of tha.areas.
The charts have been included to provide an overview of the concepts
which can be taught in these areas.

2: Objectives,-Strategies, Materials

This section contains all the objectives-, strategies and materials
for each of the communication skills. The objectives in'each area a.

have been task-analyzed and,sequenced to facilitate program plan-

ning. Each objective has been written in behavioral terms so that
a teacher will know exactly what is expected of a'Istuaent for mastery

of the particular objective.

< Strategies have been provided for many of the objeCtives. The pur-

pose of the strategies is to provide a sample of the kind of activity

which may be employed to teach the objective,. The teacher should not

feel limited to the use of these particular strategies, and in many
cases:it will'be necessary to adapt them or substitute others de:-
pending upon the age and level'of each stude9t

Materials which could be used to teach a Oarticular objective have
'been,listed as well. Each of these is followed by a code which
describes whethw it is a "Core" or "Supplementary"'material and also
the level or levels at which it is best suited for use.

3. Appendices

The appendix section contains a Variety 'of word lists, references
for the games used within the guide, a list of publishers, a list of
supplementary reading materials'and pictures, and list of iecotnmeided

0

core and supplementary materials tor each oi the areas. In addition,

checklists which correspond to the objectives in each of the areas

have been developed to assist in recording student prbgress.
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.1;STRIN9 - SKILLS AND.CONTENT CHART VIEWING - SKIM-AND CONTENT CHART

SON

- 0
Recognizes and responds,to,
own name. ,

Namewfamiliar sounds in'the
classres.._achool, playgiound,
and street.

. Identifies obiects Oat make
specific sounds.

DOcriminates between'sounds.

Combines vocabulary develop-
ment with simple sequence
directions, e.g. put an
object in, on, undsr,ThesiZe,
above, behind the box.

IdentiN and names4r
broader range df sounds

Irom the environment.

Listens attentively for a
specified period of rime.

a Listens for the purpose of

carrying out more complex
directions.

Demonstrates an appreciation
of rhythmic patterns ts
sounds and words. .

Recognizes words that rhyme.

Listens for enjoyment to:
stories on records and
radio, nursery.rhymes, folk-

-tales, records, etc.

Listens to and retells
simple stories.

g

V

LAstens through distractforAs.

Develops.understanding of the
responsibilities of the

'listener..

Listens to retell the
incidents in stories in

,sequence.

Listens to instructions and -

explanations for information:

Listens for the main idea of
a speaker.

Listeng to a variety of forms
of spoken messages, e.g7,
stories, songs,' poems.

Listens to a. person for

specific purposes, e.g.
weather forecast, television
interview. '

Recognizes the responsibilities
of a listener and his rote by:

asking relevant ques-
tions

drawing conclusions
noting important,de-

tails.

Listens for enjoyment to:

- concerts

- plays
- symphony, etc.

Recognizes the need for
viewing.

Demonstrates viewing awareness:

attends to task
practises viewing
courtesy

- understands the role
of the viewer..

Associates visual information,
e.g. looks at an object and
tells what he sees.

Views a variety oF simple
visual formats, e.g. pictures,
filmstrips, overheads.

Demonstrates understanding of,
exeends and judges ideas
received visually:

- details
- simple sequence
- form sensory images.

Views for extended periods of
time.

Demonntrates understanding of
non-peint visuals, e.g. pic-
tures, label designs, logos.

Demonstrates understanding of

the role of the viewer.

Demonstrates desire to view
effectively.

HodifOrte,tel of attention

to isuit purpose.

Demonstrates understanding of
a widening range of viewihg
material.

Demonstrates understanding of,
extends,and judges ideas
received visually:

- gains information and
meaning

- notes details, mAin
ideas, sequence

- predicts and infers
relationships from-
appropriate content,
e.g. time, distance,
'cause, and effect

- appraises actions and
behaviors.

Appreciates purposes for
viewing, e.g.'views for a
Variety of reasons.

Views a variety of more complex
visual formats, e.g. video'
tapes, art forms, plays.

,*

Works independently and/or
cooperatively on viewing
activities.

Demonstrates understanding of,
extends and judges ideas
received visually:

- idefitifies and evaluates
ideas as factual,

". fictional, humoroUs,
realistic and plausible

- identifies and analyzes
points of view

- makes generalizations
applicable for living.

4
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440 SPEAKINO - SKILLS AND CONTENT CHART

4

answots in response to the
question, "What is this?" by
naming the object.

Verbalizes wants by stating
noun/verb combinations.

Verbalizes wants bYasking
simple questions.

Uses descriptive adjectives
and their opposites in speech.

Uses prepositionf in speech
to describe the position of
people and things.

Refers to himself and othe"rs
In his speech by using the
pronouns: me, my, mine, I,

them, their.

Describes.identifying
features of an object.

Asks questions to determin'e

what an object Is.

Names 2 loCatIon from a
'description of It.

Describe; a particular

location.

Says bow two or"mote objects
are the same or different.

Describes the action of
common animate objects.

Classifies ohlects into

...categories.

Uses categorical nouss in
Jipeech.

641",6

Uses plural nouns in speech.

Names primary colors.

fdentifies colors other than

primary ones.

States r non for the outcome

of actions e.g. why something

happened.

Uses apptppriate sense verbs
in speech, e.g. smell, tastd,

see.

Descrihes the actions taking
place in pictures by using a
verb form.'

Tells what will happen and
what will not happen on the
basis of an "if-then" action
statement.

Makes "If-then" statements
describing oblects by drawing
conclusions about conditions
that pertain to.these objects.

,States the sequence in which
actions occurred by answering
"before" and "after" questions.

Identifies which part Is miss-
ing from an abject and states
the function of the object and
each of tts parts.

Identifies what is absurd about

a part of on object performing
an unusual functign.

Identifies objects that have a
specified part in common.

Indicates whether pictures
could illustrate a given

statement.

Answers "all" qeestions abouk
objects by making complete
"some", "all" and "none"
statements to describe objects.

Answerp comprehension questions
about what Is hoppening.In the
stories read to him and tells
what the characters say and

do.

Talks appropriately.pn the
telephone. .

Participates In dramatic Play;
"%pow and tell" and dramstiza-
trim of stories.

Enunc,iatea distinctly, espe-

cially the beginning and ending
of words.

Mf

Ubefi body language, facial
expressions and voice quality

to convey meaning.

Recognizes the importance of
accepted social behaviors in
oral language Otuations by
practising accepted rules

foss

- person to person
conversations

'

telephone converZations
1

discussions

rep orts

introductions and
interviews.

Speaks in the mode of nccept-
able adult speech with in-
telligible speech patterns..

Demonstrates understanding of

thp role of the speaker/

listener.

Participates in group conversa-

tions:
- speaks audible end

jith ease

4

- talks about activities
planned for the day

- relates personal and
group experiences

- describes experiences
in sequential order

- responds appropriately
'to question toeginning

' with the question mar
ers: when, whp, wha
whose, how,.where,
how many.

Pf"

(
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o.
READING :_SKILLS AND CONTENT mug

4

UNRRA!. SKIILS WORD ANALYSIS SKILLS

Demonstrates awareLss of
left to right...progression.

Develops left to righeeye
movement.

Recognizes upiier a d lower
ease letters.

Associates consonant sonnds
to letters.

Identifies initial consonant
sounds.

Names lerters to represent
consonant sounds heard In
initial, final, and medlalf
position.

.Dfscriminates between words
using initial letter cues-

- and final letter cues.

Identifies short vowel
sounds.

Recoghizes word families,

e.g. am, at, it, and an, in,
op,' un.

Recognizes words of different
length.

Iterognl.ev word endings,
e.g. sed, ing.

identifies lung vowel oounds.

States vowel rules, e.g. si-
lent e.

identifies "I" modified
vowels: ar. or, ec, 1r, ur.

6 #.,13

Visual

Develops specific visual
dlscrimenation (recognizes
likenesses and dilferences
in colors, shapes,and
desIgras, directionality
and dizeo letters and words):

Recognizes word boundaries.%

Notes relative position of
objects in pictures.

Visualizes part to whole by
assuRbling a seven piece
puzzle.

Audlyry

Reproduces pronounced two
and Ihree syllable words.

Hears minimal differences in
worts.

Distinguishes word length.

Recognizes spoken words with
same initial sound.

Recognizes spoken words with
9.1mo final sound.

Hears rhyming words.

Demonstrates understno.fifig of

function of "y" as a consonant
or vowel. '

Recognizes contractions: n't,

'11, 're, 's, 'd, 'm, 've.

Demonstrates understanding of
use of possessives.

Reqegnizes Compound words.

Recognizes similarities of
sounds such as x and cks.

Recognizes silent letters in
kn, gn, wr.

Recognizes words with double
letters.

Listens for pod identifies
number.of syllables in a
word.

Associates sounds to two
letter blends: tr, gr, br, Alphabetizes words using
bl, gl, pl, st, fr, sm, sk, 44A:first and second letter.
cr, sw.

Identifies and uses a
Associates sounds to digraphs: glossary.
ch, sh, th, wh.

Identifies three letter
initial blends: spro stro scro

-squ,,thr.

Recognizes little words In \--
big words.

Recognizes root w4>rds.

Identifies suffixes: ly, est,

er.

Identifies prefixes: un, re.

Identifies two sounds of c and

Ki

c - k and s;

8 - g and J.

41,1
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FEmme_lyaus AND CONTENT CHART(CONT'D)

COMPREHENSION DEVELOPANT

Enjoys being read to.

Engages in meaningful
conversation.

Asks the teacher for help
when needed.

Demonstrates interest in books
and other printed material.

Associates meaning with the
printed page.

Demonstrates desire to fearn
to read.

1

Demonstrates adequate
attention span.

Reacts to and comprehends
simple stories read orally.

Arranges pictures and ideas
tp sequence.

Tells events in logical
sequence.

Follows oral directions.

Demonstrates ability to
handle a book correctly.

Follows in books from front
to back, trom left hand page
to right hand page.

Follows usual text progression
from left to right, from top
to bottom.

Reads labels on familiar
,objects.

611

00

Identifies main idea of a
simple story read by the
teacher.

Uses picture cues.

Looks at a picture and tells
its story.

Tells main ideas, names of
characters, some major details
from stories read by teacher.

Begins to build a sight
vocabulary through configu-
ration clues and context clues.

Reads easy books at the
4library table.

Follows printed dire

ii

tions.

iBegins to read for ormation.

States main idea, names of
characters, important, detail
stated sequence from stories
read orally.

Answers questions on materials
read.

Recalls main idea, names of
characters, important details,
stated sequence from stories
read silently.

Relates situations encountered
,in reading to personal
l:xperiences.

Demonstrates Knowledge of
library facilities, both
the school library and the
public library.

Demonstrates ability to handle
work..type material independent-

ly.

Uses: table of"cont'enis, page

number, titles.

Finds specific information.

Develops ability to anticipate
endiog.u4 stories and/or to ,

infer action.

Composes qu'estions about
material read.

Begins to read and interpret
simple maps and charts.

Dramatizds stories read.

Illustrates stories read.

Teils a.story previously read.

Recognizes and lases different
)(Inds of rending materials:
those fur pleasure and those
for information.

Finds uslin idea in a story or
paragraph.

Keeps events in proper sequence.

. .

Draws logical coaclusions.

Recognizes relationships.

Predicts outcomes.

Falloys printed directions.

Reads fur a definite purpose.

Classifies items.

Uses index.

Demonstrates technique of
skimming.

Extends ability to use printed
matelial for information:

finds specific informa-
tion

- interprets descriptive
words and phrases

- selects facts to remember
- selects facts to support
main idea

- uses study guides, charts,
outlines.

Interprets story ideas.

Identifies authoi.'s purpose.

Locates title page, author,
illustrations, publisher, year,
index. 4f

Uses table of contents. .
Uses reference materials:

- encyclopedia
- atlas and maps
- magazines and newspapers
- occupational

information.

Interprets meaning of line
graphs.

Interprets meaning of bar
graphs.

Reads charts.



vocABULAr DEVELOPMENT SKILLS AND CONTENy CDART PRE-SPELLING - SKILLS AND CONTENT CHART

WORD RECOGNITION WORD MEANING LANGUAGE AND THINKING SKILLS PERCEPTUAL SKILLS

Begins.tu establish funda-
mental reading habits.

Demonstrates interesd in
words and symbols.

Recognizes own name in priut.

Names 'upper Lase letters.

Names lower case letters.

-Hatches upper case mid lower
"vie letters.

itecogni/es words with.both

oPper and lower.,aase letters

at beginning.

Places litters ol alphabet
,N in sequential order .

identifies in various settings
, words usually found in pre-
, primers and primers.

Increases basic sight
vocabulary.

Recogni,tes 200 DoIch Basic
stght.W.Idq.

II,e4 word form clues.

keuogniies new words In
4ontent fields.

Recognizes: function words,

direction words, etc.

Uses context clues.

IINCU configuration clues.

Uses language rhymes: poetry,

songs.

Demnstrates listening
vocabulary, adequate td
understand ideas.

Demonstrates speaking
ulary, adequate to convey
ideas.

Stades meaning oi:
i cc

words, quantitativ di,,

descriptive voids.

Makes simple classification,
e.g. animals, fruits, toys,
vegetables, clothing.

Classifies oblects and 0.-
111119 NI t 0 log !till I at ego! Ion.

Demonstrates understanding
that printed wolds represent
spoken words.

Demonstrates knowledge of
picture dictionary.

Demonstrates proficiency in
the nse of a picture diction-

Ifte

Demonstrates nndetstanding of
baste words common" to t cad lug
experiences of preprimer,
primer, and grade one level.

Demonstrates increased know-
ledge of meaning ofiwords.

Recognizes multiple meanings
of words. '

Recognizes synonymous mean-
ings of voids.

'
Rdtognizes opposites.

.Recognizes Neanings of words
monosuld the same.

States meaning of and uses

correctly: fuuction words,

direction words, action words,
forms of address, colder
words, colon wolds, metric
words, curriculum words.
(see Appendix).

Demonstrates ability to gain
meaning from context.

1144.4 now wolds In senfentes
to show meouing.

Demonstrates ability to mte
pnnetnation.

Uses map skills.

Define'S words read in context.

States synonyms,antonyms.

Identifies homophones .

identities limmwaphs.

Recogni7es multiple meanings
of yordh.

Associates words with feelings.

Distinguishes formal and
informal language.

Expresses self spontaneously.

Pronounces words correctly.

Demonstrates enloyment while
listening to. stories.

Relates experiences.

Describes and classifies
objects, etc.

Participates in puppetry and
drama.

Porticipotes in group
di.lation in the development
ol "language experience".
charts.

Dessuisttates knowledge of
relationship between oral
and written expression.

Auditory.

Identifies rhyming words.

Recognizes words with
identical beginnings.

Identifies consonant In
spoken words.

VISUAL MOTOR SKILLS

Names and prints letters
of the alphabet.

z

.0*es words correctly.

Identities number of syllables
in spoken words.

Discriminates begioing, end-
ing and dedinl sounds.

Relates sounds to symbols.

Substitutes beginning sounds
to form new words.

Visual

Matches leters.

Hatches or groups words that
begin alike.

Recognizes that words are
made of letters in leit to
right sequence.

identifies some words used
frequently.

Prints name and some
words from memory.



SyELLINN SKILLS AND CONTENT CHART

PDONET AgALYSI9

Sounds

Ke onsonants:

b, c, d, f, g. 1, k, 1,

p, r, S, t.'Pf W, y, z
Words: CVC pattern

Key consonant sot u:

tiuiticiul, medial, tin

posIth
Blends: bl, pl, st, fl. gl.

cl, 4r,"tr, gr, dr,
r, cr, spr, s(t,

sn sp, spl

Digiophs: sh, ehv ng, uk,
wb. th (voiced and
utiv51,ed)

Vewel_Sounds

Short vowels:
a, c, 1, o, u

(medial position) -

Words:

STRUCTURAL ANA YSIS

Short Vow04.4:

(initial or medial)

Long vowels: A

,k0 single long vowels
hl two 00welOtogether
c) tinal e

Diphthongs: oy, ow, ou, ei

Digraphs: ay, oo, ce, ea,
aw.

Prefixes Suffixes Verb Forms

mu

Plurals and Possessive;

0

er, est, tins
(-

ii or eu for third.person
singular, e.g. he runs
d or ed ending
e.g. fished

Plnrills: tidd m or OS

PosseusiVes: add s,

e.g. ynurs

Variants: x, tk, e, k, s
Silent: 1

Initial blends: pr, uc. uk .

hqu, sm. tw,
SW

Final blends: ft, lk. mpoW,

Vowel sounds controlled bx
r, er, at, ir, ur nr
Final y
Unconveutional spellings

a) mingle vowels: told,

from
b) silent e: givg. have
e) two vowels: said.

bread S.

Silent: gh, t, w, b, k

Digraphs: ghi 1 sounil .

e.g. lafigh

Variants: hard and soft
t & g - ph spelling 01 1

- h spelling of k
g sp,IiIng uf g or
J sound, e.g. frog,
bridge

- silent w
- silent t
- silent s
- gh as f

111

Digraphmlul, 411, nu, os
Variant : le,-

Adding a utiffix:

a)'wheit doubling of flutAal

consonant is requtred
Ae.g. bopped, hqpping.
b) when silent e is drop-

ped, e.g.,cOmi g.

change.y to
before er and ed,
e.g. fliea

Plurals: change y to 1

and odd es
Add es to' words ending
hp x, HS, ch
PolitletidiVQH: add

al sound (u alk)

le sound (c stle)
ei, ie, so 08 (weigfi, field)

re, un, die, in, do ly, en, ful, y
Number suffixes, e.g. sixty,
fourteen

Other suffixes: nom, less,
tion.

Plurals: 'change f to v.

before es

el sound (model)
al sound (central)

ex, pro, con, com, pre, im

,

ment, ty. let e.g. booklet
ite e.g. favorite. ship
e.g. frie0ship.

POS8VSsive8: fnrm
singular and plural pos-
sessives (nouns & pronouns)

Unconventional spelling,
e.g. does, ('anoe

shut e.g. oCcasion
inn e.g. musician.

it 6 00
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SPELLING - SKILLS AND CONTENT CHART (CONT'D)

STRUCrURAL ANALYSIS (CONT'D) SYLLABICATION AND DICTIONARY

(..1911ItinASSATIs_ and

Abbreviations 4 Syllabication Location of Words

Begins to Eifell simple
words that are frequently
encountered in reading and
speaking.

Extentions

Recognizes compounds,
e.g. today, something.

Hearing two-syllable words,

e.g. yellow, going.
Uses picture dictionaries for
locating correct spelling of
words.

Alphabetizes to two letters.

Homonyms (to, two, too)
Antonyms (last, first)
Synonyms (good, nice)

Hearing three and four syllable
words.

Begins to spell words from
basic vocabulary list (See
Appendix).

One letter omissions,
e.g. isn't.
More than one letter

' omissions, e.g. I'll.

Alphabetizes to three letters.
Learns to spell words from
current activities.

Abbreviations for days,
holidays, months, and
proper names.

Alphabetizes to four letters.

Abbreviations of measures,
titles, and directions.

6
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HANDWRITING - SKILLS AND CONTENT CHART

READINESS SKILLS MANUgCRIPT SKILLS

Holds a writing instrument
correctly.

Draws horizontal, vertical
and slant lines.

Draws a backwards circle,
forward circle and parts of

riminates basic strokes
in letter form.

Discimlnates likeness and
difference in letter forms.

Identifies dominant hand.

Develops gross motor co-
ordination through participa-
tion in activities such as
games: dances, jump rope,
ball games, building blocks.

Develops fine motor coordina-
tion through coloring, clay
modeling, finger painting,
scribble drawing, cutting
with dull-pointed scissors,
tracing and forming letters.

Develops perceptual/spatial
awareness, e.g. left to '

right progression.

Uses correct body position,
paper placement, arm and
hand position, 'pencil holding.

Uses Correct beginning point,
direction of motion and
sequence of parts in all manu-
script letters and numerals.

Uses correct spacing between
letters, numerals and words.

Writes on a line.

Prints words, phrases and
sentences.

Copies accurately from the
chalkboard.

Evaluates own printing, hand
and paper posiition, letter, etc.

Develops a sense of pride in
accomplishment.

CURSIVE SKILLS SELF-EXPRESSION AND MECHANICS

Develeps gross motor co-

ordination through participa-
tion in activities such as
games, dances, lump rope,
ball games, balding blocks.

.1

Develops fine motor co-
otclination through coloring,
clay modeling; finger paint-
ing, scribble drawing, cut-
ting with dull-pointed scis-
sors, tracing and farming
letters with strips of clay.

Develops perceptual/spatial C
awareness: left to right

progression, top to bottom.

Uses correct body position,
paper placement, arm and hand
position, pencil holding.

Uses correct beginning point,
the correct direction of
motion in all cursive lower
Case and capital letters:
letter groupings, shapes and
strokes.of cursive lower case
and capital letters; lower
case - upstroke, overcurve,
over and back; capitals -
upstroke, downcurve, slanted
downstroke, curved 'downstroke,
cane stroke, reverse loop.

Uses correct spacing between
;aids.

Writes on a line.

Writes words, phrases and
sentences.

Copies accurately from the
chalkboard.

Improves cursive writing by
decreasing size, increasing
speed while maintaining
legibility of cursive forms.

Evaluates own writing, hand
and paper position, letter
form, size slant alignment,
spacing and legibility.

Develops proficiency in using
a pen (ball point).

Develops a sense of pride in
accomplishment.

Develop's the understanding

that writing is a visual pre-
aentation of the spoken word
by relating printed symbols
to words and meanings.

Develops readiness through
extensive experiential back-
ground and enriched experi-
ences.

Recognizes,need for attentive-
ness to a writing task.

Suggests labels and captions
to be written by the teacher.

Expressgs ideas to be written
by the teacher.

Participates in group composi-
tion of a simple story.

Copies correctly the group
story from the chart or
blackboard.

Develops an awareness of
sentence sense and develops
ability to recognize completel
sentences by writing spelling .
words in simple sentences. ,

Develops ability to iirite a
sentence about a realistic
experience.

Writes two or more sentence
stories about a realistic
experience.

Devel s ability to use period
and uestion mark, and becomes
aware of simple capitalization
such as in his own name and at
tile beginning of a sentence.

176 (4'

Demonstrates growth in
Written language by in-
creasing complexity of
languaq usage, e.g. more
precise descriptive words,
nouns and verbs.

Becomes aware of margins.

Uses appropriate form o
written language in atto es
(beginning, middle, end)

illustrations, letters
(invitgtion and thangs),
lists, poems,.paragraphs
(2-4 sentenvs), instruc-
tions, directions, simple
ehart4, graphs, short
advertisements.

Uses appropriate punctuatior
periods, question mafku,
commas (in dates and
addresses), quotation
marks, apostrophes, hyphens.
colons.

Extends use of capitaliza-
tion:

- on pronoun "I"
- names of persons

and places
- names of days of
week, holidays and
months of year

- titles in stories
and poems

-.beginning of a line
in poetry.
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LISTENING

OBJECTIVES TEACHIFG STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Recognizes aurally and
responds to own name.

Names familiar sounds in
the classroom, playground,
school and street;
e.g. bell, car.

Identifies the objects
which make sounds in the
classroom, school, play-
ground and street.

Discriminates between
sounds by pointing to the
objeCt which makes the
sound.

Listens to and
- discriminates between
similar sounds in the
enironment, e.g. doorbell
and telephone.

Zemonstrates a listening
vocabulary development by
following directions given
in a simple sequence.

Make recordings of various
sounds, within the school
and surrounding community.
Have 6tudents identify sounds.

Have: students match sounds
heard with pictures of
objects.

Have students play games:
"I'm Going.to California,
What Did I Draw?" (See Ap-

pendix - Games).

Codes

, .

C - Core Material
S - Supplementary

Material
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4

Peabody Language
Development Kit'-
Level (C1-2)

Sounds to Isiords (SI-

3)

Sound Lotto-(S1-4)
SRA Listening Skills
Program Tape 1

Auditory fraining
(Familiar Sounds)

(S1-2)
Auditory Memory for
Sounds (S1-3)

Sound Absuraities
(S1-4) LDA Listen

(S1-3)

Learn to Listen (S1-3)
DIN Auditory Memory
(S2-4)

'Listening Clearly
cassette/filmstrip
(S1-3



LISTENING

'OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES
I

MATERIALS.

The student:

Identifies and naMes a
broader range of_sounds

in thg environment,
e.g. musical instruments.

Listens attentively for a
specified period of time.

LWen§ for the purpose of
cai-rying out multi-step

directions.

Demonstrates an
appreciation of rhythmic
patterns of Sbunds and
words by clapping or
tapping.

Recognizes and names words

that rhyme.

Uses various media for

listening entoyment,

e.g. reCords, radio,
nursery rhymes, folktales.

Listens to andretells
simple stories.

Have students close their eyes
for a number of seconds, then
list yery sound heard
during that time.

Demonstrate tapping or
clapPing of specific rhythmic
patterns. Have students
imitate actions. Play records

ror nurser'y rhymes and have
students clap or tap the
rhythm, e.g. Morse Code.

Demonstrate sounds of rhyming
words, e.g. cat - bat.
Emphasize listening to ending

sounds.

Have students provide,rhyming
words.
Play game: Two teams - one
team supplies a word, second
team supplies a rhyming word.

Establish a listening center.
Schedule a specific listening
time for students each day.

2

Peabody Language,
Development Kit -
Level 3 (C1-4)

rt

Easel Listening
Games and Individuar
Listeriing Games

(S1-2)

Terr9 the Terrible
Dictatgs Directions
(S1-2) "

Auditory Discrimination
Game Set.1 (S1-3)

Record Books' (S1-2)

Again Story
Cards (S1-2)



LISTENING

OBJECTIVES ITEACHING STRATEGIES' . MATERIALS

*

The student:

Demonstrates ability to
listen in a distracting
situation.

Demonstrates all

understanding of the
responsibilities of the
listener by attending to
the speaker.

%or

Listens for the purpose
of retelling stories in
sequence.

Demonstrates ability to
listen to instructions.and
explanations for
information.

Listens for the main idea
of a speaker.

Listens to various forms
of spoken messages,
e.g. story, songs, poems.

Supply each student with a
worksheet on which he may
follow oral directions to
underline, cross out, circle,
while radio on in background.

Model listening,courtesies.
Make a 'good listening
bulletin board' with rules
suggested by the students.

Use story cut-ups. Read a

story canfaining scrambled
events and ask the student to
rearrange the events.

Ask students to listen tO
paragraph read orally.
Ask student to recall facts,
make interpretations, evaluate
information, etc.

DLM Auditory
Figure Ground (S2-4)
Auditory Memory
for Direction (S1-2)

Easel Listening Games
and Individual
Li-s.tening Games (S1-2)

A Nelephant Named
Godfrey (C1-2)
Auditory Class and s

Language Sequencing
(S1-3)

Sound Stories
cassette/filmstrip
(S1-3)

DLM Auditory -
Figure Ground (S2-4)
DLM Auditory Memory
(S2-4)

Read a short selection and have Listen and Think
students spggest a title and Listening Tapes (S1-3)

tell what happened in one (Identifying Main

summary. sentence. Ideas & Understanding
Speakers' Purpose)

A Nelephant Named
Godfrey (C17.2)

3 .

Listen 'n Say
Respondette Series
l(S1-2)

A Nelephant Named
'Godfrey (C1-2)



LISTENING

c-
,:.

OBJECTIVES 4. 'I.EACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS
_

4

Listens to a specific
person to gain particular
information, e.g. weather
forecast, television
interview.

.

Provide exercises containing
questions based on specific
listening activities, e.g.
weather forecast, interview.

Recognizes responsibili- Read to thvstudents a series

ties of a listener and his,of paragraphs; have students
role by: add conclusion.

asking relevant
questions
drawing conclusions .
noting important details

- interpreting main ideas.

Listens for appreciation
of various productions,
e.g. concerts, symphony,
speeches%

,

c

,

Read paragraphs or dialogue,'
have students indicate what
might happen next, the mood,
or the type of speaker. Have

students listen to commercials
on radio or television, then
identify the actual facts
supplied and identify what
the listeners are intended to
think.

Have students paint, draw, use
crayons or fingerpaint while
story records are playing,
e.g. Peter and the Wolf,
Tchaikovsky's Nutcracker
Suite. Discuss strong and
weak points about various
singers or groups.

4

Children's Folk
Tales afd Legends
filmstrip/cassette.
Fairy Tales/Aesop's
Fables (S1-4)

EARS (Early.
Approaches to
Reading Skills)

(SI-2)

Listening Skills
Program - Unit 2 -
Earpower (C3-4) c,

A Nelephant Named
Godfrey (C1-2)
Listen and Think
Listening Tapes
(5 1-3)

SRA Listening Skills
Program (C1-3)
Verivl Absurdities
(S2-4)

Super Sounds:
Comprehension -
Inference (S3-4)

t

Listening
Appreciation
Activities (S1-4)

-

.,

-

,

,

1

-



VIEWING

OSJEGT4yES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Names familiar people and
objects from pictures,
slides, films, etc..

Points to specif'

Have students bring pictures

: of family and pet's. Make
collage of familiar people
and objects. Make charts

using pictures found in
magazines incorporating
categories such as- animals,

pe6ple, food, etc.

objects. Have studeAt point to carrect
object as teacherAames
objects in pictures, film,
filmstrip, television, etc.

Set 1.(S1-2)
Peabody Language
Development Kit -
Level P-3 (C1-3)

--

Looks at simple pictures
and tells what he sees.

Codes

C - Core Material
S - Supplementary

Material
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4 .

Learning to Lopk -
Set 2 (51-2)
Peabody Language
Development Kit -
Level P-3 (C1-3)

Figure-Ground
Advitity Cards
(S1-3)
Action Cards -

Present filmstrip, slides,
pictures, e'tc., illustrating
a'single object or action;
have student discuss what he

sees. Brily out features

such as size, shape, color,etc.

5

6 ,

I ee/I Think I
See (S1-2)
Action Cards - Set

1 & (S1-2)-

,
Clag-sification by

Use (S1-3)
Classification of
Objects (S1-2)

,Peabody Language
Development K4
Leikl P-3 (C1-3)

6



VIEWING

..

C........

OBJECTIVES - TEA/CHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Describes specific
features of objects

,

viewed.

Discriminates betWeen
objects viewed.

Imitates a simple action.
, ,

6

Puts pictures together
to form a simple sequence.

-

r

Make-a "Things to Look*For
Chart" listing such things

as ccaor, size, shape, use,

etc. Have students apply
the list to various objects
presented in pictures, slides

etc.

Display objects and describe
one; have student choose
'correct one. Play "I Spy"..

...

Model a simple activity and
have student imitate.

/

Use picture sequence cards,
comic strips, etc. Have

student astemble to form

a simple sequence.

6

i

'7.

,Language Building
Cards (S1-2)
Flip-Flap (S1-2)
Living Parts and
Wholes (S1..4)

Tell What Part Is
Missing Story Cards''

'1 (S1-2)

Flip-Flap (S1-2) LDA
Visual Closure
Cards (S1-2)
Classification -
Set 1 (S1-2)
Classification By
Use (S1-3)
Classification of
Objects (S1-2)
Alike.Because -
Level 1 (S1-2)
Alike Because -
Level 2 (S3-4)

Look n' Do Cards

(1-2)
Action Cards Set
1-2-3 (S1-2)
Just Imagine
Posters (S1-2)

Sequential Thinking
Concept Cards - Set

1-5 (S1-4) ,

Sequence Picture
Cards Leve1.1 & 2
(S1-3)

Science Sequence
Cards - Simple

Changes (S1-3)



0 VIEWING

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES M§TERIALS

-et

The student:

Retells a story viewed
in proper sequence.

Views picture books for
enjoyment..

Describes sensory impres-
sions formulated from
material which is' viewe'd.

Views attentively for a
specified period of time.

Change level of atten-
tion to suit purpose of
viewins task.

Use story cafds with students;
withdraw them and ask student
to retell story.

Go on field, trip to library. .

Have'books displayed in class.

Display pictures which elicit
sensory'reactions, e.g. fruit,
soft toys, snow, fur coat.
Have students discus,s their

reactions.

Have students look at pictures
-or slides and make a list of
what they see. Construct a

viewing centre (filmstrip,
slides, picture file, view-
master, film loops).

Provide a variety of_viewing
experiences (telev,ision,
films, field trips in stu-
denes environmehe, books,,
etb.) where student.must

change his level pf attention .
to gain information.

7

Tell Again Story Cards

(S1-3)

-Photographic
Sequences (C3-4)
Science Sequence

Cards: Complex
Changes (S3-4)
Story Sequence
Learning,4ntre
(S1-3)
Sequential Picture
Cards I, II, III
Independent Living
(S1-4)

Self-Told Tales----7----=

(S1-4)
MacDonald Starter
Series (S1-2-3)

Peabody Articulation
Cards (C1-4)
Your Five Senses
(S1-4)

Touching Things
(S1-3)

I Might FeelI...
Self Awareness 4'

Posters.(S1-3)



VIEWING 4

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

'The student:

Demonstzates an interest

in a greater variety of
visual formats*, e.g.
cartoons, puppetry, plays.

Looks at more complex
pictures and tells what

he sees.

Imitates a series of

actions.
a

Gains information and
Meaning by answering
specific questions.

A

Go on,field trips to theatre,
perk, lake, or campground,

etc. Have students do puppet
play based on something they

saw.

Provide pictures or slides
containing more than one
object and an action occurring
Have stddents describe what

they see.

- )

Have students use puppets to
imitate a story from a picture

' book.

* Visual formats pertain to
as pictures, plays, anythi

0

Show pictures, slides, or take
a field,trip in the student's

environment, Make ditto

sheets. Ask questions based
on materialsseen by student.

all materials which can be view

ng in the env ronment which is

8

Teaching
Pictures variety of

topics (C1-4)

Instructo StudY
Prints (S1-4)
Communities in
Action (S3-4)
Camouflaged Animal
,Cards (S2-3-4)

Action Cards,- Set

3,(S1-2) \4;

Photo Sequence'

Cards: Set 1
Occupations, Set 2,
Recreation Set 3,

Daily Living
Activities (S2-4)

Teaching
Pictures (C1-4)
Visual Communication
Skills - filmstrip/

cassette
- Understanding

Pictures
- Visual Literacy
- Seeing, Believing,
Questioning (S3-4)

including such thiegs
-

een.
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VIEWING '

-TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The.student:.

Makes predictions based on
content contained within

, visual formats or

environment.

Draws conclusions from
materials presented in
visual formdts.

Tellsrthe Meaning of
non-print visuals such as
signs, label designs, and

logos.

Views a Nariety of more
complex visual formats
e.g. video tapes, srt
forms, plays, television.'

Appraises actions and
behaviors of people, etc.

Ask the studenog
- "What is happening?"

- "What has h.appened?"

- "What do you thinkwil1
happen next?"

- "Have you ever seen anything

-like this hapOlen?"
- "Why is this person doing

this?"
- "What does the picture

tell you?"

Have student discuss pictures
from magazine6, newpapers and
give them captions. Write

stories about pictures, slides,

field trips.

Go on field trip to local
store, etc. Discuss meaning

of particular signs, etc.,

encountered. Have students

collect label designs:, and

logos. Construct collage:owls.

Go on Tield trip to museum,

live.,theatre.

,

-
HaVe students cut out pictures
of people depicidg emotions.
Display pictures and have
students give headings such

as: saUneSs, fear, struggle,
happiness.

9

6j

What Would You Do?

(S1-4)

Why.- Because (S1-3)
What's Wrong Here -
Levels 1 & 2 (S1-4)

- Story about
I Wonder Posters
(S1-3)
What's Wi'.ong Posters

(S1-3)
Open Ended Sequence
Cards (S2-4)

Think Again (S1-3)
See How You Feel
(S1-3)

Why - Because (S1-3) -

Problem Solving
Cards (S13)
What Follotth - Set II

(S1-3)

Functional Signs
(S1-4)

Survival Signs
(P14)

DLM's. Program of
Affective Learning
Featuring
(S3-4)

What's.Happening
(S3-4)
Let's Talk About -
Series Part I.& II

(S1-4) iinstrips

- Teach ng
Pictures



VIEWING

OBJECTIVES
44'

OP

TEACHING STRATEGIES

ient.

MATERIALS

The student:

Evaluates the appropriate- Have group discussion on man-

, nes8 of actions in dif- ners in different' social

ferent social situations, situations such as part/es,
picnics, camping activities,
theatres, restaurants, etc.

Works independently in
*viewing activities.

Works cooperatively in
viewing actiwities.

Establish a media or viewing

center containing filmstrips,
pictures,. magazines,,comic

strips, etc. Have students

use media centre.

Have students create their
own play, television shows,
pupNet shows, collage.

Identifies and evaluates Have students classify,tele-

ideas as factual, fiction- vision programs as being

al, humorous, realistic,, factual or fictional.

or plausible.
'11

Recognizes propaganda-in
its various forms.

Have students view television
commercials, magazine ads, etc
to identify and classify the
more common propaganda
techniques, such as-transfer,
name calling, plain folks,
testimonial, bank wagon,
gliXtering generalities., card
stacking, and repetition.

10

63,

Learning About Human
Relationships (C1-4)
Free To Be You and

Me filmstrip/cas-
r,(S2-4)

What's Happening (S3-4)
Let's Talk Abou -

Series Part I & II

(S1.4) filmstrip
Free To Be You and '

Me - filmsirip/cas-
sette (S2-4)

Seeing Clearly -

cassette/filmstrip
(S1-4)

Fact or Opinion
Learning Centre
\Activity (S3-4)
\Free To Be You and Me -
ftlmstrip/cdssette (52-4)

Visual Communication
Skills
- The Language of

Vision (S-4) ,

- Understanding
Pictures (S-4)

- Visual Liteacy
(51-4)

- Seeing, Believing

and Questioning
(51-4)



SPEAKING

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Answers in response to
the question, "What-is
this?", by naming the
object.

Verbalizes his wants by
saying noun/verb
combinations.

Verbalizes his wants 'and
thoughts bY asking
simple questions.

Have student identify
familiar objects from the

. classroom.

Uses descriptive adjective
and their opposites in
his speech.

Have student express his
wants by us,ing simple
language.

Encourage student to ast
simple questions such as:
"May I go outside?" "Can '

John play with me?

Have students read sentences
giving the opposite of the
underlined word, e.g. "She
wore a bright dress. It'was
cool last night".

a

1 1

Codes
p.

C Core Material

S Supplementary
Material

Level 1
Level 2

, Level 3
Level 4

Action.Cards - Set
3 (C1-2)
Basic Vocabulary'
Study Cards (S1-4)
Parts of Speech
NOun Concepts (S1-2)
Places and Things -
Set 1

household Items (S1-4)

Sentence Sharpies -
Level 1 (S12) Level

1

2 (S3-4) Verbs, Verbs,
Verbs (S3-4)

v
Building Sentences
Step by Step (S3-4)
Language Association
Boards 7 Set 1, Verbs
(S3-4)

1
sOppq,sites PictAc
Cards (S1-2)
Opposites Concept
Cards (S1-2)
Parts of Speech
Adjective Concepts
(S1-4)

Fokes Sentence
Builder (S3-4)
Action Cards -",et
1 (C1-2) y

Developmental Syntax
Program (C1-4)



1
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SPEAicING <

. OBJECTIVES

\,.

The student:

,

TEACHING STR.ATEGIES ATERIALS

Uses prepositions in his
speech to describe the
position of people and
things.

Show pictures to students and
ask questions which require a
preposition in the answer,
e.g. "Where is the boy s-it-

dug?" (reply - ori the chair)

"Where is the cloud?" (reply-

in the oky) "Where is the_
horse going?'(reply - to the_
\)arn).

f

Refers to hiMself and Have student make a chart with

others in his speech by ga picture of himself, a boy,

using the pronouns, "me", a girl and a group of people.

"my", "mine", "I", "them", Have student use appropriate
pronouns as each picture is
discussed, e.g. picture of
himself - pronouns are "me",
"my!", "mine", "I".

. .

"their", etc.

t

Describes Wentifying
features of an object.

Provide pictures, etc. of
objects. Have student use
vocabulary which describes:
height (high, tall, short)
length (long, short)p
width (wide, narrow7 '

area' (large, small, big)

weight (light, heavy).
shape (round, flat, square,
triangular, thin, thick)
color (red, blue, etc.).

12

,

-

Classification/
Opposites/Sequence.
(Ideal Magic Cards)

(S1-2)

'Language Association
Boards - Set 2,

Adjectirves (S3-4)

'Imaginative Adjectives
and Prepositions -

(S3-4)
Parts of Speech -
Preposition Concepts

(S1-2)

Positions Color
Cards (S1-2)
Language Association
Builders Set 3,

a
Prepositions Lab
Cards (S3-4)

4

Pronoum Parade A

(S2-4)

Developmental
Syntax Program (C1-4)

Di tar Language 1, 2,

3 S1-4)
Living Parts and
Whole's (S1=2)

Visual Closure Cards
(S1-2)

Parts and Aoles
(S1-4)

60



SPEAKING

OBJEdTIVE .TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

ie studQnt:

'Asks questions to deter-
mine what an object is.

Names a location frOm
description of it.

Describes a particular
location:

Says how two or more
objeots are the same or

different.

Describes the action of
common animate objects.

Classifies objects into

categories.

Play game: 20 Questions. Peabody Lansuage

Have,students ask questions Kit - P (C172)

such as: "Is it tall? Is it

blue? Is it round?"

Describe a location with
various clues such as: "It

has many rooms. I; is down-

town.- People get better
there." Have students

identify (hospital).

Have studentfdescribe location
named by teacher.

Have student identify whether
two or more objefts are the
same in height, length, width,
size, weight, shape or color.

Have student describe what
action an animate object can
perform such as a canopener, a

screwdriver, etc.

Peabody Language
Development Kits -
Levels K-3 (C1-2-3-
4)

Classification by-

Use (S1-3)
Classification of
Objects - Concept
Cards-(S1-4)

AssoSiations
Set 1 (S1-2)

Set 2 (S3-4)
Functions Picture
Cards (S1-3)
Peabody Language
Development Kit
Level 1 (C1-4)

Play game: "Animal, Vegetable Peabody Language

'or Mineral". Say "carrot", Development Kit -

have student answer.

13

6 34

Level 1 (C1-4)

Classification by

Use (S1-3)
Peabody Articulation
Cards (S1-4)
Classification,-
Set 1 (S3-4)

Categories: Varied

(S1-2)



SPEAKING

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The studr,nt:

Uses categorical nouns
in his speech.

Uses plural nouns in Iis
speech .

Names_primary colors.

Make a bulletin board.display
of categorical nouns:.
e.g. fruits, animals,

have students find
and name things which
belo4gin each group.

. '

Have student identify plurals
and use in a sentence. Give
words orally and have
students state the plural.
Include plurals which do
not have s or es, such as

1
geese, oxen.

!

Cut colored cars (red, yellow
.1 and blue) from magazines or

: car brochures and paste on
a chart. Have student
idetify color of cars.

Identifies colors other Have studentE go for a

than primary ones. 'color walk' to find things
of different colors in the

States reasons for the
outcome of actions,
e.g. why something
happened.

a

environment. Make a collage
with the objects found and
add colored yarns, gift ties,
sequins and glitter. Have

student tell what colors are
in the collage. Include
orange, purple, brown,
silver, etc.

Read stories and ask students
why something happened.,

ee
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Flip Flap (S1-2)

Make a Plural (Game)

The Caveman Plural
Centre (S3-4)
Developmental
Syntax Program (C174),
Singulars & Plurals -
Set 1 & 2 (S1-2)

Terry the Terrible
Dictates Direction
(S1-3)

MacDonald Starter
Series Book " ors"

(S1-2)

Color Recognition
Set (S1-2)
Color and Shape
Posters, (S1-3)

Help Yourself Books-
Level 2 (S1-3)
Why Be%ause (S3-4)
Problem Solving
Cards (S1-4)



SPEAKING

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

Th, scudat:

Uses appropriate sense
verbs in his speech,
e:g. smells, tastes,
sees, hears, feels.

Describes the actioms
taking place impictures
by using a verb form:

Tells what will happen
and what will not happen
on the basiS of an "if-
then" action statement.

. Makes. "if - then"

statements describing
objects by drawing
conclusions about
conditions that pertain,

to these objects.

Provide a list of words

such as:
soft music furry kitten

red apple white snow
red rose white cake
Have students tell whether
'they see, hear, taste, smell

or feel.

Hold up action picture's and

have students identify what
action is taking place

i using a verb form,

; e.g. the dog is running;
the rabbit hops.

Read a story from a reader or
story book: Give sentences
similar to the example given
below to the students.
e.g. If Mary Lad gone to the
market place she would have

heard
If Jane hAti not waited so
long, she 6:luld have

Have students finish
statements such as:
If a ball had a'handle then

. If a car didn't

have wheels then

15
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Listen and Think
Listening Tapes
(Tape Titled "Using
Our Senses") (S3-4)
Your Five Senses
,(S1-4)

Five enses
(1tle tin Board
Cut-Outs) (S1-2)

Verbs, Verbs, Verbs
(S3-4)

Help Yourself BoDks
Level 1 (S1-2)

Action Pictures -
Sets 1 & 3 (C1-2)
Language Association
Builders (Lab
Cards) Set 1, Verbs -
Sports in Action
(S3-4) Set 2,
General Verbs (S1-4),\

Sequential Thinking
Concept Cards -
Set 5 (S3-4)
Problem Solving
Cards (S1-4)
What Would You Do?
(S1-4)

What's Happening?
(S3-4)

Lessons in Syntax

'(S3-4)

Why - BeCause (S1-4)

3



SPEAKING

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The sudEnt:

States the sequence 0
which actions occurred
by answering "before"

A and "after" questions.

,

Identifies which part is
missing from en object
and tells the, function of
the object. and each of its

parts.

Identifies what is absurd
about a part of an j
object performing an
unusual function.

Identifies objects that
have a specified part in
common.

Raw: a paragraph such,as:
"When the poor woman returned

with her basket of food the
children eagerly peeped into
the basket. The woman quickl
hurried to the cupboard".
Ask questions about what
happened before and after
the woman returned. Have
students answer questions
Orally..

Purchast' or make a set of
cares which have picturEs of
everyday objects with
soMething misSing from the
object. Have student
identify what is missing and
what function it fulfills.

t"-

Have students identify what is
absurd in pictures such as:
a picture of someone wearing
a snowsuit on the beach, a ,

tree growing upside down, a
monkey flying an airplane.

Have student name objects that
all have wheels, e.g. wagon,
truck; are round, e.g. coins,
balls, wheels.

16

Sequential Thinking
Concept Cares
Set 5 (S3-4)
Classification/
Opposites/Sequencos f

(Ideal Magic Cards)

(S1-2)

Photo Sequence
Cards Set 1,
Occupations, Set 2,
Recreation, Set 3,

Daily Living
Activities (S2-3-4)

What's Missint; -
Level 1, (S1-2)

'Level 2 (S3-4)
Tel) What Part Is
issing (Cards)

( 1-2)

Parts and Wholes,

(Sf-3)

Speer.h and Language ^

Materials.

Liviig Pa,:ts and

Whoics (S1-4)

What's Wrong Cards
(S1-2)
What's Wrong Posters
(S3-4).

What's Wrong Here? -
Level 1 (S1-2)

Classification by
Use (S1-3)
Classification -

Set 1 (S1-2)

Alike Because -
Level 1 (S1-2) Level

2 (S3-4)



SPEAKING

OBJECTIVES UACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Indicates whether pictures
could illustrate a given

statement.

Answers "all" questions
about objects by making
complete "some", "all",

and "none" statements to
describe objects.

Answers comprehension
questions 9bout what is
happening iq the stories,
read to him and tells
what the characters say

and do.

Participates in dramatic
play, "show and tell"

and dramatization of
stories.

4-

Uses body language,
facial expressions and
voice quality to convey

meaning.

Have students indicate
whether statements pertain

to di4layedlpictures.

"-

Use pictures, slides, etc.
Ask questions pertaining to
the objects in these pictures
which can be answered by
"some", "all", or "none"
statements, e.g. How many

of these pictures haVe

animals?

Demonstrate use of body

language, etc. Have students
model the use of these to.

convey meaning. Use mirrors;

have eaCh student exprLss
specific meaning using facial

expressions.

1.7

Action Cards -
Sets 1 & 3 (C1-2),
Probkim Solving

Card4-(S1-4)
Lessons in Syntax

(S3-4)

Classification of
Objects Concept
Cards (S1=4)

Tell Again Story

Cards (S1-3)
Listen 'n Say
Respondette Series

(S1-4)
Whast Do You Think
of That? and Other
Stories (S1-4)

%Book - Create A Story
Series (S1-2)
Tell Again Story
Cards (S1-3)
Tell-a-Tale Cards -

Set 1 and Set 2

(S1-2-3-4)

See How You Feel /

'(S1-4)
Let's Make Fa.ees,

(S1-4) :

k.



SPEAKING

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGUS MATERIALS

Enunciates distinctly,
especially at the begin-
nings and endings of
words.

Recognizes the.importance
of accepted social
behaviors in oral lan-
.guage.

Practises accepted rules
for person to person

. conversations, telephone
conversations, discus-
sions, reports, intro-
ductions and interviews.

Participates in group
conversations:

- speaks audibly and with
ease

Have students participate in Basic Set of Word
oral,reading of poems, stories, Making Cards (S1-4)
letters, etc., to the class. Developmental

Syntax Program (C1-4)

Have a discussion on how to
make introductions, give
greetings, etc. Role play
situations involving intro-
ductions; etc.

Make a class chart outlining
accepted rules. Use role

play involving various
situations, such as job inter-
views.

Practise telephone conversa-
tions between students in the

classroom. Give attention to
moice volUme, leaving mes-
sages, getting information
frolii a store, etc,

Use a tape recorder; have
studenx listen to himself and
correct his pitch tone and
volume.

- talks about activities Have students plan a trip to

planned for the day the zoo or a picnic and dis-
cuss what will be involved
such as transportation, cost,
food, etc.

18

Sensitivity (S3-4)
-Point of View (S3-4)

Let's Talk About
Series - Parts 1 &
2, filmstrips (S3-4)
Learning AboUt Human
Relationships (S2-4)
Social Development
(S1-2)

Game - Hot Line
The Telephone (B letin

Board Cut-Outs) ( 1-4)

Developmental Syntax
Program (C1-4)
Learning Concepts
Programs for Pre-
School and'Primary
Children (S1-4)
Language Rehayilitation
Program (S1-4)

Help Yourself Books
Level 3 (S3-4)

106,



SPEAKING

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The, student:

personal and
group experiences

- describes experiences
in sequential order

- responds appropriately
.to questions beginning
with the question
markers: when, who,
what, whose, how, where,
and how many.

Pt

NN,

Have students te1 about sum-
mer vacations, trips with the
family, weddings, birthday
parties, etc. Give details
about the experiences in
sequence.

aead a story such as: "Mary

went to the seas,Oore. The

first thing she saw was a
little pink shell. She picked
it uR and pu it in her

pocket. As she walked.along,
she almost4s,teppea on a clam

shell". ,Have students name
the things in the order that
Mary saw them.

Read a story of listen to a
story on a tape or record.
Have students answer 'when',
'who', 'what', 'whose', 'how',
!where'.and 'how may' ques-
tions pertaining to the story.

v

19

DUSO '(S1 -4)

Sequential Thinking
Concept Cards - Set

5 (S3-4) .

Sequence Picture
Cards Level 1,

Sets 1-2-3 (S1-2)
Level 2, Sets 1-2-3
(S3-:4)

Action Cards - Set 3

(C1-2)

Fokes Sentence
Builder (S3-4)
Lessons in Syntax
(S3-4)



READING
../

A. Word Analysis Skills
\

..

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES r MATERIALS

,

,

...

1. General

The:student:

b

,

Matches upper case and
loWer case letters.

- ,

tp

.

Play matching game using
teacher and student flash
cards, one set with upper
case and one lower case.

Produces consonant sounds Display pictures of common

.for letters orally.. objects (cat, mouse) with the
letter the object begins with
printed tg the left. En-

courage the gtudent to us'e
these pictures when trying to
remember the sound of a letter.

Names initial'consonant
sounds in spokerl words.

Names letters to repre-
sent consonant sounds
heard in initial, final
and medial position.

Discriminates between
. words using initial
sound cues and final
sound cues.

4.

Have student play "Lost
Squirrel", a game that helps
with initial consonants (see

Appendix).

-,,
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Codes.

C - Core Material
S - Supplementary
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Match Upper and Lower
Case Letters (S1-2)
Fun with Capital &
Lower Case Letters
(S1-2)

,

The Consonant Sounds
Program (S1-4) ,

Schoolhouse (C1-4)
Go Fish Series -
Series 1 (S1-3)

Basic Set of Word
Making Cards (S1-3)
Take (S1-3)
Phonics Yorkliook

Book A (C1-2)

Developing'the
Listening Skills
(S1-4)

Knights of the S
:Table Cards (S

..

4



READING
A. Word Analysis Skills

tOBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Produces orally short
vowel sounds.

) Names letters to repre-
sent short vowel sounds.

Reads word 1\mi1ies,
e.g. am, at, it, and, an,
in op, un.

Poines to and reads word
-endings, e.g. s, ed, ing.

'Reads in context ;words

containing word endings.

Produces orally long
1 vowel sounds.

Names letters to represent
long vowel sounds.

Demonstrate 'sound' of short
vowels. Have students imitate

sounds. Use language master
and cards programmed with
short vowel sounds.

Give the student a card with
the letter to be learned and
pictures gif objecfs whIch
begin with that vowel sound.
Direct Student to place the
letter,card beside each object
to get his mouth ready to make
the sound while looking at the
card and then say the sound.

Use word charts. Use word

wheels.

Demonstrate identifying word
endings. Have students model
this activity by underlining
oF pointing to word endings
in word lists, etc.

'Use flash cards containing
simple sentences containing
Words,with endings, e.g. s,

ed, ing.

Have students imitate long
vowel sounds. Use language
master cards programmed with
long vowel sounds.

Teach rule - long vowels say
their name.

21

Schoolhouse Kit -
Word Attack Skills
(CI-4)

\G./el Soands Snap

Game (SI-4)
Grouping sounding
Game -.Set C (S2-4')

Build It - Deck 1
(SJ-4)

Remedial Reading
Drills (SI-4)
-Tactile Learning
'Cards Word
Families (SI-3)
Word Family Fun
(SI-4)

Phonics Workbook
Book B, C, D (C2-4
Instructional Pack -

Endings/Suffixes
(S2-4)
The Caveman Plural
Center (S2-4)

SChooihouse,Kit
Word Attach Skills
(CI-4)

Build,It Deck 2 &

3 (S2-4)
Phonics Workbook -
Book A, B, C, D
(CI-4)



AADING,
A. Word Analysis Skills

OBJECTIVES * TEACHING VRATEGIES 4 MATERIALS

The student:

Reads word -families,,

e.g. ate, ike, oat, eat.

Applies vowel rules in
context:

- silent e

- two vowels together.

Reads in context words-
containing "r" modified
Vowels:. ar, or, er, ir
ur.

2., Visual

Theilludtnt:

Usd word cfiarts. Use word

0

Remedial,Rea:ding,

Drills (S1-4)
Tactile Learning
Cards - Word
Families (S1-3)
Worl Families (S1-2)

Provide examples of the efftct End in E GaMe (52-4).,

of silent e on various words. Phonics WOrkbook

Example: kit - kite
. cap - cape .

,Make flig cards with the
silent e) e.g. kite.

Provide examples of words with
vowel combination's. Make word
ladders with voWel combina-
tiOns.

Teach sounds by ar, or,

er, ur. ,P epare word.
lists containing these modifi-
\)&:d vowels. Use sentence cards
containlng modified vowel

Matches likenesses in
colors, shapes, designs,,
size, letters and words.

A

Book B (C2-4)

0
(

Vowel -A.R. Blends

(S2-4)

Group Sounding
Game - Set H (S2-4)
Phonics WOrkbook -

words.. Book B, C, D ce2-4)

A

d. .

Using teacher and student flash Skills for Learning

cards play matching games. Program (S1-2)

Play game: "Matching Bingo". Learning to Look -
, Set 2 (S1-2)

0.

22 .'
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READING.
A. Word Analysis Skills

OBJECTI.VES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Points to differences in
colors, shapes, designs,
siie, letters,.ant words.

o

Visualizes part to whole
by assembling a simple
ppzzle.

Identifies his left and

right side.

Points Co beginning or
end OT a word.

Produces left to right
eye movement.

Names items in a series
frpm left to right.

Auditory

The student:

Listens to and repeats
the sounds of letters'.

Make forms, letters, designs, Skills Manual -

etc. on chart Or blackboard; Series (S1-2).

ask'student to select one that Erie Program

is different. Vary'the same (S1-2)

activity by using alphabet
blocks, sand paper, etc.

Have student make hand and

foot prints.

Teach concepts of beginning
-and end through games; apply
theSe condepts to words.

Use trackiilg games using
flash-ligft oe finger.

Have student follow either

with eyes, use'left to right

motions.

Arrange familiar pictures or
objects in a row on chalk-
board or table; have students
name items proceeding from
Jeft to rj.ght.

Serial Sequencing
Cards S1-4)

Training in Some
Prerequisites for
Beginning Reading
(S1-4)

I Card,Maich Ups '(53-4)

Flip-Flap (S1-:3)

Shape'Analysis.
Matching Cards
(S1-2) ,

Living Parts and
Wholes (S1-4)

We Study Word
Shapes (S2-4)
Word Configurations
(S2-4)

The Peabody
Articulation Cards
(S1-4),

-Visual.ltemory Cards

II Objects '(S1-2)

Have student repe-a sobnas of The Listen and Hear

letters on.flash cards or Program(S1-3) ,

alphabet charty

23



READING
A. Word Analysis Skills

OBJECTIVES TEACHINC STRATEGIES MATERIALS

'The stucLt:

Repeats orally, two and
three syllable'werds.

Discriminates differences
in pronounced letters.

Discriminates minimal
differences in prohnounced

words, e.g. big-beg,

when-went.

Identifies spoken words
with the same initial
sounds.

Identifies rhyming words.

Reproduces orally pro=
nounced sentencesVarying
from 3 to 8 words.

Use modelling activity: say

two letters, tell stbdent
whether they sound the same
or different; have student
repeat activity.

Group Sound Game -
Set A - (S2-4)

GroupsSounding Game -
Set A (S21-4)

Auditory Dlscrimina-.
tion Game - Set 2

(S1-3)

Present pairs of words ovally ,Developing the

(sun-soap). Have student tell Listening Skills

whether they have the same (S1-4)

initial or final sound.

Draw attention to similarity
of ending sounds in rhyming
words. Make charts with
rhyming words. .Make word

wheels.

Demonstrates understanding Make charts containing lists
\of,funotion of "yl: as a Words with y,as a consonant

consonant or vowel. and y as a vowel.

Reads in context words
containing "y" as a
consonant,or, vowel. ,

Prepare work sheets containing
seritences With word's using y

as a consonant or vowel.

Produces oral sound for Model sotinds produced by

two letter blends in blnd. .Use language master

isolation: tr, gr, br, programs with,sounds of blends.
bl, gl; pl, st, fr, Provide cue pictureto assist
sk, cr, sw. sound symbol relationship!

24

Auditory Discrimina-
tion Game - Set 1

(S1-3)
Rhyming Kittens (S1-23
Phoracs Workbpok -
Book B (C1, 2, 3)

Phiabics Workbook -

Book A, B, C (C1-4).

Phonics Workbo(2k°-

'Level A, B, C (C1-4)

InStructional Packs -
Blends (S2-4)
Webster Word Wheele
(S-4)

Word Blends (S2-4)



READING
A: Word Analysis Skills

OBJECTIVES TEA6IING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

TointS to pictures which
represent specific two

.1;etter blends.

Reads words.containing.
two letler blands.

Produces sound for

digraphs: ch, sh, th, wh.

Points to pictures which
represent digraphs.

Readslqords containing
digraphs.

4(Produces sound for t ee.

letter blands:
..

spr, str,'
.. ,

,scr, squ, thr.
..

Points to pictures which
represent three letter

blends.

'Reads words containing
three lettee blends.

Pro-duces sound for

diphthongs: ow (show, cow

oi, oy, ou (out, courd,
dough, through) ew (new)

aw (saw).

,

nes, etc., for

pictures iepctingspecific
blends.

Use word .heels or flip cards

t'o drill eading of words

containi g blends.

Provide lists of words
containing eaqii.,2f the sounds;.

demonstrate tollbe student
the di.fferent sounds these
letter combinations can make.
Have the studeng imitate these

sounds. Use language master
and cards with words containing

these dipthongs.
,

25. .
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Tactile Learning

Cards (S274)
Group Sounding Game

- Set E.(S2-4)
Phonics w
Workbook - Books A-D

(C1-4)

Group Sounding Gatee

- Se.t F (S2-4)

Tacticle Learning
Cards (S2-4)
Sort and.Sound Vowel
Digraph Cards (S1-3)
Phonics

Workbook Books A-D

(C1-4)

Group Sounding G4me
Set E (S2-4)

Phonics

Workbook Books A-D

(C1-4)

Phonics

Workbook Book B

(C1-2-3)



READING'

A. Word A*alysis Skills
v

.

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

lhe, student:

Reads.words containing
diphthongs.

Produces 's'oUnd for

vowel digraphs: oy, oo.

Reads word5 containing
vowel digraphs.

Names litCle.words in
big words, e.g. seat.

4

Play "Laid:" game: have

student.create word ladders
by reading words containing'
diphthongs and arranging'them
in slots on a ladder.

Place word cards cqntaining
vowel digraphs-on ledge:
have studel.ts take all the

words they can pronounce
correctly. .

.Make lists of words. Draw

student's attention Co little
words contained within largRr
words.

Play game: have students
tompete to find number of'
Little words.

Produces two sounds of Make word lists containing

.c and g, words with these sounds

e.g. c k and s demonstrate the two sounds

g and j. these letters can make to the
students.

Says sounds of c,and g in
pronouneed words.

Reads words cdntaining
two sounds of c and g.

. 'ys

Make word cardsiwith words
containing twg sounds oft
candy, c and g.

Auto Phonics (S2-4)

Crieck'nd Double
Check Levels 2,6, 3

(S2-4)

Phonids Workbook"- '

)(-BoOk'b

Listening Skills
Program Easy Ears

(S1-3)

Phonics Workbook - .

Levels B, C, D (C72-3-4)

Reads wonds tontaining Discuss meaning of possessive .'PlIonics Workbook -

possessive:. 's, '' dorm, e.g. belongs to.

e

26

Leel,D (C3-4) .

41,

4



READING .

A. Word Analysis Skills

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Illustrate use df possessive

'fort, e%g. Bill's bike.
Make word lists using
possessives, e.g. Ben's house,
Mary's dress:

Applies use of possessive:

Is, s'.

Says the compound woid

. when shown two parts.

Points to the two
individual wurds when
presented compound
words.

Names suffixes (ly, er,

est).

Reads words containing
suffixes. ,

Names prefixes (un, re).

Reads words containing

'prefixes.

t .

Read words which conta:in

the contractions: n't;

'11, 're,1's, 'd, 'm, 've

in and oyet of context.

Have students do exercises

using possessive: 's, s'.

Discuss purpose of compound
words - two words combine to
create a new word. Illustrate
combining of words to form a

new word.

Discuss meaning and purpose
of suffixes (ly, er, est).
Illustrate adding of luffixes

eto words. ,Point to suffixes
in words and have children
name them. Make charts or
individual student wdrd files.

Use flash cards with words
coRtaining suffixes.

Make cards with contractions
'and the words'for which theV
stand. Have sttidents match
the two or they may play a

card game. , Make sentence
cards which contain,contrac-
tions.

4
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Phonics Work-
book - Book D (C3-4)

Schoolhouse, Kit -

Word Attick Skills

(C1-4)
Instructional PaCk
COmpounds (S2-4)
Check and Double

Check Level 3 (S2-4)

Instructional Pack
Suffixes (S3-4)

Webster Word Wheels

(S3-4)
Phonics

Workbook Book p,c,

D (C3-4)

Instructional Pack-
Prefixes (S3-4).
14ebSter Word Wheels

(S3-4)

Phonics
Workbook Level B,

C, D C3-4)

Phoni s
Wor ook Level B,C,

D (C2-4)
The SchoolhoAe
(S2-4).

a



READING
A. Word Analysis Skills-

: OBJEGTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

vs,

The stult:

Identifies the similarities
of sound between x and cks.

Reads words ending in x as
ks.

Names silent letters in:
kn. gn, wr.

Reads correctly words con-
taining silent letters.

P

Reaft words containing
double letters, e.g. kit-
ten.

Says the number of sylla-.
bles in a pronounced yord.

s\
7

Identifies.the syllables
in words.

Writes wards In alpha-
betical order using first
and'second lette.r. .

Demonstrate similarity of
sounds in words, e.g. box-
blocks.

Use language master and cards
with words ending in x. Use

flash cards with words ending

in x.

Discuss occurrence of silent honics
letters in letter combinations: Workbook - Level B,

kn, gn, wr. Have students do C, D (C3-4)

exercises where silent letters Auto Phonics (S3-4)

are to be crossed out. Con-

struct a mobile with words
containing silent letters;
have students,read the words.

a

Demonstrate number of sylla-

bles in a word by clapping;
have student imitate action.
Say words to students; have
them tell number of syllables.

Check and Double
Check - Level 3.& 4
(S2-14)

Have student match a word with Phdnics

each letter of the alphabet.
Illustrate the sequencidg of

Words in relation to the

1.phabet.

N

28

Workbook.- Level B

(C2-3)
The Learning Skill
Series: Language
Arts (Ci-4) .

Basic fkills on the
Job (S3-4)

A

orp

4
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READING
B. Comyrehension Development

ft
4

.OBJE,STIVES 'TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

Th.:: student:

Engages in meaningful
conversation.

Asks the teacher for help
when needed.

Demonstrates interest in
boks and other printed
vatfref-ar:

Associates meaning with
the'printed page.

Answers and ask questions
about simple stories.

Elaces pictures in a
particular pitture:

Tells events in logical

sequence.

Make a classroom library with
books and,magazines of, various

levels. TnIce students on

field trip to library, book

stores, etc.

Have student identify own
name in print. Label objects

in classroom. Take field

trip to local store to view
labels on various foods, etc.

Have a question and answer
time, after a story is told by
teacher, or heard on a record.

First Pictures (S1-2)

Cut out a comic.strip into Scene Sequence Cards

sectiomsSpnd have students (S1-4)

place in 15roper sequence. Use Picture Sequence

commercial sequence pictures. Cards (S1-2)
Photographic
Sequence (S3-4)
Serial Sequencing
Cards (S1-4)

Read e story and,have students Sequential Thinking

') tell the order in'which things Concept Cards

or events occurred. Prepare (S1-4)

listening tapes with events Set 1, 2, 3

in sequence; make correspond-. Story Sequence

ing worksheets with twestions '(S1-2-3)

based on the tapes. Independent 7 Living
Sequential Cards

(S3-4)

Demonstrates ability to Demonstrate how to turn pages Consumer Sequential

handle a book correctly. - cArefully.and hold a book Cards (S3-4)

properly.

29
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,READING
B. Comprehension Development

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES° MATERIALS

The student:

Follows in books from
frdnt t'O back, from left

harid page to right.hand

page.

Folnws usuaf text pro-
gression from left to
right, and frord top to

bottom.

.s

Reads labels on familiar
oblects, e.g. cereal box.

States main idea of a
simple story read by the

teacher.

pses picture clues to
answer questions about
stories read orally.

Sees'a picture and tells

its story.

When reading books to stu-
dents point out the direction
in which the print is read.

Prepare a set of pictures in

which direction INclearly
,indicated. Direct students
to find something in the
picture that is at the top, 6

at the bottom, going from
left to right.

Take,field trip to local

store.

Ask questions:
- "What is happening?"

- "What 4as-4appened?"
- "What do you think will

happen next?" '

- "Hnve you ever seen any-

thing like this happen?"
- "Why is this person doing

this?"
- "What does the picture tell

you?".

30

65

Favorite Nursery
'Rhymes (S1-2)

The Learning Sdkills

Series: Language

Arts (C2-4)

Create a Story (S1-2)
SelfnTold Takes
(S1-4)

What's Happening
(S3-4)



READING
B. Comprehension Development

,OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES - MATERIALS

The student:

Sees a s quence of
pictures and tells the

story.

Tells main ideas, naps
of chat'acters and major
details from stories read

by',the teacher.

Demonstrates increased
sight vocabulary through
using configurat1on clues
and conte-xt c*ues.

4

Reads easy book independ-
.

ently.

kFollows printed directions
correctly to .complete an

,assignment.

1

,

Draw box 'shape to fit.shape

of word. Have student look
to see if there are other
words with the same shape.

Ex.;mple: -koorc*".'

When a student sees anr
word which he dbda not
recognize, encourage hiM to

read the entire sentence arid
then come back td the word.
Introduce'the pew words in
sentences that give the
meaning of the words.

Set up classroom library (low
vocabulary -!high interest). -

Take field trip to library.

Make a chart on common direc-
tions with examples:

-.underline - make a box

- circle around

- 'fill in the - draw

blank - color.
-Have students follow a
recipe:

f

31

Scene Sequence
Cards (S1-4)
Create a Story (S1-2)
PhotograPhic
Sequences (S3-4)

A NO*ephant Named
Godfrey (S1-2-3)

Word Configuration
(S-3)

We Study Word Shapes
(S2-4)

MacDonald Starters
(S1-4) 0

Pacemaker Vocational
Readers (S1-4
Funtime Books (S1-4)

Following Directions
(S2-4)

The'Learning Skills
Series: Language

Arts (C2-4)
Funtime Books (S1-4)
Basic Skills in
Following Directions
(S3-4)



READING

B. Comprehension Development

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERI4S

The student:

States main ideas, names
of characters and major
details from stories read
orally or silently. .

Reads for specific infor-
mation.

Relates situations en-
countered in Tedding to
personal experiences
through discussion.

Uses table of cohtents,
page number, and titles.

Uses other library'
facilities both in the
school library and public
library, e.g. .card

catalogues.

NO work-type material
independently.

Make a list,of questions with
the five "w's" in mind.

Have student xlake model car

or airplane by following-
instructions.

Use table of contents bf4the

book the students are using
as the basis for'questions,

e.g. "Qn which page do );ou

find the story about ...?".

Take field trip to a library.

..

how three different sections

of card catalogues:
i
Author - Title - Subject.
Use resource person (librar-
ian).

32

Comprehension: Main

Ideas (S2-4)
Developing Compre-
hension in Reading
(S2-4)
Pacemaker Vocational
Readers - (SI-4)

Schoolhouse:
Comprehension (C2-4)

Pattern

Reading a Newspaper,

Rd'ading Schedules

(S3-4) Janus

Real Experiences -
Language in Everyday
Use - Book I & 2

(S3-4)

'411.
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REAbING
Comprehension Development

OBJECTIVE5

,

TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The ttudel?nt:

Tells anticipated ending
of.storis and/or infers
actipn.

Formulates A question
about'material read.

Reads a simple map and
answers questions cor-

rectly.

Readsz)asimple chart and
answers queseions cor--

rectly.

Demonstrates ability to
dramatize stories read,

Illustrates stories read.

Uses different kinds of
reading materials: those

for pleasure and those
for information.

Have students read paragraphs What's Happening

and underline the phrase or (S3-4) Inferential

word that finishes it.

iT

Thinking (S1-2)
Levels K-1.
Reading Skills.
Drawing Conclusions
(S1-4)
Why - Because (S1-4)

Draw a simple map of the Search and Research

school layout. Take students Set B (S1-4)

for a walk arou,nd the school. The Learning Skills

Then haye students answer' Series: Language

questions about the map of Arts (C2-4)

the schOol. "How to Read A Map

'(S3-4)

Use television guide. Have Getting Around Cities

s.tudents locate a program and Towns (S3-4)

that he would like to see and Janus

tell what time it is on and
on what channel they would
see it.

Use puppets to dramatize
"actions in the stories.

Have student draw pictures
about stories that have been

read.

Reading for Survivpl

(53-4)

The Learniog Skills
Series (C2-4)

Provide pleasure and reference Forms in Your Life

reading materials in the (53.-4)

class: Kids Like Us (S3-4)

,- newspapers Finding,a Good Used

- *children's magazines (Jack & Car (S3-) Janus,

Jill, Humpty Dumpty) Survival Reading Task

- encyclopedias and Cards (55-4)

dictionaries Reading for Survival

- maps and atlases (S3-4)

- High interet and low Using the Want Ads

vocabulary books. (S3-4) Janus

33



READING
B. Comprehension Develdpment

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student: a

Finds main idea in a
story or paragraph.

Organizes events in Fro-
#0.per sequence.

Predicts outcomes from
material read.

4

Uses the index to find
specific information.

Skims to locate specific
information.

Duplicate paragraphs. Have

students either find or draw

pictures to illustrate them.
Have pictures pasted on cards
which the students can use
for this activity. Ha've

student summarize the para-
graph he has read by choos-.
ing a suitable picture.

Cut story into.paragraphs.
Paste the paragraphs on card-
board and code so that the
students maY correct their
work wLh a key. Have stu-

dents read the paragraphs
and place them'n,proper
sequence.

Paste short stories on card-

board sheets. Ylace conclu-
sions of these stories on
another card. 'Have students

read the stories and the
conclusions and then match
the' storied with the endings.

List words from the reader's

index on the chalkbdard.
Have students'find each we.rd
in the index and write the
number of the page on which
information about each'
subject is found.

Have student re,read a story
to answer specific questions.

I V,

.34

6 5,

Main Ideas and
Details - Levels
K-1 (S1-.2)

Working With Facts
and Detai1s.(S2-4)

A Nelephant Named

Godfrey TS1-2-3)

Organizing Infor-
mation (S2-4)
Serial Sequencing
Cards (S1-4)

Increasing
Comprehension (S2-4)

Using References
(S3-4)

Increasing Compre-
hension (S3-4)
Working With Facts
and Details (S2-4)

41'



READING
B. Comprehenslon Development

OBJECTIVES TEACHW STRAJEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Extends ability to use
printed material for in-
formation:
- finds specific informa-

tión

- interprets descriptive
words and phrases

r selects facts to remem-
ber

- selects facts to support
main idea

- uses study guides,
charts, outlines

- uses classified ads and
yellow pages.

Identifies the author's

purpose.

Locates: title, author,

title page, illtAtrations,
publisher, year, index.

Uses reference materials
to answer questions:
- encyclopedia
- atlas and maps
- magazines and newspapers
- occupational information

Have students look in'refer-
ence books for the answers
to questions written on the
board or given them in
dUplicated form.

Give students a list of the
different cities to visit on

an imagimiry.trip. Have

students find information
about topics in the outline
given below:

things to see
4

- things to do

- places to stay
- distance from home

- means of travel, cost,

time, etc.
- foodS tQ eat.

After reading a selection,
have student determine
whether the author is writing
to, entertain or inform, and

tell what message the author

is gfving.

Have students locate title,
author's name, illustrator,
publisher and year on cover

or title page.

Ask questions similar to the
example given below: e.g.

"Where in the encyclopedia
would you find i1formation
about wild,horses?" Give the

volume and page numbs.

and pamphlets.

35.
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Search'and Research
- Set A (S1-4) ,

Working With Facts
and Details (S.3-4)

Learning Skills
Series ,(C2-4)

AT. Job Application
File (/3-4) Janus
Janus/Job Interview
Guld (S3-4) Janus

Job lanner (S3-4)

Increasing Compre-
hension (S2-4)

Library Skills for
Primary Grades (S2-4)

Search and Research
- Set B (S1-4)
Uses References (S3-4)
The Learning Skills
Series (C2-4)
Basic Skills on the
Job -(S-3)



;t:'

. READINd .

B. Comprehensioh Developmerit

OBJECTIVES

1 .

TEACHING STRiiTEGI.EI

c\

MATERIALS

9

S.

AS_

The student:

ilize the ndtional weather Using the Want Ads

forecastyhichqppears daily / (S3-4) Janus

in newsp-pers: k, People Working Today

- aSk st dents to tell season Series (S3-4) Janus ,

and "give reasons

- lopate/all cities withiri

certain temperatute range.

Interprets linh graphs to 0 Giverstudents-a list of

. answer questions. mimeographed questions which

ask about dine'graph Infor-
.

A mation. Have students loCate
infefmation and answer.

e ,-

Interpretg bar graphs eo nake a simple bar graph Basic.Skills fdr,

answer questions. - about: e.g., numberFf 'boj7/ EveryoneS3-4)1

and girls'in each gAde'in
% the schoof,'°outside tempeia-

, ture on each,daY nf the week.

J

9

Have.scudentls answer ques-

tions otally written

,form.

-

Ir

a

136.

3

65
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VOCABULAU DEVELIENT
A. Mord Recognition.

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

4.

The student:

,

Demonstrates intereSt in

41141

When the students are'lining

wOrdgand symbols. . up mint their names:in-
groups of five on the
blackboard. 'Read aloud each

iname as it is printe'd. Direct

the class to line up in the,
same order as the names appear

on-the board; Then-.ask-each-

student to point tb his name
in the list and Dead it.

Recognizes own na. me in

print.

.

,Names'upper case letters.

Names lower case letteDs.

'

,

Plate letter.dards ori the..
seats of chairs airangeti in

a large circle. Have students

march ?found the chairs in
time to music untilathe malic

stops. Hikie studene, me ihe

letter on therseat of khe
chair next to where he topped

Matches upper case and.'- Provide'the Student with he

lower case letters. upper,and lower caSe forms of
each letter. ,Ask the ,stude

to soft the letters out,

, matching each 1oWer case
letter with its'uppei-,tase

,

.mate.

Matches words*with both
.upper, and, lowef case

letters at beginning.

RA,

.37

.

658

Godes-

- Coretlaterials
- Suplementary

Materials
Le0e1 1

Level 2

Level 3

-Level 4

Kinesthetic Alphabet
(S1-3)

Toiach Type-1- Set-1

(S1-3)

M;tch Upper and Lower
Case'Letter (S1-3)42
Kinesthetic Alphabet

(S1-3)



VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT
A. Word Re.cognition

4

OBJECTIVES TEACHINa STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Pl;ces letters of the
alphabet in sequential

order.

Reads various context

words found in preprimers,

and primers.

Reads 220 Dolch Basic

Sight Words. .

4.1

Play aVabet hopscotch.
Make hopscotch figurelaith
the letters of.the alphabet
printed in, the squares. Have

'the student sa)/ the name.of
the letter as he hops into
the square, hopping in .

6
correct sequence. If the

student misses, have him
write his name in tliaE
square and wait his tlirn.

:

Reads: function words
,Oirection words

action words
career words
color words

- .metric words
curriculum words
nAmber words

(See Appendix).

p,

Make cards 'ia'th the color

on one Side and the
name on the other. CUt shoe

laces' in two and hAlf a shoe

Ilace is Connected to ehch

cofor. Punch a JIOle,

beside the colbr name. Have

-student connect the color
anS its name with, the shoe

-lace.

,

Use similar activities.for.

the other words., .

,

KinestheticAlpabeE
(S1-3)
Serial Sequencin4
Cards (S1-4)

StluctUral Reading

(Sl-4)

The Dolch Basic.

ReadinSeries7($1-4), '

Group Site popper
Words ($1-4.)

6

Learning!Bagic Skilis
Throughllusic (81-4)
I Can Make It On My

Own .(S3-4)
'Sight Words for the

,SeVenties (C1-4) 4'

Survival Signg"4.51-4Y,
Training for
Independence
Recognition of
Functicinal Words

(S1-4)
Clothing Langu ge,,
Drugstore Lan uage,

Enteqainment.
,Language, Job
Application Language,
Res,taiiNnt Language,

rnpermaigt Language
(S3-4) Sanus

.*,) 6



VOCABULARYJDEVELOPMENT

A. Word Recognitlon

OBJECTIVES

The.student:

Identifies and reads ne*

word§ using context 'clues.

TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERU1S

,

Identifies and reads new

words'using configuration

Uses language rhyme's:,
poetry, songs.

blanke.g. Aary baked the
cake in a L...3

i Have student,read.' a .
Make'rhyming droSswOrds. *

Read a short denience, a
phrase, or a word to the:

students. Display the word

or words Show-two pictures.

Ask-students to choose the

correct picture-for\the word

or phKase.

Write sentences on the
blackbOa0 leaving a blank
for the new word. Draw the

shape,of the word in the
4

.
.

,

39

: Vocabulary Bdilding
ExerEises for the
Young, Adult (S3-4)

Instruction01 Aid
Kits -,Riddle, Riddle,
Rhyme Time (S1.-3) t-

Learning,Center -
Poetry Potpourri
(a?-4)

,

p

4

I.
.5.
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VOCABULARY DEVELOPtENT
B. Word Meaning

(..

OBJECTIVES
,

TEACHING STRATEGtES MATERfALS '

It'

The student:

Listens to and-actvout a
'one-step.orlal,direction.

List,ens to and acts out 'a

two-step oral direction.
,

1.

Expresses a need, a want
or a desire to teacher
and peers.

Idehtifies iteMs which
rePresent simple classi-,
fication such as: ani-

,mals, fruits, toys',

vegetables, clothing.

Demonstrates understanding
of place words, quantita-
tive words, descriptive
words.

RecOgnize4 that printed
words'represdn't spoken
words.

RecogniNs and ues a
picture-dictionary.

'Uses a dictionary to .

locate a specific' vord.

eStates the meaning of
basic words commoa.to
reading.expriences, at
previmer, primer and
grade one 1,eve1..

4

4

/
Make chart of words.% Have
,students cross oUt the words
that do'not belong to the g

stated category.

Write a number'on the blaCkr
board. Have tht student
draw a number of objects that
the number indicates.

Have Students frae'their own
picture dictibriarY from

'familiar sight words.

40

6 6

A

Spatial Relationship
Concept Cafas (S1-4)

Words to' Use A
Primary Thesaurust
(S1-4)

Classificatiqn of
ObjeCts - Concept

Cards (S1-3).

Classification
Set 1 (S4-3)

Learning-Basic Skills
'Through Music (S1-2)

Spacial RelationShip
- Concept Cards (S1-4)

Searckand Research
Set'A (S1-4)
The Courtis-Watters
Illdstrated Golden
Dictionary, (S3-4),

How to Use Thq
Dictionary X53=4)

Structural Reading
(S1-3) ,

41.



VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT
B. .Word Meaning

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES.

.

.MATERIALS

The student:

Stete's multiple meanings
of words,.e.g. race.

State a synonym for the
word presented, e.g.. hap-

- py glad.

" State che opposite for
the Word presened, e.g.
happy' sad.

,States different meaning;

s for homonymIN e.g. bear,.

. bare.

States meaning of and
uses In context:
function wordi
direction.Kords .

action words
career:words
color words
metric words
.curriculum words

(see Appendix).

1

-

States meaning of word
from context.'

Useslaew words in
sentences to show meaning.

Applies punctuation in
readins.

Make posters showing the
various meanings.

Read s ntences wheyy one of

the w ds is underlined.

Have student statea word
tkat means the opposite. .

HAve student color and label
pictures of parenls and

school personnel. Have stu-

dent f011ow directions using
directional or 'size worsls.

Have ,student identify colors
in .clothing of children.

A I

-DiscutS the uie of

punctuation.

41

Homograph Poster
Cards (S1-3)
Verbs, Verbs, Verbs
(S1-3)

In Other Words, (S1-3)

Listening Skills
Program - Earpower,
Unit II (C3-4)

Opposite - Concept

Cards (S1-4).
Press and Check'
,Bingo Games -
Homonyms, Synonyms
.& Antonyms (S.2e-4)

Phonics Workbod0 -
Book.B,4Ci D (C2-4)

Leorning Basic Skills
Through Music (5 1-2)

Metrics fdr Beginriers

(S1-4)

Instructo Curriculum'
Materials
Survival Signs (S1-4
The Tbuch Type -
Set 2 (S1-4)
Sight Words for the
Seventies (C1-4)
Road'SiRns of the

'Times4(S1-4).'

listening Skills

(C3-4)

Program - farpower,
Unit IJ
Crossword PuzzleS
Starter Book.1
2 (S1-4)



VObABULARY DEVELO MENT
B. Word Meaning

$

OBJECTIVES ,TEACHING STRAtEGIES MATERIALS
01,

.4

Thel.Student:
ft

Defines words read in
context. -

,

Associates words and Have student illustrate

feelings. feelings by pictures.

Uses formal and ihformal Develop and.extend vocabulary

langtage. by free group discussion.
Have science exh.44pits etc.,

in the classroom anTdiscuss
with the students. Have

4 student identify self giving
full name, address.and phone

.number. Dramatize.courteo4,

t
behavior in answering4Ith.e.

door.

4

14...

42

Understanding'Our
,FeelIng4 Study

Xrinte7(S1-3)
See How YOu Feel

(1-3)

Ty.
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PRE-SPELLING.

Language and Thinking Skills-

1 *.

, OBJECTIVES

Thg student:
6

r

TEACHING STRATEGIES
e

MATERIALS

Ekpresses 'self spontane-
'ously givipg name, age,

address, school's name,
teache'54name, class-
mates' names and date-

. ,

P'ronodrices words correct-

ly!

DemonStrates enjoyment
while listening bp stories
and rhymes.

; Discusses trips, films,
,experiments, disPlays end
pictures.

Codes

TN

-7, a - Core Materials *
S - Supplematary

'Material
Level 1
Leel 2
Level 3
Level 4

Play.game in which studeAt Peabody Language

must remember his naMe; age, Kits Levels P 1-2

iddress, e.g..pretend student (C 1-2)

is lost and must give infor-
mation to, policeman or-,block

parent.

,

Have student pronounce wbrds Basic set,of Word

after hearing a model on Making Cards (S1-a)

Language Master Cards. Development4 Syntax
Program (C 1-4)
Leardin Cpric.Ots

Establish a'listening centre. Record Books (S174)

Schedule a'specific listening -Tel1:.Again Story,
time during each day for stu--Card's (S172)

dents;

Have students,discuss,field- InStructo Study

trips, films and fi'ictures; Prints (S1-4)

ask questions'such as:
- PWhat ha'ppened?"

"Have.you ever seen anything
like this before?"

- "Why is tflis person doing
lhisr
"What.does the picture

- tell you?"
.



PRE-SPELLING
A. ,Language and Thinking Skills., f

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

:The studiht:

Relates experiences and
retells stories in, proper

sequence.

Describes and classAfies

objects, pictures,.animals
andVeople.

Participates in'puppetry
and dramatizatians.

,

Participa,tes in group

dictation in the
development of "language
experience" chafts.

Read stories and have
students retell in
sequential order.

Have students play tiVe game,

"Animal., vegetable or miner-

al": take'a bul/etin board

. display.

Demonstrates knowledge of

the 'relatioiphip between
'\oral 'and written

expresgion when_ the teacher
records.stories, plans,
news items and other

- events.

9

. ,

Have students gut on simple

puppet dramatizations with
role-playing involving
introductions and telephqne-

conversations.

Have ,students begin with
,meaningful phrases and
sentences about field trips:,

taken,.films viewed and
pictures viefaed.

Chart stories about current
events, plans tor fie4
trips stories that have
been read,.etc.:

V.

q

6

ppenrEnded SeqU ce

Car& (S2-4)
SeqUence Picture
Cards -
Level 1: Sets 143' 4.

(S1-2)

Level 2: Sets 1-2-3
(S3-4)

Peabody Language
Kits (C1-3)
Classification by
Use (S1-.31

Categories Varied
(S1-3)

Peabody Language
Kits (C1-3),
Book - Create a Story
Series (S1-2)

Tell.Again Story
Cards (S1=3)

Tel17A-Tale Cards .

§ç Land 'Set 2
(S -2-3-4)

4

4



PRE-SPELLING -

B. Perceptual Skills

OBJECTIVES TgACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

1. Auditory

The,student:

Identifies rhyming word
e.g. stay, day.\

Identifies and says words
tha't rhyme when given in

a series of three words.

Recognizes word's that

'begin alike, e.g. cat/

candy.

-

44

Identifies beginning
consonants when words are
presented orally.

°tdentifies the number dr-
syilables in the spoken
word.

Recognizes differences in.
words .(bad, bed) when

stated.
kl

DiScriminates beginning,
ending and medial sounds
e.g. pig,.trap, grapes.

.0

Have student point to a
rhyming word on a picture
chart 4en the teacher says

ave,student'
two words rhy e when given
a series of 4iree.

entify whith

Identify a student and say a
word to which he must respond
with a word beginning with th
same sound. If he answers-

correctly, toss a-ball to him
and'have him select someone
telse,to challenge.

Auditory Discrimination
.Game Set 1 (S1-3)

Rhyming Kittens (S1-2)

rPeabody Language
Kit Level 1. (C1-2)

Phonip Workbook,
Books A & B (C1-2-3)

Auditory Discrimination
Set 2 (S1-3)

e

Make, a grid on the floor
containing consonants to be,

studies. Have student jump
in or throw a beanbag on the
square containing the conson
ant which begins the word
stated by the teacher.

Have students clap their
hands - one'clap for each
syllable in the word.

Have student point to prepared
chart pictures when teacher
pronounces words that have
minimal differences.

Have the first student say a
word; then the nott student
says a word that begins with

'the last letter of that word
and so,on.

45

Cofispnant Sounds .

Prog,iam (S1-4) ".

Schdolhouse (C1-4)
Go Fish-Series -
Series 1 (S1-3)

4

New Phonics We Use
- Book C & D (C1-3)

0

Group Sounding Game
Set A (S2-4)

Basic Set of Word-
Making Cards (S1-3)
Take (S1-3)



..

PRE-SPELLING
B. Perceptual Skills.

r
,.

AL

,

OBJECTIVES

..

TEACHING STRATEGIES. MATERIALS
,

i

V

The student:

Related sounds to symbols.

Substitutes'beginning
sounds to form new words .

(pan, ran, van, tan).

2. Visual

The student:

Matchesfletters.

Matches or groups words
that begin alike.

Q I

Recognizes that words.are
made up.of letters in,a.

,
left-to-right sequence.

--\
Identifies.some of the
most frequently used Oords
on lists and charts.

.

6
,

Make a target'in which begin-
ning sounds are printed in
the squares or crcles.Tllae
studqnt throw a rubber dart
and pronoUnce the.beginning
sound that he hits.

Make word wheels.

S.

Have student pick out letters
which are identical from a.,
box of felt or plastic letter'

shapes.

Make flash cards with words
that begin alike. Have stu-
dent match cards with words
that have the same beginning
sound.

Have Itudent make up words
with felt letters on felt
board, making sure that a
left-to-riitt sequence is
used by the student.

Label objects.in classroom to
A

promote visual association of
words with objects.

4

,

t.

-

s
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) 6 L: ''0 i .

Word Family t'un

(S1-2)

..,

'

Sight,Words,for the
Seventies (S1-4)

Dolch Word Lists
The Essential
Spelling List (S1-4)

,

Spill and Spell
(S1-4)

1

,..

a



PRE-SPELLING
C. Vtsual Mocor Skills

The studcht:

Names and prints the
letters of the alphbbet

correctly.

Copies words correctly.

Prints own name and a few -
simple words from memory.,

\

See Handwritingrsection.

47
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SPELLING
A. 'Phonetic Analysis

^t

OBJECT/VES

4414

TEACH I-NC STRATEGIES MATERIALS

1. Consonant Sounds

11

The student:

Codes

C - Core Material
S 'Supplementary,

Material
Level-1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4

Says and writes key con- Display'several piceures that New Phonics We Use -

conafits: b, c, d, f, g, start'with the letter being Readiness Book A

h, j, k, 1, p,,r, s, t, taught. Have the names (C1-2) ,

Phonics Workbook
Series - Level A

(C1-2)
Schoolhouse - Word ,

Attack Skills Kit

(C1-4)
Phonics is Fun -

v, w, printed above the pictures.
Discuss the pictures and
words. Elicit the response
that the particular letter
can represent a sound. Have

students suggest other wor4p.
that.begin with the letter.

Level 1 (C1-2)

Check.and Double
Check Readiness,
Level 1 ,(C1-2)

AtItO Phonics

'Phonet.ic Alphabet
Autophonics (C1-4)
Beginning 6 Read,
Write and, Listen .

(S1-2)

Auditory Discriminal.
tion Game - Set 2 & 3

(S1-3)

Instructional Aid
Kit = Time for
Sounds .:. Initial

Consonants (51-2)
Basic Set of Word

.Mhking Cards (81-4)

Encourage students to look.

'through bo.oks4end magazines
for pictures 'dr words begin-

ning with the letter. As

seudente'become more profi-L

cient at recognizing th..$.
initial.position,.have ehem
go,pn to words,that have the
letters in the medial and
final positions. '

,48
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SPELLING'

A. Phonetic Analysis

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATpIES NATERIALS

The Atddent: 4

Writes words-that follow
the CVC pattern tconson-
ant.vowea - consonant),

e.g. can, dog. .:

Says sound for two,letter
blends - sl, ,fl,

gl, cl, br, tr, gr, dr;
cr, sn, sp.

Points to pictures that
represent two letter

blends.

Reads words'that have two

. letter Blends.

Writes words that 'have

two letter blends when
words are said' aloud.

Says sound for three
letter blends: spr, str,

thr, spl.

Have students Aay, point,
read and write the wer40.

Construct chart Illustrating

eblend words. Have-students
mpech pictures to blends,
then use blends in sentences.

Points tO pict res that
represent thr letter

blends.

Reads

three

words that have
lettet blends.

Writes words that have.,

three letter-bliends when
words te iaid aloud. .

Says *sounds for digraphS":.

sh, ch, ng,
(voiced end Unvoiced).

On-the oard write severai
consona t blends or digraphs.

Write o phonogram on the,

board:. ac op, ow, unk.
Have sfuden s form as-many,

wordstas th bY uniting
cOnSonant blends or digraphs
cwitb the phonogram.

r

49

6710

The Essential Spelling
'List (S1-4), ,

Rill and'Spell.(S1-4),
nsonant Vowet Blend
tching Cards (S1-2)

Bu.'1.thIt-Decks 1-4

(S1-4)

*New,PhoniCs We Use

- Book A, B, C (C1-3)

*Phonics Workbook g
Series - Book ± & B

(CP-3)
*Schoolhouse - Word,

Attack Skills Kit
(C1-4)
*Phonics is Fun -
Level 1 A g (C1-3)
*Check and Double
Check - Leve,1 1 &?2

(C1-3)
Auto Phonics - All
Aboilt Consonants

(C1-4)
*Instructional #id
Packs - Digraphs and
Finel Blends (S1-4)
Phonic Picture
Crosswords (S1-4).

*Refer.to Materials

above. -

Listening Skills
Program - Easy
Ears - Vnit 1 (S1-3)

0



SPELLING .

A. ,Phongtic Analysis

OBJECTIVES

I'

TEACHING gTRATEGIE MATERIALS

The.student:

' r
points to Tictures that
*represent digraphs: sh,

ch, ng, nk, wh, th
(voiced and unvoiced).

Reads wordstiahave
these digra'

'Writes ,words that have',
these digraphs when words

. are said.alotd.

,Identifies and sayNaords
containing variants: .x,
ckrc; k, s.

Writes words containiag-
variants:, x, ck, c, k,'s
when words are said aloud'.

Idenifies and says,words
that have a silent

Writes worcfs that have
a silent 1 when words are
said aloud.,

Identifi:s and says words
that contain silent: gh,

t7 w; b, k.

Writes words that contain
silent: gh, t, w, b, k,

( when words are said aloud.

Says sound for digraph gh
(f sound - e.g. laugh).

Points to pictures that.
. Tepresent digraph gh.

Reads words that have
digraph gh.

/ .

Have student make a list with'
the variants and the words.

p.

Draw pictures of words con-
taining the digraph gh. Have
students write the words under
-/he picture.
-List,words that contain the
digraph O. Have students
circle.the digraph in the word.

/ 50

6 '"

11,

*New Phonics Me Us-
Book C & D (E1-3)
*Schoolhouse

Wdrd Attack Skills
Kit (C1-4)
*Phonic Workbook

.s Level B & C (C1-3)
*Phonics is Fun -
Leve1,2.& 3 (C1-3)
*Check and Double
heck - Level 4
(C3-4)-

*Auto Phonics -
Game 4(C1-4)

*Refer to materials
above.



SMLING
A. Phonetic Analysii

.1

0

,

OBJECTIVES 'TEACHI G STRATEGIES
A

MATERIALS '

The student:

4
Writes words that have
digraph gh when words are
said aloud.

Idehtifies and says words
that contain hard,and soft
c and g.

Writes words that contain
hard and sOft c and g'

When words ere.seid aloud.

Have two columns on the board Listening Skills,

labelled hareand soft. HaVe Program,-4-Easy

studeOts place words or Ears'-/Unit 1

pictures in.appropriate -(S1-3)4

Phonics Workbook -

Level D.(0-4).
Check and Dbuble
Check - Level 2
(2-4):

columns;

Identifies 4nd says words Make a.list of these words.

that contain the ph
spelling of f.

Writes words)that ,contain

the ph spelling of Y.

Identifies and says words
that contain he ch
spelling o5k.

'Writes words that contain
the ch spelling of k. ,

Iden.tifies and says words

that contain the g
ing of g.and j sound,
e.g. frog, bridge.

Writes words that,contain
the g spelling of.g and j

sound.

Identifies and says words
that contain sitent xL,,A

Writes words that contain'

silent w.

Phonics Workbook
Levgl.D (C3-4).L,

9.

Phonics Workbook -
Level D (C3-4).

Explaily rule for when g has Check and .Double

the 1,!j sound". Give students Check Level 2

a list of words. .Have them (4-4).

categorize them accOrding to'
whether ehe g has'g.so'und or

j sound.

Write sentences that contain
wor.ds that have silent let-

ters. Have students find the
words that contain' the silent
letter aqd have them cross
out thesilent letter.

51

Auto Phon cs -
,Game 4 (C1-4)..
Phonics Workbooks -
Level D (C3-4)



0

SMLLING
' A. Phonetic Analysis

OBJECTIVES ' TEACHING STR.ATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Identifies and says
wotds that odntain the
silent t.

Writes words
silent t.

that contain

Identifiegland saysiwords
,that contain silent s.

Writes wc.rds that contain

silent s.

2. Vowel Sounds

The student"

Says and writes sh rt
vowels:, a, e, i, o

Writes and says one
lable wards in the c

sonant vowel - consonant
pattern having the same
medial vowel when words
are said aloud.

Says and writes the short
vowel when words are.said'
aloud (inittal and
Medial).

-

Write-words with the silent,

letter missing. Have, stu-

dents put in the missing

,silent letter.

Have students,
0.- list pictures and words

under correct vowel sound
- make word wheels that use

these sounds.

- use language master cards

to drill sounds.

52

ChecWrand Double
Check Level 4

(ca.-4).

Phonic Workbook -
Level A & B (C1-2)._
New Phonics We Use -
Book A & B (C1-2).
Schoolhouse - Word
Attack Skills Kit

(C1-4).
Phonics Ls Fun -

Level (C1-2).
Auto Phonics -
Vowel Review (C1-3).
Consonant Vowel -

blend Matching
Cards (S1-3).
Spill and Spell
(S1-4).

The Essential Spell-
ing List (S1-4).
Check and Double
Check Leve1 '1

(C1-3).



SPELLING
A. Phonetic Analysis

OBJECTIVES
/

TEACHING STRATEGIES, MATERIALS

The. student:

Says and writes, long

vowel words'with a'single
long vowel when words are
said aloud.

Says and writes long
vowel words.with two
vowels together when words
are said aloud.

ASays and' writes long
vowel Words with a final
e when words are said

aloud.

Says ound for,diphthongs:
oy, u, oi.

Joints to pictuli.es that

represent the dyhkongs.

Reads words that. have

_these diphthongs.

Writes words that have,
these diphthongs when

.theST are said aloud.

Says soUnd for digraphs:
"ay, oo, ee, ea, aw.

Points.to pictures that
represent the digraphs.

Reads words that have
these digraphs.

Writes worAs that' have
these digraphs when they
are said aloud.

Play card game (like gin
rummy) using long vowel
pictures or words.

Have student arrange pictures
underdappropriate column and
owrite the name,of the

pictures.

Have students go on digraph .

hunt in the classroom and
write 'down the words.

53

Phonic Picture
Crosswords,l,

(S1-4).

Auto Phonics
Vowel DAraphs
and'Diphthongs
(C1-4),

Auto Phonics -
Vowel Digraphs

and Diphthongs
(C1-4).

Phonics Cross-
words 1 (S3-0.
Learning Develop-
ment Aids.
,Phonic gicture

Crosswordsi1
(S1-4).
'vowels- Digraphs

and Diphthongs (S1-44).
Check and Double
Check Level 2 &

3 (C2-4).
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SPELLING
A. Phbnetit Analysis

".

-

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEG3ES.,
$ '.

MATERfhCS

.
The student:

Ni 4
Says vove unds Con-
trolled bi r: er,

kr, or, ur.

Draw ictures of words repre-
sentin'g sounds controlled by

.r., Have students say the
name.of Aach 0.cture. Then

have students write the.name
of the piceuie.; ,

Points to pictures, that

represent r controlled
vowels.

a

Reads words that have r
controlled vowels. ,

Writes words that contain
vowels controlled by r
when they are said aloud.

s.

Sais and writes Words that
contain final y when words' 4
are said aloud.

Says and writes'words that Haye student,recordthese

have unconventional ,s;er- Words in his own dictionary.

lings;
single vbwel (told,

from) 1
silent e (give, have)

- two vowels (serli,
bread, canoe, does)
when words are said

aloud.

Says and writes words
contiining the digraphs

ui, ai, au, oa, when
words are said 'aloud.

List words that contaln the
digraph.. Have student circle,
ihe digraph,in 'the word.

Draw pictures. Have students
put the digraph under the
pictures where they hear the

-sound. Book 3 (C3-4).

Says and writes words that
contain the variant "le",

,whpn words are Said aloud.

4

New Phonics We
Use - Book C & D
.(C1-4).

Vowel - 4 -
"Blends (sr-4).
Phonics Workbooks
Level C t D (C2-4).

New Phonics We
Use - Book D,.E,-
F, G (C3-4).
The Essential
Spelling List
.(S3-4).

*New Phonics We
Use Book D, E,

F, G (C3-4).
PhonAcs Workbookg -
Level C & D.N(C3-4).
Phonics ds Fun

s\.

5 4

6

Remedial Reading,
Drills (S3-4).

*Refer to materials

above.

1.



SPELLING
A. Phonettc Analysis

OBJEtTIVES

) "
TEACHING S1RATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Says and writes words
contain the al sounq,
e.g. chalk, when words
said alobd.

that

are

Says and writes words that
contain the le sound,
e.g. castle,when words
.are said aloud.

Says.and writes words
that contain the'ei
sound, e.g, weigh, when
words are said aloud.

Says and writes words that
contain the ie sounds,

field, when words
are,said aloud.

.Says and writes words that
contain the el sound,'
e.g. model, when words
are said aloud.

Says and writes words that
contain the al sound,
e.g. central, when wofds
are said aloud.'.

kik

Have students
syllable ulb-inis result

from the addition of
sonant plu to f

wo-

'ng

con-
Mat

patterns, e.g. bot tle,
stum bie.

55
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SPELLING
, B. Structural Analysis

4

OBJECTIVES'
. .

TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS-
..

1: Prefixes and Suffixes

The' student:

, Says aad writes words that
contain the prefixes: re,

dis, in, de, when
s are 'said aloud.

Says'and wiltes words that
contain the pre6Xes: .ex,
pro, con, com, pre; im,,
wilenwordS are.said aloud.

Says and writes words that
contain the suffixes: bi,

tci, when words are said
aloud.

4

Have student make new words
by adding a prefix to root,
words, then dte these words
in sentences. List words

containing prefixes. Have

students wriee the root
words. Have students com-,
plete sentences using words
that contain prefixes.

SaYs and writes words that Haie student write

contain the suffixes: er, us'ing the suffixes

est, ing, when words are the script makes

said aloud.

Says and writes words that
require a doubling of the
final consonant'before
adding the suffix,
e.g. .hopped, hopping,
when words are said aloud.

?.;

Says4nd writes words
that require si nt e to

be dropped before ding

suffix, e.g. coming, when
4

words are said aloud%

Says and writes words
cbntaining the suffixes:
ly, en, ful; y, when
words are said aloud.

a story
so that

sense;

Explain generalization for
dropping silent e. Have stuc-

dents add'endings to root
words containing silent e.

Have students match the root
word with the word containing
the suffix.

4

56

Phonics Workbooks -
Levels B & D (C2-4):
*Schoolhouse WOrd
Attack Skills Kit

(C2-4).
Instructional Aid
Packs - Prefixes

(S2-4). e

Press and Check
Bingo - Prefixes
and Suffixes (S2-4).

*Refer to above

materials.
Instructional Aid
Packs -.Suffixes
(S2-4).

Phonics Workbooks -
Level D YC3-4). '



SPELLING
B. StruCtural AnqlysAs

4

OBJECTIVES,' TEACHING STRATEGIES . MATERIALS.

S.

The student:

Says and Writes number
suffixes,..e.g. sixty,
fourteen, when words are

said aloud.

Says and wxites words

containing'suffixes;
.ness, less, tion, when
words are sail aloud.

Sjays
nd writes words

contain g suffixes:
ment, tY, let, ite',
ship, when woids are
said aloud.

Says and writes words- .

, containing suffixes ian,
e.g. Nsician.

2. Vrb Forms
A

The student:

Says ahd writes words,in.
third person-singular
adding s or es,-e.g. he
runs .

'Says

tliat

to i

e.g.

and writes word
requir changint y

befor es'and
flies.

/

Have studdnt do exercises
where appropriate suffix
endings afg written.

,Have students add appropri
ate suffix to root, word to

make sentences make sense.

1,4

U.

4

Lead students to make their
own statement regarding the
generalization that many
words which end in y, form
the plural by changing the
y to i and adding es. -

-
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'Verbs, Verbs;
Verbs (SI-3).
Building Senteces
St'ep by Step

(SI-3).

Schoolhouse Word

Attack Skills Kit
(C2-4).

6



SPELLING
D. Structural Analysis'

OBJECTIVES

3. Plurals and
Poltessives

The student:

TEACHING kRATEGIES MATERIALS

Says and writes words in
plural form, e.g. s and

es.

Says and writes words
using possessive forms,
e.g. yours, sister's.

Says and writes words 'in
plural form where y is

changed to i before es.

Says and writes words
ending in x, ss, 'ch, in
plural form by adding es.

.

Says and writes words
that change f to v before
'adding es.

Says and, writes posses-
sives in the singular and
plural'form (nouns and
pronouns).

4. Contractions and
Abbreviations

The student:

Says and writes contrac-
tions with one letter
omissions, 6.g.sisn't.

1

Have student list words and

use in sentences, Have stu-
dent choose the correct f9rm
of word to complete sentences.

Write sefitences'that conNin
possessives. Ask question

Siagulars and Plurals -
Sets 1 & 2 (S1-2).

Phonfás Workbooks
Level D (C2-4).
New Phonics We
Use Book C & D
(C2-4). ..

"Whom did it belong to?" Schoolhouse Word

"Whose coat is this?" Attack Skills Kit
Have student' read the sentence (C2-4)" :

and illustrate. Caveman Plurals
-Centre (S3-4).

Write sentehces that contain

plurals. Have student under-
line each word that,means
inore than one and write its

root word.

Have student complete sen-
tences using the plural -form

of words that change f to v.

Have a mobile.

e

Have student subsd.tute the
appropriate contractions for
the'underlified,words in a

paragraph.

58

Press and Check
Bingo - Abbreviations
and cont.cactions
(S2-4).

New Phonics We Use -
Book C .6(.D (C1-3).

-



SP

B.

LING
Structural Analysis

. .

(

(1JECTIVES TEACHING STRAiTGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Says and writes contrac-
tions with more than one),

letter omissions, e.g.
A

Writes abbreviations for
days, holidays, months
and proper names.

Writes abbreviations for
measures, titles and
directions.

5. Compounds

The student:

Says and writes comjund
words.

4

6. _Syllabication

The student:

Says and writes two
rsyllable words, e.g..yel-
low, going.

Says and writes words that
are frequently encouAtered

4
in reading and spelling
and cannot be taught
phonetically, e.g. sight
words - said, the.

4

Print cards with contractions
and the words for which they'

stand. Have student match

them.

Discuss holidays-and draw,
pictures Aer,icting them.
Have student label using both
oproper names and contrac-
tions; list family members,

and names. .

Have situdent label pictures

accorangly.

Provide pictures that repre-
sent compound words; have
studen4 label them.

Have a "Syllable Hunt": Have

student find all the two
syllable words in their
spelling list.

Have students construct
individual word files..

59

Refer to Functional
Reading Word List

(see Appendix).

New Phonics We Use
Book'C & D (C1-3).
Specfal Kids
Stuff (S2-3).
Instructional Aid
Pack - Compounds
(S2-4).

New Phonics We Use
Book D & E (C3-4).
Phonics Workbooks -
Level D (C3-4).
Sight Words for
tbe Seventies
(S1-4).

IMED Crossword
Puzzles (S1-4).
Spill and Spell (S1-4).
The Essential Spelling
List (S1-4).



SPELLING
B. Structural Analyh

4

r

OBJECTIVES TEACHiNG STRATEGIES MATERIALS

11.

The student:

Says and writes three and
four sYllable words.

7. Location of Words

The stude,nt:

Uses picture 'dictionaries

for locating correct
spelling of words.

Says and writes words
from basic vocabulary
list,(see'Appendix).

Alphabetizes tothree
letters,

4011.Says an writes words
from current activities,
.e.g.ikspeakikg and reading-

vorlioulary irisvarious

subjects.
.

Alphabetizes, to four

letters.

8. Extensions

The sttident:

Says and writes homonyms
(to, too, two), antonyms
(last, firS't) and

synonyms (good, nice).

Make chart with column head-
ings' 3 and 4. Have studnts
categorize words in proper

columns.

'Have students make picture
dictionaries for their spel-

,ling words.

Make charts of these.words
and have students use them
in sentences.

.

.1

Make worksheets that have a
picture and corresponding
homonym words; have student
circle the correct word and
use it in a sentence. Set up

a bulletin board, depicting
the.words.
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Primary Picture
Dictionary
(SI-2).

. th.

Listening Skills
Program - Earpower..

(S3-4).

Press and Check
Bingo -.Homonyms (S2-4).
Press an4 Check
Bingo - Synonyms and.
Antonyms (S2-4).
Special Kids
Stuff (SI-3).
Opposites (SI-2):,
Phonics Workbooks -
Level C & D (C2-4).



it
HANDWRITING
A. .

Readiness Skills

- OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES : MATERIALS'

a

The student:

Points to the correct
locLtioTi when .given

directional words: top,

bottom and middle.

Names objects in a left-
to-right pattern when
shown-a series of object.

Recalls a series of pic-
. tures in a left-to-right

.sdquence when pictures.are
. shown and then removed.

Discriminates symbols by .

size relationship when
shown symbols of various
size and asked to point

to the tall, medium size
or small symbol. %

Have studen[ put pegs on
boards at top, bottomsor
midd e as directed.
Hay student point out
examples of top to bottom on'
board, bookcase, etc. '.

. *
Have student put pegs in left-
to-right, pattern on peg board.
Have students run thelr
finger§ -along from left to
right under a line of poetry
or labeis of pictures.
Have student follow the
'teacher's finger movements
from left to right.

0

'UseJnemorY"games where
student's look at objects and
then describe which object
is missing.

61

Codes

C r Core Material
S Supplement-

ary Material.
Level 1
Level
Level:3
Level 4

Ju-bo Tactilmat
Pegboards (S1-2)

Visual MemorY
Cards II Objects
(S/-2)

r
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.HANDWITING
A. Readiness Skillg

OBJ'ECTIYES TgACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:
`

Holds a writing instrument
irtjt position when,
a demons ruion is'given.

DLaws a horizontal line

when given directions and
a model.

, -

Draws a've'itical line when
given directions and a
model.

Draw a backwai'd circle

(left) when given direc-
.

tions and a model.

Draws parts of a circle
,(curve line) when given .

directions anda medel."

/<' '

Draws a forward circle

(right) when given
directions and'.a model.

Draws sr4nt lines when
,given directions and a

model.

Note: For left-handed stu-

dent: penctl(should be held

lightly between thumb and
index finger and rests on the
middle finger approximately
2.5 cm. from point or 4 cm.

Have students make horizontal
and vertical lines in finger
paint, sand box or in model-

ling clay.

Have students make basic
circle strokes on unlined
newsprint to.;thechant of
a simple rhyme.

'Have students make basic
circle Strokes on unlined.
newgpiint to evhe &bent of a

simple rhyme.

Have student practise slant

lines oica-Ehawues-stu-by------
trace oVer stencil'of a
slant line.

. .62

.7

6 S 3

Dubnoff Schood
Program 1 - Level
1-,2-3 (C1-2).

Perceptual EnEance-
ment Workbooks
Eye=Motor Coordi-,
nation - Spacial
Relations (S1-2)
Name Writing.(S-1)



.HANDWRITING .

A. rReadiness Skills
r

,
OBJECTIVES

%

;
. # .

TEACHING STRATEGIES

,.

MATERIALS

.

'IP

. .

The s.tudent:
P

Visually discriminateq
basic strokes within a
letter form, when r.e-

quested.
.

Discriminates likenesses
and differences in letter
forms, e.g. t-n, b-d.

Identifies his dominant

hand.

AP

.

I

,

-

,

.

.Have student trace over
shapes wifh fingerl4on sand-

paper.

4

----.......,,... _....._

63.

f

/

, Pre-Handwrfting
.

Strokes Duplicating
Book (S-I)

_

.

i
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HANDWRITINQ
B. Manuscript *ills.

33

4.

OBJgCTIVES. TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

The student:

Uses corect body, posi-
tion, paper placement, arm
and, hand position, and

pencil position.
-)

3333.

Writes the straight line
letters 1, i, t when
shown models.

Writes the straight line
letters 1, i, t.when the
letters are given-iorally.

Writes the Tircle,letters
o, c, a, e when shown
models.

Have student sit welrback in
'seat, both feet on the floor,
eyes a.reasonable distance

-from the paper, ,Have student
,place paper straight up-and-
dovT for the right-handed
pupif and slanted to the
right f6r a left-hapded pupil,
while free arm restson the
8esk on the paper.

Ask student,to make straight
line letters between 2 given
dots with"crayons.

Give practice in associatirt
a picture when writinkone of

t e letters in the alphabet.
For example "1" has the sound
that begins lion, leaf, lips.

Help student yisualize
distinctive qualities of
circle letters and 'help him f

for--i-t-.---

333

Self-Adilesiye

Desk Tapes (S1-2)..
- Desk Tape
Manuscript
Leitter Line.

Kinesthetic
Trace-the-.
Letter Cards 7
Capital.and
Lowercase '(S1-2)

Dubnoff Write-On
Carig- - Set 4--

(S1-2).

Alphabet Stencils
(S1-2).

Flocked Alphabet
Wall Card
(Manuscript).(S1-2).
Sequential Develop-
meht Alphabet Cards.

(S1-2).



KANDWRITING

Jr.° Manuscript nills
7

,"

41 1.
°

OBJECTIVES
. . -

TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS

)

Thialstudent:

Writes-the %circle

o, c, a; e wer t
,

names are given orally.
45

Writeshe curve line
letters'r; m, n, u,

when .t.iawn models. -

letters

letter

Writes the cui.ve line
leXtera-x, m, n, u, s

wherethejetter naMes
given/orally.

Writes the tall letters
.d, f,.h, b when shOwn

models..

are

-4--

Writes* the slant line-
'letters v, w, k, z when

shOwn models.

fsTrites slant line.letters

w, k, x, z when,the
letter names,are given
orally.

Writes the descender

, letters g, y,-j,,p, q'
sh.own models.

.."writes the descender
letters g, y, j, p,

when the letter names are
given orally. ,

Have students begin the
initial strokes of letters u,

r, m and n at a 10:00 posi-

I-lion., Begin initial stroke
for s at a-2:00-pOsitiolsi.

'If.reversals of 'b' and 'd'

:pqvIr isolate these letters

fa-t4tpecial attention. Have

student write from a ciSy at
this own desk rather than
from memory. J
Have student practise diagona
lines between two given dots

with crayons. Arrange pegs

in a diagonal direction on a
peg board.

Have student check spatial
organization of descending

65

vo.

1,Manuscript Lett71-rs

arid Numerals

Duplicating
Masters (C1-2).
Hancy Alphabet
(Capital Menu-
s,cript) (S1-2).

Learning to
Form Letters
Spirit Duplicating
Masteis Book (S1-2).
Writing Is Fun
Workbook (Manuscript)

C51-2L ..

t1

Handwriting Book 1
'Handwriting Book 2

(S1-2).



HANDWUTING
B. 'Manuscript Skills ,

.1

OBJECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES

,The student: .

Writes tlie upper case
letters A to Z when
shown models.

Writes the upper case
letters A to Z when the
letter names are given
orally:

Maintains correct
alignment in writing
words by hay,ing letters 's

of same size equal in
k -

height.

Writ,.p words that have

minimum, intermediate-and
tall letters and writes
those letters in correct
proportion to one another.

Writes-letters that-mein-
tain the correct vertical
position to the baseline.

Writes a sentence demon-
strating evenness of
spacing between letters
and words.

Writes a sentence main-
taining a clear, readable
line quality.

----- -Writca,-the-puntuat4on-----
marks . , ? 1 ", when
shown models.

ft

r
Teach in letter groupings
according to shaPe And smoke
of letter, e.g. vertical -

horizontal.-

IgM 4-11

%

Emphasize regular begifinin

and eoding strokes. All
lettersmust sit on the base

line.

2
Isolate ,problem letters and, ,

have :student practise these
letters alone and in words.

--:Eacourage Student tp,hold

paper at proper angle to the
writiag arm. Keep writing
directly in line with eYes.

Emphasize regular beginning

and ending strokes'.

MATE IALS

.

Right Line
(C1-2).

Right Line Chalk-
board (SI-2).

Pre-Space Primary
Paper (S1-2).

Mark original slant or words Manuscript Hand-

with a red pencil. Encourage ,wwriting Spirit

self-appraisal. Masters (S1-2).

_Have-student-practise making_ ._.P.unctuatina______._

punctuation marks Tin the Pointers (51-

chalkboard. 2-3).

66
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HANDWRITING
B.

A

Manuscript Skills
cr,

OBJiTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS ,

. The student!

Writes the punctuation

marks . , .
ufl , when

shown a sentence and
given punctuation mark
names orally.

Copies,accurately from
the'chalkboard or
experience chart.

Begin with meaningful words.

Increases speed orlriting Note: Watch for correct

while maintaiding legibil-; position of paper arta pencil.

ity of meanuscript forms. -Softer lead pencil or good
-quality pen may eliminate

too much pressuie.
k

_

Demonsttates pride in ac- Make positive commtlE

complishments. particular aspects, e.g. "Good

handwriting. Display stul

. eht's writing in classroom
or showcase.

Adjusts Size of manuscript Provide opportunity for

proportionately.to practice. Have student

of paper.
form

'size

Writes the,ffomerals 1 to

10 when shown models.

analyze 4is own writing Oith
a model;-compares*gs work
with previous attainment
(dat0 samples).,

Begin.to write all numetTls
from the top.

Punctuation:
Periods, 'Questions
and Exclamation
Marks.
Instructo Learning
Centre Activities
(C1-2=3).

Writes the humbers 1 to Have stucr6t practise counting,

names orall a numeral.

Hancy Numerals
(sri.2).

Writes the symbols +,

=, 4, x when shown 'models.

Writes the'symbols =,

=, x when shown a
numerical equation and
given symbol name orally.

67

Math Signs
(S1-2-3):,



HANDWRITING
C. Cursive SkIlls

bA

/
OBJECTIVES

1

,1

The student: .

Uses correct paper place- Have paper slanted tg left

ment. for a right-handed student
,

and slanted to right for
4

left-helnded studen.

Have student follow these
steps when introducing a
letter at the chalkboard:
- name the letter out loud

tthis 1.4"s fo* writing \and .

will not cOnflict with
reading)

- find letter in posted

14 alphabet
- instructor writes la?rge

letter on the blackboard
- use an arrow to indicate

where letter starts
instruet3r-writes-letter
again giving oral detailed
description on letter form
inStrucEor points out

Writes the undercurve
letters i, t, e, 1, U, w,
r, s, b when shown models.

Writee the undercurve
letters 1, t, e, 1, a; w;

r, s, b when the letter
names-are given orally.

Writes the loop letters h,
k, f, j, p when shown.

models.

Writes Che loop letters h,
k, f, j; p, when the letter
names.are given orally.

Writes the downcurve
letters a, d, o, c, g, q

. when shown models. .

4Writes the_downcurve
letters a, d, o, c, g, q

when the letter names'
are.given orally.

Writes the overcurve let-
ters m, n, 'v, xj. y, z

when shows models.

Writes the overcurve let-
ters m, n,-v, x, y, z
when the letter names are
given orally.

Crguble spots-
---,student writes letter

- student writes letter 'on'

paper, with lower case,

' letters one space high
from hase'line and-upper
case letters two spaces

MATERIALS

%Cursive Hand-,

writing Development
(Dubnoff School
Progl'am 3)

(C2-3-4).
%ndwriting With
'Write and See
Book 3 (C2-3-4).

Alphabet,Wagon
Train (S2-3'4).
Self-Adhesive
Desk Tape Greive
Letter Line (S2r3-4).
...Motor Co-_ordination

Chdikboards (S1-2-3).
Wi.pe--,Clean Card

'Bobk Cursive .

'Letters and
Numefals (S2-3-4
Learn to Write
Cards (Cursive
Letters ) (S2-3).'

Alphabet Practice
Cards (S2-3):

high. Writing Is un

Workbook (Cursive)

68



HANDWIZITING

C. Cursive Skills
4 V

OB*6ECTIVES TEACHING STRATEWES MATERIALS

I.

, The student:

4 Writes the upper cask
cane-stam letters H, K,

M, 3, Q, U, W, X, Y, Z
wheitspown models.

Writes the upper case
cane-stem letters H, K, M,

N, Q, U, W, X; Y,,Z when
the letter hames are given

orally.

Writes the backArd
upper-dase letters A, C,.

D, E, 0 when shown mOdels.

Writes thee backward dVal
upper caSe,letters A, C,
J), E, 0 when the letter

names-are_givea_orally-

-- Writes the forward oval
upper case letters

wien-shOwn -models,

Writes the forward oNal
upper case letters B, P,
R when the letter names
are given orally.

Writes the double loop
let,ters J, 1 when shown

Writes the doubAe.loop
letters J, L'when'the
'letter names are,given
orally.

Wrifes the boat upper ,

case letters I, F, G, S,

T when shown models.

Writes the boat upper

*. case letters I, F, G: S,

'T when given the letter
names orally.

Jr*

§9-

4

r

9

.

11.

a



HANDWRITING
C. Cursivd Skills

1
4

OBJECTIVES' TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIAL'S'

(

The student:

Writes words by-joking
letters in a continuous
motion (include: ov, ve,
ye, ga, bo, wi, be, yo).

Writes words Maintaining
correct alignment, by
having letters of same
size be equal in,height.

-I
rites words that have

minimum, intermediate,
and tall letters and i

4
writes those letter in ,

the correct proportibn
to one another.-

Writes words that main-'
tain an even'slant, when
a slant line is drawn-
ellfough each letter.

I.

Writes a paragraph that
demonstrates even spacing'
tetween.letters, words
and sentences.

Writes a'sentence that
,maintains ah even, rea4-
able line quality.

Isolate these problem combine-
ftons and have student,prac-
tise them alone and 4n words.
Make sure these letters con-
nect at elle top, not,on the

line.

Emphasize regular beginning
and ending strokes.

Have student start q.L lower
iose letters on base line.
Small letters should be one
line high: Tall letters
should be two lines high,
d and t are not,aatall'as
qther tall letters.

Have student mark original
,slant witti red pencil. All,

small letters except,C and 0,
have a straight slanting
dbwn troke. The up:stroke
of the small letters,are
curved;_the down stroes are
parallel.

x

Note: Watch.for proper hand,

_paper and body position.

.Watch for correct alignment,
correct proportion and iyen
slant with even'sRacing 1
between letters and worda.

70
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Cursive Letter
,Connect)fns

Wipe-Clean
Card Books,
(S2-3).

Duplicating .

Masters - Cursive
Handwriting
(C3-4).

ito

Cursive Hand-
writing Spirit.
4asters, (52-3).

.,P

1.



AANDWRITING
C. Cursive Skills

The student:

Writes the punctuation
marks . , ? " ; "

when given an unpunctuated
paragiaph and told the

symbol by name.

Copies accurately from
the chalkboard or
experience chart.

Increases proficiency in
cursive writing by de-
creasing size, increasing
speed while maintaining
legibility of cursive
forms.

Uses a pen (ball point)
to write.

Develops a sense of pride
in accomplishient.

Have student identify declare- Learning Skills

tive, exclamatory and inter- Series: Language

rogative sentences. Arts9(C2-4)..

Begin with meaningful words
and phrases.

Have student practise writing Advanced Cursive

letters of decreasing size. Handwriting
Spirit Masters
(S3-4).

Make sure pen not held t90
tihtly, too slanted or Opo
straight.

Have students display writing
in hallway showcase, etc.

6

71
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HANDWRITING
D. Self Expression-and Mechaflics

OMECTIVES TEACHING STRATEGIES MATERIALS,

--.The student:
.

Dev,elops the understanding
that writing is a'visual
presentation of the sPgoken

word by relating printed
symbols to words and

Expose students to ipriAt

through bulletin board'dis-
plays, charting experiences,

.bpoks, etc. Make sure stu-
dent recognizes-his own namg

meanings. ,in print.

Attends to a writing tiSk.

Suggests labels and
captiofts to be written by

the teacher.

Proposes ideas to be
written by the teacher.

Shares in group cOmposi-
tion of a simple story.

N-

Composes and writes a
simple sentence.

Composes and writes a
sentence about a realistic
experience.

admpOses and writes two or
more sentence stories about
a realistic experience.

p.

Zrovide situations i.71-4ere stu-

dent can compose:
- captions under pictures
- titles for stories
- labels and gift tags'
- greetings on greeting cards

- signs for use in the class-

room or school.

-

Provide experiences about ,

which a student could compose
a sentence or story:
- arrange excursions and

fiel4 trips, e.g. zoo, store
- give attention to birthdays,

holidays, etc.
intensive study of a unit .

which has meaning for the
students.--

1*,

72
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HANDWRITING
D. Sal.f Expression and Mechanics

OBJECTIVE§ TEACH STRATEGIES

go.

MATERIALS

The student:

Uses- appropriate punctua-

tion:

- periods (declarative
I-sentence-and abbrevia-

tions) 111

- question marks
(interrogaive sentence)
commas (dates and

addresses)
- quotation marks

apostrophes, hyphenS,'
colons.

Provide worksheets where
students insert.ftoper '

punctubtion marks.

Uses capital letterStwhen
needed:
- on pronoun
- names of persons and

plades

- names oLdays of week,
holidays and months of

1year
- titles in ivories 'and

poems, etc.

f

Writes increasingly com- Have students do exercises

plex storles-dsing moie . to help increase descriptive

precise descriptive vocabulary.

words, etc.

Uses margins appropriately.

Uses the apkopente form
of written langua-ge.in:

- illustrations
- letters, e.g. invitation
and thanks .

lists--
- paragraphs
- directions
- simple charts and graphs
- short advertisements.

Punctulltion .

Pattern's (S2-3-4).

PunctuaVon:
Periods, Questions
& Ekcla4tion Marks.
InstructO, Learning

Centre Activities
(C2-3-4))

p.

Learning When to
Capitalize (And
When Not)
(S2-324).

Have students develop a class- Sharpening etter

room newspaper. Keep class- Writing Skills

room weather charts. Have (S2-3-4).

students Write letters of Building Language

thanks to parents, etc. Sk'lls
Th Lea'rning

Ski ls -Series:

Lan uage-!Arts

(C2 4).
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APPENDIX A

Woird Lists

I. Basic.Readini Words

2. Functional Living Vocabulary

3. Basic Functional Living Signs
L

4. Word Families
,

,

5. Blend Sounds and Words.

6. Consonant Soundi &nd Words

7. Vowel. Sounds and Words

.
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A

.- WORD LISTS

I. BASIC RgADING WORDS

a ' eat

about eight

after, every

agaiti fall

.all far

always fast

am
an first

and five

Any fly

are for

around found

as four

ask. from
at full

te funny

away gave,,
be get

because girl

been give

before go

best goes

better going

big good

black got

blue green

_book_ grow

both had

boy has

bring have

brown he

/(1 but help

buy her

by here

call him
came his

can hold'

carry hot
hclean ouse

cold how
come hurt
could
cut if

41 day in

did into

do is

does it

done its

don't jump

down ..just

draw keep

drink kind

75t. 6 9

know
laugh
let

light

like
little
live
long

.look

made:
Make.

man
many
may
me
mother
much
must
my

myself'

never
new
no

now
of

off

old
on

once
one
only
q),pen

'or

our
out

oVer
oWn
pick
play
please
pull
put

ran
read
red

ride
right

run
'said

:saw

say

'sJA



/sev'en

shall
she

show
sing

. sit

six
sleep
small
so

some
sdlon

estart

stop
take

tell
ten

thank
that
the

their

them
then

.1

there

these
they,
think
this

those
three
to

;. today

together
. too

try
two

unaer
up
'Upon

us

use
very
walk

.want
warm
was

4

wash
we

well x

went

/I
wwlel:ef

'when
where
which
white
who
why
.will
wish.
with
work
would
write
yellow
yes
you
your



v

Directions

.,

2. 'FUNCTIONAL faVING VOCABULARY

Address

,

North - N. Drive - Dr. Alberta - Alta.

South.- S. Road Rd. Canada

East - E. Avenue - Ave. Address

West - W. Street - St,- City, Province

'
Money

Money
Penny
Nickel
Dime
Quarter
Hali Dollar
Dollar
Change
Use Correct Change
Coids
Cashier
DepOsit_Cbin
Coin Return
Pay Bills Hetc
Business Office
Money Orders-

*
Time

Time
O'clock
Minutes
Hours
A.M.

P.M.

Noon
Midnight
Digital time:

c.

,

,

Days

Sunday - Sun.
Monday - Mon.
.Tuesday - Tues.

Wednesday -
Thursday Thur.\
Friday - Fri.

Saturday Sat.

Week

MonthqA.
January Jan.

February - Feb.
March - Mar.

3111(April - April
May - May
June - June
July - July
August - Aug.
September - Sept.
October - Oct.
November -,Nov. ,0
December - Dec.
Month
Day
Year
Calendar

e

#



-I Numbers

One

, Two

Three
Four
Five
Six

Seven
Eight

Nine
Ten
Eleven
Twelve

ghirteen
Fourteen
Fifteen
Sixteen
Seventeen
Eighteen
Nineteen
Twenty

Measurement

Height Ht.

Weight Wt.

mg
kg

mm
cm
1

ml
millilitre
1

litre

C.

metre
millimetre
centimetre
thermometer
temperature

400

Colors

Red

Green
Yellow
.Blue

Orange
Brown
'Purple

Safety and Travel

Stop Reserved Ple'ase,

Slow Do Not Litten Thank You

Danger Polluted Yes

Hot Keep To Right No

Poison Remain Seated

Caution No'.Swimming Garbage

Keep Out No Fishing From Bridge

Up Walk, Don't Walk -4' Men

Down / Entrance Women

Fire Exit Ladies

' Keep Off In Gentlemen

Wet Paint Out Boys

Start Open Girls

End dosed ' His

Pull
.,

Walk'In Hers

Push
On Rest Rooms Name

Off Toilet Addre'ss

Wait I _ ,

Age

Quiet Ring Bell Birthday

Be Careful Temporarily Closed Father's Name

Driveway Office Mother's Name

Street To Buses ,Fe

Bus Attendant .

Flammable closed Sunday

Police,
,

Parking
Fasten Your Seat Belt Telephone
*

6



.Food

Grocery
Cafeteria
Restaurant
Eat
No Eating 9n Bus '

Ring Bell For Service
Next Window Please

Menu

appetizers
soups

salads
entrees
sandwiches
a la.carte
dtsserts
beverages
cocktails
daily special

'hot dog

cheeseburger
french fres
hainburger deluxe

steak
chicken
roast beef
bef dip
vealcutlets
pork chops
pizza
fish and!chips

ice cream
sundae
jello

'pie.

orange
7-up'

coke
tea .

coffee
milk
hot chocolate

BASIC FUNCTIONAL LIVING SIGNS

RESTAURANT

ba4
eggs

onferette

pancakes
waffle
.toast

jam
hot/cold cereal
beer'
wine

luncheon menu
waiter/waitress
cashier

Mail

Letter Drop
Airmail
Local
Out Of Town
Not For Deposit Of Mail

tyro

French WOrds

menu
cafe
soup

a la

du jour
carte

au jus
entree
buffet

chef
mode

Pleaqg Wait To Be Seated

Psf

.79 (Ai



Grocery Shopping

'baby foods

bar soap
b'everages

biscuits
bleaches
bread
cake/flour mixes
candy
canned fish
canned fruits
canneaPjuices
canned soup
canned vegetables
cashier
cereals
check out counter
cheeses
coffee
cooked meats
dairy products
detergent
dietetic
economy size
facial tissue
fillet
fresh vegetables
frozen dinnersii
frozen fish
frozen foods
frozen ruices
frozen vegetables
gourmet foods
health & beauth aids
ice cream
liquid detergents
macaroni
margarine
meats
pastry
-pet foOds

pickles

plant food
potatoes'

preserves
produ9e
receipt
roast
service counter
soap powders
spices

stationary
sugar
toilet tissue
vinegar/oils

17.
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SP

Wiiining Signs ,

In The Country No Hunting
No Campfires
Remember To Put'Fites Out
No Trespassing
Private Road
Private Property
Do Not Drink The Water
No Picnicing

In Parks Anyoos , Do Not Pick The Flowers
Do Not Feed The Animals
No Bicycling
Bicycling Prohibited
Stay Behind Guard Rail
Keep Off the Grass
Keep Out
Closing Tinies

No Littering .

No Standing Up On Rides

For The Pedestrian

.00

saJngs account
einterest
passbook
deposit,
withdrawal
checking account
statement
service charte
overdraft

Banking

81

Beware'Of Dog
Pedestrians Prohibited
No Tre4assing
Keep Out
No Loitering
Quiet Zone
No Hitchhiking
Danger - Men At Work-

Sidewalk Closed
Do Not Enter
Wet Pain;
Watah Foi Trucks
Truck Crossing

endorse
safety deposit box

bonds
travelers cheques
balance
debit
credit

cheques

7u2



Completing Forms

birthdate
business (bus.) telephone
date of birth
divorced

first

full name
home address
home telepbone
last
,maiden

male
marital status
married
middle \

name
number k
place of previous employment
postal code
post office
previous employment record
print or type
references
rural route
seParated-
sex
-single
social insurance number (S.I.N:)
street
steEet address'

telephone

town
widowed

1

A

82,

-
, sal. - salary
.exc. excellent
coMm. commission

paid
refs.,- references
pos. - position

' mfr. - manufacturer
OpPt. - opportunity
co. company.

mgr. manager
exp. - experience
exp'd - experience&

"lielp Wanted" Abbreviatios

morning
P.M.'-.afternoon-and evening
hrs. - hours

week
- weekly

mo. Month '

yr. -.year
mgnt. - manage&nt

- assistant
bldgs. - bialdings

fleneral

estab. - established
"leMp. temporary



WASHING

CHLORINE
BLEACHING

DRYING

IRONING

DRY CLEANING

7,1,1/

(red).

Do Not
Wash

(yellow) .

sl

Dry Flat

Hot

(red)

3. .BASIC.FUN( X LIVING SIGNS

a. Clothing Care

(yellow)

)67.-41.1
Hand Wash

Do Not.Iron

i(yellow)

Machine Wash -
lukewarm -

gentle--

po Not Use
Bleach /

(ye 1 low ) t

Tumble Dry -

low temp.

(red)

Do Not.Dry Clean

(yellow) , (green) (green)

50°C 50°C 40°C

Machine
4
Wash - Machirie Wash - Machine Wash

warm - gentle
*

,warm - norm4 h9t narmal

(yellow)

Use Bleach 4s,-

Directed

!

(green)

' Tumble Dry -
med. temp.

.IrOn at Low
Setting

.Hang..to

Dry

(green)

/
JO

Drip Dry p

A
e.

(yellow ) (green) P
44

oA
M M

r-1 1-1

Iron at Mediom Iron at High .,..1 -ri

Setting . Setting P 4-1
(13 (13

(13 4-1
-4

m\\ r- Wi
M 1.i

(ye, llow) (green) o o
.,-; 1-1'

(:::) ::::) ......
0 00
r-1 (3.
OD 0

3-1 74

4 Dry Clean'Dry Clean at Low Temp. 70.5



o

,

Washrooms

o I

..

First Aid

Potable
Water

0 0
Groceries

Fires

0

Women's

Washroom

,

II.

,

Showers

b. Services

i

4 Men's
Washroom

Telephone

Litter Gasoline

Container

-

Accommodation Parking

Firehose

,
,

..

(Orignials availabl from Parks Canada.)

1
4.8

r_

r:
ac ili ties

for the
Handicapped

Po's't Office

t

ChangezRochs Information

i

Car Ferry Restaurant

..

lilt 1

, Smoking

Danger

High Voltage

,



$

Golf

c. 'Summer-
Recreation

PlaYgroUnd Tennis

1

Bus-Tour

,

Viewing
.

Youth Hostel

4.

0
Camper Trucks

woilv
0 0 6 0
El M El gi

Bicycling

Nature Talk Camping

Shelter Hunting'

....s.

(Orignials available from Parks Cdnada.)

."

Horseback
, Riding

,

Hiking

Trailers

......6--

&at
,All Terrain

Vehicles

1.

Cars

Back-P.acking

Picknicking

*

I
0 0

Trail Bikes

A



Downhill
Skiing

Ice Skating

d. Winter
Recreation

Crdss-Couner);

Skiing

Snow-Mobiling

4

8ki Jumping .

Tobogganing,

(Originals.available from Parks Capada.)

86
7 u



Swimming

Sail
Boating

e. Water
Recreation

4

Scuba DiVirig

Motor
Boating

Canoeing

Docking ,

Portage

.;

. Boat Tie-up-

_

'

(Originals available from Parks Caffadi.)

Fishing.

RoW Boating

Launch Ramp

,Diving

\

2 ) 87

7

Anchorage

Water Skiing

%N.

v,



Car Redtal

Baggage
Claim

Parking .

Lockers

Hotel
Information

P-
E. Travel/Transportation

Restaurant Coffee Shop Bar

l'il4
Customs

NMI

No Entry

++

Elevatdr

ImmigratiOh No Smoking

Tiolcet

Purchaie

Baggage
Check-in

Smoking

Telephone Mail "4'" Zirst

Men's
Toilets

Women's
Toilets

Taxi Bus Ground
Trans-
portation

tit
. Toilets

Rail Trans-
portatidn

No Parking

111;

Lost and
Found

InformatiOn



o

4

)

,
1 k

g. Traffic/Community

,

A

' A

Schoo/1" Zone

Stop

r9-7-1"0"71

VtNiii41;(!' 1

--.....

144.41.=.114.1

..

o

Railway Cros§ing

Seatbelts

ZWKic-;

WA.X

Uk-
Don't Walk/Walk

o.,
School Crossing

,

0.11 E

WAY
mem*

One 'Way

(

*

Block
Parent

,

t

.s..

I.

'Don't Walk/Walk

7.

Playground
. ,

t '

Yield

mrLcD©n

,

..!..\

-(Original a 'ad.ditiOnal signs available'rom the Department
Transport or the local police - Traffic Education Progfam.)

,

, 4-
89

1

k

-1 A

\

,

,

...

,

I

4



.

-

Poison

Poison

s

Poison

.,g -
h.. Hazardous Products

D4NGER
red background)

Flammable

s

WARNING
(orange background)

Flammable

Explosive

CAUTION
(yellow background)

Flammable

Explosive

Explosive

Ns.

\ /
Corrosive

,

Cotrosive

, Corrosive

(Originals available from Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs.)
.

,

4.



C.

4

4: WORD FAMILIES

hall stall

tall all

ball mall

small all

wall -g44
call fall

sell dell
spell tell
shell sulell

bell fell

swell well

hallway - smelling - balls - spelling - football - jelly

ill ame

pill fill came flamd

grill drill game daMe .

bill spiil frame same

chill hill. lame shame

kill dill . blef tame

mill skill name \,...

frill
.

killer nameless-- taming - untamed - frills - skillfully

it at

wit fit fat rat

slit spit vat bat

pit quit pat hat

bit hit 8rat chat

kit mit sat cat

sit knit mat flat

knitting - fatter - cats - Saturday flatten,- mittens

ut

A

cot dot but. cut

. got hot hut mut

lot , pot nut putt

not slot strut -.shut

clot trot rut' smut

plot spot
.

tut
111

cottage 2 shutter - tottering - butternut spots - stuttering

91
7



I

ack ick

pick kick
stick Dick
click brick

0 trick sick

-. -5Back Mack

. rack crack

tack pack

whack Jack

slack blaak

track

wick lick

hick, flick

tracking - blackest - kitks - clicking - sickness - packs

ock

dock blOck bang sang

rock sock hang tang
.

clock smock fang sp<ang

mock lock rang gang

.stock shotk stang clang

. ,

tango mocking - bangs clocks - hangmen rocking
-

.

bin 0.n, bring thing

sin spin s4ng wing

thin skin sling sting

h win fin string ding

grin .- clan king fling

shin pin spring ring

ine

dine
line
pine
wine
spine.

nine

-.)
k

spinning - I.Prinlk- kings - finish - Springtime
,

e

fine
mine
vine

whine
*

,

ight

fight light

might right

sight tight

bright fright

night flight

nineteen lightly-- wines - underline - fripMten - headlights

ad \ '.

dAd . cad

fad pad

clad bad

glad mMi

had l'd
sad ,

od

cod clod

rod tod

trod \
pod

God plod ,
prod
sod

sadden daddy - goddess - prodding - padding - toddler

,92 .
1,.!

i

..
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*
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en
/ \

ent

4

Gwen pen cent went

men when rent spent

hen ten scent bent

wren then dent sent

Ben . glen tent Kent

yen den lent vent

hens - penmanship - dentist -1. renter*- penthouse - cents

ave ane
t

,

gave brave

pave crave

rave shave

grave wave

Dave cave

slave

,

Zane pane

Dane mane

cane Jane
vane plane

crane lane

graves - waving - shaving cane( - bravely - airplane

one . loPe,

stone prine hope , mope

throne zone lope dope

drone bone ,cope Pope

tone lone slope rope

4 cone grope scope

scone open

e

sloping roped - lonesome - hopeless 'stones - hopes

ide

wide tide

ride side

bride guide

bide . stride

hide pride

slide

...

ite

..

kite rite . $

site write,

quite cite
spite bite
white

riders wider - brides - whiteness writing - kites

2.1 ink_
bag flag ,.

ink link

rag tag mink rink

drag sag pink 'sink

brag had kink wink

snag wag think -.blink

nag jag 'stink

baggage = blinking - wags'-- zig-zag - dragstril thinking



end ear L.

mend ;lend rear year
bend fend clear- \spear
tiend tend smear gear
spend send dear fear
lend hear near

gears - fender - blending - dearest - rearing

%. -.
red sped pleat wheat
bed shed treat seat
wed bled beat peat
fled sled heat eat
fed led neat meat

shred ,.

,
cheat

shredded - treats - wedding - sleds cheater - neatest

ail fr

trail nail pray gray
tail snail play fray
rail quail stay ray
(rail mail saY jay
jail fail, clay pay
sail bail way Tay

saklor - jails - trailing - prayers braying - waywa

an

clan
Nan
plan

than
.ran

span

,van

.fan
tan

man.
can
pan

ank

drank bank
Frank blank
rank sank
Hank thank

tank
prank

mansion - ranks - prankster - banking

,
bug chug bar car
dug pug far jar
plug hug star par
jug rug tar scar
tug mug

partners tug-of-war cars - westward starlet - chugging

94 7.1-G ;
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4004.

shop hop dip Erip

flop cop sip lip

crop pop nip chip

mop top strip hip

'chop

slop

stop, grip zip

slip

zipper -dragstrip - shopping - stopped - sloy4

uff
,

,

dip rip buff stuff

strip sip huff puff

ship -drip bluff muff .

tip trip fluff 'scuff

lip zip snuff cuff

slip flip

flipper dripping - lips - snuffing zipper - bluffing
4

ate ash

gate skate coh crash

rate Kate smash clash

state late . rash slash

mate crate lash trash

grate
plate,

hate hash
gash

statement lately - plates rashness - skating - clashing

95

7 ,



,

#

\

a

K-

bl

,

black

,.. blue
blend
blow
bless
blot
blast
block
bleach
bleed

glad
glow
glide
glen
glove
gladly

'glue
gland

glass
glee .

br_
brace
brush ,
brown
brake
bring
brought
bright
brag
brother
brick

Ad

5, BLEND SOUNDS AND WORDS

it

#
cl

click

class

cling
Uose
clown
climb
clear
clean
clock
clip

play
plow,

Plate
place
plane

plant
plug
please
plot

.plump

cr_
Crow
crest

crate
crisp

-,

,creature
cry
cram
crook
crack
creek

..

fl

floor

fling
flop

fly
flat
flip

flag
fled ,

flight
flesh

slow

. slap

sleep
slug
slipper
lim

slide
slave

. slash
slip

dr

drag
drew
dress
drip
dried
drape
drum
drive
,drill

drove

..

Or

ll,



fr t. gr

French &row

frank greet

friend grin

fresh grip

1rge graze

firll green

fruit grew

frame grace

Fred gray

frost grit

ch

chin
chance

church
chest

cheat

chain
chap

chick
chart
chipmunk

sk

skip

sky

skunk
skate
skill
skull
skit

skin

skirt '

skid

t.

sh

share
.shoe

shore
shine

shop
shut

shape
shave

shell
shirt

prank
prince
prop:Ler

prop

proud

, preach
proof
pride
prison.

the

them
this

thank
they

these
"1/4 there

thin

think
thought

whistle
Vhy
when
where
which
whip
whole
wheel
wheat
whale 4

sprinkle small

sprite smell

spry smear

spray smile

spread smoke

sprung smart

spruce smut

sprout smash
*spring smooth-

sprint ibsmock

..)

97

7

trade
tray

treat
trace
trap

tiead
,trot

truck
tramp
,trash

sn

sneeze
sniper

:snore-
:snob

snap

snow
snug
snare
sneak
sniff



spend
spell
spoil
sppon
sponge

a speak
sparkle
spin
sped
spill

start swing

stork sweep

stair swell

stay swipe

gtate sweet

sting swear

Stale swim

stick swan

stall swamp

starve sweater

98

72(



6. CONSONANT SONDS AND WORDS

boy cat door fish

been car . desk fig

...1 big can do fade

ball could done
, r

1* dish
. fat

base call -- for

Bill came does fight

box come / don't fit

dent,best ' coat fix'

bit candy dine 4 f rom

bat cup dog fun t

game
gona
gang
goat
go

got

get
girl
gate
gum

1

hat
her
hurt
hot
hen ,

hand
hit
he

home
house

look me

like march

love mice
let must..

list much

line most

lump men

lit mine ,

lock mark
lost diss

dr.

je

jump
just
Jill
job
join
jig
jade
joy
jug

keep
kick
kit
kind
kite

king
Kim
keen
kiss
key

nest pig

no pen

nice , pal

nor post

nut put

neck pain

night pair

noon patch

nun pin
paik



,

su

quick run son turtle

queen rot Sunday to

,( -- quest row so time

quack rug sing tune

quit ran sat tame

quiz road sang tip

quilt rim *sum toss

quote ride song test

quart red science tap

quite radio sort two

vine word

vane we

vote want

vest were

voN)-) whiz

volt was

vent war

violin will

voice weather
van when

7

,

1.

young zipper

you zing

yet zoo

yard zone

yarn zoom

your zinc

yeast zeal

yes zebra

yolk zag

yowl zest

IRREGULAR WORDS

*

to (done
once saw

gone two

. laugh do

there heard

shoes they

buy talk .

. come any

aunt field

been of

/
/

13)

4

:

-oh

one who

eye& often

who friend

said ,enough

spme does

was off

sure walk
want ypu f.

water illk where,z

their sign c'

t.
100 .
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lohg \a

May ate

able air

apron day

b'acon base

date rain

name made

place delay

age slave

plane ace

gain cake

mail tame

ong

ride dime

ice fire

idea time

I'm smile

Nc wife sign

bind iron
\.

. nice life

'',,lice white

dight wife

shine pine

ki.te",,, pipe
.\

'..,

--
7. VOWEL SOUNDS AND' WORDS .

long e

eat

ease
Easter
even
be
flea

pleased

deep!,

money

peek

each
edst

keep
me

see

enough
peach
meat

beat
she
feel

long o

oh show

oat soap

oak no

joke cone

old- note

over home

goat road

fold open

stone boat

go so

bone toe

long u y

use tube dry thy

unit menu by buy

union true apply Ply

usual you sly rhyme

cube tune ' sky guy

June mule pry why

huge Tuesday try spy

blue cure fly my

suit dues cry spry

glue tune fry type

cute filse supply apply

I 101
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apple
, act

am

add

ax

cast
as

bath
rat

fan
hand

short a

short i

'in

fih
ill

brick
ink
sick
wish
pill
is

bit
thin

along
allow
about
'stand

around
ask
cap

basket
alohe'

black
glass

it

milk
if

this
miss
'with

$ ink

drill
sing
slip

short e

bell Ben

elf send

elm 't net
empty, never
bend else

men enter
extra end

ever fender

ten when
left them
let tent

short o

cot box
off drop

on boss
long not

stop rod

dog got

job fox

lock stock
hot moth,

clock bottle

rock mop

short u y (e)

us. much,

-cut nut

under such''
ugly :upon

undo rush

uncle plus

shut mumps

hug rug -

luck under
bug trLick

fun tub

buggy silly

sally jolly

carry chimney

fairy shortly
Mary limpy

daddy lily

pretty jelly

slowl4p mighty

grocery dollY

city witty

slippery family,
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APPENDIX B

Checklists

1. Listening

2. Viewing

3. Speaking

4. ReadiRg

5. Vocabulary Development

6. Pre-SpelliRg

7. Spelling

, 8. Handwriting .

is

4

7i))

4
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or.

'Last-Name

LISTENiNG'CHECKLISf

.,

Fitst Name Birth Date

a.

' Recognizes and responds o Own name. .(p. 1)

'Names familiar-sounds in the classtoom, .schOol, playground and s4reet. (P. 1)

Identifies the objects that make the sounds. (p. 1)

Discriminates between sounds. (p. 1)

Combines vocabulary development with simple sequence directions,
e.g. put an objett, in, on, under, beside, above, 'behind, the box. (p..

Identifies and names a broader range of sounds from the'environment. (p. 2)

Listens attentively for a specifi,ed period of time. (p.. 2)

Listens for the purpose of carrying out pore complex directions. (D. 2)

Demonstrate an appreciation orhythmic patterns in sounds and words. (p. 2)

1
Recognizes words that rhyme. (p. 2)

Listens for enjoyment to: stories on records and radio, nursery thymes,

folktales, records, rhymes and simple poems. (p. 2)

Listens to and retells simple,stories. (7. 2)

Learns to listen through disiractions. 3)

Develops understanding of the responsibilities of the listener. (p. 3)

Listens for the purpose of retelling incidents in stories in sequence. (P. 3)

--Listens to instruttions and explanations for informatiA. (p. 3)

Listens, for the main idea of a speaker. (p. 3)

Listens to a,variety cif forms of spoken messages, e.g. stories, poetry,
songs, simple reports, introductions, conversations, d1kcussions, reports,

plays. (p. 3)

Listens to a specific person for specific purposes, e.g. news broadcasts,
television interv ws, classmates' oral reports. (p. 4)"



Recognizes responsibilities ofta listener and his, role by:

asking relevant questions(p. 4)
drawing conclusions (p. 4)

laoting imputang details. . (p. 4)

Listens for-enjOYment-to aesthetic productions, e..g. concerts>

**symphony. (p. 4)

7
). f

I
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I.Sst Name

VIEWING CHECKLIST

- First Name Birth Date

Names, familiar'people and objects from pictures, slides, films, etc. (p.'5)

Points to specific objects-contained in pictures, etc. (p. 5)
)

4

Looks at simple pictures and tells what he sees. (p. 5)

Discriminates between objects viewed. (p. 6)

.Imitates a simple action. (p. 6)

--Puts pictures together tb form a simple sequence. (p. 6)

Reterls in proper sequence a st'bry seen in picture- form. (p. 7) .

Views picture books for enjoyment. (p%'7)

Describes sensory impressions formuliped from material which has been.

miewed. -(p. .7)

Views 'attentively for a specified period of time. (p. 7)

Changes level af attention to suit level 'O'f view'ing task. (p. 7)

Looks at more complex pictures and tells what he sees. (p. 8)

rmitates a series of actions viewed. (p. 8)

Gain's information and meaning from pictures by .answering specific

questions. (p. 8)

Makes predictions based bn content contained within visual formats.

Draws conclusions from materials presented visually. (p. 9)

Tells the meaning of non-print visuals such as signs, label designs,

and,logos. (p. 9)

Appraises the Actions.and behaviors of people, etc. (p. 9)

Evaluates thoNappropriateness of actions in different social situations

which are beinviewed. (p. 1,0)

106
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...

c\

Works independently
I

in viewing activities. (p. 10)

Identifies and evaluates ideas as factual, fictional, humorous,
,

realistic or plausible when viewed in pictures, etc. (P. 10)

Makes generaiizations applicable for living based on situations

seen visually.

r
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Last Name

SPEAKING CHECKLIST

First Name Birth Date

Answers in response to the question, "What is this?", by naming the

object: (p. 11)

Verbalizes wants by saying noun/verb combinations. (p. 11)

Verbalizes wants and thoughts by asking simple questions. (p. 11)

Uses descriptive aSjectives and their opposite4.in speech. (p. 11)

Uses prepositions in speech to describe the position of people and

things. (p. 12)

Refers to himself and others in speelh' by using.the pronouns "me",

"my", "mine", "I", "them", "their", etc. (p. 12)

Describes identifying features of an object. (p. 12)

Asks questions to determine what an object is. (p. 13)

Names a location from a description of it. (p. 13)..

Describes a particular location. (p. 13)

StaEes how two or more objects are the same or different. (p. 13) .

V
Classifies objects into categories. (p. 13)

Uses categorical nouns in speech. (p. 14)

S.

Uses plural nouns in speech. (p. 14)

Names primary colors. (p. 14)

sdr

Identifies colors other than primary ones. (p. 14)

State's reasons for the outcome of actions, e.g. why something happened. (p. 14)

Uses appropriate sense verbs in speech, e.g. smell, taste, see. (p. 15)

Describes the actions taking place in pictures by using a verb form. (p. 15)

108 7 j



Tells what will happen and what will not happen on the basis of an

"if-then" action statement. (p. 15).

Makes "if-then". statements describing objects by drawing conclusions

about conditions that 2,ertain to these objects. (p. 15)

'States the sequence in which Ztions occurred by answering "before"
and "after" questions. (I). 16)

Identifies which par is misling from an object and tells the function

of the object and e ch of its parts. ,(p. 16)*

\.,....-0)
Identifies what is absurd about..a part of an object performing an

unusual function. (p. 16)

Identifies objects that have a specified part in common. (p. 16)

Answers "all" questions about objects.by makill&tomplete "some", "all"
and "none" statements to describe ob.j.8cts. (p. 17)

Answers comprehension questions about what is hagpening in the stories

read to him and tells what the characters say and do. (p. 17)

Recognizes the importance of accdpted'social behaviors in oral language

g'ituations. (p. 18)

Practices accepted rbles for person to person conv&rsations, telephone
conversations, discussing reports, introductions, and inte views. (p. 18)

Speaks in the mode of acceptable adult speech with intelligible speech

patterns.

Demonstrates understanding of the role of the speaker/listener.

Recognizes the need for audience participation.
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Last Name

A. General,pkills

READING CHECKLIST

First Name Birth Date

,

e
-I

Demonstrates awareness of left-to-right progression. (p. 23) \

Develops left-to,right eye movement. (p. 23)

(/ Recognizes upper and lower case letters. (p. 20)

As ociates consonant sounds to letters. (p. 20)
,

..

Id ntifies initial consonant sounds. (p. 20)

Names letters to represent consonant-sounds heard in final position. (p. 20)

Discriminates between words using initial letter clues and final

'letter clues: (p. 20)

Identifies short vowel sounds. (p. 21)

Recognizes word families, e.g. am, it, and, an, in, op, un. (p. 21)

&

Recognizes words of different length.
-

Recognizes word endings: s, ed, ing. (p. 21)

Identifies long vowel sounds. (p. 21)

States vowel rules, e.g. silent e.. (p. 22)

22)Identifies "r" modified lowels: ar, or, er, ir, ur! (1):

B. Word Analysi Sicills

, t

1. Visual

Recognizes likenesses and differences in colors. (p. 22/53)
.

Recognizes likenesses and differences in shapes. (p ( 22, 23)
.._.

______
Recognizes likenesses and differences in designs. (p. 22, 23)

_

s.
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Recognizes likenesses and differences in directionality.

Recognizes likenesse6 and differences in size. (P.

Recognizes likenesses and differeaces in letters. (P. 22, 23)

Recognizes likenesses and differences in words. (p. 22, 23)

Recognizes word boundaries.

Notes relative position of objects in pictures.

Vitualizes part to whole by-"assembling a seven piece puzzle. (P.'2I

2. Auditory s\

Reproduces pronounced two and three sylla.ble words. (P. 24)

Hears Minimal differeaces in words. (p. 24)

Distinguishes word length.

Recognizes spoken words with the same initial sound. (p. 24)

:Recognizes spoken.words with the same final sound:

Hears rhyming words. (p. 24

Demonstrates understanding of function of ,"y" as,e consonant or as

a vowel. (p. 24)t-

Associates sounds to two letter blends: tr, gr, br, bl, gl, pl, st,

fr,sm, sk, cr, sw. (p. 24)

Associates sound to digraphs,: ch, sh, th, wh. (p. 25)

Identiefies three letter initial blends: spr, str, scr, squ, thr. (p. 25)

-.

Recognizes little words in big words. (p.,26)

Recognizes robt words.

Identifies suffixes: lyN, est% er. (P. 27)

Identifies prefixes: un, er. (p. 27)

Identifies two,sounds of c: k, s. (p. 26)

Identifies two soundis of g: g, j. (p. 26)



Recognizes contractions: n t, t 11, re, 's, 'd, 'n, 've. (p. 27) .

Demonstrates understanding of use of possessive. (p. 27)

Recognizes compound Words. (p. 27)

Recognizes similarities of sounds such as x and cks. (p. 28)

Recognizes silent 114ters: kn, gnwr. (p. 28)

Recognizes words with'double letters. .(p 28)

Listens for.number of syllables in a word. (p. 28)

AlphabetizesAlordS using firkt letter and second letter. (P. 28)

Uses a glossary.

C. Comprehension Development

Enjoys being read to.

Engages in meaningful conversations. (p. 29)

(*Asks the teacher for help when needed. (p. 29)

.Demonttrates interest in books and other printed material. (p. 29)

Associates meaning with the printed page. (p. 29)

Demonstrates desire to learn to read.

Demonstrates adequate attention span.

Reacts to s±mple stories read orally.

Comprehends simple stories read orally. ,

Arranes pictures in a sequence. (p.-29)

Arranges ideas in a sequence.

Tells events in logical sequence. (p. 29)

Follows oral directions,

temonstrates ability to handle a book correctly. (p. 29)

Follows in books from front to back, from left harlil page to night

hand page. (p. 30)

Demonstrates ability to follow print from left to right, ftom top

to bottom. (p. 30)

112,
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Reads labelsapn familiar objects. (P. 301

Demonstrates ability to do readiness exercises. /
Identifies main idea of a simple story read by the teacher. (p. 30)

Uses picture clues. (p. 30)

Looks at a Picture and tells its story. (p. 30)

Recalls main idea from stories read aloud. (p. 31)

Recalls names of characters from stories read aloud. (p. 31)

calls and states some major details from stories read alciud. (P. 31)

Begins to build a sight vocabulary through configurations clues and
context clws. (p. 31)

Reads easy books at,the library table. (p. 31)

Fc>11bws printed dire.ctions. (P. 31)

Reads for information. (p. 32)

Recalls main idea from stories read. (p. 32)

Recalls names of characters from stories read orally. (11. 32)

Recalls important details from stories read 'orally. (p. 32)

A

States sequence from stories read orally. (p. 32)

Answeg questions on materials read.

Recalls main idea after silent reading. (p. 32)

Recalls important details after silent reading. (p. 32).

States sequence after silent reading. (P. 32)

Relates situations encountered in reading to personal experiences. (p. 32)

Demonst tes knowledge of library facilities in the school. (p. 32)

Detonstr tes ic.nowledge of public libraryfacilities. (p. 32)

Ha dles ork-type material independently. (p. 32)

Uses a table of contents.

I4ses ,page number.
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Uses titles.

Finds specific information.

Anticipates endings of stories. (p. 33)

Infers action'in stories. (p. 33)

Composes questions about materials read. (p. 33)

Reads and interprets simple maps and charts. (p. 33)

Dramatizes stories read. (p. 33)

Illustrates stories read. (p. 33)

Tells a Story,previously read.

Recognizes and uses different kinds of reading material: those for

pleasure and those for information. (p. 33) 4

Finds main idea in a story or paragraph.. (p. 34)

Keeps events in proper selpnce:

Draws logical.onclusions.

Demonstrates ability to see 'relationships.
/

'Predicts outcomes. (p. 34)

Follows printedIdirections.

Reads for a definite purpose.

Classifies items.

Uses an index. (p. 31k1.1

Demonstrates techniques of skimming. (p. 34)

Finds specific information. (p. 35)

Interprets descriptive words and phrases. (p. 35)

. Selects facts to remember. (p. 35)

Selects facts to support main idea. (p. 35)

Uses study guides, charts and outlines. (p. 35)

Interpres story ideas.
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./Identifies au
414,

or's purpose. (p. 35)

Locates title page. (p. 35)

Locates author. (p. 35)

Locates illustrations. (R. 35)

Locates publisher. (p. 35)

Locates year. (p: 35)

Locates index. (p. 35)

Interprets meaning of line graphs. (p: 36)

40
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VOCABILARY DEVELOPMENT CHECKLIST /11

Last Name

A. Word Recognition t

First Name Birth Date .

Demonstrates interest in words and symbols. (p. 37)

Recognizes own name in print. (p. 37)

Names upper case letters. (p. 37)

Matches ppper case.and lower Case letters. (p. 37)

Recognizes words with both upper and 1.13wer case letters at beginni:ng.

,

Places letters of alphabet in sequential order. (p. 38)
-

Identifies in various settings words usually fpund ilppreprimers. (P. 38)

Identifies in various settings words usually found<in primers. (p. 38)

Increases basic sight vocabulary.

fFecOgnizes 220'Doich Basic Sight Words (p. 38)

uses word form clues.

Recognizes new wors in content fields,

Recognizes fhnctioq words. (p. 38)

Recognizes dii-ection words. (p. 38)

Recognizes action words. (P. 3)

Recognizes forms of address.

Recognizes career words. (p. 38)

Recognizes color words. (p. 38)

Recognizes metric words. (p'. 38)

'R9cognizes curriculum words. (p._38)...

Uses context clues. (P. 39)
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Uses configuration clues. (p. 39)

Uses language,rhymes,

4

B. Word Meanina

e.g. poetry, songs.

4

(I). 39)

t

17!.±;T:ormtrates'Unders1;anding e!' ideas (adegliate listening vOcadhUt.,y, (p. 40)

Conveys ideas'orally: .(p. 40)
1

.., -

Comprehendsovaning of place words. (p. 40)

Comprehends meanin qdantitative words. (p. 40),

\... /A
Comprehpds meaning of descriptive words., (p. 40.)' .

Makes simple 'tlassification such as those of aniMal , fruits, tbys,

vegetables, clothing. (p. 40)

Classifies objects and picture into logical categories.

#
Recognizes that printed words represent'spoen words. (p. 40)

,(

Demonstrate's familiatlity with a pictOre dictionary. ( . 40)

Demonstrates ability to use a Picture dictionary. (p. 40)

Demonstrates understanding of basic words common to reading eXperiences

of preprimer level. (p. 40) '1

4'

Demonstrates understanding df basic words common to Teading ex periences

of primer level. (p. 40), f?

Demonstrateoderstanding of,basic words common to reading experiences'

of Grade orie level. (p. 40)

Demonstrates increased knowledge of meaning of woids.

Recovizes multiple meanings qf wor'ds. (p. 61)

Recognizes synonymous meanings of words., (p,. 0) ,

,

Recognizes opposites. (p. 41)

Recogniies meanings of wotds pronounced sthe same. . 41Y

4P .

,4-

'4. States meaning of and uses function words correct (p. 41)
-)14

,States'meaningof and uses'airegtion woilds torrect (p. 41)

ttates-meaning of and.uses action w rds correctly. . 41)

States meani4 of and uses forms o dress correctly

117
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States Meaning of and uses career words correctly. (p. 41)

States.meaning of and_uses color Words correctly. (p. 41)

States meaning of and uses metric word correctly.' (p. 41)

States' twaning, pf and uses curriculum words correctly. (p. 41)

Demonstrates ability to get meaning from context. (p. 41)

Uses new words in sentences to show meaning. (0. 41)

Demonstrates appropriate%ue of punctuation. (p. 41)

Uses map skills.

Defines words read in context.

States synonyms%

States antonyms.

,Identifies nomopliones.

(p. 2)

Identifies homographs.

Recognizes multiple.meanings of word?.

Associates wo'rds°and feelings. (p. 42)"

Distinguishes.f6rmal and informal language. (p. 42)

4
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4.

PRESPELLING SKILLS CHECKLIST

1Last Name First Name

A. Language and Thinking Skills

ExT5resses self spontaneously;

own name (P.,43)-

own age (P. 43)
own address (p. 43)

date (p: 43)

school's name (P. 43)

teacher's name (P. 43)

o.ther classmates names (p. 43)

Pronounces words correctly: (p". 43)
q

Demonstrates enjoyment while listening to stories and rhymes. (P. 43)

Birth Date

Discusses trips, films, experiments, displays and pictures. (P. 43)

Relates experiences and retells stories in proper.sequence. (P. 44).
- .

'Describes and classifi,es objectb, pictur4v, imals, 'peoples (p. 44).

4

Participates in puppetry and dramatizations. (p. 44)

Participates in group dictation in the development of "langtiage

experience" charts. (p. 44)

Demonstrates knowledge of the relationship betw.een oral and written
expression whet the teacher records stories,' plans, news items and
other events. (p. 44)

k.A. B. Perceptual Skills
.

1. Auditory
AI.

Identifies rhyming words, e.g. stay, day. (P 45)

Identifies and says words that rhyme whe.n given a series of three
words. (P. 45)

Recognizes wards that begin alike, e.g. cat, candy. (p: 451
.

. Identifies consonant when words are mesented auditerially. (P. 45)
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Identifies the number of syllables in.the svoken.word., (p. 45).

J' le
1

Recognizes the differences in words, e.g. bad, bed. (p. 45)

.

Discriminates beginning, ending and medial unds, e.g. pig,trap,,grapes.(p.45)

Relates'iounds to symbols. (p. 46)
4

Substitutes beginning sound§ to form new words (pan, ran, van, tan). (p. 46)

yisual

Matches letters. (p. 46)

A
Matches or$groups words that bele, alike. (p. 46)

Recognizes that words are made up of letters in a left-to-right sequence. (p,.46)

Identifies some of the most frequenily used words on lists and charts. (p. 46)

C. Visual Motor Skills
\

Names an prfnts the letters of the alphabet co

4

Copies jords correctly. (p. 47)

ectly.

Prints own name and.a.few simple words from memory:

.
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SPELLING CHECKLIST

Last Name First Name

J4

A. 4oneti.t Analysis

1. Consonant Sounds

\ Key Consonant Sounds: b, c, d, f,

c

1. Says. (p. 48.)

2. Points (P. 48)
3. Reads

A. Writes (p. 48)

g,

Brith Date

, j, 1; m, p,.r,-s, t, v, w, y, z.

ir

-Key Consonant Sounds: initial position.

1. Says (p. 48)

2. Points (p, 48)

3. Reads

4. Writes (p. 48)

,Key Conso;Iant. Sounds: medial position..

.1. Says (p. 48)

2. Poiq'ts (p. 48)

3. Reads
.4. Writes (p. 48).

Key Consonant Sounds: final position.

Says -(p% 4,0)

Points (p. 48).

3. Reads

4. Wr.ites .-(p. 48)

, pl, et; flgr, el, br, tr, gr, cr, spr, str,

t ,,sn, sp, spi. ;

1: Says (p. 49)

2. -Point (p. 49)

. 3. Reads p. 49)

.4. Writes (p. 49)

.1
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Digraphs: sh, ch, ng, nk, wh,.th (voiced and unvoiced).

1. Says Cp. 40
2. Points ,(p. 50)

`N.3. Reads (p. 50)
(-

4. Writes (p. 50)

Variants: *, ch, c, k, x.

1. Says (p.'50)

2. Points

3. Reads

4. Writes (p. 50)

Salent: 1.

1. ' Says (p. 50)

2. Points

3. Reads

4. Writes (p. 50) a

Initial blends: ,pr, sc, sk, squ, sm, tw, sw.

1. SaYs

2. Points

3. Reads

4. Writeg

Final'blends:, ft, lk, mp, nd, nt, id, sk, st.

1. Says

2. Points

3. Reads
1. Writes,

Silent: gh, t, w,.b, k.

1. Says (p. 50).,

2. Points
3. 1eads
4. Writes' . 50)

gh, f sound (e..g. laugh).

1. Says (p. 50)

Points (p. 50)

3. Reads (p. 50)

4. Writes (p. 51)
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Variants:

hard and soft c: and g,

1.- Says (p. 51)

9. Points
3. Reads

4. 4 Writes (p. 51)

. ph spelling of f.

1. Says (p.,51)

2. Points
3. Reads
4. Writes (p. 51)

ch spelling Of k.

1. Says (p. 51)

2. Points
3. Reads

4. Writes (p. 51)

p g spelling of g and j sound, 4.g. frogs., bridgeg.
0

1. Says (p. 51)

2. Points
3. Reads

,

4. Writes . 51)

silent7 w.
-

1. Says (p. 51)A4'

2. Points

3. Reads

4.
/ Writes (p. 51)

silent t.

1. A Says (p. 52)
2. Points

3. Reads N
,4. . writes (p. 52)

silent S.

1. Says (p. 52)

2. Points
3. Read's

,4. .Writes (p. 52)'

/
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I.

'N

1.,

-gh as f.

' 1. Says

2. Points

3(:- Reads

4. Writes

2. Vowel Sounds

e

Short vowel: a, e; i, o, u (medial position).

1. Says (p. 52)
2. Points

3. Reads
4. Writes (p. 52)

Short vowel: initial or medial position.

1. Says (p. 52)

2. Points

3. Reads
4'. Writes (p. 52)

Long vowel:

single long vot..tels.

1. Says (p. 53)
2. Points

3. Reads

4. Writes (p. 53)

.. 'I

two vowels together.

_

1. Says (p. 53),

2. P'oints :

3. Reads

4. Writes (p. 53)

final e.

1. Says (p. 53)
2., Points *
3. Reads

, 4. Wiites (p. 53)

. . '

i

i

e

. Diphthongs: oy, owf ou,

1.. Says (1). 53)

2. PointS (p. 53)

3.' Reads (p. 53)

4.

\

Writes , (P. 53)'

,
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Digraphs:' sY, oo, ee, ea, aw.

1. Says (p. 53)

2. Ppints (p. 53)

3. Reads (p. 53)

4. Writes (p. 53)

Voel souddslcontrolled by r: er, ar, ir, or, ur.

J. Says (p. 54)
? Points (p.54)
3. Reads (p. 54)
4. Writis .(p. 54)

Final y.

1. Says (p. 54)
2. Points

3. Reads

4. Writes (p. 54)

Unconventional spellings:

a

single vowels, e.g. told, from.

1. Says (p. 54)
2. Points .

3. Reads,

4. Writes (p. 54)

silent e, e.g. give, havd.

.1. Says (p. 54)
2. Points

3. Reads

4. Writes (p: 54
4

two vowels (said, bread).

1. . -Says (p. 54)
2. Points

3. ReAds

4. Write (p. 54)
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Digraphs: ui, ai, au, oa.

1. Says (p. 54)

2. Points

3. Reads

4. Write (p. 54)

Yariants.: le.4111°

1. Says .(p. 54)
?. Points

3. Reads

4. Writes' (p. 54)

,1 soun e.g. chalk'.

1. Says (p. 55)

2. Points

3. Reads

4. Writes (p. 55)

rift!

4 le sound,'e.g. castle.

oft

a

1. Says (p. 55)

2: Points

3. Reads

4. Writes (p. 55)

\

ei, ie sounds, e.g. weight, field.

1. Says (p. 55)

2. Points
3, Reads

4. Writes (p. 55)

el sound, e.g. model.

Sqs (p. 55)

2. Points
3. Reads

4. Writes (p. 55)

al sound, .g. 'central.,

I

1. Say.s (p. 55)

Points'

3. Reads

4. Writes (p. 55)
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. Unconventional.spelling, e.g. cOes, canoe.

4\

1

4

1. Says

2, Points

3. Reads

4. Writes

B. Structural Analysis

#

/
4f

la. Prefixes 1

re, un, dis, in, de.

1. Says .(p 56)
9. Points

3. Reads

4. Writes (p. 56)

ex, pro; con, com, pre, im.
4

1. Says (p. 56)

2. Points

3: Reads

Writes (p.-56)
---

bi, tr.

o

1

2.

Says
Points

(p. 56)

(p. 56)

\
3.

4.
_ Reads
Writes

lb, .Suffixes

)er, est, ing. .

1. Says (p. 56)

2. Points.

.43. Reads

4. Writes (p. 56)

Adding a suffix:.

dbubling of final consonant (e.g., hopped, hopping).

1. . Says (p. 56)

2. Points

3. Reads

4. Writes (p. 56)

$

4

..

\
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silent e is dropped, e,g. coming.

4 1. Says (p. 56)

2. Points

3. Reads

4. Writr (p. 56)

t

\ly, wn, ful, y.

-. .

says (p. 56)
\9H. Points '

3. Reads

4. Writes (p. 56)

Jf

tumber suffixes (e.g. sixty, fourteen).

1\1. Says (P. 57)
Points

3 Reads
Writes .(p. 57)

ot er suffixes:

1. \

7_

ness, less, tion, ment, lyo ian, ship.

Says (p. 57)

2. Points :Z

3.: Reads

4% Writes (p. '57)

B. Struc4ura1 Analysis

2. Verb Forms

s or es for-third person singulaX

1. Says (p. 57)

2. Points

3. Reads

4. Writes (p. 57)

d or ad ending. 4

1. Says

2. Points

,3. Reads
Writes



4 .
change y to i before 11§

fr

.1. Says (p. 57)

2. Points.

3. Reads

4. Wrtrs..A. (p. 57)

3. Plurals & Possessives

Add s or es for plural and possegsive.

1. Says (p. 58)

`2. Points

3. Reads
4. Writes (p. 58)

Plurals: change y to f and add res.

1. Says (P. 58)
2. Points
3. Reads

4. Writes (P. 58)

Add es tvords endingin x, ss, ch.

I. Says s(p, 58)

2. Points

3. Reads
4. Writes (p. 58)

Possessives: add 's.

1. Says (p. 58)

2. Points
3. Reads

4. Writes (P. 58)

Plurals: change f to v before es.

1. 'Says (P. 58)
2. Points

3. Reads
4. - Writes' (p. 58)
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Possessives: form singuta'r and plural possessives (nouns and pronouns).

1. says (p. 58)
2. Points
3. %%Reads,

4. Writes (p. 58)

4. Contractions and Abbreviations
0

One letter omissions, e.g. isn't.

1. Says (p. 58)
9. Points
3. Reads,

4. Writes (p. 58)

More an one lefter omissions, e.g. I'll.

1. SayS (p. 59)

2. P4nts
3. Reacts

4. Writ,es (P. 59)

./

,Abbreviations for days, holidays, months anA proper names.

,-1.. Says

. 2. Points
3. Reads
4. Writes (p. 59)

Abbreviations for Measures, titles an+sdirections.

1. Says

2., Points

3. Read
4. Writes

5. Compounds

Compound Words.

(P. 59)

1. SayS (p. 59)

2. Points

3. Reads
4. Writes (P. 59)
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%.6
6. Syllabicaion

wor4.

1. Says (p. 59)

2. , Points

. 3.
..,

'Reads,
41 '.

4. . Writes . 59)

,Thee and foJ syllable .wordik:-
,

1. Says (p% 60) '

2, Points

-.."4 3. Reads ,

4. I Writes ,(g. 60)..

.
'

:.7. Locations,oftWords

4.

.

. -4.
.

.

'Spells simplg words frequently'encountered.in reading and speakin.
.

Uses picture dictionaries for locating correct spelling of words. (g. 60)

Alphabetizes to two letters.
1;-: 2, '..

I

Spells worck'flioni basic:VOcabulary list'(appendix), ..(13. 60) 4.

%. .
9 4

Alphabetizes to three leitefs. (p.,60) 1

Spells Words from currenIactivities.' (p. 6b)

Alphab'etizes .to. -four ldtte;s.., (p. 60)

8. Extensions

npmonyms (to, tigo, too).

1. A' Sax (Ti. 60Y

2. ' pointS

3: ' -Reads

4.' Writgs (p. 60)

A. ,

Antonyms (last, first).
- .

1t Says (p. 60)
Pointg

3. Reads

4.- 'Writes, (p..§9)

A

,

a

or.

..,. .:

, -, , 131 . .
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Syfionyn1s. (good, nice).

1.' Says (p., .60)

2. points
3. Reatis

.Wtites (p.\0)

4t4

3

1

I'
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*Last Name

Readiness Skills

sa.

HANDWRITING CHECKLIST

Tirst Name Birth Date

164 Points to the correct location when given directional wbrds top, .

bottom and n4ddle. (p. (1.1)

4
Names objects in a left-to-right pattern when shown a series of objects. (P.61)

Verbally recalls a series of pictures in a left-to-right sequence.when ,

pictures aA shown and then.removed. (p. 61)

N
Holas a writing instrument in correCkt position when a Aemghstration is
given. (p. 62)

Draws a horizontal ine when given,directidns and a model.. (p. 62)

Draws a vertical line ?Alen given directions and a mode/. (p. 62)
4

Dxaws a backward circle. (left) 1,16 given dirjections and a model. (p. '62)

Draws partsof a circle (curve line) when given:directionS.and a model. (p. 62)

k .

Draws a forward:circle (rf.ght) when given directions and -a model. (p. 6.02

D raws slant lines when given directiohs and a model. (p. 62)
,

Visually discriminates basic strokes vtithin a let
requested. (p. 63)

form, when

Discriminates likenesses and differences in letter forms, e.g. m-n; b-d. (P. 63)

Identifies his.dominant hand. (E.. 63)

.r*

B. Mantis-cript Skills

Uses correct body position.. (p.

Uses correqt paper,placement. (p. 64)

Uses correct-arm and hand positiOn. '(p.. 64)

Uses correct pencilposition:A(p.'§.4).

e..
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Writes the straight line letters 1, i, t when shown models. (p-: 64)

Writes,the Straight line letters 1, 1, t when t e letters are given

orally. (p. 64)

Writes the circle letters o, e when shown-models. (p. 64)

Writes the circle letters d, c, a, e when the letter names are given

orally. 65)

.Writes the curve line letters r, m, n, u, s when shown models; (p. 65)

Writes ,the curve line/letters r, m, n, u, 5 when the'leter names are
giveA orally. (p. .65).

.

.c
. Writes the tall letters' d, f, b when shOwn'modela. (p: 65)

Writes the slant.line letter5 v, w, k, z when shown models:.,(p.' 65)

Writes 'tht-slant line letters v, w, k, z when the letter names are.

givpn.orally. (p., 65), 1

Writes the desCendee"letters g, y, j, p, 4 when stlown models., (p.'655
# . -

Writes the descender lettera g, Y, j, p, q when /etter names are iiven

orally. (p. 65)
.

.

/..

Writes the.upper Case.letters A -(f when shown models. (p. 66).

Writes the upper case letters A,- Z wh4n t etter names ate given'

orally. (p. 66) *

-

1,

Maintains correc flignment in writing words by having letters of same

size equalkin height. (p. 66)
,.

Writes words that-have minimum intermediate and taPl'letters and have
those letters be in correCt'proPortiOn tct one another. (p. 66)' ..

,
Writes letters that maintain the correct vertical position to the'
baseline.. (p. 6.6)

Writes a sentence demestrating evenness of tpacing betFeen letters

and words.... (p. 66) '14
)

r

.
Wiites a sentence maintaining a dlear, readable line qualit. (p. 60,

, .

. . .

.

,

J '
Writes the pynctuation marks . ,. ? : " '1 when shown models. '(p. 66)

9 t *I't t t
..e10 Writes the punttuation marks... ,, . . , when. shown a. sentence and

Fiven purictuation mark names orally. ,(p. 67) "-

-!.....) ,

b3pies accurately from the chalkboayd or experi7c; chart. (p. 67)

. ,
7 r-
Jt)

\
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Increases speed of writing while maintaining legibility of, manuscripr
-

form's. (P$

DeMonstrates pride in accomplishments. (p. 67)' %sle

Adjustssize of manuscript form proportionately to size of paper. (p. 67) '

Writes the numeralg 1 - 10 when shown models. ..(p. 67)

Writes,,the numerals 1.7 10 when given numeral names orally.. (p. 67j

r

'Writes the symbols+ - = x when siloWn models. (p. 67)'

Writes the 'symbols + - = x when shown a numerical equatton.and,
given'iymbol name orallY. (p. 67)

Cursive.Skills

Uses correct.paper placement. (p. 68-)

w.
'

Writes the undercurve ldtters i, t, e, 1, u, w, r, s;, b when shown

models. (p. 68) /

Writes.the undercUrye letters i, t,'e1, u, w, r, s, b when the
letter names are given orally,. (p. 68).

Writes the loop letters h, k, f,,j, p when shoin moaels. (p..68)

Write's the loop letters h, k, j, p when the ietter names are.given

orally. (p. 68)

Wiires.the dOwncurve letters a, a, o, c, g, q whgn.shown modeld., (p) 68

Wates the downcurve'letters a, 4, o, c, g, q when the leiter'namesa.,
A

are given oally. (p. 68) ,

\
, Writes the overcurve letters" m n, v, x, y, z when'shown models. (p; 68)N

Writes the overcurve letters m, n, v, x, y, z when the 'letter"names

are given orally. (p. 68)

Writes the ugper case canestem letterS H, N, Q, U, M, X> Y, Z

"when shown models. (p. 69) ."

Writes the upper case canestem letters H, E, M,'N, Q, U, W, X, Y, Z,

1.7en,the letter dames are given orally. .(p.,69)
,

, .
.

W ites'the backwatd oval upper case letters A, D, E, 9 when shown:%.:

,Rdels. (0. 69)

Wri es the backward oval 4pper caSe 14ters A, C,I D, E; 0 when the

lett ames are given sit-ally. (p. 69)
.

.

4

.`4.;

,.
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441412s the forward oval upper tase letters B, P, R when shown models. p. 61)

Writes the forward oval,upper case letters B, P, R when the letter,

names are given orally. (p. 69)

Writes the double,loop letters J, L when shown modtls: (p. 69) .

Writes the double looto letters J, L when the letter names are given orallY.(13.69)

Writes the boat upper case letters I F, G, S, T when shown models. (p. 69)

Writes the boat upper case letterswI, N, G, S, T when given theletter
names orally. (p. 69)

. .

Writes words by joining letters in continuous motion (difficillt joinings
include ov, ve, ye, ga,.bo, Wi; be, yo). '(3. 70)

4
WritesAwords maintaining,correct alignment,,by having letters of oame

be equal in height. k. 70)
'

P
,

,

.\
Writes words that have minimum, intermediate and,tall letters, 1.nd

has Ehose letter§ in the correct proportion to one another. (p. 70)

Writes words that.maintain an even sl.nt., when a slant line is drat
,

---Mthrough. each letter. (p.'70) , .
-.1-

. 1)
. /

Writes a paragraph that,demonstrates.even spacing intieedn letters,
words and sentenqes.% (p. 70)

410

Writes a sentence,that maititains an even, readable line quality., (p., 70)

Writes the punctuation marks ..? ! ; ' when given an uppunctuated .

paragraph and told the symbol names. ,(13. 71)

Copies acturately from the chalkboard or experi4nte,chart. (p. 71)
J,

Increases proficiencY in cursive writing by.decreasing size and
increasing speeci while maintaining legibility of curTive forms. (p. 71)*

Uses a pen (bah po,Ant, to Write. (p. 71)-

Demonstrates pride,i4.accpmglishments. (p. 71) t

dc

0 '

. V\.
..

D. Self Expression and Mechanics
. .

(eyDevelops the understanding that writing is'avisual presentation of .

the spoken word by':relating printed symbbl,to words and meanings, (p. 72)

. '

/...7.____Attends Co a writing task. (1), 7.2)
. ..

N
. , ..

..

Suggests llabels and capttons to be written bT the teacher. (p. 72)
.
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Proposes ideas to be written by \the teacher. h(.-72)

Shares in gioup complaSition of 4 siMple story. (p. 72)

^

Comppses and writes a simple sentence. (P. 72)

Composes and writes a seftence about a realistid experience. (p. 72)

Cbmposes and writes two or more gentencf stories about.a realistic
experience. ,(p. 72)

Uses periods appiopriaiely: . declarative sentence 'and. abbievlations. (p. i3)

Uses qb.,estion marks appropriately: interrogative.,sentence. (p. 73),

')
Uses Commas appropriately:'.dates and aedresses. .(p. 73)

Uses quotadon marks appropriately. (p. 73) (
slto , s

Us.es apostrophes appropriately. (P. 73)

Uses hyphens appropriatelY. (p..73)
,

Uses colons aPpropriately. (p. /3)

AUses capital letters appropriately. (P. 73)

Writes increasingly complex stories using more precise,descriptive

words etc. (P. 73) *

Uses-margins 'appropriately. (P. 73)

Uses the appppriate ford of written language pi illustrations. (p. 73)
A ,

Uses the appropriate form of written language in lettersi e:g. invitation

and thanks. '(p. 73)

,-. -+ , . '.,
. ...\ Uses the appropriate form of written language in paragraphs. (P. 73)

/ '

Uses *the appropriate form of.written language in.lists. (p. 73)

.4- * ,

.
'

_____ . . , .

Uses the' appropriate form of writIn language in directions. (P. 73) -.

i

.

Uses the appropriate form of written language in simple charts.and graphs.(p.73)

Uses the appropriate form of written.language in short advertisements.,(p,.73)

..

.

'

..°1
.
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RESOURCES - LISTENING

Auchttory Class and(Zanguage Sequencing Milliken

Auditory.Discrimination Game - Modern Education Corporation

Auditory

Auditory

Auditory

Figure Ground - Developmental Learning Materials
*. J

Memory - Developmental Learning Materials
4

Memory for Direction - Milliken
.t-

Audi ory Memory for Sounds -.Milliken

Auditory Training (FamiAiar Scnds) Devefopmental Learning Material&

Children's Folk tales aad Legends - Mi1like4

EARS -,Edrly Approaches to Reading,Skills - Scholastic Book Services

Easel Listening Games and Individual kistening Games - Acadia Press

,FOry TalesPAeSops Fable - Milliken

Ldard tO Listen-4 Ideal School Supply Co.

Listen - Ginn and Co.

Listen and Say Respondette Series-= Go-Mo Products.,

Listen and Think Listening TaPes - Science Research Associates

Listening Apprediation Activitles - -Milliken

. .

.Listening,Clearly - Lakeshore

Listening Skillg Progiam - ScholaSLc Book Service"

.Listening,Skills Program,-,Science Research Associates
I A

At
Nelephant.Named Godfrey - Gage Publishing

Peabody LangAke Development Kit - Psycan

Rec6rd Books- MacDonald
- .

*Sound Absui-ditiea - ,Learning Development Aidg'
.

SoUnd Lotto - Learning Developpent Aids

139
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11

Sound Stories - keshore

Sounds to Words - Milt ken

Super Sounds - Instructs

Tell Agaiii Story Cards - McGraw-Hill Ryerson

Terry.the Terrib e Dicta.t4s Directioris - Media Materials Inc.

Verbal Absurdities -Lakeshore (

.2
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, RESOURtES -. VIEWING

e
Action Cards Set - Learning Development Aids

:my,
,

.

Alike Because - Ginn and Co.

a-
i

..

Camouflaged Animal Cards - Developmental Learning Materials

4

Changes .

Classification - Learning DevelOpment Aids

Cl\assification By Use - Learning Development Aids
f

Classification of objects - Learning Development Aids

Communities in Action - Science Research Associates

Fact or Opinion Learning Centre Activity - Instructo/McGraw-Hill

Flip-Flap - Learning Development Aids
4

Free To Be ....You and Me - McGraw-Hill Ryerson '

Functional Signs Developmental Learning Matenials

I Might Feel ... Self Awareness Posters.- Educator Supplies Ltd.
,..

,I Wonder osters - Psycan
.

Just Imagine Posters - Trend Enterprises Ltd.

+4,

, 1r

1

0

, .

Language Building Cards - Iitterstate Printers and Publishers .

Learning About Human Relationships - David C. Cook

Let's TAlk Aba\t Series - s'eholar's Choice

Living Parts and Wholes - Ginn and C
.

0
.

Look n' Do Cards - Trend Enterprises Ltd.

MacDonald Starter Series - MacDonald

Open Ended Sequence Cards - Ginn and Co.

'Peabody Articulation Cards' Psycan
,

Peabody Language Devflopmen Kits - Psycan
/

*
v

,

,

1

,

1
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Photo Sequence .Cards tr. Modern Education Corporation

Photographic Sequences,- Learning Development Aids

Problem. Solving Cards - Modern Education Corporation

Program of Affective Learning Developmental Learning Materials

Science Sequence Cards - Ginn and Co.

$ee How You Feel Learning Development Aids

0
Seeing Clearly Lakeshore

Self-Told Tales Educator Supplieg

Sequence Picture Cards - Ginn and Co.

Sequential Picture Cards - Developmental Learning Materials

Sequential Thinking Concept Cards Learning,Development Aids

Story Sequence LegAing Centre - Ins'tructo/McGraw-Hill

Study Prints - Instructo

Survival Signs Ideal School'Supply

Teaching Pictures - David C. Cook

Tell Again Story Cards McGraw-Hill Ryerson

Tell What Part is Missing Story Cards'- Milton Bradley

Think Again - Learning Development AidS

Touching Things -% Ginn .and Co.

What Follows - Milton Bradley

What Would You Do? - Learning Development Aids

What's Happening Ginn and Co.

What's Wrong Here -; Ginn and Co.

What's Wrong Posters - Ginn and Co.

Why Because - Learning Development Aids

Visual'Closure ,Cards - Modern Education Corp.

Visual Communication Sk311 - Scholar's Choice

Your Five senses David C.,Cook

142
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RESOURCES = SPEAKING

Action Cards - Learning Development Aids

Alike Because - Ginn and Co.

AssociatiOns - Ginn and Co.

Basic Set of Word Making Cards Word MAing Productions

Basic Vocabulary Study Cards - Dormac

-'Building Sentences Step-by-Step - Dormac

Categories: Yaried - Ginn and Co.

TheCaveman Plural.Centre - Instruoto/McGraw-Hill

Classificat,ion - Learning Development Aids

Classifi.cation by Use - Learning Development Aids

Classification of Objects Learning Development Aids

ClaSsificaelon/Opposites/Sequences - I4eal School Supply

Color and Shape Posters - Ginn and qp. 4

Color Recognition Set' - Louise 'Kill and Son

Create-A-Story Series MacDonald

Developmental Syntax Program - Learning Concepts

. ,

Distar Language - ,Sience Research Associates

DUSO - Psycan

Five Senses Bulletin Board Trend Enterprises

Flip-Flap -.Leatning Developmert Alds

16
Functions Pic re Cards - Ginn and C0.1.

_Help Yourself Books - Learning Development Aids

Imaginative Adjectives and Prepfkilitions'- DormaC

Language Association Boards - Modern Education Corporation



(

.ts-*

Language Association Builders - Modern Education Corporation

Language Rehabilitation Program - Ginn and Co.

Learning About Human_Relationships - David C. Cook

Learning4ConceptS Program for Preschool.and Primary,Children

Lessons in'S'IntaX = Dormac Inc.

Le't's Mageq"a-6es .rend Enterprises

,Let's TalkAttout - Scholar's Choice

LsteiiMnk Listening Tapes - Science Research Asseciates

Listen 'llgay Respondette Serie&"to-Mo'Products

Living Parts and Wholes - Ginn and Co.

MacDonald Starter Series - MacDonald Co.

Opposites Concept Cards - Ginn and Co.

Opposites Picture Cards - Learning Development Aids

Parts and Wholes - Ginn and Co.

Parts of Speech - Ginn and CG.

Peabody Articulation Cards.- Psycan

Peabody Language Development Kits - Psycan*

Photo Seggence Caids.- Modern Education Corporation

Placeg-and Things,- Education Corporation

Points of Vies - bevelopmenta/ Learning Materials

.

Positions Color Cards - Ginn and Co. ,

IrobleM Solving Cards --Modern Edycation Corporatiop

pronoun Parade - Dexter-Westbrook Ltd.

'Sep How You Feel - Learning Development Aids

,

.

Sensitivity - Developmental Learning Materials

Sentence Sharpies - Ginn and

.711

7.
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Sequence Picture Cards - Ginn'and Co.
%

1Sequential Thinking ConcepkCads - Learning Development Aids

Singulars and Plurals - Ginn and Co.

Social Development - David C. Cdok

qteech and Language Materials - Ginn an& 6).
-

The Telephone BullAin Board - Trend Enierprises

Cards - Ginn and ,Co.

Tell Ag in StowCards - 1fcGraw-Hil1 Ryerson

Tell.Wbae Part is Missing Cards - Milton Bradley

/ .

Teriy the Terible Dictates Directions - Media Materiais Inc.

Verbg, Verbs., erbs - Dormac

4

Visual Closure Cards - ModernsEducation CoTporation

What,Do You Think bf That and Other Stores - Gage

What's Happening - 'Ginn and'Co.

What's Missine,-- Ginn and Cd.

What'g Wrang Cards - Learni.ng Development Aids

What's Wrong Here - Ginn and Co.

. Whdf's Wrong Posters'- Learning,Development Aids

What Would You Do? - Learning Development Aids

Why - Because - Learning Development Aids

Your Five Senses - David C.,Cook

4
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RESOURCES - .READING
. A

Auditory Discrimination Game - Mode n Education CorporationI. ../

1

Auto Phonics - Auto Phonics Publishing Co.

Basic Set of Word Making Cards - Work Making Production Inc.
1.1

Basic Skills for Everyone - Cebco/Standard Publishing

*Basic Skills in Following Directions CEBCOL Standard Publishing

Basic Skills on the Job - Ceb9o/Stand.grd Publishing

Remedial Education Press

Card Match-Ups - Developmental Learning Materials.

The Caveman plural Celltre Instructo/McGraw-Hill

Check and Double Check - Scholar's .choice

COmprehension: Main Ideas - Instructo/McGraw-Hf1,1

.
Consumer8equential Cards - Developmental Learning Materials

Create-A-Story MacDonald

Developing'.Compre nsion in Reading 7 J.M. Dent

Developing the Listring-S-ills Educational Activities Inc-

End in'E Game - Ideal School Supply Co.

Erie Program - Teaching Resources.

Favorite Nursery Rhymes - Instructo

Finding A Good Used Car:- Janus/Sciende aesearch Associates

First Pictures Learning Development Aids

Flip-Flap - Learning Development Aids

Following Directions - Insttucto,

forms in,our Life - Globe/Modern Curricultim Press

t-11.
Funtime B5oks - Children's Pres-4*

Fun With Capital and,Lower Case Letters - Instructo/McGraw-Hill

.
CO

.ealt
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detting Around Cities and Towns - JAnus/Sclence Research Associates

Go. Fish Series - Remedial Education Press

Group Sounding Game - Thomas Nelson and Sons

How td Read a Map 4- Interpretive Education
,4

Increasing Comt,rehension 7 Globe/Modern Curriculum Press

'Indepenaent Living Sequential Cards - Developmental Learning;Materials

Inferehtigl Thinking - Instructo

'Instructional Packs - Dexter/Westbrook' Ltd.

Janus Job Interview. Guide - Janus/Science Research As$ociates

Janus Job Planner - Janus Science Research Associates

Kids Like.Us - Evans Brothers

Knights of the Sound Table Cards - Go7go Products

Learning to hook - Learning Developme t Cards

The Learning Skill Series McGraw-Hill

--N..-

Librarye.Skills

4

Listen ana Hear Program - McGraw-Hill Ryerson

for Primary Grades - Milliken

K. Listening Skills Program - Scholastic

Living P ts'and Wholes - Ginn and Co.

t
MacDonald Starters - MacDonald

Main Ideas and Detailp - Instructo

Book Se4viçes

Match Upper andlower Case$Letters - Dexter/Westbrook Inc.

Mill500 Application File.- Janus/Science Research Associates

A NelePtantklame'd Godfirey - Gage,

Organizing Information - Modern Curriculum Press.

Pacemaker Vocational Readers - Copp Clark.

'Peabody Articulation Cards - Psycan

People Working Today Series - Janus/Science Research Associates

147
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PhoRicg Workbooks - Globe/Modern Curriculum Pres s

Photographic Sequence - Learning Development Aids

Picture Sequence Cads -.Modern"Education Corporation

Reading a Newspaper - Janus

'Reading for SurVival - Frank E. Richards

Reading Schedules Janus'

Reading Skill's: Drawing'Conclusions - Frank Schaffer,

Real Experiences: Language in,Everyday Use - Globe Book'Co.

Remedial Reading Drills - Ideal S chool Supply. Co.

A

Rhybing Kittens Instructo

A

Siene Sequence Cards - Millon Bradley
, \

' S hoolhouse Kit '-,Science Research AsdnItes

Search and Research - Creative Teaching Press

\ /
. ('-

Self-Told Ta*es Educator Supplies Ltd. ,
/,

.. . ,

Sequential Thinking Concept Cards --. Learning DeATelopment Aidg .

Serial Sequencing Cards - Modern Education Corporation
(1; .

Shape Analysis Matching Cards - Philog.raph Publications

Skills for*Learning Program - Educational Programmer Inc.

.

Skills Manual Series - Educational Programmers linc.
4

Sont and Sound Vowel Digraph Cards -

:Story Sequence - Instructo/McGraw-Hill
'A

N

Supermarket Language - Janus/Science Research Associates

Survival Reading Task Cards - Teacher Exchange of San Francisco

Tactile Learning Cards - Globe Modern Curriculum Press

4

Take homas Nelson and Sons
A

in SomerPrerequites for Beginning Reading - Educators Publishing'
Service

Trairiing

148
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Using References - Globe/Moddrn Curriculum Press

Using the Want Ads - Jalaus/Science Research Associates
'

Visual Memory Cards - Developmental Learning Materials

Vowel-R-Blends - Ginn and Co.

'Vowel Sounds Snap Game - Didax Teaching Aide and L4arnir3g. Resources

.

We Study Word Shapes - Dext6t/Westbrook,Ltd.
. ,

Webster Word Wheels - McGraw-Hill

What's Happenirig Gtnn and Co.

Why - Because - Learning Developmdnt Aidg

Word Blendst- Kenworthy ,Educat al service

dl
Word Configurations - Ginn and CQ.

Word Families Ginn and Co.

4t1,

Word amily Fun - Ginn and"d4.

Working With Facts and Details -(Modern Curritulum Press
Rt
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IRESOURCES - VOCABULARY pEVELOPMENT

Classiftication - Learning Development Aids

r
;Classification of Objcts - Learning Detelopment Aids

Clothing Language -

The Courtis-Watters Illustrated Golden Dictionary - Western Publishing

is Crossword-Puzzles - Scholastic Book Services,

1

.pr

The Dolch Basic Reading Series S er Educg ion and Training Products

Drugstore Language - Janus/Science earch sociates

Entertainment Language - Janus/Science Research AssociateS

Group Size Popper Words - Thomas Nelson and Son

Homograph Poster Cards - Milton Bradley

w to Use the Dictionary Instructo/McGraw-Hill

Can Make It On My Own - Goodyear Publishing
s,

In Other' Words - ScOtt, Foresman Inc.

Inseructional Aid Kits - Dexter/Westbrook

Instructo Curriculum Maeerials

-Job Application Languag anuS/Science Research Associates

Kinesthe-tic Alphabet Play Skool

Learning Basic SKills Through Music J.M. Dent and'Sons

Learning Centre - Poetry Potpourri - Instructo/Mcpraw-Hill

List ing Skills.Program r Scholastic took Services

Match Upper and Lower dase Letters - Dexter/Westbrook Ltd.

Metrics for Beginners - Instructo Curriculum Materials

Opposite Concept Cards - Development Aids

3honics Workbooks - Globe/Modern Curtioulum "Press

Press and Check Bingo Games - Milton Bradley

150
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Restaurant Language.

Road Signs of the Tithes -

Sedrch and Research Set Creative Teaching Press

See How You Feel Learning Develo ent Aias

Serial Sequencing tirds - Mioder c tion CorpoTation

Sight Words.fot the Seventies - Book Lab Inc.

Spatial! Relationship Concept'Cards - Learning Development Aids

Structural Aeading - Random House of Canada

Supermarket anguagè - JanusLScience Research Associates

'SurVival Signs - Ideal School Stipply Co.

Toudh Type - Modern Education CorporatiOn

Training for Independence: Recognition of Functioyal Words - Develhpmental
\Learnin'g Materials

Understanding Our Feelins InsIructo/McGraw-Hill

Verbs, Verbs, Verbs;- Dromac

Vocabulary Buirding EXercises for the Young Adult - Dormac

;

Words to Use: A Primary Thesaurus - Gage
- ,"
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RESOURCES - PRE-SPELLING

Auditory Dfscrimination Game - Modern Education Corporation

Basic Set of. Worl Making Cards - Word Making Productions Inc.

Categories Varied - Girl and Co.

Classification ty Use - Learning ,Development Aids

Consonant Sounds Program - Milton Bradley

Create-A-Story MacDonald'

Developmental Syntax'Program - Learning Concepts .

Dolch Word Lists: The Essntial Spelling List - MacMil4n

Go Fish Series Remedial Ed cation Press

Group Sounding dame - .GarrAd P blishinig Co.

New Phonics We Use - McGraw.-Hill Ryerson

Open-Ended Sequence Cards - Ginn and Co.
,

Peabody Language Kits - Psycan
A

Phonics Workbooks - Globe/Modern Curri..culunf Press

Record Books - MacDonald

Rhyming Kiitens Instructo

'Schoolhouse Word Attack SKills - Science Research Associates

Sequence Picture Cards - Ginn and Co.

Sight Words.for the Seventies Book Lab Inc.

Spill and,Spell.- Scholar's Choice

Study PrintS - Instructo

Tell Again Story Cards McGraw-Hill Ryerson

TellyA-Tale Cards Ginn and Co.

Word Family Fun - Moyer-Vico Ltd.

152
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RESOURCES SPELLING

All About Consonants - Auto Phonics Publishing Co%

Audit6ry Discrimination Game - Modern Education Corporation'

Auto Phonics - Auto Phonics Publishing Co.

asic Set of Word-Making Cards -,Word Making Productions

B ilding Sentences StepZby-.Srep - Dormac Inc.
e,

Ca fman Plurals Centre - Instructo/McGraw-Hill

Che and Double Chick - Scholar's Choice

Conso apt Vowel Blend Matching Cards - Philograph Publishing

The Esential Spelling,List -.MacMillan

Instru4iona1 Aid Kit - Dexter/Westbrook,Ltd.

Instruc4ona1 Aid PackS Dexter/Wed.tbrook Ltd.

ListeninOkills PrOgram - Scholastic BoOk Service

New Phonic We Use - Ryerson
\

Phonics,i - Globe/Modern Curculum Press

Phonics WorAooks - Globe/Modern Curriculum Press

Press and Che k Bingo - Milton Bra'Aley

' Remedial Read g Drills Ideal School.Supply Co:

Schoolhouse Wo d Attack Skills Science Research Associates

Sight Words for the Seventies - Book Lab

Singulars and P1 rals - Dromac,

Special Kids Stuf - Incentive Publications

Spill and Spell , h 1 r's Choice
.om

'Verbs, Verbs,yerbs - DorTnac
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RESOURCES HANDWRITING ,

Advanced Cqrsive Handwriting Spirit Masters'- Yeterson

Alphabet Practice Cards - Ideal School Slyly Co.

Alphabet Stencils - Ginn and Co.

Alphabet Wagon Train Instructo
r7

V;puilding Language Skills

Cursive Handwriting Spirit Masters -*Peterson

cursive Handwriting DuplicatinrMasters - Milliken

Cursive Letter ConneCtions - Milliken

DubnofaSchool Programs - Ginniand Co.

Dubnoff Write-On'Cards - Ginn and Co.

Flocke'd Alphabet Wall Cards - Ideal School Supply 'Co.

Hancy,Alphabet Ginn and Co.

Hancy Numeral§ - Ginn and to.

Handwriting Books - Lyons and Carnahan

= Handwriting With Write and See Books - Lyons and Carnahan

I Can Write Sto'ries - Basic Writing tourse - Gage

Jumbo Tactilmat Pegboards - Ginn and to.

Kinesthetic Trace-The-Letter Cards - InstruCto

Learn to Write Cards - Milton Bradley

Learning Centre Activities Instructo/McGrbw-Hill

.Learning Skills Series - McGraw-Hill
,

Learning to Form Letters - McGraw-Hill

t Learning When to Capitalize - Instructo/McGrawrHill

Manuscript Handwriting Spirit Masters = Peterson
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Manuscript-Letterq ahd Numerals DupYicating Masters - Milliken

Math Signs - Trend Enterprises

Motof Co-ordinatiom,Chalkboards - Modern Education Corporation

Name Writing - Hubbard

Perceptual Enhancement Workbooks -1_Modern Education Corporatiop

Pre-Handwriting Strokes Duplicating Book - Lakeshore

Pre-Space Primary Paper - Ideal School Supply

Punciptio Patterns - Milton Bradley

Punctuat on: Peridds, Questions ands Exclamation Marks - Instructo/McGraw-Hill

Punct tion Pointers 4 Trend Enterpriies,

Righ Line Chalkboard - Kahl's Inc.

Right Line Paper - Kahl's Inc.

Se1f-Adhes4ve Desk Strips - InstructO

Sequential Development Alphabet Cards Ideal School Scpply Company

Sharpening Lettei Writing Skills - Instructo/McGraw-Hill

Visuai-Memory Cards Deyelopmental Learning Materials

WiPe Clean.Card'Book Milliken

Writing is Fun -,Weber-Costello.
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